


Iraqi	Kurdistan	in	Middle	Eastern	Politics

The	changes	brought	by	 the	Arab	Spring	and	ensuing	developments	 in	 the	Middle	East	have
made	the	Kurds	an	important	force	in	the	region.	Tel-Aviv	and	Washington	place	high	hopes	on
Erbil	to	facilitate	their	dealings	with	Baghdad,	Damascus,	Teheran	and	Ankara.	Kurds	living	in
Turkey,	 Syria	 and	 Iran	 have	 been	 inspired	 by	 the	 successes	 of	 their	 brethren	 in	 Iraq	 who
managed	to	gain	significant	independence	and	make	remarkable	achievements	in	state	building.
The	idea	of	a	greater	Kurdistan	is	in	the	air.

This	book	focuses	on	how	the	Kurds	have	become	a	new	and	significant	 force	 in	Middle
Eastern	politics.	 International	expert	 contributors	conceptualize	current	developments	putting
them	into	theoretical	perspective,	helping	us	to	better	understand	the	potential	role	the	Kurds
could	play	in	the	Middle	East.

Alex	Danilovich	 lectures	 in	 Comparative	 Politics	 at	 the	University	 of	Kurdistan-Hawler	 in
Iraq.	He	is	the	author	of	Russian-Belarusian	Integration:	Playing	Games	Behind	the	Kremlin
Walls	(Ashgate	2006),	Iraqi	Federalism	and	the	Kurds:	Learning	to	Live	Together	 (Ashgate
2014)	and	is	co-author	of	Kazakhstan:	Contemporary	Politics	(EastBridge	2009).



‘This	 book	 brings	 together	 the	 analyses	 of	 a	 group	 of	 scholars	 intimately	 familiar	 with	 the
Kurdish	 issue,	 international	 relations,	 federalism	and	U.S.	 foreign	policy	 towards	 the	Kurds.
Together	 they	objectively	pose	a	series	of	hard	and	extremely	 timely	questions	regarding	 the
past,	present	and	 future	of	 the	Kurds	 in	 Iraq.	Academics,	policy	makers	and	general	 readers
alike	will	all	find	plenty	of	food	for	thought	in	this	fine	volume’.

Professor	David	Romano,	Thomas	G.	Strong	Chair	in	Middle	East	Politics,	Missouri	State	University,	USA,	author	of
The	Kurdish	Nationalist	Movement	and	co-editor	of	Conflict,	Democratization	and	the	Kurds	in	the	Middle	East

‘This	work	provides	a	remarkable,	 if	not	unique,	analysis	of	Iraqi	Kurdistan.	Despite	all	 the
problems	it	faces	–	some	of	them	stemming	from	tribal	traditions	–	this	autonomous	entity	has
become	a	significant	force	in	Middle	Eastern	politics.	A	team	of	excellent	specialists	covers
the	 overall	 spectrum	 of	 a	 region,	 which	might	 become	 independent.	 An	 achievement	 which
helps	the	understanding	of	a	complex	reality’.

Professor	Gerard	Chaliand,	Nanyang	University,	Singapore	and	expert	on	non-conventional	warfare

‘This	 book	 is	 a	must	 read	 for	 anyone	who	wishes	 to	 understand	 Iraqi	Kurdistan,	which	 has
become	a	kind	of	microcosm	for	the	turbulent	Middle	East.	The	contributors	to	the	book	shed
light	 on	 the	 complex	 and	 controversial	 issue	 of	Kurdistan’s	 independence,	 analyzing	 it	 from
different	 historical,	 geographical,	 economic	 and	 political	 perspectives.	 As	 such	 it	 should
interest	laymen,	scholars	and	students	of	the	history	of	the	Middle	East.	Kurdish	intellectuals
and	politicians	who	are	engaged	in	drawing	the	future	of	this	entity	may	also	gain	insight	from
the	 discussion	 in	 the	 different	 chapters	 which	 raise	 a	 lot	 of	 question	 marks	 regarding	 the
understanding	of	the	dynamics	in	Iraqi	Kurdistan	and	has	far	reaching	effects	on	the	Kurds	in	a
Greater	Kurdistan	as	well’.

Professor	Ofra	Bengio,	Tel	Aviv	University,	Israel,	author	of	The	Kurds	of	Iraq:	Building	a	State	within	a	State	and
editor	of	Kurdish	Awakening:	Nation	Building	in	a	Fragmented	Homeland
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Preface

Daily	 news	 from	 the	Middle	 East	 grows	 scarier	 by	 the	 day,	 unavoidably	 tied	 to	 terrorism,
morbid	 executions	 aired	 on	 social	 networks,	 and	 masses	 of	 refugees	 fleeing	 the	 region.	 In
response	 to	 this	 uproar,	 two	 international	 coalitions	 have	 been	 formed	 and	 have	 intervened
militarily,	further	complicating	the	turbulent	situation	with	their	own	geostrategic	goals.	Under
the	circumstances,	it	is	impossible	to	discern	reasonable	patterns,	find	a	way	out	or	even	make
some	sense	of	the	situation.	There	is	one	mounting	force	in	the	region	that	acquires	the	potential
to	 seriously	 influence	 military	 and	 political	 developments	 there	 and	 whose	 actions	 can	 be
reasonably	 explained	 and	 interpreted.	 This	 force	 is	 the	Kurds,	 the	world’s	 largest	 stateless
nation	 divided	 among	 four	 countries;	 they	 see	 an	 opportunity	 in	 the	 deepening	 security	 and
political	bedlam.	They	hope	to	fix	the	historic	injustice	done	to	them	during	the	dismantlement
of	 the	Ottoman	 Empire.	 By	 denying	 the	Kurds	 their	 statehood	 at	 the	 time	 of	 Sykes-Picot,	 a
massively	 destabilizing	 force	 was	 built	 into	 state	 structures	 and	 forcibly	 contained	 over	 a
century	in	the	Middle	East.

The	 book	 focuses	 on	 this	 particular	 issue	 in	 an	 attempt	 to	 conceptualize	 the	 current
developments	and	reflect	on	whether	the	mischief	can	be	undone	now,	one	hundred	years	later.
Eight	international	scholars,	with	unparalleled	knowledge	of	the	region	and	fascinated	by	the
ongoing	events	decided	to	put	their	heads	together	in	an	attempt	to	understand	what	may	await
the	Kurds	 in	 the	Middle	East.	We	contemplated	an	ambitious	 scope	and	our	 initial	 title	was
The	Kurdish	card	in	the	Middle	East,	but	finally	agreed	to	downplay	our	ambitions	and	focus
mostly	 on	 the	 Southern	 Kurds,	 the	 Kurds	 of	 Iraq,	 who	 already	 have	 a	 sort	 of	 polity	 with
governmental	 structures	 and	 a	 decades-long	 experience	 of	 taking	 care	 of	 their	 own	 destiny
within	 the	 loose	 Iraqi	 federation.	Each	 contributor	 looks	 into	 one	 significant	 aspect	 of	 Iraqi
Kurdistan’s	domestic	 situation,	 action	 and	plans.	We	did	not	 try	 to	 achieve	unanimity	 in	our
interpretations,	but	all	were	driven	by	a	sincere	desire	to	understand	and	explain	things	to	an
outside	reader	overwhelmed	by	the	scope	and	intensity	of	changes	in	the	Middle	East.

All	the	contributors	have	close	relations	to	the	Kurds	one	way	or	another:	several	authors
are	ethnic	Kurds,	while	others	have	worked	in	Kurdistan	and	have	been	moved	by	the	Kurdish
cause.	All	are	scholars	who	sincerely	wish	the	Kurdish	people	every	success	while	seeking	to
improve	 understanding	 of	 the	 current	 developments.	 Each	 is	 convinced	 that	 the	 Kurdish



question	in	the	Middle	East	can	be	put	off	no	longer	and	offers	theory	informed	interpretations.
Alex	Danilovich
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Introduction

The	 serial	democratic	 revolutions	 that	have	 swept	 across	 the	Middle	East	over	 the	 last	 few
years	have	 left	a	significantly	changed	political	 landscape.	As	 luck	would	have	 it,	 they	have
niether	 established	 democracy,	 improved	 domestic	 governance,	 nor	 brought	 stability	 and
optimism	about	the	future	of	the	region.

Kaddafi’s	orderly	Libya	is	no	more.	The	country’s	picturesque	dictator,	who	understood	his
countrymen	 well	 and	 managed	 to	 take	 account	 of	 all	 tribal	 interests	 through	 a	 delicate
balancing	act,	was	killed	in	the	most	horrific	way.	The	country	has	been	plunged	into	a	state	of
nature,	a	war	of	all	against	all.

Egypt,	 the	most	powerful	 regional	country,	elected	 the	Muslim	Brothers	 to	power,	but	 the
popular	 choice	 did	 not	 prove	 sustainable	 for	 long;	 the	 democratically	 victorious	 Muslim
Brothers	were	ousted	by	a	military	coup.	The	new	government	evinces	signs	of	Egypt’s	return
in	force	to	regional	politics.

Syria’s	 civil	 war	 and	 the	 massive	 international	 support	 for	 regime	 change	 and
democratization	 have	 ultimately	 added	 to	 the	 current	 upheaval.	 The	 radical	 opponents	 to
Bashar	Assad’s	government	went	further	than	expected	and	set	their	own	agenda	–	the	creation
of	a	caliphate	in	the	entire	Middle	East	and	beyond.	The	implementation	of	their	plans	has	been
significantly	facilitated	by	the	situation	in	Iraq,	the	country	whose	transition	to	democracy	was
assisted	in	2003	by	Shock	and	Awe.

Iraq’s	 Shia	 numeric	 majority	 elected	 representatives	 of	 their	 sect	 to	 power	 in	 the	 most
democratic	way,	 putting	 an	 end	 to	 the	 domination	 of	 the	 Sunni	minority	 under	 Saddam.	The
Shia	democratic	majority,	led	by	Prime	Minister	al-Malaki,	totally	ignored	Sunni	interests	and
antagonized	the	Sunni	Muslims	who	have	become	the	powerbase	of	the	Islamic	radicals.1	The
Iraqi	Sunni	and	Syrian	rebels	joined	their	efforts	and	established	the	Islamic	State	of	Iraq	and
al-Sham	(ISIS)	that	covers	large	swathes	of	the	Iraqi	and	Syrian	territories.

The	 emergence	 of	 the	 State	 of	 Iraq	 and	 the	 Levant	 in	 the	 Sunni	 areas	 of	 Syria	 and	 Iraq
signifies,	in	a	sense,	the	abolition	of	the	artificially	created	borders	during	the	partition	of	the
Ottoman	Empire,	first	under	the	Sykes-Picot	agreement,	then	under	the	Treaties	of	Severs	and
Lausanne.	The	artificial	nature	of	the	resulting	states	of	Syria	and	Iraq	is	particularly	obvious
when	one	looks	at	how	the	national	border	cuts	into	the	area	inhabited	by	Sunnis,	making	part



of	 them	Syrian,	 the	other	 Iraqi.	The	Kurds	were	 totally	 ignored	by	 the	Western	powers	after
World	War	I	and	ended	up	living	in	four	different	countries.

The	ISIS	terrorists	have	been	successful	because	they	have,	restored	some	form	of	justice
and	united	the	divided	Sunnis	in	a	caliphate.	That	is	likely	to	entail	a	drastic	reshuffle	of	the
political	 geography	 of	 the	 region	 to	 the	 point	 that	 the	 name	 of	 Iraq	 might	 soon	 become	 a
historical–cultural	 concept	 rather	 than	 a	 reality,	 as	with	 Syria.	 These	 ongoing	 changes	 have
made	Kurds	important	players	throughout	the	region.	And	that	 is	 just	 the	beginning.	Tel-Aviv
and	Washington	have	high	hopes	for	Erbil	in	their	dealings	with	Baghdad,	Damascus,	Teheran
and	Ankara.	Nolens	volens,	Iran	supports	the	Syrian	Kurds	in	their	fight	against	ISIS	out	of	its
geopolitical	 considerations,	 although	 an	 independent	Kurdistan	would	 constitute	 an	 obvious
threat	because	of	Iran’s	own	substantial	Kurdish	population.	Turkey	has	always	opposed	any
Kurdish	nationalist	movements,	be	 it	at	home	or	abroad.	Now	with	 the	Syrian	crisis,	Turkey
dreams	of	establishing	a	buffer	zone	in	Northern	Syria	(Kurdish	areas),	allegedly	to	create	a
safe	haven	for	Syrian	refugees,	but	more	probably	to	prevent	the	Syrian	Kurds	from	forming	an
autonomy.	 The	 USA	 and	 NATO	 as	 a	 whole	 seemed	 to	 support	 the	 idea	 of	 a	 safe	 haven	 in
Northern	Syria,	but	the	unexpected	Russian	military	intervention	in	Syria	has	severely	changed
the	dynamics	of	regional	events	and	planning.	The	outcome	of	these	new	developments	in	the
Middle	East	is	hard	to	foresee.	It	is	certain,	though,	that	open	global	rivalry	is	only	likely	to
compound	the	situation.

The	Middle	East	today	is	characterized	by	several	new	features:	(1)	failed	or	failing	states
in	Iraq,	Syria,	and	also	Libya	and	Yemen;	(2)	fragile	states	in	Lebanon,	Jordan;	(3)	the	upsurge
of	terrorism	all	over	the	region;	(4)	sectarian	tensions	between	Shiites	and	Sunnis;	and	(5)	the
emergence	 of	 new	 strong	 actors	 such	 as	 the	 Kurds	 in	 Iraq,	 Syria	 but	 also	 Turkey.	 Another
noticeable	feature	in	the	new	Middle	East	is	the	increasing	role	of	external	powers	and	their
influence	despite	some	unsubstantiated	beliefs	to	the	contrary.

New	opportunities	for	the	Kurds
The	 dismantlement	 of	 the	 Iraqi	 state	 after	 the	 invasion	 in	 2003	 can	 be	 compared	 to	 the
demolition	of	one	of	the	load-carrying	beams	of	the	contemporary	Arab	world.	The	imminent
collapse	of	the	Syrian	state	is	likely	to	completely	bring	down	the	edifice	barely	holding	onto
Arab	 nationalism,	 which	 in	 turn	 is	 severely	 weakened	 by	 sectarianism.	 At	 the	 same	 time,
current	 chaos	offers	opportunities	 to	others.	The	Kurds	 constitute	 the	 largest	 stateless	 ethnic
group	in	the	world.	Split	between	four	sovereign	countries,	it	has	never	managed	to	receive	its
own	nation-state.	The	Kurds’	belated	but	increasing	desire	to	create	a	nation-state	at	any	price
is	 humanely	 understandable.	 Historically	 unrealized	 statehood	 makes	 them	 strive	 for	 the
implementation	 of	 the	 highly	 normative	 concept	 of	 statehood,	 in	 which	 nation	 and	 state
coincide.	 Today	 only	 Southern	 Kurds	 (Iraq)	 have	 a	 sort	 of	 polity	 within	 the	 loose	 Iraqi



federation.	 The	 Kurdish	 region	 has	 all	 the	 attributes	 of	 statehood,	 such	 as	 a	 legislature,	 an
executive	with	extended	bureaucracy,	a	judiciary	and	even	their	own	ethnic	armed	forces.	The
Southern	Kurds	are	tempted	to	declare	independence	and	become,	they	hope,	a	sovereign	state.

The	idea	is	so	popular	that	the	leadership	of	the	Kurdish	federal	region	often	invokes	it	to
boost	 political	 support.	 The	 most	 recent	 appeal	 was	 made	 in	 December	 2015	 by	 Masoud
Barzani,	the	regional	president.	These	appeals	do	not	seem	to	be	meant	to	effect	independence
in	 earnest,	 as	 the	Kurdish	 leaders	 understand	 the	magnitude	 of	 challenges	 this	move	would
entail,	but	they	garner	some	popular	support	when	needed.	Curious	enough	in	this	respect	is	an
interview	given	by	the	late	Evgeni	Primakov,	a	former	Russian	Foreign	Minister	and	a	close
friend	 of	 the	 Barzani	 family,	 to	 a	 Russian	 TV	 channel.	 He	 recounted	 his	 last	 meeting	 with
Masoud	Barzani	 and	 said	 that	when	asked	about	 the	 seriousness	of	his	 intent	 to	break	away
from	Iraq,	Barzani	allegedly	expressed	some	doubts	about	the	realization	of	such	plans.	Today
with	the	controversies	surrounding	Masoud	Barzani’s	presidency,	which	put	the	legitimacy	of
his	 new	 term	 in	 office	 into	 question,	 his	 Kurdish	 Democratic	 Party	 may	 launch	 an
independence	campaign	hoping	 to	 turn	Masoud	Barzani	 into	 the	Gandhi	of	Kurdistan	and	 the
father	of	the	Kurdish	nation.

Obviously,	Kurdish	national	aspirations	have	been	caught	in	the	geopolitics	of	the	region.	In
the	 recent	 past,	 Iran	 often	 positioned	 itself	 as	 friends	 of	 the	 Kurds	 in	 an	 attempt	 to	 exert
pressure	 on	 the	 government	 in	 Baghdad.	 Syria	 has	 used	 Kurdish	 nationalism	 against	 its
regional	 rivals,	 notably	 supporting	 the	 PKK	 in	 its	 fight	 against	Turkey.	During	 the	 twentieth
century	 ‘the	Kurds	have	been	used	 repeatedly	by	 the	USA,	 Israel	 and	 Iran	 to	destabilize	 the
state	 of	 Iraq,	 then	 left	 to	 their	 fate	 once	 immediate	 strategic	 goals	 have	 been	 achieved’
(Anderson	and	Stansfield	2009:	180).	This	situation	has	hardly	changed.

Kurdistan	 hit	 the	 headlines	 during	 the	 ‘no-fly	 zone’	 established	 in	 1991.	 This	 provoked
global	sympathy	for	the	plight	of	the	Kurdish	people	and	their	cause.	Now	Kurds	have	come
into	the	international	spotlight	again	in	relation	to	the	cataclysm	caused	by	ISIS	in	2014,	when
terrorists	 came	 as	 close	 as	 29	 miles	 to	 the	 capital	 city	 of	 Erbil.	 The	 horrific	 theatrical
executions	carried	out	by	ISIS	and	aired	on	world	TV	channels	and	social	networks,	as	well	as
the	military	success	of	 the	KRG	in	 the	fight	against	 ISIS	 terrorists,	have	brought	 the	Kurdish
cause	back	to	prominence.

The	Kurds	 living	 in	Syria,	Turkey	 and	 Iran	 have	 been	 inspired	 by	 the	 successes	 of	 Iraqi
Kurdistan;	 the	 idea	of	a	greater	Kurdistan	 is	 in	 the	air	despite	almost	universal	 international
disproval.	 Today	 only	 Israel	 openly	 encourages	 Iraqi	 Kurds	 to	 break	 away	 from	 the	 Iraqi
federation.	 The	 secession	 of	 Kurdistan	 from	 Iraq	 will	 immediately	 affect	 Turkey,	 and	 to	 a
lesser	degree	Iran,	while	the	Syrian	Kurds	would	also	welcome	the	move	and	try	to	emulate
the	 example	 at	 home	given	 the	weakness	of	 the	Syrian	government.2	 In	 sum,	 the	Kurds	 have
emerged	 as	 a	 new	 and	 significant	 force	 in	 Middle	 Eastern	 politics.	 Regional	 media	 news
headlines,	like	Assad	Plays	the	Kurdish	Card	(Al	Arabiya	News),	Iraqi	Kurdistan	–	Western



Fifth	Column	in	the	Middle	East	(CounterPunch),	Will	Russia	Play	the	Kurdish	Card	?	 (Al-
Monitor),	and	The	Kurds:	Expendable	Pawns	in	Middle	Eastern	Machinations	(The	Kurdish
Tribune),	all	point	in	the	same	direction.

This	 book	 focuses	 on	 this	 particular	 issue	 in	 an	 attempt	 to	 conceptualize	 the	 current
developments	and	put	 things	 into	 theoretical	perspective.	All	 the	contributors	 to	 this	volume
are	scholars	sincerely	wishing	the	Kurdish	people	every	success	while	seeking	to	improve	the
understanding	 of	 current	 developments.	 Each	 is	 convinced	 that	 the	 Kurdish	 question	 in	 the
Middle	East	can	be	put	off	no	longer	and	offer	theory-informed	interpretations.

The	book	 is	 comprised	of	 two	parts:	 I.	 Soul	 searching	 and	 II.	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	 in	Middle
Eastern	politics.

Part	I:	Soul	searching
Chapter	1,	 ‘Learning	from	history:	Kurdish	nationalism	and	state-building	efforts’,	 is	written
by	Dr	Anwar	Anaid,	 an	 international	 scholar	 of	Kurdish	descent.	He	 sets	 out	 to	 explain	 the
origins	and	nature	of	Kurdish	nationalism	and	why	attempts	at	statehood	have	failed	in	the	past.
Taking	 cues	 from	 theories	 of	 modern	 nation	 state	 emergence	 and	 adopting	 the	 modernist
approach	to	nationalism,	he	argues	that	throughout	history,	the	Kurds	have	missed	several	good
opportunities	in	their	nationalist	project.	The	belated,	slow	and	ineffective	actions	of	Kurdish
nationalizing	 elites,	 combined	 with	 adverse	 external	 circumstances,	 led	 to	 the	 failure	 of
Kurdish	 statehood	 efforts	 in	 the	 twentieth	 century.	 In	 the	 author’s	 view,	 the	 deep	 political
changes	that	have	been	taking	place	in	Iraq	since	the	1991	uprising,	combined	with	the	current
structural	makeover	of	the	Middle	East	in	the	wake	of	the	Arab	Spring,	have	created	favorable
conditions	for	a	new	statehood	project.

In	Chapter	2,	 ‘New	horizons:	 Iraqi	 federalism’,	 I	 introduce	 the	main	 features	of	 the	 Iraqi
federal	 system.	 My	 main	 argument	 is	 that	 federalism	 provides	 the	 Kurds	 with	 a	 golden
opportunity	to	realize	their	statehood	dreams	within	a	loose	Iraqi	federation	without	making	a
big	splash	in	regional	and	international	politics.	For	the	first	time	in	many	generations,	Kurds
living	in	Iraq	are	pretty	much	in	charge	of	their	own	destiny.	It	is	obvious	that	sovereign	nation-
states	 seem	 solid	 constructions	well	 tested	by	 time,	 but	 federalism	 today	has	 proved	 a	 very
promising	 arrangement	 to	 address	 the	world’s	many	 problems.	 It	 is	 based	 on	 the	 European
principles	of	a	statehood	 that	protects	minorities	by	decentralizing	state	administration.	 Iraqi
federalism	has	already	stopped	the	logic	of	zero-sum	violence	between	Arabs	and	Kurds	and
has	more	potential.

Chapter	3,	‘Rebels	without	a	cause?	A	historicist	analysis	of	Iraqi	Kurdistan’s	political	and
economic	 development	 and	 prospects	 for	 independence’,	 is	written	 by	Dr	Nigel	Greaves,	 a
scholar	who	has	spent	many	years	in	Kurdistan	and	who	is	unparalleled	in	his	knowledge	of
the	 local	 realities	 which	 he	 conceptualizes	 and	 explains.	 He	 tackles	 the	 idea	 of	 Kurdish



statehood	guided	by	Gramsci’s	neo-Marxist	insights.	His	main	argument	well	reflected	in	the
chapter’s	 title,	 questions	 the	 rationality	 of	 Kurdish	 plans	 to	 acquire	 an	 ethnic	 state	 in	 the
twenty-firstt	 century,	 as	 Kurdistan’s	 politics	 is	 rooted	 in	 pre-modern	 traditional	 practices
where	 they	 appear	 to	 remain	 today.	 Kurdish	 political	 parties	 do	 not	 seem	 to	 have	 any
association	with	the	socio-economic	class	drivers	that	have	brought	other	nations	to	modernity.
The	main	 Kurdish	 political	 parties	 remain	 tied	 to	 a	 fundamental	 regional	 schism,	 which	 is
rather	feudal	in	origin.	The	deep	regional	division	in	Kurdistan	is	not	mitigated	by	the	cross-
cutting	 cleavages	 that	 modernity	 has	 produced	 elsewhere.	 A	 tentative	 cross-party	 national
consensus	 is	 not	 easy	 to	 achieve	 by	 an	 elite	 governing	 caste	 that	 has	 become	 somewhat
detached	 from	 the	 largely	 passive	 mass	 of	 Kurdish	 society.	 The	 idea	 of	 an	 independent
sovereign	Kurdistan	may	help	to	find	such	a	consensus,	engage	the	people,	and	thereby	attempt
to	legitimize	the	essentially	pre-modern	political	system.

Chapter	4,	‘Erecting	buildings,	erecting	a	state:	Public	perception	of	Kurdish	statehood’,	by
Umut	Kuruuzum	echoes	the	previous	chapter	and	provides,	in	a	sense,	empirical	support	for	the
argument	voiced	by	several	contributors	that	the	Kurds	have	no	clear	vision	of	the	contours	of
their	 would-be	 state.	 This	 chapter	 results	 from	 an	 anthropological	 field	 study	 conducted	 in
Erbil	 in	 2015.	 The	 author	 takes	 the	 reader	 right	 to	where	 the	 action	 unfolds,	 introduces	 his
interlocutors	and	engages	in	casual	conversations	with	ordinary	citizens	in	the	streets	of	Erbil.
As	a	result,	the	reader	has	a	sense	of	physical	presence	in	the	city.	The	author	juxtaposes	the
construction	boom	in	Erbil	and	 the	pervasive	plans	of	building	an	 independent	Kurdish	state
through	 ordinary	 people’s	 understanding	 and	 interpretation.	 The	 two	 topics	 appear	 quite
intertwined.	The	author	looks	into	the	specific	meanings	attributed	to	various	aspects	of	newly
built	 luxurious	 high-rises	 and	 illustrates	 the	 insights	 they	 convey	 to	 ordinary	 people’s
perceptions	about	Kurdish	statehood.	Although	the	population	sample	in	this	study	is	restricted
to	 urban	 areas,	 in	 fact	 the	 dwellers	 of	 the	 capital	 city	 of	 Erbil,	 the	 inferences	 made	 are
interesting	and	cogent.

Part	II:	Iraqi	Kurdistan	in	Middle	East	politics
Chapter	5,	 ‘Oil	and	 the	drive	 for	 independence:	An	ace	 in	 the	hole	or	 joker	 in	 the	pack’,	 is
written	by	Dr	Francis	Owtram	who	has	also	spent	many	years	 in	Kurdistan.	The	 title	of	 this
chapter	is	self-explanatory.	The	wealth	of	energy	resources	makes	the	Kurds	of	Iraq	think	that
they	can	easily	achieve	independence,	build	 their	state	and	live	happily	ever	after.	Abundant
Kurdish	oil	reserves	seem	to	make	many	heads	spin.	Indeed,	oil	has	allowed	the	region	to	raise
its	 international	 profile,	 strengthen	 security	 and	 military	 capabilities,	 and	 achieve	 relative
material	prosperity	vis-à-vis	the	rest	of	Iraq.	However,	is	this	enough	to	create	a	viable	state
accepted	by	 its	neighbors	and	 the	 international	community	 in	general?	This	chapter	explores
the	 role	 that	 oil	 resources	 have	 played	 in	 Iraqi	 Kurdistan’s	 putative	 quest	 for	 state



independence.	The	author	sets	two	main	analytical	tasks:	to	answer	the	question	as	to	whether
the	oil	resources	help	or	a	hinder	the	achievement	of	state	independence	for	the	Kurds	of	Iraq.
In	other	words,	it	analyzes	the	role	that	oil	has	played	in	the	contemporary	political	trajectory
of	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region	 of	 Iraq,	 blending	 firstly	 the	 conceptual	 and	 analytical	 framework
offered	 by	 Harvey	 and	 Stansfield	 with	 Fred	 Halliday’s	 analytical	 notion	 of	 post-colonial
sequestration,	 on	 the	 role	 of	 changes	 in	 the	 international	 system	 facilitating	 or	 inhibiting	 the
movement	towards	the	recognized	independence	of	ethnic	groups.

Is	the	presence	of	abundant	hydrocarbon	resources	in	the	Kurdistan	Region	of	Iraq	a	help	or
a	hindrance	for	the	realization	of	aspirations	for	independence?	Can	we	say	that	the	possession
of	hydrocarbons	is	an	‘ace	in	the	hole’	or	‘a	joker	in	the	pack’3?

Chapter	6,	 ‘Kurdistan	 and	 the	 international	 system	 of	 sovereign	 states’,	 is	written	 by	Dr
Ryan	 D.	 Griffiths	 of	 the	 University	 of	 Sydney.	 His	 main	 research	 question	 is	 under	 what
conditions	the	international	community	grants	a	secessionist	movement	sovereign	recognition.
The	 author	 attempts	 to	 offer	 a	 systematic	 explanation	 of	 the	 dynamics	 of	 recognition	 over
various	historical	periods	and	how	they	have	varied	regionally,	projecting	his	reflections	onto
the	case	of	Iraqi	Kurdistan.

The	author	offers	to	theorize	the	set	of	sovereign	states	as	a	club	–	one	whose	membership
has	varied	across	time	and	space;	he	also	discusses	the	manner	in	which	admittance	to	the	club
has	been	managed	 through	history	and	geography.	Throughout	 this	discussion,	he	shows	how
each	configuration	has	balanced	the	competing	demands	of	the	sovereign	and	liberal	traditions,
and	highlights	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	each	international	order.	The	author	repeatedly
draws	 on	 Iraqi	 Kurdistan	 as	 an	 example	 case,	 discussing	 how	 Kurdistan’s	 statehood
aspirations	 would	 have	 fared	 during	 each	 of	 these	 periods	 and	 how	 a	 Kurdish	 nation-state
would	have	a	hard	time	to	achieve	admission	to	 the	club	of	sovereign	states	historically.	He
finishes	by	considering	the	future	of	Kurdistan’s	bid	for	independence.

In	Chapter	 7,	 ‘Turkey	 and	 the	 Iraqi	 Kurdistan	 Federal	 Region:	 Bonds	 of	 friendship’,	 is
written	by	Sara	Salahaddin	Mustafa	and	Dr	Sardar	Azeez	who	examine	the	striking	change	in
the	 official	 Turkish	 position	 on	 Iraqi	 Kurdistan	 during	 the	 last	 decade.	 In	 2003,	 Turkey’s
foreign	minister	 stated	 that	Turkey	would	 intervene	militarily	 to	 ‘guarantee	 Iraq’s	 territorial
integrity’	 in	 order	 to	 prevent	 the	 Kurds	 from	 breaking	 away	 or	 achieving	 too	 much
independence.	Today,	Turkey	has	established	the	most	cordial	bilateral	relationship	with	Iraqi
Kurdistan;	this	contrasts	sharply	with	the	way	Turkey	treats	Kurds	both	at	home	and	in	Syria.
President	Erdogan	has	set	a	red	 line	regarding	the	Kurds	 in	Syria:	‘We	will	never	allow	the
establishment	of	[Kurdish]	state	 in	Syria’s	north	and	our	south.	We	will	continue	our	fight	 in
this	regard	no	matter	what	it	costs.’	Ankara	is	afraid	that	Kurdish	trans-border	solidarity	could
indeed	increase	the	claim	for	autonomy	in	Syria	and	in	particular	in	Turkey.

As	for	the	Iraqi	Kurds,	Turkey	seems	to	be	the	single	most	significant	contributor	to	the	very
idea	of	Iraqi	Kurdistan’s	independence	by	strengthening	the	region’s	economy.	The	Turks	and



Kurds	 in	 Iraq	 seem	 to	 have	 found	 some	 common	 ground,	 putting	 aside	 their	 ideological
differences	 and	 traditional	 hard	 feelings.	 The	 authors	 claim	 that	 the	 oligarchic	 capitalist
systems	 on	 both	 sides	 of	 the	 Turkey–Iraq	 border	 create	 fertile	 soil	 for	 this	 rather	 unnatural
friendship	 when	 businessmen,	 politicians	 and	 their	 cronies	 are	 increasingly	 hijacking	 state
institutions	and	policies.

Chapter	8,	‘The	Kurdish	issue	on	the	US	foreign	policy	agenda’,	is	our	final	contribution	by
Paula	Pineda,	 a	US-based	 scholar.	The	 claim	of	 some	 analysts	 that	 the	American	 era	 in	 the
Middle	East	has	come	to	an	end	does	not	seem	to	sit	well	with	reality.	The	U.S.	 is	not	only
omnipresent	in	the	Middle	East,	it	pretty	much	controls	the	region.	To	keep	and	strengthen	its
domination,	 the	U.S.	needs	 loyal	allies.	The	 faithfulness	of	Turkey	and	 the	Saudis	proves,	at
times,	rather	doubtful,	their	behavior	quite	capricious.	The	nature	of	the	relationship	between
the	USA	and	the	Kurds	of	Iraq	(Southern	Kurds)	is	difficult	to	grasp	and	explain.	On	the	one
hand,	thanks	to	the	2003	U.S.	invasion	of	Iraq,	the	Kurdish	de	facto	autonomy	within	Iraq	was
constitutionalized	and	consolidated	through	federal	design	and	US	support.	The	very	survival
of	 the	 currently	 broad	Kurdish	 autonomy	within	 the	 Iraqi	 federation	depends	on	 the	US.	We
still	remember	the	US	emergency	bombing	of	the	advancing	ISIS	forces	that	prevented	the	fall
of	 the	Kurdistan	capital	city	of	Erbil	 late	 in	 summer	2014.	Today	 the	Kurds	 seem	upset	and
disillusioned	 by	 the	 official	 US	 position	 on	 the	 idea	 of	 independence.	 Yet	 they	 remain
cognizant,	 in	 their	dreams	of	 a	nation-state	 at	 any	price	 that	 they	depend	on	US	support,	not
only	on	the	mountains.	Paula	Pineda	thoroughly	researches	this	issue	in	an	attempt	to	explain
the	determinants	of	the	‘inconsistent’	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds.

Notes
1 ISIS	now	controls	almost	all	of	Iraq’s	Sunni	territories	ranging	from	the	Syrian	border	to

the	outskirts	of	Baghdad.
2 Syria’s	Kurdish	region	of	Rojava	has	been	de	facto	autonomous	in	the	country’s	north

since	2013.	The	Kurds	have	this	safe	and	stable	autonomous	region	…	the	cities	are
protected	by	the	Kurdish	security	(Asayish)	and	the	frontline	by	the	People’s	Protection
Units	(YPG).	Schools	and	markets	run	as	if	there	is	no	war	just	a	few	miles	down	the
road	(‘Syrian	Kurds	don’t	Need	the	Geneva	Talks’.	Rudaw,	January	28).

3 In	a	card	game,	an	ace	in	the	hole	is	a	card	placed	face	down	which,	once	turned	over,
will	have	the	certain	effect	of	winning	the	game.	In	contrast	a	‘joker	in	the	pack’	is	a	card
which	could	lead	to	different	unexpected	and	unpredictable	outcomes.
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Part	I

Soul	searching



1 Learning	from	history
Kurdish	nationalism	and	state-building	efforts
Anwar	Anaid

The	first	aim	of	this	chapter	is	to	provide	a	brief	historical	background	to	Kurdish	nationalist
movements	that	mainly	emerged	during	the	First	World	War	and	after	the	demise	of	the	Ottoman
Empire.	The	second	is	 to	provide	a	broad-based	analysis	of	 the	causes	behind	 the	failure	of
post-Ottoman	Kurdish	 nationalists	 to	 establish	 a	 nation	 state.	 The	 third	 aim	 is	 exploring	 the
dynamic	changes	 that	occurred	 in	 the	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	 region	since	 the	1991	popular	uprising
and	the	potential	for	the	establishment	of	an	independent	state	in	the	region.

Informed	 by	 a	 modernist	 approach	 to	 nationalism	 and	 the	 emergence	 of	 modern	 nation
states,	 I	 argue	 that	 the	 Kurds	 failed	 to	 adapt	 to	 the	 socio-political	 changes	 required	 for	 a
successful	 implementation	of	a	nationalist	project	 in	a	 timely	manner.	The	belated,	slow	and
ineffective	 nationalist	movements,	 combined	with	 several	 other	 factors,	 led	 to	 the	 failure	 of
Kurdish	statehood	efforts	early	in	the	twentieth	century	and	the	ancient	Kurdish	ethnie	was	not
transformed	into	a	unified	Kurdish	nation.

The	factors	that	are	likely	to	influence	the	developmental	trajectory	of	Kurdish	nationalism
in	 the	 early	 twenty-first	 century	 are	 assessed	 in	 this	 chapter.	 It	 is	 argued	 that	 the	 political
changes	 which	 have	 happened	 since	 the	 1991	 uprising	 by	 the	 Kurds	 in	 Iraq	 are	 relatively
integrated.	This,	 combined	with	 the	post-Arab	Spring	 structural	 changes	 in	 the	Middle	East,
have	created	more	favorable	conditions	for	the	establishment	of	an	independent	Kurdish	state
in	the	Kurdistan	region.

The	historical	background	of	Kurdish	nationalism
A	relatively	 large	volume	of	 literature	 is	now	available	on	 the	Kurdish	national	movements.
Scholars	 such	 as	 Wadie	 (1960),	 Edmonds	 (1971),	 McDowell	 (1997),	 and	 Van	 Bruinissen
(1991)	 have	 focused	 on	 different	 aspects	 of	Kurdish	 history	 and	Kurdish	 nationalism.	More
recently,	Gunter	(2004	and	2005)	and	O’Leary	(2002)	have	written	extensively	about	the	latest
developments	in	Kurdistan.	There	is	also	a	large	volume	of	literature	written	by	the	Kurds	in
Kurdish	and	other	languages	on	the	subject.

From	time	immemorial,	the	Kurdish	people	have	inhabited	the	land	of	Kurdistan1	situated	in
the	mainly	mountainous	regions	that	–	as	a	unified	entity	–	includes	parts	of	Iraq,	Turkey,	Iran,
Syria	and	the	former	Soviet	Republic	of	Armenia.	A	record	of	the	Kurds’	‘…	interaction	with



Europeans	 appears	 in	 Xenophon’s	 Anabasis	 when	 the	 Greek	 army	 retreating	 from
Mesopotamia	 to	 the	 Black	 Sea	 had	 to	 cope	 with	 the	 depredations	 of	 people	 called	 the
karduchoi’2	(Ghasimlow	2007:	38–39).	Toward	the	end	of	the	tenth	century:

Shaddadids	 …	 and	 the	 other	 two	 major	 Kurdish	 dynasties	 –	 the	 Marwanids	 and
Rawwadids	 –	 collectively	 dominat[ed]	much	 of	 the	 huge	 region	 between	 the	Caucasus
range	and	northern	Mesopotamia	and	Persia

(Blaum	2006:	3–4).

Kurdistan	was	 the	 battlefield	 of	 numerous	wars	 between	 successive	 Persian	 Empires	 on
one	 side	 and	Greeks,	Romans	 and	Byzantines	on	 the	other.	Consequently,	 parts	of	Kurdistan
changed	hands	many	times.	In	more	recent	history,	the	Battle	of	Chaldiran	between	the	Ottoman
and	Safavid	Empires	in	1514	is	often	mentioned	as	an	historical	event	that	divided	Kurdistan,
a	division	that	was	formalized	in	a	treaty	between	the	two	empires	in	1639	(Hassanpur	1992:
53).

Early	experience	of	self-rule

Looking	at	 the	history	of	Kurdistan	 through	a	viewpoint	corrupted	by	modern	prejudices	and
informed	by	the	characteristics	of	modern	nation-states	has	led	to	the	popular	but	misleading
argument	 that	 the	Kurds	have	never	had	a	 state	of	 their	own.	The	Kurdish	principalities	 that
existed	 in	 the	 seventeenth	 to	 nineteenth	 centuries	were	 largely	 ‘autonomous’	 in	 running	 their
affairs	and	only	pledged	loyalty	to	Ottoman	or	Safavid	rulers	based	on	the	requirements	of	time
and	 circumstance	 (see	 Dunn	 1995:	 75	 and	 Fawcett	 2001:	 111).	 These	 Kurdish	 quasi-states
were	not	ruled	under	the	banner	of	a	unified	Kurdish	entity	that	included	all	parts	of	Kurdistan,
but	 they	 enjoyed	 relative	 freedom	 and	 independence.	 When	 these	 autonomous	 emirates’
liberties	were	endangered,	or	when	they	saw	an	opportunity	for	expansion	of	their	domain	of
influence,	these	Kurdish	principalities	would	rise	against	Ottoman	rule.	In	1820,	for	example,
the	famous	Emirate	of	Soran,	under	the	rule	of	Mohammad	Pasha	(1763–1846)	or	Pashai	Kora
(the	 Blind	 King	 as	 he	 is	 known	 in	 Kurdish),	 challenged	 Sultan	Mahmud	 and	 established	 a
Kurdish	quasi-state	based	in	Rawanduz.3	Mohammad	Pasha	gradually	expanded	his	domain	to
include	Mosul,	Bahdinan	and	most	of	the	Ottoman	Kurdistan.	According	to	Eppel	(2008:	250):

…	the	Soran	Emirate	under	Muhammad	‘Kor’	[4]	became	the	strongest	force	in	southern
Kurdistan	…	within	the	confines	of	the	Ottoman	Empire,	with	the	exception	of	the	Bohtan
emirate	 under	 the	 Emir	 Badr	 Khan,	 who	 had	 his	 own	 ambitions	 toward	 bolstering	 his
status	and	expanding	the	territory	under	his	rule.

The	Ottoman	centralization	campaign

From	the	second	half	of	the	nineteenth	century	onwards,	the	situation	changed	as	the	Ottomans



pursued	centralization	policies,	in	response	to	the	weakening	status	of	the	empire	relative	to	its
European	 counterparts	 (Gunter	 and	 Yavuz	 2005:	 2).	 As	 part	 of	 a	 broader	 defensive
modernization	 strategy,	 the	 Ottoman	 Empire	 gradually	 reduced	 the	 regional	 self-rule	 of	 the
Kurdish	emirates	and	‘the	autonomous	life	of	Kurdistan	came	to	an	end’	(1995:	5).

The	Ottoman	centralization	policies	gradually	weakened	the	empire’s	power	base.	On	the
one	 hand,	 the	 concentration	 of	 power	 antagonized	 the	Kurds	who	 ‘jealously’	 protected	 their
independence	and	liberties	(Pasha	2001:	130).5	On	the	other	hand,	the	modernization	process
weakened	the	religious	foundation	of	 the	empire	which	was	fundamental	 to	 the	 legitimacy	of
the	Ottoman	rulers.	The	Ottoman	reforms	planted	the	seeds	of	a	gradual	internal	disintegration
of	the	empire	and	its	ultimate	collapse.

The	declining	Qajar	dynasty	in	Iran	also	suffered	from	structural	weaknesses.	Simko	Agha
Shikak	used	 the	opportunity	provided	by	both	Qajar’s	 feebleness	and	 the	chaos	of	 the	Great
War.	 Simko	 managed	 to	 successfully	 reign	 in	 a	 large	 part	 of	 Kurdistan	 that	 crossed	 the
boundaries	of	Iran	and	the	Ottoman	Empire.

Following	the	collapse	of	the	Ottoman	Empire,	as	enshrined	in	the	Treaty	of	Sèvres	(1920),
the	allies	agreed	to	establish	an	independent	Kurdish	homeland.	However,	due	to	the	changing
geopolitics	of	 the	 region,	 the	 subsequent	Treaty	of	Lausanne	 (1923)	 ignored	 these	promises,
and	Kurdish	self-rule	did	not	materialize.	The	situation	worsened	when	the	Kurdish	territories
of	the	Ottoman	Empire	were	divided	among	the	three	emerging	states	of	Turkey,	Iraq	and	Syria.
For	the	following	decades,	the	last	two	countries	remained	under	the	influence	of	Britain	and
France,	respectively.

The	Kurds	 reacted	 to	 the	 imposition	of	artificial	boundaries	 that	divided	Kurdistan	along
colonial	lines	of	interest.	Kurdish	discontent	with	the	new	territorial	arrangements	manifested
in	numerous	 revolts.	Sheikh	Sa’id	 rose	against	 the	newly	emerged	Turkish	state	 in	1925	and
shook	its	foundation	(see	Olson	2006).	Ghasimlow	quotes	Frooghi,	the	Iranian	ambassador	to
Turkey	at	the	time:	‘the	uprising	was	so	important	that	it	threatened	the	existence	of	Turkey	as	a
state’	(2007:	59).

The	post-Ottoman	socio-political	changes	were	profound.	The	religious	nature	of	Ottoman
citizenship	 largely	 incorporated	 the	 Kurds	 into	 the	 empire.	 The	Kurds	 and	 the	 Turks	 had	 a
shared	 religion	 and	 faced	 the	 common	 threat	 of	 the	 Russian-Armenian	 cooperation.	 Such	 a
religiously	 inspired	 alliance	 significantly	 delayed	 and	 lowered	 the	 intensity	 of	 a	 unified
Kurdish	demand	for	a	nation	state	in	the	declining	days	of	the	Empire.

The	Kurdish	allegiance	to	 the	Ottoman	rulers	was	a	pragmatic	strategy	in	an	age	of	faith-
based	empires.	The	misfortune	started	when	the	Kurdish	masses	failed	to	grasp	that	the	nature
of	global	politics	had	 radically	shifted	 toward	secular	ethnonationalism.	Centuries	of	shared
historical	 experience	 was	 not	 enough	 to	 keep	 the	 otherwise	 diverse	 Ottoman	 ethnic	 groups
together	in	a	context	when	the	formation	of	nation	states	with	clear	ethnic	boundaries	became	a
globally	prevalent	political	ideology.



In	the	post-Ottoman	period,	the	secular,	ethnocentric	and	exclusive	nationalist	ideologies	of
the	emerging	states	 that	 incorporated	Kurdistan	(Turkey,	Iraq	and	Syria)	alienated	 the	Kurds.
Iran	experienced	similar	changes	after	the	collapse	of	the	Qajar	Dynasty,	and	the	emergence	of
a	 nationalist	 state	 under	Reza	 Shah	 Pahlavi.	 The	 often	 discriminative	 policies	 of	 the	 newly
established	 states	meant	 that	 the	 emergence	 of	 further	Kurdish	 nationalist	movements	 in	 the
later	years	was	inevitable.

The	onset	of	Kurdish	nationalism
Modernist	 theoreticians	of	nationalism,	such	as	Benedict	Anderson,	Ernest	Gellner,	and	Eric
Hobsbawm,	 suggest	 that	nationalism	 is	 a	 recent	 and	modern	development	 in	human	political
history.	In	explaining	the	factors	behind	the	emergence	of	nationalism	and	modern	nation	states,
they	often	referred	to	modernization	and	the	rise	of	capitalism	as	the	underlying	dynamics.	The
development	and	expansion	of	capitalist	markets	on	a	national	scale	needed	nationalism	as	a
supportive	 and	 complementary	 political	 ideology	 for	 the	 state	 to	 be	 able	 to	 mobilize	 the
masses.	In	this	phase	of	capitalist	evolution,	nationalism	encouraged	the	standardization	of	all
factors	 that	 helped	 in	 strengthening	 countrywide	 markets,	 including	 a	 wide-ranging	 legal
system,	a	uniform	state	bureaucracy,	and	a	national	language.	Nationalist	ideologies	also	filled
in	the	ideological	vacuum	created	by	the	rise	of	secularism	and	weakening	religious	identities
(see	Anaid	2014).

Smith	 (2002:	 7–16)	 agrees	 that	 ‘nationalism’	 is	 a	modern	 occurrence	 but	 he	 argues	 that
‘nation’	has	an	ancient	core	called	ethnie,	which	includes:

…	a	self-designated	collective	proper	name,	myths	of	origin,	migration,	and	election,	an
ethno-history	including	memories	of	sages,	heroes,	and	golden	ages,	one	or	more	elements
of	 shared	 culture,	 including	 perhaps	 a	 link	 with	 a	 particular	 ancestral	 terrain,	 and	 a
measure	of	social	solidarity	among,	at	least,	the	elites.

(2002:	25)

If	we	 adapt	 a	 Smithian	 perspective	 on	what	 constitutes	 an	 ethnie,	 a	Kurdish	 ethnie	 had
existed	since	time	immemorial.	The	historical	evidence	suggests	that	the	emergence	of	Kurdish
national	consciousness,	at	an	elite	level,	dates	backs	several	centuries.	The	classical	Kurdish
poet,	 Ahmad-e-Khani	 of	 Botan	 (1650–1706),	 undoubtedly	 demonstrates	 nationalistic
aspirations	(Edmonds	1971,	Hassanpour	1992).	For	centuries,	outsiders	have	 referred	 to	 the
Kurds	 as	 a	 nation.	 For	 example,	 the	Oxford	English	Dictionary	 quotes	 from	T.	Roe	 (1899:
310)	that	‘in	1616	the	[Mogul]	King	…	tooke	occasion	to	take	in	by	force	a	reuolted	Nation	to
the	East	of	Babilon.	The	People	are	Called	Coords’	(OED	2008).	While	in	modern	times,	as
Yavuz	 and	 Gunter	 argue	 ‘…	 the	 major	 difference	 between	 Turkish,	 Iranian,	 Iraqi	 …	 and
Kurdish	 nationalism	 is	 the	 presence	 of	 the	 state	 [in	 the	 case	 of	 non-Kurdish	 ethnic	 groups]’



(2001:	33).
Most	 of	 the	 modern	 states	 emerged	 after	 the	 First	 World	 War	 and	 transformed	 Smith’s

ethnies	into	modern	nations	animated	by	the	ideology	of	nationalism.	These	states	worked	on
internal	homogenization,	including	the	standardization	of	language,	bureaucracy,	economy	and
other	 factors	 that	 are	 the	 foundation	 of	 a	 modern	 nation	 state.	 If	 we	 take	 language	 as	 an
example,	the	presence	of	many	regional	dialects	was/is	common	among	other	languages	and	is
not	 unique	 to	Kurdish.	 However,	 these	 linguistic	 differences	 are	 less	 visible	 in	 established
national	 languages	 because	 of	 deliberate	 state	 policies	 that	 –	 among	 other	 things	 –	 had
promoted	a	standard	print	 language	or	what	Anderson	(2006)	 refers	 to	as	 ‘print	capitalism.’
According	to	Erikson:

At	 the	 identity	 level,	 nationhood	 is	 a	 matter	 of	 belief.	 The	 nation	…	 is	 a	 product	 of
nationalist	 ideology;	 it	 is	 not	 the	 other	way	 around.	A	nation	 exists	 from	 the	moment	 a
handful	of	influential	people	decide	that	it	should	be	so,	and	it	starts,	in	most	cases,	as	an
urban	 elite	 phenomenon.	 In	 order	 to	 be	 an	 efficient	 political	 tool,	 it	must	 nevertheless
eventually	achieve	mass	appeal.

(1993)

While	Kurdish	nationalism	flourished	among	the	Kurdish	elites	at	the	beginning	of	the	last
century	(for	example,	see	Bedr	Khan	2004),	the	nationalizing	elite	failed	to	establish	a	modern
Kurdish	state	which	could	have	supported	the	task	of	nation	building,	the	main	reason	being	the
failure	 of	 Kurdish	 nationalism	 to	 achieve	 the	 necessary	 mass	 appeal	 that	 Erikson	 refers	 to
above.

The	disintegration	of	the	Ottoman	Empire	and	subsequent	partition	of	Kurdistan	denied	the
Kurds	 an	historic	 opportunity	 to	 strengthen	 the	binding	principles	of	 their	 nation	 through	 the
systematic	efforts	of	a	Kurdish	state.	While	the	established	nation	states	after	the	First	World
War	such	as	Turkey	and	Iran,	underwent	a	process	of	nation	building	and	the	modernization	of
their	 respective	 languages,	 these	 processes	 were	 often	 reversed	 in	 Kurdistan	 due	 to	 the
deliberate	anti-Kurdish	policies	of	these	states.

Different	 historical	 experiences	 and	 subjection	 to	 different	 socio-economic	 organizations
imposed	 by	 the	 boundaries	 of	 the	 new	 states	 further	 increased	 the	 diversion	 from	 a	 unified
nationalistic	project.6	 It	 is	 surprising	 that	 despite	 systematic	 policies	 for	 the	 subversion	 and
assimilation	of	their	ethnic	identity,	the	Kurdish	people	have	been	able	to	keep	the	core	aspects
of	their	national	uniqueness	intact.

The	Kurds	in	Iraq
Following	the	establishment	of	the	Iraqi	state	under	the	British	imperial	mandate,	Arab	forces
that	had	supported	British	war	efforts	against	the	Ottomans	were	placed	in	charge	of	ruling	the



newly	emerged	Iraq.	‘Emir	Faysal	…	–	Sharif	of	Mecca	–	was	made	[the]	King	of	Iraq	by	the
British	High	Commissioner’	in	1921	(Fatah	2006:	6).	A	major	factor	behind	promoting	Arab
nationalism	 and	 the	 subsequent	 establishment	 of	 Arab	 states	 was	 the	 British	 and	 French
imperial	interests	in	using	Arab	patriotism	against	the	Turkish-dominated	Ottoman	Empire.	To
undermine	the	Ottomans,	British	officers	in	Mesopotamia	encouraged	the	Arab	tribes	to	think
in	 nationalist	 terms	 rather	 than	 use	 prevailing	 religious	 and	 tribal	 identities.	British	 officers
like	T.	E.	Lawrence	‘idealized	Bedouin	life’	and	fostered	the	idea	of	an	Arab	national	identity
as	the	strategy	to	weaken	the	Ottoman	Turks	and	promote	British	interests	in	the	Middle	East
(Martin	2003:	545).

Britain	 envisaged,	 though	 hesitantly,	 the	 creation	 of	 an	 autonomous	 Kurdish	 state	 in	 the
predominantly	 Kurdish	 Ottoman	 province	 of	Mosul	 in	 the	 early	 years	 of	 the	 occupation	 of
Mesopotamia	 (in	1920s)	 and	considered	Sheikh	Mahmud	as	 its	King	 (Eskandar	2000,	Fatah
2006).	 However,	 in	 the	 following	 years	 it	 withdrew	 from	 its	 early	 position	 on	 supporting
Kurdish	 self-rule,	 which	 was	 also	 mandated	 by	 the	 League	 of	 Nations.	 Instead,	 the	 United
Kingdom	 limited	 the	Kurdish	 rights	 to	a	vague	 form	of	 local	 autonomy.	The	 reasons	 for	 this
change	 in	 British	 policies	 are	 disputed.	 Some	 of	 the	 British	 colonial	 officers	 at	 the	 time
suggested	 that	 the	 Kurds	 were	 not	 ready	 for	 the	 task	 of	 nation	 building	 nor	 could	 they
economically	support	any	emerging	Kurdish	state	(Eskandar	2001:	154).	While	to	some	extent
it	is	true	that	Kurds	were	not	ready	for	the	radical	changes	that	were	occurring	at	the	time,	the
economic	argument	is	incorrect.	On	the	contrary,	the	predominantly	Kurdish	vilayet	of	Mosul
was	attached	to	the	Arab	Ottoman	provinces	of	Bagdad	and	Basra	for	its	economic	superiority.
According	to	Eskandar	(2001):

Wilson7	always	represented,	as	a	justification	for	his	attempt	to	incorporate	the	Kurdish
area	 into	 British-administrated	 Mesopotamia	 …	 the	 economic	 riches	 of	 Southern
Kurdistan	in	comparison	with	Arab	Mesopotamia	…	[and]	referred	to	the	Kurdish	region
as	having	 a	 considerable	 surplus	 in	wheat	production,	 lumber,	 fruits,	 tobacco	 and	most
importantly	oil	wealth.

(2001:	154)

More	convincing	explanations	lay	in	the	changing	geopolitics	of	the	region	and	the	shifting
balance	of	power	between	the	major	players,	caused	by	many	factors	including	the	rise	of	an
assertive	Turkey	under	Mustafa	Kamal.	The	withdrawal	 of	Russian	 forces	 after	 the	October
revolution,	and	the	consequent	power	vacuum	and	radical	shifts	in	Russian	foreign	policy,	also
played	 a	 significant	 role.	 Moreover,	 while	 Britain	 strongly	 promoted	 Arab	 nationalism	 to
foster	its	geopolitical	goals,	it	did	not	do	so	for	Kurdish	nationalism	with	the	same	vigor.	This
may	 have	 contributed	 to	 less	 mobilized	 and	 coherent	 Kurdish	 nationalist	 movements.	 The
overall	weakness	of	the	Kurdish	national	consciousness	did	not	help	either.

Britain	and	 the	Iraqi	kingdom	did	not	change	 their	approach	 to	 the	Kurdish	question	after



Iraq’s	formal	independence	from	Britain	in	1932.	According	to	Rayburn:

in	the	spring	of	1931,	as	the	formal	handover	of	sovereignty	to	the	Iraqis	approached,	the
British	 ‘roused	 themselves	 to	 pacify	 the	 Kurds	 for	 good.	 For	 over	 a	 month,	 the	 RAF
[Royal	 British	 Air	 Force]	 bombed	 Kurdish	 villages,	 finally	 forcing	 the	 rebels	 to
capitulate’.	 [The]	 ‘new	 Anglo–Iraqi	 treaty	 that	 spelled	 out	 British	 rights	 in	 Iraq	 …
contained	no	language	protecting	Iraq’s	minorities’.

(2006:	34–36)

The	Allies’	 failure	 to	 facilitate	 the	 establishment	 of	 a	Kurdish	 state	 led	 to	many	Kurdish
revolts	 in	 the	 following	 decades.	 The	 Kurdish	 unrest	 was	 initially	 led	 by	 Sheikh	Mahmud
(Eskandar	2001,	Fatah	2006)	and	continued	mainly	under	the	leadership	of	the	famous	Kurdish
leader	 Mustafa	 Barzani.	 Barzani	 did	 not	 limit	 the	 Kurdish	 aspiration	 for	 statehood	 to
Kurdistan-Iraq;	 with	 his	 Pehsmarga	 forces,	 he	 supported	 the	 establishment	 of	 the	 Kurdish
Republic	of	Mehabad	in	Iran	in	1946	(Sajadi	2005).

From	the	1950s	onward	the	Kurds	saw	the	firm	commitment	of	the	major	powers	to	the	state
system	that	had	emerged	following	the	two	World	Wars.	As	evident	in	the	formal	position	of
the	 Kurdistan	 Democratic	 Party	 in	 Iraq,	 the	 Kurdish	 demand	 was	 gradually	 reduced	 to	 the
request	for	regional	autonomy	for	Kurdistan	and	a	democratic	political	system	for	Iraq.

The	post-monarchy	and	the	Kurdish	question

The	Iraqi	state	temporarily	changed	its	policies	toward	the	Kurds	when	General	Abdul	Karim
Qasim	came	to	power	in	a	coup	that	overthrew	the	Iraqi	monarchy	in	1958.	Qasim	encouraged
‘the	 participation	 of	 the	 Kurds	 in	 the	 new	 government	 until	 his	 power	 was	 consolidated’
(O’Leary	 2002:	 9).	 During	 this	 period,	 the	 Kurdish	 nationalist	 leader,	 Mustafa	 Barzani,
returned	from	the	Soviet	Union	where	he	had	been	in	exile	since	the	collapse	of	the	Mehabad
Republic	 in	1946.	A	few	years	 later,	 the	Kurdish	achievements	under	Qasim’s	rule	followed
the	 familiar	 historical	 pattern	 that	 characterizes	Kurdish	 national	movements	 in	 Iraq.	 Kurds
were	able	to	attain	temporary	concessions	from	the	new	and	weak	central	Iraqi	governments,
but	 these	 concessions	 would	 be	 withdrawn	 as	 soon	 as	 they	 consolidated	 their	 power.
Consequently	–	as	far	as	the	Kurds	were	concerned	–	Qasim,	the	hero	who	recognized	some
Kurdish	rights	in	1958	(Sajadi	2005:	345),	became	the	villain	in	1963	when	he	did	not	honor
his	early	promises.8

The	 Ba’ath	 party	 that	 came	 into	 power	 subsequent	 to	 a	 series	 of	 military	 coups	 made
similar	promises,	leading	an	agreement	with	the	Kurds	known	as	‘the	Proclamation	of	March
11th	 1970.’	 The	 agreement	 recognized	 Kurdish	 autonomy	 in	 Iraq,	 pending	 a	 solution	 to	 the
territorial	dispute	over	Kirkuk	in	a	four-year	period.	Following	a	treaty	between	the	Shah	of
Iran	and	Saddam	Hussein	in	Algeria,	Iran	withdrew	its	tactical	support	for	the	Kurdish	national
movement;	in	return,	Iraq	‘traded	…	total	control	over	the	Shatt	al	Arab	waterway’	to	Iranians



(Cowell	 1988).	 These	 events	 led	 to	 the	 failure	 of	 yet	 another	 Kurdish	 nationalist	 revolt	 in
1975.

Mahmud	Othman,9	 a	 prominent	 Kurdish	 politician	 and	 representative	 at	 the	 time,	 rightly
identifies	 the	 lack	 of	 solid	 basis	 that	 underlies	 the	 Kurdish	 national	 movements.	 In	 a
handwritten	letter	to	General	Mustafa	Barzani	penned	on	the	March	8,	1975,	Othman,	who	was
in	Tehran	waiting	to	meet	the	Shah	of	Iran,	writes:

…	it	is	really	sad,	but	it	is	the	reality	on	the	ground.	It	looks	like	the	Algeria	agreement	is
a	great	loss	to	our	people	…	indeed,	none	of	us	expected	this,…	if	there	were	no	political
foundation	and	effective	measures	(Iltezami	malmoos),	sooner	or	later,	such	issues	would
arise.

(Mustafa	2007:	434).10

Arabization	and	ethnic	cleansing

As	O’Leary	writes,	 ‘the	 ethnic	 cleansing	 and	Arabization	 began	when	 the	Ba’ath	 party	 first
came	to	power	in	1963	[…]	to	reduce	the	predominantly	Kurdish	population	in	areas	deemed
of	strategic	economic	and	political	importance	to	Iraq’	(2002:	9).	The	Ba’athist	had	no	sincere
interest	 in	a	genuine	settlement	 that	could	help	 in	 finding	a	 lasting	solution	 to	 Iraq’s	Kurdish
question.	 In	 the	following	years	 the	‘Ba’athist	 ideology	[which]	 leaves	 little	 room	for	ethnic
plurality’	led	to	genocide	(Rubin	2003:	4).	After	the	end	of	the	Iraq–Iran	war,	the	Iraqi	army
destroyed	almost	all	of	Kurdistan’s	villages:

182,000	Kurdish	civilians	were	taken	away	from	their	homes	to	disappear	forever.	In	this
period,	 the	 Iraqi	 Army	 routinely	 used	 chemical	 weapons	 against	 the	 Kurds.	 The	 best-
known	chemical	attack	occurred	at	Halabja	in	March	1988	[in	which]	…	at	 least	5,000
people	died	immediately	…	and	it	 is	estimated	that	up	to	12,000	people	died	during	…
three	years.

(O’Leary	2002:	2)

After	its	humiliating	defeat	in	the	1991	Gulf	war,	the	Iraqi	army	turned	against	the	Shias	and
the	Kurds	who	had	risen	against	Saddam	Hussein.	The	massacres	committed	by	the	Iraqi	army
led	to	a	mass	exodus	and	the	displacement	of	Kurds	on	an	unprecedented	scale.	International
public	opinion,	touched	by	the	gravity	of	the	situation,	forced	the	allies	to	create	a	safe	haven
to	 protect	 the	Kurds	 from	 the	 criminal	 policies	 of	 the	 Iraqi	 regime.	A	 no-fly	 zone	 that	was
introduced	in	parts	of	Kurdistan-Iraq	led	to	the	creation	of	a	de	facto	Kurdish	entity.	General
elections	 were	 held	 in	 1992	 and	 the	 two	 main	 Kurdish	 political	 parties,	 the	 Kurdistan
Democratic	 Party	 (KDP)	 and	 the	 Patriotic	 Union	 of	 Kurdistan	 (PUK),	 came	 to	 power.
However,	the	Kurdish	experiment	with	democracy	was	disrupted	by	infighting	between	these
two	parties	in	1994.	Competition	for	supremacy	and	limited	revenues	in	the	region,	as	well	as



the	usual	meddling	of	 the	regional	countries	 in	Kurdish	affairs,	were	the	primary	reasons	for
the	internal	conflict.	The	infighting	led	to	the	establishment	of	two	governments:	one	based	in
Hewler	 (Erbil)	 and	 administrated	 by	 the	 KDP,	 and	 the	 other	 based	 in	 Sulaymaniah	 and
administrated	by	the	PUK.

From	1998	onward,	the	rival	parties	gradually	reconciled	and	formed	a	unity	government	in
the	Kurdistan	region.	The	KDP	and	PUK	formed	a	unified	front	in	Iraqi	national	elections	held
after	the	2003	Iraq	war.	The	Kurdistan	Regional	Government	(KRG)	was	formally	recognized
in	the	2005	Iraqi	constitution.	Since	then,	the	major	parties	have	made	several	power-sharing
arrangements,	both	in	the	Kurdistan	region	and	the	Iraqi	Federal	government.

From	 2004	 onward,	 Kurdistan	 witnessed	 rapid	 economic	 development,	 its	 democracy
gradually	improved,	and	a	third	political	force	–	the	Gorran	movement	(meaning	‘change’	in
Kurdish)	–	emerged	 in	 the	political	 landscape.	The	decade	 from	2004–2014	was	arguably	a
golden	age	in	the	history	of	the	Kurdistan	region.	Per	capita	income	radically	increased,	in	an
unprecedented	period	of	political	stability.

With	the	emergence	of	ISIS	forces	in	Syria	and	Iraq,	which	attacked	the	Kurdistan	region	in
August	2014,	everything	came	to	a	sudden	halt	and	Kurdistan	faced	an	existential	threat.	Parts
of	 the	Kurdistan	 region	 came	 under	 the	 control	 of	Daesh	 (the	Arabic	 name	 for	 ISIS).	 Ezidi
Kurds	were	massacred;	their	women	and	children	enslaved	and	sold	on	the	ISIS	markets.	The
Kurds	became	victims	of	one	of	 the	most	brutal	criminal	 forces	 that	had	emerged	 in	modern
human	history.

In	 the	 following	 months,	 the	 Kurdish	 military	 force	 reorganized.	 Helped	 by	 Western
countries,	 it	 recovered	most	of	 the	 territories	from	ISIS	forces.	In	Kurdish	Syria,	Kobani,	an
unknown	 town	 of	 little	 significance,	 became	 the	 symbol	 for	 heroic	 Kurdish	 resistance.	 The
Kurdish	 fighters	 are	 now	 considered	 one	 of	 the	 few	 viable	 forces	 that	 can	 effectively	 fight
Daesh.	Peshmarga,	the	traditional	Kurdish	name	for	Kurdistan’s	armed	forces,	has	become	an
internationally	recognized	term.

Relations	with	Baghdad	after	2003

After	 the	 2003	 Iraq	 war,	 Erbil	 and	 Baghdad	 gradually	 reconciled	 and	 their	 political	 and
economic	 relationships	 significantly	 improved.	 KRG	 received	 its	 budget	 from	 the	 federal
government	 of	 Iraq.	 Kurdish	 politicians	 held	 senior	 positions	 in	 Baghdad,	 including	 the
Foreign	Ministry,	one	of	two	Vice	Prime	Minister	positions,	and	the	largely	ceremonial	post	of
the	 Presidency.	 Despite	 gradual	 reintegration,	 the	 familiar	 historical	 pattern	 of	 Baghdad’s
tendency	of	dishonoring	its	earlier	agreements	re-emerged.	The	Arab-Iraq	resorted	to	classical
tactics;	this	time	in	the	form	of	the	Maliki	government’s	bid	for	Shia	domination	of	Iraq.	The
rules	of	Bagdad’s	game	were	the	same:	keeping	the	Kurdistan	region	dependent	on	the	center,
underplay	its	achievements	and	confine	its	autonomy	–	whether	economic,	military	or	political.

Consequently,	 in	 the	 period	 after	 2011–12,	 the	 relationship	 between	 Erbil	 and	 Baghdad



deteriorated	 considerably.	 The	Kurdistan	 region	 accused	Al	Malki’s	 government	 of	moving
toward	authoritarianism.	 In	 the	 final	years	of	his	 rule,	Al	Malki	 refused	 to	 send	 the	Kurdish
share	of	the	Iraqi	budget	and	ignored	Kurdistan’s	warnings	about	the	threat	of	ISIS.	Mosul,	the
second-largest	 Iraqi	 city,	 fell	 into	 the	 hands	 of	 ISIS	 on	 June	 10,	 2014.	 This	 had	 dire
consequences	 for	 the	 security	 of	 the	 Kurdistan	 region,	 which	 had	 to	 depend	 on	 its	 limited
resources	for	self-defense.	On	one	hand,	the	federal	government	had	refused	to	arm	and	pay	the
Peshmarga	 forces	 in	 earlier	 years.	 On	 the	 other	 hand,	 ISIS	 captured	 a	 large	 amount	 of
American	heavy	weapons	from	the	Iraqi	army,	which	had	fled	the	city	of	Mosul	without	a	fight.
The	 captured	 weapons,	 combined	 with	 ISIS	 brutality	 and	 criminal	 war	 tactics,	 made	 them
potent	fighting	forces.

After	 the	 ISIS	 attack	 on	 Kurdistan,	 some	 international	 support	 followed,	 but	 Baghdad
continued	 its	 budget	 sanction	 while,	 ironically,	 sending	 salaries	 to	 the	 public	 employees
working	 in	 territories	 under	 ISIS	 control.	 The	 federal	 government	 provided	 little	 or	 no
assistance	to	Kurdistan’s	war	effort.

After	the	2014	national	elections,	a	political	marathon	led	to	the	appointment	of	Al-Abadi
as	Iraqi	Prime	Minister.	The	Kurdish	politicians	joined	his	cabinet	but,	for	whatever	reason,
Al-Abadi	is	yet	to	fix	the	damage	that	his	predecessor	had	done	to	Erbil-Bagdad	relations,	as
most	of	the	disputes	have	not	yet	been	resolved.

At	 the	 time	of	writing	 this	chapter,	 the	KRG’s	relations	with	Bagdad	are	strained	and	 the
Kurdistan	regional	government	is	under	multiple	pressures,	including	the	need	to	support	and
service	more	 than	 1,000	 kilometers	 of	 battlefield	 with	 ISIS,	 the	 burden	 of	 around	 1.5	 to	 2
million	refugees,	budget	cuts,	and	the	historically	low	price	of	oil	–	the	KRG’s	main	source	of
income.

Attempts	at	statehood	and	causes	for	failure
There	 are	 different	 arguments	 for	 the	 failure	 of	 Kurdish	 national	 liberation	 movements	 to
establish	an	independent	Kurdish	state.	In	Fawcett’s	view	‘the	Kurds’	lack	of	unity	of	purpose,
leadership,	and	organization	…	[as]	…	key	factors	behind	the	failure	of	any	Kurdish	state	to
emerge’	 (2001:	 118).	 This	 is	 also	 perhaps	 the	most	 popular	 explanation	 given	 by	 ordinary
Kurds	 of	 their	 failure	 to	 establish	 their	 own	 state.	Dunn	 (1995:	 72)	 sees	 ‘many	 divisions	 –
linguistic,	 religious,	 tribal	 and	 feudal	–	 [within	Kurdish	 society]’	 and	 that	 ‘the	 tactics	of	 the
states	with	large	Kurdish	populations	have	prevented	the	Kurds	from	building	a	nation	state	of
their	own’.	Elsewhere	Gunter	(2004)	refers	to	a	Kurdish	‘tendency	to	infighting’	which	allows
the	 ‘neighboring	 states	 to	 use	 divide-and-rule	 tactics	 against	 them’	 (2004:	 107).	Ghasimlow
(2007:	87)	underlines	the	tribal	character	of	the	leadership	and	tribal	mentality	in	general	as
the	 fundamental	 reasons;	 while	 Sajadi	 (2005:	 700)	 points	 to	 the	 role	 that	 Islam	 and	 the
simplicity	 of	 the	 Kurdish	 mentality	 has	 played	 in	 subjugating	 the	 Kurds	 to	 other	 dominant



Muslim	ethnic	groups.
While	it	could	be	argued	that	a	combination	of	all	these	factors	played	a	role	in	the	failure

of	Kurdish	 nationalist	movements	 to	 achieve	 their	 goals,	 these	 arguments	 are	 only	 partially
correct	and	are	inadequate	if	taken	in	isolation.	There	are	numerous	independent	Islamic	states
where	religion	has	not	become	an	obstacle	to	independence.	An	historical	review	suggests	that
many	other	nations	have	started	from	tribalism	and	engaged	 in	 infighting	as	well.	The	Kurds
have	also	not	been	short	of	strong	and	committed	leaders.	But	great	leaders	achieve	great	goals
only	 when	 they	 have	 the	 right	 material	 to	 build	 with	 and	 under	 the	 right	 circumstances	 (to
borrow	 a	 Machiavellian	 argument).	 Unfortunately,	 the	 pronounced	 Kurdish	 leaders	 of	 the
twentieth	 century	 were	 unable	 to	 establish	 a	 Kurdish	 state,	 because	 they	 did	 not	 have	 ripe
socio-political	materials	to	work	with,	nor	were	the	regional	or	global	circumstances	working
in	their	favor.

Nationalist	political	ideology	suggests	that	a	comprehensive	analysis	of	the	causes	behind
the	failure	of	Kurdish	national	liberation	movements	should	focus	on	how	well	the	Kurds	were
influenced	by	the	waves	of	nationalism	that	shaped	the	regional	and	global	politics	of	the	time.
Moreover,	how	well-timed,	adequate	and	effective	were	the	Kurdish	masses’	and	leadership’s
response	to	the	demands	of	their	time	and	circumstances?

Based	on	such	an	approach,	 the	pattern	 that	emerges	 from	 the	 study	of	historical	Kurdish
national	movements	presents	several	characteristics.

The	inability	to	capture	contemporary	socio-political	dynamics

Broadly	speaking,	Kurdish	society	was	caught	unprepared	for	the	changes	that	were	reshaping
the	region	at	the	age	of	nationalism	and	nation-state	building.	The	lack	of	historical	readiness
for	adopting	nationalism	on	a	grand	scale	led	to	a	delayed	and	ineffective	Kurdish	response.
The	 fact	 that	 the	Kurdish	masses	 failed	 to	 foresee	 that	 the	emerging	nationalist	Turkish	 state
would	be	ideologically	incapable	of	incorporating	the	Kurdish	nationalist	aspiration	points	to
the	religiosity	and	simplicity	of	Kurdish	society	at	 the	time.	In	fairness,	 it	can	be	argued	that
Kurdish	trust	in	the	emerging	Turkish	state	was	informed	by	the	historically	dominant	notion	of
religious	brotherhood	that	characterized	the	Ottoman	period.	In	a	similar	vein,	and	during	the
same	period,	the	Russians	and	British	used	their	common	religion	to	influence	the	Armenians
and	 other	 Christian	 populations	 in	 the	 region.	 Russians	 supported	 Armenians	 in	 their	 fight
against	the	Ottoman	forces,	while	Britain	had	an	Assyrian	levy	fighting	on	its	behalf.	But	the
predominance	and	continuation	of	a	religious	alliance	with	the	Turks	indicates	that	the	Kurds
failed	to	consider	the	structural	changes	that	had	occurred	in	the	power	base	of	the	emerging
Turkish	state,	which	made	it	qualitatively	different	from	that	of	the	Ottoman	Empire.

On	 the	 whole,	 the	 Kurds	 hoped	 for	 peaceful	 coexistence	 with	 their	 Turkish	 religious
brothers,	even	after	 the	collapse	of	 the	Ottoman	Empire.	The	mostly	religious	background	of
Kurdish	 leadership	 is	 another	 factor	 that	 points	 to	 the	 secondary	 nature	 of	 the	 Kurdish



nationalist	 sentiment	 at	 the	 time.	 The	 Kurdish	 nationalist	 elites	 were	 either	 religious	 or
ineffective	in	neutralizing	the	impact	of	religion.	This	meant	that	these	leaders	had	to	attenuate
their	 nationalist	 goals	 because	 of	 religion.	Olson	 sees	 the	 use	 of	 religion	 ‘as	 a	 strategy	 and
tactics	necessary	for	carrying	out	successful	 revolution’	 (1989:	1).	This	 is	what	 the	Ottoman
Turks	did	before	the	establishment	of	the	modern	Turkish	state.	They	used	religion	as	long	as	it
was	 strategically	 useful	 against	 the	 invading	 ‘Christian’	 armies,	 but	 abolished	 the	 Islamic
Caliphate	as	soon	as	it	was	no	longer	needed.

While	 the	 Turkish	 national	 movement	 had	 effectively	 gone	 beyond	 the	 Ottoman	 Islamic
identity	 and	 promoted	 a	 Turkish	 nationalist	 agenda,	 the	 Kurds,	 lagging	 behind	 in
accommodating	 the	 ideological	 changes,	 appealed	 to	 religion	while	 promoting	 a	 nationalist
agenda.	The	religious	background	of	the	principal	Kurdish	leaders,	versus	the	strongly	secular
Turkish	and	Iranian	rulers	at	 the	time,	suggests	that	Kurdish	society	was	not	prepared	for	the
increasingly	secular	form	of	socio-political	organization	that	nationalism	required.

Consequently,	 the	 Kurdish	 nationalist	 movement	 failed	 to	 foresee	 and	 adjust	 to	 the
consequences	of	nationalist	politics	for	the	Kurds	in	Turkey.	They	realized	that	only	when	the
Turkish	state	had	established	itself	well	enough	to	defeat	any	threat	that	came	from	the	Kurds.
Ghasimlow	quotes	 from	an	Englishman	named	Harold	Nilsson,	who	says	 ‘when	we	 told	 the
Kurds	to	establish	a	state,	they	did	not	try	hard	to	get	it.	While	all	of	a	sudden	they	demanded
14	points	in	1922.	However,	it	was	really	too	late’	(2007:	82).

Underdevelopment	 and	 not	 seriously	 being	 affected	 by	 the	 process	 of	 secularism	 and
modernization	could	well	be	among	the	main	reasons	for	the	failure	of	the	Kurdish	masses	to
adapt	their	Kurdish	nationalism.

The	inability	to	solidify	opportunities	and	achievements

The	Kurds	often	managed	to	capitalize	on	opportunities,	but	 they	were	unable	 to	solidify	 the
foundation	of	their	achievements	and	turn	opportunities	into	concrete	gains.	When	Abdul	Karim
Qasim	 came	 to	 power	 in	 1958,	 he	 acknowledged	 some	 Kurdish	 national	 rights	 that	 were
withdrawn	in	1963.	The	Ba’athists	gave	several	concessions	to	the	Kurds	including	a	limited
self-rule	 in	 1970	 but	 withdrew	 them	 in	 1975.	 The	 Kurdish	 inability	 to	 consolidate	 their
achievements	can	be	explained	by	the	failure	of	Kurdistan’s	underlying	social,	economic	and
political	 structures	 to	 support	 and	 sustain	 their	 nationalist	 ambitions.	 In	 other	 words,	 the
Kurdish	 leadership	 lacked	 the	 socio-economic	 infrastructure	 and	 a	 supportive	 international
alliance	system	 that	could	help	 them	achieve	 their	goals	and	deny	 their	enemy	 the	 ‘recovery
time’	or	what	Kissinger	calls	‘the	most	precious	commodity’	(1979:	63).

The	current	Kurdish	autonomy	in	the	Kurdistan	region	follows	a	similar	pattern,	as	it	was
achieved	by	filling	the	power	vacuum	that	occurred	after	1991	and	therefore	was	not	built	on	a
solid	foundation.	In	a	similar	argument	Stansfield	writes:



Within	 the	parameters	of	 external	 economic	controls,	political	 and	military	 intervention
and	 internal	 rivalry,	 the	 KDP	 and	 PUK	 [the	 two	 main	 ruling	 parties	 in	 the	 Kurdistan
region],	 possibly	 by	 accident	 more	 than	 design,	 succeeded	 in	 heading	 an	 independent
entity	[Kurdistan-Iraq].

(2003:	131)

In	fact,	 in	a	striking	resemblance,	 the	Kurds	have	provided	the	Shia-dominated	Iraqi	state
with	considerable	 time	 to	 reassert	 its	power,	without	 finalizing	central	 issues	between	Erbil
and	Bagdad.	Examples	of	such	issues	include	the	disputed	lands	and	the	failure	to	implement
Article	 140	 of	 Iraq’s	 constitution	 to	 settle	 territorial	 disputes.	 While	 the	 2005	 constitution
guaranteed	many	of	 the	Kurdish	rights	 in	 Iraq,	 these	rights	were	delayed,	disputed	or	denied
altogether	 in	 the	 later	 years.	 During	 Prime	Minister	 Al	Maliki’s	 government,	 many	 radical
Shi’a	and	Sunni	politicians	hoped	to	reverse	the	Kurdish	constitutional	achievements	and	were
publicly	calling	for	a	review	of	the	constitution.	Despite	such	historical	similarities,	there	are
differences	between	 the	short-lived	Kurdish	gains	of	 the	 twentieth	century	and	 the	Kurdistan
region’s	achievements	in	the	twenty-first	century.	These	differences	are	addressed	in	detail	in
the	next	section.

Insufficient	strategic	weight

The	weak	strategic	weight	of	the	Kurds,	relative	to	other	regional	actors	and	within	the	context
of	 the	 strategic	 interests	 of	 the	 great	 powers,	 has	 played	 a	 significant	 role	 in	 the	 failure	 of
Kurdish	nationalist	movements	 since	 the	 establishment	 of	 post-First	World	War	 states	 in	 the
region.	During	 the	First	World	War,	British	 interests	briefly	encouraged	Kurdish	nationalism
and	 the	 establishment	 of	 a	Kurdish	 state,	 perhaps	 as	 a	 buffer	 zone	 against	 the	 expansion	 of
Russian	 influence	 in	 the	 region.	The	Soviet	Union	also	showed	some	half-hearted	 interest	 in
Kurdish	affairs	during	the	Mahabad	Republic.	But	these	attempts	were	hesitant	and	short-lived.
It	was	more	convenient	for	the	leading	powers	at	the	time	to	deal	with	other	more	organized
ethnic	 groups	 than	 to	 try	 unifying	 the	Kurds	 to	 promote	 their	 agenda	 in	 the	 period	 after	 the
Great	War.	When	Kurdistan	came	under	the	control	of	non-Kurdish	ethnic	groups,	it	increased
their	international	leverage	at	the	expense	of	the	Kurds.	The	slower	nationalistic	evolution	of
Kurdish	society	translated	to	a	less-coherent	and	unified	voice	that	failed	to	assert	itself	at	the
right	time,	something	that	haunted	the	Kurds	for	decades.

Apart	from	few	instances	where	world	powers	showed	an	interest	in	the	establishment	of	a
Kurdish	state,	there	is	not	much	evidence	for	the	strategic	importance	of	such	a	state	in	the	eyes
of	the	main	powers	in	the	twentieth	century.	Interestingly,	the	regional	states	have	sporadically
provided	 support	 to	 the	 Kurds	 in	 their	 neighboring	 countries	 to	 promote	 their	 immediate
strategic	goals.	Examples	include	Iranian	support	for	the	Kurdish	revolt	in	Iraq	in	the	early	to
mid-1970s	and	the	Syrian	support	for	Turkish	and	Iraqi	Kurdish	opposition	groups.



Unfavorable	regional	balance	of	power

After	the	establishment	of	modern	states	in	the	post-First	World	War	period,	the	creation	of	a
Kurdish	 state	 does	 not	 seem	 to	 be	 in	 the	 interests	 of	 the	 balance	 of	 power	 in	 the	 region.
Additionally,	the	global	powers	do	not	want	to	upset	their	traditional	allies	by	supporting	an
independent	Kurdish	state.

Despite	 the	 advantages	 of	 a	 divided	 Iraq	 that	 would	 be	 at	 the	mercy	 of	 bigger	 regional
powers	such	as	Turkey	and	Iran,	these	countries	have	so	far	resisted	its	disintegration	as	this	is
likely	to	lead	to	the	emergence	of	a	Kurdish	state	with	all	its	perceived	implications	for	their
own	Kurdish	issues.

Furthermore,	 from	 the	 perspective	 of	 the	 global	 powers,	 manipulation	 of	 the	 Kurdish
minorities	was	 a	winning	 card	 in	 their	 hand.	 These	 powers	 could	 use	 the	Kurdish	 question
when	any	of	 these	states	 threaten	their	 interests	 in	 the	region	by	fostering	Kurdish	nationalist
revolts.	 Iranian	 and	 American	 support	 for	 the	 Kurdish	 movements	 in	 the	 1970s	 against	 an
increasingly	 pro-Soviet	 Iraqi	 state	 constitutes	 a	 good	 example.	 Therefore,	 as	 Fuller	 argues
about	the	established	state	system	in	the	Middle	East,	post-First	World	War,

…	 If	 the	 Kurds	 are	 to	 achieve	 statehood	 anywhere,	 the	 region	 will	 then	 undergo	 a
dramatic	change	in	the	borders	and	geopolitics	of	Iraq,	Turkey,	and	Iran,	thus	transforming
the	traditional	balance	of	power	in	the	region.

(1993:	119)

Ineffective	international	public	relations

A	 factor	 that	 could	 break	 the	 unfriendly	 geopolitical	 setting	 of	 the	Middle	 East	 toward	 the
Kurds	is	the	direct	involvement	and	support	of	major	world	powers;	they	could	influence	their
foreign	policy	by	 friendly	and	supportive	Kurdish	 lobbies.	An	 influential	Kurdish	 lobby	can
put	forward	alternative	policies	that	not	only	promote	the	interests	of	these	powers	but	also	the
interests	of	 the	Kurds.	Major	 realist	 theorists	of	 international	 relations	such	as	Mearsheimer
and	Waltz	highlight	the	role	of	the	Jewish	lobby	in	influencing	the	policies	of	the	United	States
in	 the	 Middle	 East	 (Griffiths	 and	 O’Callaghan	 2007:	 63).	 Despite	 the	 existence	 of	 large
Kurdish	diaspora	communities	in	the	western	countries	and	North	America,	up	to	very	recently
they	 did	 not	 have	 significant	 influence	 on	 the	 foreign	 policies	 of	 their	 host	 countries.	 An
examination	and	comparison	of	the	socio-economic	status	of	these	two	lobbies	–	Jewish	and
Kurdish	 –	 reveals	 the	 strong	 economic	 power	 and	 political	 influence	 of	 the	 Jewish	 lobby
compared	to	the	Kurdish	capacity	in	similar	areas.

The	tyranny	of	geography

The	other	widely	reported	reason	for	the	failure	of	Kurdish	aspirations	to	statehood	is	the	fact



that	Kurds	are	the	victims	of	Kurdistan’s	geography:	a	mainly	mountainous	region	that	is	land-
locked	and	surrounded	by	hostile	states.	These	countries	see	an	emerging	Kurdish	state	in	Iraq
as	 a	 direct	 threat	 to	 their	 territorial	 integrity.	 Lack	 of	 access	 to	 open	 seas	 also	 limits	 the
capacity	for	world	powers	to	support	the	Kurds.	Even	if	there	was	a	willingness	among	these
powers	 to	 assist	 the	Kurds,	 the	 delivery	 of	 such	 support	 is	 largely	 at	 the	mercy	 of	 regional
states	who	remain	hostile	to	outsiders’	support	for	an	autonomous	Kurdistan.

The	 hostility	 of	 regional	 powers	 and	 their	 capability	 for	 encircling	 Kurdistan	 is	 a
significant	 factor	 that	 restrains	 the	 Kurdish	 aspiration	 for	 self-rule,	 not	 Kurdistan	 being
landlocked	 in	 a	 strictly	 geographic	 sense.	 Countries	 such	 as	Mongolia,	 Hungary,	 and	 many
others	 do	 not	 have	 access	 to	 the	 sea,	 yet	 are	 functioning	 independent	 states.	 Being	 a	 land-
locked	 region	 with	 a	 relatively	 smaller	 population,	 compounded	 by	 Kurdish	 internal
disorganization	 at	 the	 beginning	 of	 the	 twentieth	 century,	 negatively	 affected	 the	 Kurdish
chances	 for	 an	 independent	 nation	 state.	 Surrounded	 by	 larger	 competing	 ethnic	 groups,	 the
Kurdish	numerical	inferiority	in	the	context	of	a	broader	Middle	East	may	have	reduced	their
capacity	 for	 galvanizing	 international	 support.	 Such	 a	 structural	 weakness	 was	 particularly
important,	as	the	Kurds	were	unable	to	compensate	for	their	numeric	inferiority	with	a	superior
economy,	diplomacy	or	other	relevant	factors	that	are	normally	considered	in	the	analysis	of	a
nation’s	power.	The	lack	of	unity	–	something	the	Kurds	are	famous	for	–	did	not	help	either.

The	Kurdistan	region	in	the	context	of	the	post-1991	regional	and	global
changes
Bearing	in	mind	that	history	can	repeat	itself,	 the	following	questions	come	to	the	fore:	what
are	the	contextualized	similarities	and	differences	between	the	post-1991	achievements	of	the
Kurdistan	 region	 in	 Iraq	 and	 other	 short-lived	 Kurdish	 accomplishments	 of	 the	 past?	 Why
would	 the	Kurdistan	 region’s	 current	 experience	with	 self-rule	 not	 fail	 again?	After	 all,	 the
current	 quasi-independent	 status	 of	 the	Kurdistan	 region	 in	 Iraq	 follows	 the	 same	 historical
pattern.	The	Kurdistan	region	came	into	being	as	the	consequence	of	a	power	vacuum	and	the
weakness	 of	 the	 Iraqi	 central	 government	 after	 the	 1991	 Gulf	 war,	 not	 as	 a	 result	 of	 solid
political	 and	 historical	 achievements.	 Nevertheless,	 the	 Kurdistan	 region	 has	 been	 able	 to
solidify	its	achievements	to	some	extent	in	spite	of	the	similarities.	There	are	several	structural
and	contextual	differences	that	assist	the	Kurdistan	region	in	avoiding	the	familiar	rolling	back
of	its	achievements	and	working	more	firmly	toward	establishing	an	independent	Kurdish	state.

De	facto	independence

Unlike	the	previously	short-lived	Kurdish	experiments	with	autonomy,	a	prolonged	experience
of	de	 facto	 self-rule	has	 strengthened	Kurdish	national	unity.	A	pro-independence	generation
has	 gradually	 emerged;	 a	 generation	 that	 has	 not	 experienced	 any	 direct	 foreign	 rule	 will



strongly	resist	any	direct	occupation.11	The	Kurdish	national	consciousness	has	also	evolved
and	been	strengthened	by	the	battle	against	ISIS	–	a	common	cross-border	enemy.

The	 post-2003	 developments	 in	 Iraq	 and	 the	 current	 war	 against	 ISIS	 have	 taken	 the
Kurdistan	 region’s	 autonomy	 into	 a	 new	 stage.	 These	 developments	 are	 largely	 irreversible
without	 enormous	bloodshed;	 they	make	 the	 repetition	of	 the	historical	 scenario	by	 the	 Iraqi
state	impractical.	However,	this	does	not	mean	that	Sunni	Arabs	and	militias	of	various	brands
will	not	challenge	the	Kurdistan	region,	particularly	in	the	disputed	areas.	In	fact,	the	current
sporadic	clashes	between	Peshmarga	forces	and	Shia	militias	in	places	such	as	Tuz	Khurmato
are	an	early	sign	of	the	potential	for	future	conflicts	in	these	areas.

Structural	changes	in	Iraq’s	political	system	after	2003

The	majority	 Shia	 rule	 in	 Iraq	 has	 created	 a	 fundamental	 shift	 in	 the	 socio-political	 power
structure	of	 post-2003	 Iraq.	The	new	 Iraqi	 state	 is	more	 representative	of	 the	 real	 forces	 in
Iraqi	 society	compared	with	 the	dictatorship	of	Sunni	minority	or	 foreign-supported	kings	 in
previous	 decades.	However,	 these	 changes	 have	 also	 divided	 the	Arab-Iraq	 along	 sectarian
lines	 and	 the	 rising	 Sunni–Shia	 animosity	 is	 unlikely	 to	 subside	 easily.	 So	 far,	 the
overwhelming	trend	has	been	a	Shia	attempt	to	dominate	Iraq	as	much	as	possible.	This	is	and
will	continue	to	be	challenged	not	only	by	the	Kurds	but	also	by	the	Sunni	Arabs.	Therefore,
further	polarization	of	Iraq’s	ethnic	and	religious	communities	is	inevitable,	and	it	is	unlikely
that	 Baghdad	 can	 control	 all	 of	 Iraq	 again.	While	 the	 Arab-Iraq	 may	 be	 willing	 to	 use	 its
classical	tactics	against	the	autonomous	Kurdistan	region,	it	has	less	capability	to	undermine	it
with	the	same	vigor	in	the	current	circumstances.

Globalized	context

Following	 the	 1991	 Gulf	 war,	 the	 Kurds	 were	 displaced	 on	 an	 unprecedented	 scale.	 The
pressures	 from	international	public	opinion,	 touched	by	 the	extent	of	 the	 tragedy,	encouraged
the	 Allies	 to	 establish	 a	 no-fly-zone	 in	 parts	 of	 the	 Kurdistan	 region	 in	 Iraq.	 These
developments	introduced	a	new	global	factor	with	regional	implications:	the	regional	countries
could	 no	 longer	 ignore	 the	 international	 community	 in	 the	 way	 they	 treated	 their	 Kurdish
population.	It	is	largely	true	that	regional	countries	and	non-state	regional	forces	–	as	the	recent
ISIS	massacre	of	 the	Yazidi	Kurds	suggests	–	are	still	capable	of	 repeating	acts	of	genocide
against	the	Kurds.	However,	the	post-1990s	global	sensitivity	to	the	events	in	Kurdistan-Iraq
means	that	the	regional	states	may	not	be	able	to	do	so	without	expecting	a	reaction	from	the
international	community.

The	events	in	1991	forced	the	major	foreign	powers	to	reshuffle	their	policies	in	Iraq.	This
was	 influenced	 by	 the	 humanitarian	 crisis.	 This,	 as	 far	 as	 the	 Kurds	 are	 concerned,	 was
historically	unprecedented.	Although	humanitarian	issues	are	another	foreign-policy	tool	in	the



hands	 of	 states,	 in	 the	 case	 of	 the	 Kurds	 in	 Iraq,	 humanitarian	 concerns	 triggered	 the
reorganizing	 of	 realistic	 policies	 along	 their	 lines	 of	 interest	 rather	 than	 against	 them.	 The
unwritten	 international	 commitment	 to	 the	 security	 of	 the	 Kurdistan	 region	 was	 repeated	 in
Kurdistan’s	fight	against	Daesh.	An	inspiring	Kurdish	resistance	against	ISIS,	and	the	massacre
and	enslavement	of	Yazidi	Kurds,	have	given	more	vigor	to	the	possibility	of	an	international
reaction	to	Kurdish	issues,	particularly	in	Iraq.

In	 brief,	 the	 Kurdistan	 Regional	 Government	 operates	 in	 the	 context	 of	 an	 increasingly
globalizing	world,	both	politically	and	economically.	Local	events	do	not	go	unnoticed	by	the
international	 community.	 This	makes	 countries	with	 a	Kurdish	minority	more	 cautious	 about
repeating	their	historical	anti-Kurdish	policies.

Greater	Western	military	presence	in	the	region

Following	the	1991	and	2003	Iraq	wars,	western	powers	have	a	large	military	presence	in	the
Middle	East.	Even	 though	Americans	withdrew	 their	 forces	 from	 Iraq	 in	2011,	 a	 significant
force	has	been	 redeployed	 for	assisting	 the	Kurdistan	 region	and	 the	Arab-Iraq	 in	 their	 fight
against	 ISIS.	 Americans	 showed	 their	 commitment	 to	 the	 security	 of	 Kurdistan	 when	 they
helped	 the	 region	 with	 arms	 and	 air	 support	 after	 the	 ISIS	 attack	 in	 2014.	 The	 American
military	presence	in	Kurdistan	and	its	support	for	the	region’s	war	efforts	has,	to	some	extent,
shaken	 the	 established	 anti-Kurdish	 pattern	 of	 regional	 geopolitics.	 Whether	 the	 Western
presence	 in	 the	Kurdistan	 region	has	 permanently	 altered	 the	 previously	 hostile	 geopolitical
setting	largely	depends	on	the	long-term	commitment	by	Western	powers	to	the	security	of	the
Kurdistan	region.	 In	 the	current	circumstances,	at	any	rate,	 the	presence	of	western	forces	 in
Kurdistan	is	a	deterrent	against	any	overwhelming	and	direct	 interference	by	the	neighboring
countries	in	the	region.

Strong	international	presence

Since	its	establishment,	the	KRG	has	followed	an	effective	para-diplomacy	and	it	has	rapidly
increased	 its	 international	 presence.	 There	 has	 been	 a	 historically	 unprecedented	 level	 of
diplomatic	 traffic	 to	 Erbil	 in	 the	 last	 few	 years,	 and	 many	 countries,	 including	 all	 the
permanent	members	of	the	United	Nation’s	Security	Council,	have	opened	their	consulates	in
the	Kurdistan	region.	The	American	vice-president	visited	the	Kurdistan	region	on	March	18,
2008.	Many	high-ranking	politicians,	including	the	Turkish	Prime	Minister	and	the	President	of
France,	have	subsequently	visited	the	region.	KRG’s	diplomatic	efforts	have	been	particularly
successful	after	the	ISIS	invasion	in	August	2014.	Such	level	of	international	recognition	does
not	have	any	historical	precedence;	it	can	gradually	translate	into	broader	regional	and	global
support	for	the	KRG’s	ambitions	for	independence.



Kurdistan’s	oil	and	EU	energy	security

The	Kurdish	failure	to	solidify	their	earlier	gains	for	achieving	national	self-determination	has
not	been	due	to	lack	of	opportunities,	but	to	their	powerlessness	to	harden	and	transform	short-
term	 gains	 offered	 by	 these	 opportunities	 into	 solid	 long-term	 achievements.	 This	 has	 been
mainly	due	 to	 the	 lack	of	 tangible	 economic	 and	 strategic	policy	 tools	 that	 could	 enable	 the
Kurdish	leadership	to	strengthen	the	basis	of	their	accomplishments.

KRG’s	 success	 in	 developing	 Kurdistan’s	 oil	 sector	 and	 exporting	 it	 to	 international
markets	 has,	 for	 the	 first	 time	 in	modern	Kurdish	 history,	 provided	 the	Kurds	with	 tangible
means	 for	 strengthening	 their	 relationship	with	 their	 regional	 and	 international	partners.	Oil-
consuming	nations,	 in	particular	EU	countries,	see	 in	 the	Kurdistan	region	an	opportunity	for
diversifying	the	sources	of	their	oil	and	natural	gas	import.	This	will	give	another	alternative
energy	supply	line	to	Europe,	making	Europeans	less	dependent	on	other	suppliers,	particularly
Russia.	 The	 Turkish	 Government	 has	 also	 realized	 that	 it	 is	 much	 more	 beneficial	 to	 treat
Kurdistan,	a	small	but	rich	region,	as	a	partner	instead	of	a	threat.	Therefore	the	oil	factor	has,
to	some	extent,	altered	the	historical	anti-Kurdish	geopolitical	settings	of	the	region	and	made
a	Kurdish	bid	for	self-determination	more	realistic.

Prospects	for	independence	and	the	KRG’s	current	socio-economic
policies
This	 chapter	 has	 argued	 that	 a	 key	 failure	 of	 the	 Kurds	 in	 the	 twentieth	 century	 was	 their
inability	 to	 accommodate	 the	 forces	 that	were	 shaping	 their	 destiny.	At	 the	 beginning	 of	 the
twenty-first	century,	this	is	largely	not	the	case.	The	current	economic	and	political	policies	of
the	 Kurdistan	 Regional	 Government	 are	 predominantly	 compatible	 with	 a	 global	 capitalist
economy	and	democratic	political	system:	two	forces	that	are	shaping	the	global	economy	and
politics	 respectively.	Economically,	 the	Kurdistan	 region	 is	 following	 free	market	 economic
policies,	the	same	economic	model	that	has	shaped	the	international	political	economy	in	the
age	 of	 economic	 globalization.	 Kurdistan	 is	 working	 towards	 the	 regionalization	 and
globalization	 of	 its	 economy	 and,	 despite	 its	 shortcomings,	 democracy	 is	 gradually
consolidating	in	the	region.

The	Middle	East	has	also	witnessed	structural	changes	in	the	post-Arab	Spring	period.	A
series	of	simultaneous	revolutions	in	Arab	countries	have	changed	the	political	setting	of	the
Middle	 East.	 The	 post-revolution	 political	 similarities	 of	 these	 countries	 either	 led	 to	 the
popular	election	of	Islamist	parties	(e.g.	Mohammed	Morsi’s	government	in	Egypt)	or	created
chaos	 and	 disorder	 in	 which	 the	 radical	 Islamic	 groups	 flourished	 (e.g.	 in	 Libya).	 The
uprisings	 in	 the	Arab	world	were	due	to	 the	realization	of	unresolved	tension	created	by	the
suppression	 of	 people	 by	 authoritarian	 regimes	 in	 previous	 decades.	 This	 historical	 tension
which	lay	at	the	heart	of	Islamic	societies	surfaced,	and	politicized.	Extreme	forms	of	religious



fundamentalism,	 combined	 with	 criminal	 tendencies	 (as	 evident	 among	 ISIS	 members)	 has
flourished	in	this	period.

The	spirit	of	 the	Ottoman	and	Safavid	Empires	has	re-surfaced	and	Shia-Sunni	rivalry,	as
evident	 in	 Iraq,	 Syria,	 and	 Yemen,	 has	 revitalized.	 The	 Arab	 countries	 are	 increasingly
worried	about	Iran’s	growing	influence	in	many	Arab	capitals	such	as	Damascus	and	Bagdad.
There	are	gradual	 shifts	 in	 the	alliance	systems	 in	 the	Middle	East.	Besides	 the	Turkish	and
Iranian	historical	rivalries	and	their	imperial	ambitions,	a	third	alliance,	mainly	composed	of
Sunni	Arab	states,	is	reacting	to	Iran’s	influence	in	the	Middle	East.	Saudi	and	its	Arab	allies’
response	to	Iranian	involvement	in	Syria	and	Yemen	are	the	most	obvious	evidence.

The	 Islamic	world	has	never	undergone	a	 serious	 religious	 reformation	 similar	 to	 that	of
Christianity	 in	 Western	 Europe,	 which	 could	 redefine	 the	 role	 of	 religion	 in	 society	 and
politics.	 The	 lack	 of	 genuine	 reform	 has	 led	 to	 an	 inability	 of	 these	 societies	 to	 adapt	 to
modernity,	 something	 that	 is	 manifesting	 itself	 in	 a	 violent	 backlash	 from	 religious
fundamentalists.	What	is	more	troubling	is	that	the	Middle	East	is	still	in	the	beginning	phase	of
the	religious	violence,	and	we	are	yet	to	see	the	full	momentum	of	Shia–Sunni	conflict.	History
tells	us	that	the	separation	of	church	from	the	state,	 the	secularization	of	politics	in	the	West,
was	only	achieved	 through	enormous	bloodshed.	Now	the	Middle	East	 is	at	war	with	 itself,
similar	to	the	religious	conflict	that	led	to	wars	between	Protestants	and	Catholics	in	sixteenth
and	 seventeenth-century	 Europe.	 There	 is	 no	 reason	 to	 think	 that	 a	 genuine	 separation	 of
Mosque	from	the	state	will	be	any	less	violent.

After	 ISIS	 took	 control	 of	 Mosul,	 Iraq’s	 second-largest	 city,	 the	 Kurdistan	 region’s
president	tentatively	announced	the	region’s	bid	for	independence.	If	there	was	not	widespread
public	 international	 support	 for	Kurdistan’s	 aspiration	 for	 independence,	 perhaps	what	was
more	 curious	 and	 interesting	 was	 the	 lack	 of	 the	 usual	 strong	 reaction	 to	 it.	 This	 in	 itself
suggests	 that	 both	 the	 region	 and	 the	 world	 are	 becoming	 gradually	 more	 receptive	 to	 an
independent	Kurdistan.

The	 slow	 political	 evolution	 that	 prevented	 Kurdish	 nationalists	 from	 effectively
capitalizing	on	favorable	international	and	regional	conditions	in	the	previous	century	seems	to
be	truly	beneficial	to	the	Kurdistan	region	in	the	present	circumstances.	When	waves	of	radical
nationalism	 took	 over	Europe	 and	 the	Middle	East	 in	 the	 early	 twentieth	 century,	 the	Kurds
were	 caught	 unprepared,	 and	 the	 religious	 loyalties	 were	 still	 strongly	 influencing	 Kurd’s
political	allegiance.	The	powerful	nature	of	religious	identities	significantly	contributed	to	the
failure	of	Kurdish	nationalist	elites	to	mobilize	masses	on	a	nationalist	platform	that	could	lead
to	the	establishment	of	a	Kurdish	state.

Ironically,	 now	 that	 waves	 of	 religious	 fundamentalism	 are	 engulfing	 the	 Middle	 East,
Kurdish	 nationalism	 is	 becoming	 the	 predominant	 force	 for	 political	 loyalties	 in	 Kurdish-
inhabited	areas	of	the	Middle	East.	There	are	several	religious	parties	in	the	Kurdistan	region
with	 a	 significant	 powerbase,	 but	 they	 often	 promote	 their	 political	 agenda	 on	 a	 nationalist



platform.	So	far,	the	Shia-Sunni	divide	has	not	penetrated	the	Kurdistan	region	and	all	religious
sects	are	living	together	peacefully.	In	this	respect,	the	region	is	providing	a	glimmer	of	hope
to	the	international	community	and	is	bringing	political	legitimacy	to	the	rulers	of	Kurdistan.

When	religious	fundamentalism	and	political	 instability	has	engulfed	 the	Middle	East,	 the
Kurdistan	 region	 has	 proven	 a	 stable,	 reliable,	 and	 widely	 secular	 partner	 for	 the	 west	 in
general	and	the	United	States	in	particular.	The	nationalist,	yet	tolerant	and	inclusive,	Kurdish
forces	have	so	far	been	the	only	reliable	forces	in	the	fight	against	ISIS.	This	has	brought	them
international	recognition	and	some	degree	of	support.	It	has	also	strengthened	both	the	Kurdish
national	consciousness	and	Kurdish	defensive	capabilities.

Americans	are	likely	to	defend	their	core	achievements	in	the	Kurdistan	region,	even	if	they
disagree	with	the	shape	and	size	of	the	Kurdistan	that	the	Kurds	hope	to	see.	Furthermore,	Iraq
is	divided	beyond	a	 returning	point.	 Iraqi	Sunnis	are	gradually	 realizing	 that	 they	are	now	a
minority	in	Iraq.	The	Sunni	Arabs,	while	a	majority	in	Syria,	will	not	be	able	to	rule	the	whole
country	as	the	Alawites	and	Kurds	will	not	easily	accept	that.

The	re-emergence	of	imperial	ambition	in	Turkey	and	Iran	and	the	Arab	world’s	defensive
strategies	all	 suggest	 that	 the	creation	of	an	 independent	Kurdistan	 in	one	 form	or	another	 is
becoming	 a	 possibility,	 if	 not	 a	 necessary	 buffer	 zone	 with	 an	 historical	 responsibility	 to
mediate	 between	 these	 rivals.	 The	Kurds	 have	 also	 been	 able	 to	 solidify	 their	 nationalistic
achievements	 through	 their	 oil	 wealth	 and	 its	 links	 to	 European	 energy	 security.	 Turkey	 is
reaping	 the	 benefit	 of	 the	 Kurdistan’s	 oil	 and	 markets	 and	 has	 little	 incentive	 to	 derail	 its
achievements.	In	the	years	ahead,	we	will	see	whether	Iran	will	accommodate	an	independent
Kurdistan	or	will	test	the	Kurdish	aspiration	for	independence	through	their	strong	influence	in
Iraqi	Shia	militias.	Whatever	course	of	action	the	regional	powers	decide	to	take,	it	is	only	a
matter	of	time	before,	as	Hegel	has	famously	argued	about	the	nature	of	nationalism,	Kurdish
national	 consciousness	 will	 need	 to	 actualize	 through	 the	 establishment	 of	 an	 independent
Kurdish	state.

Conclusion
In	this	chapter,	I	have	reflected	on	the	causes	for	the	failure	of	Kurdish	nationalists	to	establish
a	 Kurdish	 state	 and	 tentatively	 projected	 my	 findings	 on	 the	 future,	 taking	 into	 account	 the
recent	dynamic	changes	 that	have	occurred	 in	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	and	 the	Middle	East.	 I	 argued
that	 due	 to	many	 factors,	 including	 a	 slow	 and	 ineffective	Kurdish	 response	 to	 international
events	 and	 the	 forces	 of	 nationalism	 that	 shaped	 their	 destiny,	 the	 Kurds	 were	 unable	 to
establish	a	state	 in	 the	 last	century.	Such	a	state	could	have	gradually	 re-shaped	 the	Kurdish
ethnie	into	the	Kurdish	nation,	unify	the	language,	and	address	all	other	aspects	of	nation-state
building.	While	the	Kurds	have	gradually	adopted	nationalism,	it	was	not	with	the	speed	and
efficiency	 that	 the	 historical	 chain	 of	 events	 required.	 This	 led	 to	 the	 failure	 of	 Kurdish



nationalists	to	establish	a	Kurdish	state	in	the	early	twentieth	century.
However,	the	post-1991	Kurdish	achievements	in	Iraq	are	marked	by	a	prolonged	period	of

self-rule,	 increased	 global	 sensitivities	 to	 developments	 in	 the	 Kurdistan	 region,	 structural
changes	in	the	Middle	East	and	Iraq,	and	the	presence	of	western	forces	in	the	region.	All	these
factors	 suggest	 that	Kurdish	 national	 accomplishments	 have	 been	 relatively	 consolidated,	 in
comparison	with	the	previous	short-lived	Kurdish	nationalist	achievements	in	Iraq.

In	early	twenty-first	century	Kurdistan,	the	slow	evolution	of	national	consciousness	and	a
nationalist	 ideology	 are	 proving	 beneficial	 to	 the	Kurds.	 In	 a	 time	when	 the	Middle	East	 is
engulfed	 in	 reactionary	religious	fundamentalism,	 the	overwhelming	politics	 in	 the	Kurdistan
region	 is	 nationalistic,	 pluralistic	 and	 tolerant.	 In	 sharp	 contrast,	 only	 fifty	 kilometers	 from
Erbil,	 the	capital	city	of	 the	Kurdistan	region,	 ISIS	 is	practising	a	medieval	 form	of	warfare
with	 unparalleled	 barbarism,	 including	 enslaving	 women	 and	 children,	 beheading,	 enacting
primitive	laws	and	destroying	all	evidence	of	past	human	civilization.

A	 combination	 of	 post	Arab	 Spring	 geopolitical	 changes	 in	 the	Middle	 East,	 the	KRG’s
successful	diplomatic	efforts,	the	political	and	economic	impact	of	Kurdistan’s	oil	wealth	both
regionally	 and	 internationally,	 and	 the	 region’s	 fight	 against	 ISIS	 on	 behalf	 of	 the	 civilized
world	 all	 suggest	 that	 the	Kurdistan	 region	 in	 Iraq	 is	 closer	 to	 full	 autonomy	 than	 any	 time
before	in	its	modern	history.

Notes
1 Since	the	birth	of	the	states	of	Iraq,	Turkey,	and	Syria	they	have	deliberately	tried	to

distort	the	historical	and	geographical	realities	and	avoid	using	this	term.	For	example,	in
Iraq	it	was	often	referred	to	as	The	North,	or	Northern	Iraq,	rather	than	Kurdistan.	The
only	exception	is	a	part	of	Kurdistan	in	Iran	that	has	historically	been	named	Kurdistan.

2 The	term	‘Kurd’	is	spelled	differently;	different	sources	assign	different	meaning	to	it.
3 A	city	situated	near	Hawler	(Erbil)	in	Kurdistan-Iraq.
4 Kor	means	blind	in	Kurdish.
5 General	Sharif	Pasha	was	the	president	of	the	Kurdish	Delegation	to	the	Peace

Conference	in	Paris	on	March	22,	1919.	In	his	speech	in	the	Paris	Peace	Conference,	he
predicated	the	problems	associated	with	foreign	domination	of	Kurdistan	with	a
remarkable	insight.	While	declaring	the	Armenian	claim	to	parts	of	Kurdistan	as
‘excessively	imperialistic’	he	argued:
if	those	districts	where	the	Kurds	are	in	a	majority	are	to	be	included	in	the	New	Armenia,	regardless	of	their	warlike
spirit	and	 jealousy	of	 independence,	 there	cannot	be	 the	slightest	doubt	 that	a	chronic	state	of	disorder	will	 reign	 in
Armenia	unless	the	Allies	are	prepared	to	occupy	the	country	indefinitely	with	a	strong	army,	and	even	then	would	be
subject	to	all	the	attacks	of	guerrilla	warfare	(Pasha	2001:	130).

6 Fawcett	(2001:	11)	provides	a	similar	argument.
7 Acting	Civil	Commissioner,	in	the	Middle	Eastern	Department	of	the	British	Colonial

Office	1920–23.



8 For	example,	in	a	press	release	by	the	KDP	politburo	on	February	2,	1963,	Qasim	is
depicted	as	a	dictator	who	tries	to	eradicate	the	Kurdish	nation	through	military	force
(Mustafa	2007:	404).

9 In	an	interview	with	the	Kurdish	section	of	the	Voice	of	America	(VOA),	Mahmud
Othman,	then	a	member	of	the	Iraqi	federal	parliament,	warned	against	the	possibility	of
the	KRG	facing	a	fate	similar	to	what	the	Kurds	faced	in	1975	(Othman	2008).

10 Translated	from	Kurdish.
11 This	is	evident	in	the	2005	unofficial	referendum	on	the	future	of	Kurdistan	that	was

conducted	alongside	the	Iraqi	general	election	in	which	the	majority	of	Kurds	voted	for
independence	from	Iraq.
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2 New	horizons
Iraqi	federalism
Alex	Danilovich

The	historic	injustice	done	to	the	Kurds	after	the	collapse	of	the	Ottoman	Empire,	the	ensuing
misfortunes	and	bad	luck	described	in	the	previous	chapter	have	been	perpetuated	in	various
forms	 in	 each	 of	 the	 four	 countries	 with	 a	 substantial	 Kurdish	 population.	 Turkey	 in	 its
Kamalist	efforts	 to	build	a	strong	unitary	state	denied	 the	Kurds	 their	national	 identity	 to	 the
point	 that	officially	an	ersatz	appellation	was	used	 to	 refer	 to	Kurds	–	 ‘mountainous	Turks’,
and	 that	 despite	 the	 fact	 that	 the	Kurdish	 language	 belongs	 to	 a	 distinctly	 different	 language
family.	 Kurds	 constitute	 some	 14	 million	 or	 18	 per	 cent	 of	 the	 current	 Turkish	 population.
Particularly	 bloody	 was	 the	 relationship	 between	 Turkish	 authorities	 and	 the	 Kurds	 in	 the
1920–30s,	marked	by	several	Kurdish	rebellions.

Until	recently,	many	Kurds	in	Syria	were	denied	citizenship	because	they	were	considered
non-native	people	who	had	come	from	Turkey	fleeing	the	Kemalist	crash	on	Kurdish	uprisings
early	 in	 the	 twentieth	century.	Thus,	20	per	cent	of	 the	Kurdish	 inhabitants	of	 the	Al-Jazeera
region	were	non-citizens.	A	harsh	Arabization	campaign,	similar	to	that	in	Iraq,	was	conducted
in	Syria.	There	are	about	2.2	 to	2.5	million	Kurds	 in	Syria	making	up	10–15	per	cent	of	 the
Syrian	 population.	 In	 2014,	 Syrian	 Kurds	 declared	 three	 cantons	 parts	 of	 the	 autonomous
Syrian	Kurdistan.	Under	 the	 pressure	 of	 the	 civil	war,	 the	 government	 has	made	 significant
concessions	in	order	to	have	the	Kurds	side	with	the	government	against	ISIS	forces	and	also
against	the	opposition	supported	and	encouraged	by	the	international	community.

The	situation	in	Iran	has	not	been	any	better.	Four	provinces	within	the	country	are	inhabited
by	 Kurds,	 representing	 6–7	 million	 people	 altogether,	 or	 9–10	 per	 cent	 of	 the	 Iranian
population.	There	have	been	constant	uprisings	and	infighting	between	Kurdish	dynasties	and
tribes	 to	 keep	 their	 self-rule.	 In	 modern	 history,	 Reza	 Shah	 deported	 Kurdish	 chiefs	 and
confiscated	 their	 lands.	 In	1945	 in	 the	Soviet-occupied	zone,	a	Kurdish	state	was	created	 in
Iran:	 the	Republic	of	Mahabad.	With	 the	withdrawal	of	 the	Soviet	Army,	 the	 central	 Iranian
government	defeated	the	separatists.	Nowadays	many	Kurdish	activists,	in	particular	members
of	the	Party	for	a	Free	Life	in	Kurdistan	(PJAK)	have	been	executed	or	are	on	death	row.

The	relationship	between	Iraqi	Kurds	and	Arabs	had	ranged	from	violent	uprisings	 in	 the
1960s	 to	 administrative	 autonomy	 in	 the	 1970s	 (promised	 by	 the	 Saddam	 Government,	 but
never	realized),	a	bitter	standoff	in	the	1980s	that	culminated	in	the	use	of	chemical	weapons
against	Kurdish	 civilians,	 to	 a	 no-fly	 zone	 in	1991	 and	 a	 loose	 federation	 since	2005.	 Iraqi



Kurdistan	 acquired	 its	de	 facto	 autonomy	 after	 the	Gulf	War	 in	 1991,	 and	was,	 in	 a	 sense,
detached	from	the	rest	of	the	country	by	the	establishment	of	a	no-fly	zone	under	UN	Resolution
688.	After	the	invasion	of	Iraq	by	the	Coalition	Forces	in	2003,	Iraq	adopted	a	constitution	that
introduced	 a	 federal	 system	 designed	 to	 accommodate	 the	 Kurds,	 palliate	 the	 deep-rooted
ethnic	conflict	and	keep	Iraq’s	territorial	integrity.

Federalism:	A	technological	solution	to	human	problems
With	the	intensification	of	ethnic	conflicts	in	multi-cultural	societies	over	the	last	two	decades,
increased	 scholarly	 attention	 has	 been	 given	 to	 ways	 of	 managing	 these	 conflicts.	 New
theories,	approaches,	and	policy	recommendations	have	been	profusely	advanced.	Federalism
occupies	a	place	of	choice	in	this	booming	literature	as	one	that	seems	to	offer	a	mechanism	to
deal	with	divided	societies,	appease	ethnic	violence	and	preserve	international	borders.

The	explosion	of	federalist	studies	can	be	partially	explained	by	the	view	that	federalism
has	a	well-pronounced	applied	character.	Federalism,	as	a	specific	institutional	arrangement,
seems	to	be	quite	easy	to	use	for	the	management	of	domestic	conflicts.	It	appears	that	the	best
way	to	hold	fragmented	and	crumbling	countries	together	is	to	share	power	constitutionally	and
turn	 their	 threatened	unitary	polities	 into	 federations.	Even	established	democracies,	 such	as
Great	 Britain	 and	 Spain,	 consider	 employing	 federalism	 to	 quell	 separatist	 moods.	 Federal
design	 secures	 social	 unity	 and	 political	 stability	 in	 deeply	 divided	 societies	 by	 facilitating
both	 unity	 and	 diversity	 and	 maintaining	 ‘dual	 identities’	 within	 a	 single	 country	 (Habisso
2010).

The	classical	characteristics	of	federalism	as	described	by	Riker	(1964:	11)	remains	valid
today:

(1) Two	levels	of	government	that	rule	the	same	land	and	people.
(2) At	least	one	area	of	action	in	which	each	level	is	autonomous.
(3) Certain	guarantees	of	the	autonomy	of	each	government	in	its	sphere.

Political	 authority	 at	 the	 regional	 level	 is	 often	 exercised	 through	 a	 regional	 legislature,	 a
regional	executive,	and	a	regional	judicial	system.	In	other	words,	a	federated	unit	possesses
all	attributes	of	a	polity	as	organized	society,	one	step	short	of	full	sovereignty.

Federalism	 is	 particularly	 appropriate	 in	 transitional	 societies,	 as	 it	 not	 only	 palliates
ethnic	 conflicts,	 but	 also	 enhances	 the	 quality	 of	 democracy.	 According	 to	 Brancati,	 if
federalism	in	ethnically	diverse	countries	functions	properly,	democracy	becomes	more	stable
(Brancati	2004:	13).

Federal	accommodation	vs	unitary	assimilative	integration



There	 are	 two	 main	 approaches	 to	 dealing	 with	 minorities,	 nationalism	 and	 its	 associated
problems:	 federal	 accommodation	 and	 unitary	 assimilation	 (McGarry	 et	 al.	 2008;	Choudhry
2008;	Elazar	1984).	Obviously,	we	use	this	dichotomy	only	for	analytical	purposes,	as	in	real
life,	successful	federations	simultaneously	resort	to	both.	The	process	of	federation	building	is
meant	 to	 produce	 a	 reasonable	 degree	 of	 common	 identity,	 otherwise	 it	 makes	 no	 sense	 to
create	and	keep	a	common	state.	That	is	taken	to	mean	that	integrationist	steps	are	necessary	to
certain	degree	in	federations	in	order	to	preserve	the	unity	of	a	country.

As	 we	 have	 seen	 in	 the	 previous	 chapter,	 the	 Kurds	 have	 experienced	 integrative
assimilation	 in	 all	 four	 countries	 with	 a	 Kurdish	 population.	 Southern	 Kurds	 (Iraq)	 have
recently	been	offered	federal	accommodation	under	the	sponsorship	of	the	United	States.	The
Iraqi	Kurds,	as	do	many	other	large	ethnic	groups	in	the	Third	World	want	more,	they	want	to
establish	 a	 nation-state	 following	 the	 classic	 logic	 well	 captured	 by	 William	 Safran:
independence	–state	building	–	nation	building,	 ‘which	was	accepted	almost	as	a	political
law	of	nature’	(Safran	2000:	1).	Unfortunately,	this	seemingly	logical	and	simple	sequence	of
political	developments	has	not	proved	viable	in	most	places.

The	 current	 Iraqi	 constitution	 in	 its	 federal	 design	 fully	 moderates	 and	 tempers	 ethno-
politics.	We	can	give	credit	to	the	new	federal	system	for:

(1) ending	the	civil	war,	ethnic	cleansing	and	genocide;
(2) truly	protecting	Kurdish	national	identity;	and
(3) granting	considerable	political	and	economic	autonomy.

To	Elazar,	 federal	 accommodation	 is	 the	most	 just	 resolution	of	 ethno-political	 problems
and	legitimation	of	ethnic	identities	in	order	to	attain	‘local	and	world	peace’	(Elazar	1984:	3–
5).	He	claims	that	federalism	is	likely	to	become	the	predominant	societal	organization	in	the
future	 while	 the	 current	 nation-state	 model	 that	 implies	 assimilation	 becomes	 obsolete	 and
must	yield	to	federations	(Elazar	1982).	Only	federal	solutions	can	fix	seemingly	intransigent
political	 problems	 arising	 from	 conflicting	 national,	 ethnic,	 linguistic,	 and	 racial	 claims
(Moots	2009:	408).

Symmetrical	and	asymmetrical	federalism

Multinational	 democracies	 (ethno-federations)	 are,	 most	 of	 the	 time,	 asymmetrical,	 which
means	that	in	order	to	hold	multinational	polities	together,	constitutions	assign	different	cultural
and	linguistic	competences	to	different	federal	units.	Mono-ethnic	or	administrative	federations
are	constitutionally	symmetrical	because	all	federal	regions	have	same	rights.	Liam	Anderson
finds	a	 serious	problem	 in	 the	 Iraqi	 federal	design	–	 insufficient	 asymmetry	 in	 regard	 to	 the
Kurdistan	 Region.	 A	 formal	 asymmetrical	 recognition	 of	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region	 in	 the
Transitional	Administrative	Law	was	not	 incorporated	 into	 the	2005	Constitution.	The	 rights



enjoyed	 by	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region	 have	 now	 potentially	 been	 granted	 to	 all	 parts	 of	 Iraq,
although	this	is	so	far	theoretical	because	there	is	only	one	federal	region	in	Iraq’s	federation
(Anderson	2010:	154).	In	other	words,	all	new	would-be	federal	regions	in	Iraq	will	have	the
same	type	of	autonomy	and	rights	as	Kurdistan.

The	‘paradox	of	federalism’

The	 introduction	 of	 a	 federal	 system,	 ethno-federation	 in	 particular,	 has	 often	 unintended
consequences,	 as	 it	 allows	 an	 ethnic	 group	 to	 create	 in	 embryo	 its	 own	 state,	 mobilize
resources	and	thereby	prepare	for	ultimate	secession.	This	phenomenon	is	known	in	literature
as	‘paradox	of	federalism’.	Iraq	offers	a	graphic	illustration	of	how	this	paradox	plays	out.	The
Kurds,	who	obtained	significant	autonomy	in	the	new	Iraqi	federation,	now	have	many	of	the
governmental	 institutions	 of	 a	 sovereign	 state	 –	 a	 parliament,	 a	 cabinet,	 specialized
departments,	including	foreign	relations,	defence	and	security,	all	of	which	would	serve	them
well	 if	 the	Kurdistan	Region	 decided	 to	 break	 away.	 Furthermore,	 federalism	has	 given	 the
Kurdistan	 region	 a	 favorable	 environment	 for	 developing	 its	 economy	 and	 establishing
linkages	with	governments	and	businesses	worldwide.

Certainly,	federalism	is	employed	to	avoid	a	country’s	break	up,	but	it	can	also	involve	a
potential	risk,	as	‘federal	arrangements	can	ultimately	offer	opportunities	for	ethnic	nationalists
to	mobilize	 their	 resources’	with	 a	 view	 to	breaking	 away	 (Stepan	1999:	 215).	Federalism,
warns	 Donald	 Horowitz,	 may	 be	 just	 ‘a	 resting	 point’	 on	 the	 road	 to	 secession	 (Horowitz
1985:	 602).	 The	 exact	 same	 institutions	 designed	 to	 hold	 the	 country	 together	 by	 assuaging
secessionism,	and	removing	the	possibility	of	conflict,	may	actually	backfire	and	work	in	the
very	 opposite	 direction.	 These	 institutions	may	 give	 incentives	 for	mobilization	 in	 favor	 of
separation,	and	also	provide	an	infrastructure	that	can	be	used	for	secession.	These	institutions
can	transfer	into	independence,	thereby	lowering	the	costs	of	secession.	Federalism,	Anderson
notes,	‘might	actually	promote	secessionism	rather	than	avoid	it’	(Anderson	2010:	131).	Many
writers	agree	that	federalism	may	quell	domestic	conflicts	 in	the	short	 term,	but	 it	will	more
likely	 contribute	 to	 separatism	 in	 the	 long	 term	 (Bunce	 and	Watts	 2005;	Elazar	 1984;	Fabry
2008;	Horowitz	1985).

Therefore,	 a	 key	 theoretical	 issue	 in	 the	 study	of	 federalism,	 as	 pointed	 out	 by	Filippov,
Ordeshook	and	Shvetsova	(2004)	is	‘whether	it	is	possible	to	design	federal	institutions’	that
would	 enable	 secessionism	 constraints	 only	 (Anderson	 2010:	 126).	 How	 the	 paradox	 of
federalism	plays	out	in	a	particular	country	depends	on	many	variables.

The	importance	of	federal	origins	and	institutional	setup

The	outcomes	of	federalism	vary	in	accordance	with	its	origins.	At	first	glance,	it	may	appear
that	 Iraq	 is	 a	 ‘holding	 together’	 federation,	 as	 Iraq	 has	 long	 existed	 as	 a	 unitary	 state	 and



federalism	was	 introduced	 to	 accommodate	 the	Kurds.	There	 is	 enough	 reason,	 however,	 to
argue,	in	particular	from	the	Kurdish	perspective	that	Kurdistan	came	into	the	new	Iraq	from	de
facto	independence	under	the	no-fly	zone.	Therefore,	the	Iraqi	federation	may	be	also	viewed
as	‘coming	together,’	as	the	Kurdistan	Region	had	an	independent	existence	and	has	consented
to	joining	the	new	federal	state	(Anderson	2007:	168).	The	Iraqi	constitution	does	not	mention
the	 right	 to	 secession;	 therefore,	 a	 unilateral	 secession	 of	 Kurdistan	 would	 be	 totally
unconstitutional.	 The	 procedure	 of	 constitutional	 amendments	 affecting	 federal	 relations	 is
intentionally	made	cumbersome	and	does	not	allow	a	federal	unit	alone	 to	 introduce	such	an
amendment.

The	 nature	 of	 institutional	 design	means	 that	 the	 propensity	 to	 secede	will	 not	 only	 vary
according	to	differences	in	the	institutional	setup,	but	the	implementation	will	also	vary	over
time	as	institutions	–	and	their	meanings	–	are	transformed	(Anderson	2010:	130).	In	Iraq	there
are	ongoing	negotiations	over	the	actual	functions	federal	institutions	created	post-2003	should
carry	 out;	 while	 some	 of	 the	 institutions	 mandated	 by	 the	 constitution	 (e.g.	 the	 territorial
chamber	of	the	Iraqi	parliament)	have	not	even	been	established;	some	institutions	in	charge	of
managing	 federal	 relations	 (e.g.	 the	 Iraqi	 Supreme	Court)	 have	 been	 keeping	 a	 low	 profile,
eschewing	matters	related	to	federal	relationships.

Iraqi	federalism:	Constitutional	design	and	reality	1

Iraq’s	federal	constitution	was	adopted	in	the	aftermath	of	a	devastating	war	and	regime	change
that	worsened	the	country’s	severe	disunity.	The	process	of	constitution-making	was	sponsored
by	 the	 occupying	 power	 and	 was,	 at	 some	 point,	 rushed	 to	 meet	 the	 deadline	 set	 by	 the
Coalition	 Provisional	 Authority.	 The	 Arab	 Sunnis,	 the	 former	 regime’s	 powerbase,	 largely
boycotted	 constitution-making	 and	 the	 referendum.	 Therefore,	 some	 claim	 that	 many
constitutional	provisions	do	not	take	account	of	the	interests	of	the	entire	country.

The	constitution	and	the	‘federalism	law’

The	 2005	 constitution	 proclaims	 Iraq	 an	 Islamic,	 democratic,	 federal	 and	 parliamentary
republic,	 which	 represents	 a	 radical	 departure	 from	 the	 tradition	 of	 Iraqi	 statehood	 and
political	 regimes	 during	 the	 Republic	 of	 Iraq	 (1968–2003):	 Iraq’s	 political	 system	 was
secular,	unitary	and	presidential.

The	 current	 constitution	 can	 be	 amended	 via	 a	 rather	 simple	 procedure,	 except	 for	 the
fundamental	constitutional	principles	stated	 in	Section	One:	 Islamic,	democratic,	 federal	 and
parliamentary	–	as	well	 as	Section	Two:	 the	 Iraqi	Bill	of	Rights.	To	protect	 federalism,	 the
constitution	 reiterates	 in	 an	 additional	 provision,	Article	 126,	 that	 it	 cannot	 be	 amended	 ‘if
such	amendments	take	away	the	powers	of	the	regions.’

As	mentioned	earlier,	the	new	Iraqi	federal	system	has	origins	as	much	of	holding-together



as	coming-together.	The	previous	existence	of	Iraqi	Kurdistan	as	an	 integral	part	of	 Iraq,	 the
introduction	of	the	no-fly	zone	in	1991,	a	direct	military	invasion	and	subsequent	occupation	in
2003	 blurred	 the	 distinction	 between	 the	 two	 different	 sources	 of	 federalism.	 The	 Iraqi
federation	 was	 conceived	 by	 domestic	 actors	 as	 a	 step	 to	 assuage	 the	 unforgiving	 rivalry
between	Kurds	 and	Arabs,	 however	 it	was	 imposed	 by	 external	 forces.	The	 introduction	 of
multilevel	governance	was	meant	to	diffuse	ethnic	conflict	in	the	first	place	and	solve	‘a	high
degree	of	ethno-religious	complexity’	(Visser	2006:	1).

Article	117	reflects	well	the	coming-together	origins	of	Iraqi	federalism:

First:	This	constitution,	upon	coming	into	forces,	shall	recognize	the	region	of	Kurdistan,
along	with	its	existing	authorities,	as	a	federal	region	(Emphasis	added	–	A.D.).

Second:	 This	 Constitution	 shall	 affirm	 new	 regions	 established	 in	 accordance	 with	 its
provisions.

As	of	today,	the	Iraqi	federal	system	is	more	of	a	federacy	than	a	multi-unit	federation,	as
there	is	only	one	federated	region	–	Kurdistan.	In	other	words,	the	federal	Islamic	Republic	of
Iraq	 consists	 of	 two	 parts:	 the	 main	 Iraq,	 made	 up	 of	 15	 administrative	 units	 called
governorates,	and	the	federal	Kurdistan	Region,	made	up	of	three	governorates.

The	constitution-makers	 took	account	of	 Iraqi	Kurdistan’s	particular	 relationship	with	 the
rest	of	the	country	and	consented	to	the	creation	of	one	federal	region,	but	at	the	same	time	it
made	possible	 further	 federalization.	 In	other	words,	 the	constitution	has	created	a	 federacy,
which	 implies	asymmetrical	 federal	 relations,	yet	 it	allows	for	an	extension	of	federalism	to
other	 regions	 with	 the	 same	 degree	 of	 autonomy,	 potentially	 making	 Iraq	 a	 symmetrical
federation	in	which	all	federal	units	enjoy	the	same	rights	and	have	a	similar	relationship	with
the	federal	centre.	Iraqi	federalism	was	designed	as	symmetrical,	but	as	of	today	with	only	one
federal	region	in	place,	the	federal	relationship	remains	asymmetrical.

The	procedure	of	forming	new	federal	regions	 is	outlined	in	 the	constitution	and	is	rather
straightforward:	one	or	more	governorates	have	the	right	to	become	a	federal	region.	It	takes
‘1/3	 of	 the	 council	members	 of	 each	 governorate	 intending	 to	 form	 a	 region’	 or	 1/10	 of	 the
eligible	voters	in	each	of	the	governorates	intending	to	form	a	federal	region	to	make	a	request.
Although	the	Iraqi	constitution	sets	forth	a	simple	procedure	of	further	devolution	of	power,	it
states	that	the	process	should	be	governed	by	a	special	federal	law	to	be	enacted	by	the	Iraqi
legislature	within	six	months	after	the	parliament	first	convenes	following	the	adoption	of	the
constitution.	 In	 accordance	with	 this	 provision,	 the	Council	 of	Representatives,	 the	 national
legislature,	 enacted	 in	 2006	 the	 ‘Federalism	 Law’	 which	 sets	 out	 in	 detail	 the	 rules	 and
procedures	for	establishing	new	federal	regions.

As	the	idea	of	federalism	is	contrary	to	the	Iraqi	tradition	of	a	highly	centralized	state,	the
enactment	of	 the	Federalism	Law	was	difficult	 and	 surrounded	by	controversy.	First,	 it	 took
place	under	occupation;	 second,	 its	 enactment	was	 carried	out	 amidst	 protests	 and	boycotts.



Many	 political	 parties	 had	 put	 up	 a	 virulent	 opposition	 to	 the	 very	 principle	 of	 federalism,
fearing	that	the	possibility	of	sectarian	federalization	would	be	unhelpful	to	the	nascent	process
of	national	 reconciliation.	Lawmakers	 from	 the	 Iraqi	Accord	Front,	 Islamic	Virtue	Party	and
Sadrist	Movement	adamantly	opposed	the	adoption	of	the	law.	They	believed	the	Federalism
Law	would	lead	to	an	obstructive	partitioning	of	their	country.	Some	details	of	the	adoption	of
the	law	are	rather	telling.	The	minimum	threshold	for	the	law	to	pass	was	138	out	of	the	275
deputies	who	actually	took	part	in	the	vote.	By	some	accounts,	undecided	MPs	were	dragged
into	the	hall	where	the	voting	took	place	while	observers	and	journalists	were	not	given	access
to	the	proceedings	(Visser	2006).	Therefore,	in	the	opinion	of	many	Iraqis,	the	Federalism	Law
is	not	fully	legitimate.

Since	 the	 introduction	of	 federalism	 in	 Iraq	 through	 the	adoption	of	 the	2005	Constitution
and	the	enactment	of	the	Federalism	Law	in	2006,	the	idea	of	further	federalization	has	been
caught	up	in	Iraqi	politics.	The	central	government	dominated	by	the	Shi’a	majority	has	been
blackmailed	by	various	groups	who	have	threatened	to	proclaim	new	federal	regions.	Thus,	in
June	2011,	the	Sunni	speaker	of	the	Iraqi	parliament	said	that	the	Sunni	community	might	wish
to	seek	the	formation	of	a	Sunni	federal	region	in	Salahaddin,	Anbar,	Nineveh	and	Diyala	–	the
Sunni-dominated	governorates	in	the	center	of	the	country.

Reflecting	on	further	federalization	of	Iraq,	some	analysts	believe	that	using	the	‘one-size-
fits-all’	 formula	 of	 the	 ‘Federalism	 Law’	 can	 indeed	 threaten	 the	 survival	 of	 the	 country.
Hilterman	et	al.	(2012)	are	convinced	that	this	formula	demonstrates	‘intrinsic	flaws’	in	Iraq’s
federal	design.	It	would	have	been	more	reasonable	to	introduce	an	asymmetrical	federalism
that	 would	 treat	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region	 preferentially	 as	 opposed	 to	 other	 would-be	 federal
units.	Asymmetrical	 federalism	would	acknowledge	 the	Kurdistan	federal	 region’s	particular
status	and	thereby	would	help	to	avoid	tensions	between	Erbil	and	Baghdad.	The	asymmetrical
model	 could	 also	 ‘recognize	 the	 unique	 oil-contracting	 abilities	 of	 the	 KRG	 while	 also
safeguarding	Baghdad’s	fiscal	and	monetary	powers	as	well	as	authority	over	oil	contracting
elsewhere’	[in	other	would-be	federal	regions]	(Hilterman	et	al.	2012).

The	federal	government

The	Iraqi	Constitution	introduces	a	parliamentary	republic,	in	which	the	federal	legislative	and
representative	 branch	 is	 to	 comprise	 a	 Council	 of	 Representatives	 (lower	 chamber)	 and	 a
Federal	Council	(upper,	territorial	chamber).	The	Council	of	Representatives	shall	consist	of
‘a	number	of	members,	at	a	ratio	of	one	seat	per	100,000	Iraqi	persons	representing	the	entire
Iraq	people’	(Article	49),	while	the	Federation	Council	shall	‘include	representatives	from	the
regions	 and	 the	 governorates	 that	 are	 not	 organized	 in	 a	 region’	 (Article	 65).	 Unlike	 the
Council	of	Representatives	 that	has	been	successfully	 functioning	since	2005,	 the	Federation
Council	exists	only	on	paper.

The	 federal	 executive	 consists	 of	 the	 President	 –	 a	 significantly	 symbolic	 figure	 under



parliamentary	supremacy,	elected	by	a	qualified	majority	of	the	Council	of	Representatives	–
and	the	cabinet,	formed	by	the	majority	block	in	the	parliament.	The	term	in	office	of	both	the
president	and	 the	prime	minister	ends	with	 the	expiration	of	 the	Council	of	Representatives’
mandate.	 Prior	 to	 the	 2010	 legislative	 elections,	 the	 Iraqi	 Presidency	 was	 assumed	 by	 a
Presidency	Council	made	up	of	three	individuals:	the	president	and	two	vice-presidents,	each
representing	three	main	ethno-sectarian	communities:	Kurdish,	Sunni	and	Shi’a.	All	members
of	the	Presidency	Council	had	veto	power.	In	other	words,	any	piece	of	legislation	passed	by
the	Council	of	Representatives	had	to	be	unanimously	approved	by	the	Presidency	Council	to
be	enacted.

Interestingly	enough,	Jalal	Talabani,	an	Iraqi	Kurdish	politician	served	as	president	of	Iraq
when	 the	 Presidential	 Council	was	 enacted	 in	 2005.	 In	 accordance	with	Article	 138	 of	 the
Constitution,	the	provisional	Presidential	Council	had	to	be	replaced	by	a	presidency	assumed
by	one	individual	following	‘one	successive	term	after	 this	constitution	comes	into	force.’	In
other	 words,	 after	 the	 reelection	 of	 Jalal	 Talabani	 in	 2010,	 the	 president	 could	 sign	 bills
passed	by	 the	parliament	 into	 law	without	 the	 consent	 of	 his	 two	vice-presidents.	This	 also
applies	 to	 the	 current	 Iraqi	 President,	 Fuad	 Masum,	 also	 an	 ethnic	 Kurd	 and	 a	 veteran	 of
Kurdish	politics.

The	 constitution	 accords	 an	 outstanding	 role	 to	 the	 new	 Iraqi	 judiciary,	 which	 is	 rather
unusual	given	that	Iraq	is	a	parliamentary	republic	and	thereby	has	what	constitutional	scholars
call	‘parliamentary	supremacy.’2	The	federal	judiciary	is	proclaimed	independent	and	consists
of	 the	 Higher	 Judicial	 Council,	 in	 charge	 of	 overseeing	 the	 federal	 court	 system	 and	 of
managing	 its	 budget,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 Federal	 Supreme	 Court,	 the	 constitutional	 court	 of	 the
country,	made	up	of	nine	justices	who	are	legal	scholars	and	experts	in	Islamic	jurisprudence.
In	 spite	 of	 parliamentary	 supremacy,	 the	 constitution	 endows	 the	 Supreme	 Court	 with
exceptional	 judicial	 review	 powers.	 The	 Supreme	 Court	 carries	 out	 all	 the	 usual	 duties	 of
constitutional	courts,	oversees	the	constitutionality	of	laws	and	regulations	in	effect	–	in	other
words,	judicial	review	after	enactment.3	It	also	regulates	the	relationships	between	the	federal
judiciary	 and	 the	 judicial	 institutions	 of	 the	 regions	 and	 governorates,	 as	 well	 as	 settling
disputes	 that	 arise	 between	 the	 federal	 government	 and	 the	 governments	 of	 the	 regions	 and
governorates,	municipalities	and	local	administrations.	The	Court	is	also	expected	to	resolve
matters	 that	 arise	 from	 the	 application	 of	 the	 federal	 laws,	 regulations,	 instructions,	 and
procedures	issued	by	the	federal	authority.	Unlike	the	U.S.,	the	Iraqi	Supreme	Court	is	not	the
highest	appellate	court.	The	Iraqi	appellate	court	of	the	highest	instance	is	the	Federal	Supreme
Court	of	Cassation.

Given	 the	 strong	 review	 power	 of	 the	 Supreme	 Court,	 and	 the	 contradictory	 obligations
under	a	constitution	that	proclaims	both	Islam	and	democracy	the	foundation	for	legislation,	the
composition	of	the	Court	is	very	important.	The	type	of	jurists	that	will	evaluate,	interpret,	and
apply	 constitutional	 principles	 will	 determine	 what	 Iraq	 is	 destined	 to	 become	 in	 the	 near



future.	So	far,	the	seats	have	been	divided	among	the	sects,	ethnicities	and	political	parties	–
Shia,	Sunni,	Kurds	and	Turkmen	–	but	‘Shia	Islamic	jurists	dominate	the	institution’	(Barzinji
2012).

The	Kurdistan	Regional	Government	and	politics

The	Iraqi	Kurdistan	Parliament	was	elected	in	the	first	regional	legislative	elections	in	1992,
long	before	the	formation	of	the	federal	Iraq	in	2005.	It	had	enacted	Law	Number	1	in	1992,	by
which	it	established	its	own	powers	and	size	–	111	members.	Under	Article	8	of	the	Kurdistan
Electoral	Law,	legislative	elections	must	be	held	once	every	four	years,	the	most	recent	being
held	in	September	2014.	Similar	to	the	federal	level,	the	Kurdistan	Parliament	is	elected	using
proportional	 representation	 on	 a	 closed-party	 list.	 Based	 on	 election	 results,	 all	 parties	 are
allotted	the	number	of	seats	in	the	Parliament	proportional	to	the	number	of	votes	cast	for	the
party.

The	 KRG’s	 powers	 are	 not	 delegated	 by	 Baghdad.	 Unlike	 governorates,	 the	 largest
administrative	units	in	Iraq,	the	Iraqi	Kurdistan	Region	has	its	own	law-making	authority	that
passes	legislative	acts.	It	has	a	de	facto	presidential	form	of	government,	as	determined	by	the
actual	relationship	between	the	presidency	and	the	legislature;	unlike	at	the	federal	level,	the
Kurdistan	president	is	elected	directly	by	the	people;	the	proposed,	but	never	enacted,	regional
draft	constitution	suggests	a	parliamentary	system	for	the	Iraqi	Kurdistan	federal	region.

In	 the	absence	of	a	written	constitution,	political	processes	 in	Kurdistan	are	governed	by
statutes	and	bylaws	enacted	by	the	regional	legislature,	as	well	as	by	the	internal	rules	of	the
major	 political	 parties,	 as	 in	 a	 British-style	 constitution.	 The	 KRG	 Minister	 of	 Foreign
Relations,	Mustafa	Bakir,	 explained	 in	an	 interview	 that	 the	Kurdish	Parliament	had	enacted
various	statutes	that	regulate	Kurdistan’s	politics	and	governance:	a	statute	on	the	Presidency,	a
statute	on	the	Parliament,	and	a	statute	on	the	Judiciary.

Politics	within	the	Kurdistan	Region	seem	less	formally	regulated	than	at	national	level:	the
Kurdistan	 Federal	 Region	 does	 not	 have	 an	 enacted	 constitution.	 In	 a	 sense,	 the	 current
political	system	in	Iraqi	Kurdistan	does	not	hold	on	strong	governmental	institutions,	but	rather
on	gentlemen’s	agreements,	treaties	between	political	parties,	legislative	acts,	executive	orders
and	cabinet	edicts.	In	fact,	the	bulk	of	the	framework	within	which	politics	unfolds	in	the	Iraqi
Kurdistan	 federal	 region	 was	 created	 by	 the	 2006	 PUK-KDP	 Reunification	 Accord.	 This
agreement	was	concluded	early	in	2006	in	an	effort	to	stop	the	interethnic	hostilities	between
the	 Kurdistan	 Democratic	 Party	 and	 the	 Patriotic	 Union	 of	 Kurdistan	 that	 had	 ravaged	 the
region	for	over	a	decade.	It	was	also	meant	to	concert	Kurdistan’s	efforts	‘in	dealing	with	the
central	government’	in	Baghdad	and	to	act	as	a	united	front	at	the	national	level	(Ahmed	2012:
12).	 This	 accord	 ended	 open	 hostilities	 between	 the	 two	main	 political	 forces,	 but	 largely
reduced	 Kurdish	 politics,	 leaving	 out	 other	 smaller	 political	 groups.	 Now	 with	 the	 rising
popularity	 of	 political	 groups,	 like	 Gorran,	 this	 dynamic	 has	 significantly	 changed.	 The



constitutional	draft	 explicitly	 states	 that	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	 is	 a	parliamentary	 system,	while	 the
real	 distribution	 of	 power	 and	 the	way	 the	 president	 is	 elected	 directly	 by	 the	 people	 in	 a
general	election	point	to	the	fact	that	the	current	KRG	is	a	presidential	system.	What	is	more,
political	 parties	 put	mid-level	members	 (not	 top	 politicians)	who	do	not	 have	 the	 power	 to
make	decisions	on	their	electoral	lists	(Mufti	2015).	That	assumption	is	validated	by	the	events
caused	 by	 controversies	 surrounding	 the	 Kurdish	 presidency	 in	 2015–16	 –	 a	 symbolic
presidency	 would	 not	 cause	 such	 an	 upheaval.	 Demonstrations	 that	 turned	 violent	 early	 in
October	2015	were	organized	to	protest	 the	dire	economic	situation,	but	also	 to	demand	that
the	 Kurdistan	 Democratic	 Party	 ask	 Masoud	 Barzani	 to	 step	 down	 as	 the	 president	 of	 the
regional	government	(KRG).

The	crisis	 started	when	Barzani’s	presidential	mandate	 expired	on	August	20,	 2015.	The
KRG	Ministry	of	Justice	(sic)	extended	it	for	two	more	years,	even	though	the	mandate

stated	 that	 it	 could	 not	 be	 prolonged.	 This	 provoked	 an	 outcry	 in	 the	 second-largest
parliamentary	 party,	 Gorran.	 Gorran’s	 excellent	 performance	 in	 the	 Kurdistan	 legislative
elections	in	2014	meant	that	it	had	several	ministers	in	the	KRG	cabinet	and	its	representative
was	elected	Speaker	of	the	House.	Massoud	Barzani’s	presidential	term	had	been	extended	for
two	more	years,	 from	2013	 to	2015	with	no	right	 for	 further	extension,	a	deal	agreed	by	 the
two	most	influential	political	forces	at	the	time	–	the	Barzani	KDP	and	the	Talibani	PUK.	Since
then,	however,	the	political	landscape	has	changed.	Gorran,	(in	Kurdish,	the	Party	of	Change),
came	 second	 with	 24	 seats	 in	 the	 parliament,	 after	 the	 Kurdistan	 Democratic	 Party	 (38),
surpassing	 the	 Patriotic	Union	 of	Kurdistan	 (18).	Obviously,	Gorran	 adamantly	 opposed	 the
renewal	of	Barzani’s	term	in	office	that	was	not	even	allowed	under	the	previous	arrangement
between	 the	 KDP	 and	 PUK.	 The	 situation	 was	 compounded	 by	 a	 severe	 economic	 crisis
caused	by	the	drop	in	oil	prices	and	strained	relations	with	Baghdad.	Gorran’s	political	claims
unfolded	against	the	backdrop	of	economic	demands	from	civil	servants	(teachers	and	doctors
whose	salaries	had	not	been	paid	for	several	months),	deadly	clashes	with	Islamic	State	and
the	influx	of	refugees	from	the	regions	occupied	by	ISIS.

There	were	riots	in	Sulaimaniyah	and	neighboring	villages,	the	stronghold	of	the	PUK	and
now	 Gorran.	 One	 office	 of	 Barzanis’s	 KDP	 was	 set	 ablaze.	 Altogether	 five	 people	 were
reportedly	 killed	 and	 200	wounded.	 The	 traditionally	 good	 relations	 between	 Sulaimaniyah
and	Teheran	might	have	also	played	a	role	 in	 the	crisis.	Nechirwan	Barzani,	 the	KRG	Prime
Minister	 sacked	 four	 Gorran	 cabinet	 members.	 Yusus	 Muhammed,	 the	 speaker	 of	 the
parliament	and	Gorran’s	MP,	was	not	allowed	to	come	to	Erbil	to	carry	out	his	duties.	Many
considered	that	a	coup	d’etat,	as	the	Speaker	is	the	highest	official	in	a	parliamentary	system.
Al	Monitor	accused	the	United	States	as	being	partially	responsible	for	the	escalation	of	the

crisis:

They	are	giving	weapons	to	Kurdish	parties.	This	could	be	one	reason	for	the	crisis.	The



party	with	heavier	weapons	could	be	a	threat	to	others.	Don’t	forget	that	until	today,	there
hasn’t	been	any	 state	 institution	 in	Kurdistan.	Everything	was	done	by	political	parties.
One	party	can	instruct	the	police	to	prevent	a	minister	from	coming	to	his	ministry.	This	is
unprecedented.	…	 The	 US	 and	 Europe	 have	 to	 press	 political	 parties	 to	 refrain	 from
threatening	others	and	claiming	the	upper	hand.	The	US	should	tell	them	clearly	that	it	is
giving	those	guns	to	Kurds	to	fight	IS,	not	each	other.	(Iraqi	Kurdistan’s	Brewing	Crisis

www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2015/10/turkey-iraq-kurdistan-economic-political-crisis-kdp-goran.html#)

Power	sharing	and	mechanisms	of	mediation

Federalism,	 in	 the	words	of	Daniel	Elazar,	 is	not	only	about	 ‘separate	 rules,’	but	also	about
‘shared	rules’	 (Elazar	1987:	12,	Riker	1964:	11).	Shared	political	authority	and	cooperation
between	the	federal	center	and	regions	are	crucial	for	the	unity	and	survival	of	a	federal	state.
Two	parts	of	the	Iraqi	federal	constitution	specify	the	respective	jurisdictions	of	each	level	of
government	 and	 areas	 where	 they	 share	 powers	 –	 Section	 Four:	 Powers	 of	 the	 Federal
Government,	and	Section	Five:	Powers	of	the	Regions.	The	exclusive	authorities	of	the	federal
government	are	stated	in	Article	110.	These	are:

• Formulating	foreign	policy	and	diplomatic	representation,	negotiating,	signing	and	ratifying
international	treaties	and	agreements;

• Formulating	 and	 executing	 national	 security	 policy,	 including	 establishing	 and	 managing
armed	forces;

• Fiscal	and	customs	policy,	currency	and	monetary	policy,	regulating	of	commercial	policy
across	regions;

• Regulating	issues	of	citizenship.

The	management	of	oil	 and	gas	 is	 also	 specified	 in	Section	Four:	Powers	of	 the	Federal
Government,	 but	 not	 as	 its	 exclusive	powers.	The	wording	of	 some	provisions	 is	 imprecise
and	ambiguous.	Thus,	Article	111	reads:	‘Oil	and	gas	are	owned	by	all	the	people	of	Iraq	in	all
regions	 and	 governorates.’	 Article	 112	 requires	 both	 the	 central	 government	 and	 producing
governorates	and	regions	to	establish	a	joint	management	of	oil	and	gas,	while	both	levels	of
government	 are	 also	 expected	 to	 ‘formulate	 the	 necessary	 strategy	 that	 achieves	 the	 highest
benefit	to	the	Iraqi	people	….’

As	 a	 result	 of	 the	 ambiguity	 of	 these	 constitutional	 provisions,	 Erbil	 and	 Baghdad
significantly	disagree	over	which	 level	of	government	can	sign	contracts	with	oil	companies
and	 how	 the	 revenues	 shall	 be	 ultimately	 used.	 On	August	 6,	 2007,	 the	Kurdistan	National
Assembly,	 the	 Region’s	 parliament,	 approved	 the	 Kurdistan	 Oil	 and	 Gas	 Law	 which	 was
signed	 into	 force	 by	 President	 Barzani	 two	 days	 later.	 At	 the	 same	 time,	 the	 federal
Hydrocarbon	Law	has	never	been	passed	mostly	because	of	the	Kurdistan	Region’s	opposition.
Some	50	oil	and	gas	companies	have	been	operating	in	the	Kurdistan	Region.	KRG-published
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statistics	 show	 that	 under	 the	 terms	 of	 the	 production-sharing	 contract	 with	 the	 KRG,	 ‘the
payback	[to	foreign	oil	companies]	is	more	lucrative	in	Kurdistan	than	in	Iraq….’

(Erbil	Governorate	website:	www.hawlergov.org/	en/article.php?id=1361783458)

Article	114	spells	out	other	competencies	shared	by	federal	and	regional	authorities,	such
as	 managing	 customs,	 running	 power	 plants	 and	 electric	 energy	 distribution,	 regulation	 of
internal	water	resources	and	environment	policy,	public	health	and	education.	The	constitution
also	 proclaims	 that	 ‘all	 powers	 not	 stipulated	 in	 the	 exclusive	 powers	 of	 the	 federal
government	belong	to	the	authorities	of	the	regions	and	governorates…’	(Article	115).

The	 constitution	 endows	 formal	 institutions,	 like	 the	 Federation	Council	 and	 the	 Federal
Supreme	Court,	with	 strong	 powers	 that	 allow	mediation	 of	 the	 federal	 relationship.	 It	 also
mandates	 the	 establishment	 of	 several	 independent	 commissions,	 including	 a	 commission	 to
guarantee	 ‘the	 rights	 of	 the	 regions	…	 to	 ensure	 fair	 participation	 in	 managing	…	 various
federal	 institutions,	 missions,	 fellowships,	 delegations	 and	 regional	 and	 international
conferences.	 ‘The	 commission	 shall	 include	 representatives	 of	 the	 regions	 and	 federal
government’	(Article	105).	The	draft	constitution	of	the	Kurdistan	Region	also	requires	that	the
KRG	president	coordinate	relations	‘between	regional	and	federal	authorities’	(Rafaat	2012:
198).

There	 are	 also	 informal	means	 that	would	 normally	 allow	 fine-tuning	 and	 improving	 the
federal	relationship,	such	as	an	impressive	Kurdish	representation	in	the	federal	government,
including	 a	 striking	 presence	 in	 the	 federal	 cabinet	 where	 ethnic	 Kurds	 hold	 important
positions.	The	Iraqi	presidency	was	assumed	by	Fuad	Masum,	a	veteran	of	the	Patriotic	Union
of	 Kurdistan,	 who	 succeeded	 his	 compatriot	 and	 party	 fellow	 Jalal	 Talabani;	 the	 former
federal	Minister	 of	 Foreign	Affairs	 is	Mr.	 Hoshyar	 Zebari.	 One	 of	 the	 highest-ranked	 Iraqi
army	generals,	Babaker	Shawkat	B.	Zebari,	an	ethnic	Kurd,	used	to	be	the	Chief	of	Staff	of	the
Iraqi	Joint	Forces.

Protecting	other	minorities

Article	4	of	the	Iraqi	constitution,	the	language	article,	establishes	two	official	languages	in	the
country	–	Arabic	and	Kurdish	–	but	it	also	grants	the	‘right	to	Iraqis	to	educate	their	children	in
their	 mother	 tongue,	 such	 as	 Turkman,	 Syriac	 and	 Armenian…	 or	 in	 any	 other	 language	 in
private	educational	 institutions.’	The	constitution	allows	 federal	 regions	and	governorates	 to
adopt	other	languages	as	local	official	languages	if	the	majority	of	its	population	decides	to	do
so	in	a	general	referendum.4

To	promote	women’s	participation	in	politics	and	raise	their	role	and	status	in	society,	the
federal	constitution	sets	out	a	gender	quota	in	the	national	legislature	at	25	per	cent	for	women
(Article	49);	 the	Kurdistan	Region’s	quota	is	set	even	higher,	at	30	per	cent.	Currently,	 there
are	34	women	MPs	 in	 the	Kurdistan	parliament,	which	 is	exactly	30	per	cent,	or	 the	gender
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quota	requirement,	as	opposed	to	39	in	 the	previous	parliament.	Eleven	seats	 in	 the	regional
parliament	have	been	reserved	for	Assyrian,	Armenian,	and	Turkman	minorities,	regardless	of
the	electoral	performance	of	their	political	parties.

The	unfinished	constitutional	agenda

Several	constitutional	provisions	have	not	been	fully	implemented	in	spite	of	Article	144	that
reads:	 ‘This	 Constitution	 shall	 come	 in	 force	 after	 the	 approval	 of	 the	 people	 thereon	 in	 a
general	referendum…	.’	The	most	important	unimplemented	provision	relevant	to	federalism	is
that	 of	 Article	 48,	 ‘The	 federal	 legislative	 power	 shall	 consist	 of	 the	 Council	 of
Representatives	and	the	Federation	Council,’	and	Article	65:

A	 legislative	 council	 shall	 be	 established	 named	 the	 ‘Federation	 Council,’	 to	 include
representatives	from	the	regions	and	the	governorates	that	are	not	organized	in	a	region.

A	 law,	 enacted	 by	 a	 two-thirds	 majority	 of	 the	 members	 of	 the	 Council	 of
Representatives,	 shall	 regulate	 the	 formation	of	 the	Federation	Council,	 its	membership
conditions,	its	competencies,	and	all	that	is	connected	with	it.

The	Federation	Council	was	meant,	among	other	 things,	 to	 represent	 regions	and	enhance
their	 greater	 voice	 in	 the	 central	 government.	 Despite	 serious	 domestic	 and	 international
efforts,	 in	particular	by	 the	 Iraqi	Supreme	Court,	 the	United	Nations	Assistance	Mission	 for
Iraq	(UNAMI),	various	conferences	and	roundtables,	the	Chamber	of	Representatives	has	been
unable	 to	 shape	 relevant	 legislation.	 As	 of	 winter	 2016,	 the	 federal	 chamber	 has	 not	 been
established,	 leaving	 the	 federal	 relationship	 largely	 unmediated	 by	 a	 specialized	 entity,	 as
mandated	by	 the	constitution.	No	wonder	 that	 the	central	government	 in	Baghdad	chooses	 to
selectively	apply	certain	constitutional	requirements	as	does	the	KRG	in	Erbil.	This	situation
can	be	illustrated	with	reference	to	the	language	provision	of	the	constitution.	Article	4	of	the
federal	 constitution	 makes	 Arabic	 and	 the	 Kurdish	 the	 two	 official	 languages	 of	 Iraq.	 Yet
publication	of	the	Official	Gazette	is	in	Arabic	only,	as	are	bank	notes,	passports	and	stamps.
Even	in	Iraqi	Kurdistan	many	official	documents	are	still	in	Arabic	only.

Out	of	security	concerns,	the	KRG	has	introduced	a	registration	procedure	for	Iraqi	citizens
visiting	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region,	 a	 visa-like	 residence	 permit.	 This	 practice	 is	 standard	 for
foreigners,	but	is	unconstitutional	in	its	application	to	Iraqi	citizens,	as	Article	24	and	Article
44	of	the	federal	constitution	guarantee	the	freedom	of	movement,	travel	and	residence	within
the	country.	This	 is	done	for	obvious	reasons	–	safeguarding	security	 in	 the	face	of	ISIS	and
other	 threats.	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	with	 a	 population	 of	 5	million	 people	 is	 now	 coping	with	 the
influx	of	1.4	million	refugees	from	the	regions	invaded	by	ISIS	in	Iraq	and	Syria.

A	big	blow	to	Iraqi	constitutionalism	has	been	dealt	by	the	non-implementation	of	Article
140,	 which	 mandates	 the	 resolution	 of	 the	 thorny	 issue	 of	 disputed	 territories,	 Kirkuk	 in



particular.5	 The	 constitution	 requires	 the	 federal	 government	 to	 conduct	 a	 referendum	 in	 the
disputed	 territories	 and	 implement	 its	 results	 by	 a	 specific	 date:	 December	 31,	 2007.
However,	 in	the	aftermath	of	 the	parliamentary	crisis	followed	by	Iraq’s	general	elections	in
2010,	the	KRG	and	Baghdad	signed	an	agreement	called	the	Erbil	Agreement.	As	part	of	this
agreement,	Kurdish	officials	promised	to	back	Prime	Minister	Nuri	Maliki	to	form	a	cabinet	on
the	 condition	 that	 he	 would	 implement	 Article	 140.	 The	 non-execution	 of	 this	 high-profile
constitutional	provision	keeps	protracted	 tensions	 lingering	and	 sends	a	negative	message	 to
all	Iraqis	that	the	constitution	is	not	sacred	and	may	be	simply	ignored.

An	unexpected	 ‘resolution’	of	 this	problem	came	as	 ISIS	 invaded	 the	disputed	 territories
while	the	Iraqi	army	fled	its	offensive	in	summer	2014.	With	ISIS	targeting	Yezidis,	Christians
and	Kurds,	 the	demographic	 in	 these	areas	was	changing	even	more	 to	 the	detriment	of	non-
Arabs.	In	2015,	the	Kurdish	Peshmerga	recaptured	over	90	per	cent	of	the	disputed	territories
from	 ISIS.	 Some	 Kurds	 claim	 now	 that	 they	 are	 closer	 than	 ever	 to	 the	 resolution	 of	 the
problem	and	 to	 the	 implementation	of	Article	 140	of	 the	 Iraqi	Constitution.	 ‘…	 the	Kurdish
troops	have	no	intention	of	leaving	the	area	and	we	are	here	to	stay’	(Rudaw	2015).	The	Kurds
argue	 that	Article	140	has	been	more	or	 less	 implemented	on	 the	ground	and	 that	was	done
well	without	civil	war	with	Arabs.	The	remaining	job,	they	continue,	is	to	convince	the	federal
center	 to	 accept	 this	 reality,	 something	 that	 can	be	done	 through	political	processes,	without
violence,	they	hope.

Several	attempts	to	adopt	a	regional	constitution	and	thereby	institutionalized	politics	in	the
Kurdistan	 region	 have	 failed.	 It	 is	 fair	 to	 note	 that	 a	 constitutional	 draft	 was	 prepared	 and
published	in	February	2006.	It	was	approved	by	the	parliament	in	June	2009	and	was	meant	to
be	 enacted	 in	 a	 regional	 referendum	 scheduled	 at	 the	 same	 time	 as	 Kurdistan’s	 provincial
legislative	 elections	 in	 July	 2009.	However,	 serious	 obstacles	 arose	with	 the	 emergence	 of
strong	 opposition	 party	 Gorran,	 which	 questioned	 the	 existing	 political	 framework	 in	 the
region:	 the	2006	PUK-KDP	Reunification	Accord.	It	 favored	a	real	parliamentary	system,	as
opposed	to	the	de	facto	presidential	form	of	government,	and	demanded	a	full	surrender	of	the
two	parties’	security	apparatuses	to	the	Kurdistan	regional	government.

The	issue	of	disputed	territories	constitutes	another	serious	hindrance	to	the	adoption	of	the
regional	 constitution.	 The	 Kurds	 consider	 the	 disputed	 territories	 theirs,	 and	 therefore	 the
Kurdish	constitutional	draft	does	not	entirely	square	with	the	federal	constitution	in	parts	that
relate	to	the	disputed	territories.

However,	 the	 absence	 of	 a	 written	 constitution	 can	 be	 convenient,	 as	 Kurdish	 political
players	are	relieved	of	constitutional	responsibilities	when	they	make	certain	decisions.	This
circumstance	 also	 allows	 the	 KRG	 not	 to	 fear	 sanctions	 under	 Article	 13	 of	 the	 federal
constitution:

Any	 text	 in	 any	 regional	 constitutions	 or	 any	 other	 legal	 text	 that	 contradicts	 this



Constitution	shall	be	considered	void.

Even	though	the	Kurdistan	Region	has	no	enacted	constitution,	the	existing	draft	reflects	the
mindset	 of	 the	 Kurdish	 elites,	 including	 their	 attitude	 to	 federalism.	 Article	 7	 of	 the	 Iraqi
Kurdistan	 constitutional	 draft	 unambiguously	 binds	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region	 to	 the	 federal
democratic	Iraq:

The	people	of	Iraqi	Kurdistan	shall	have	the	right	to	determine	their	own	destiny,	and	they
have	chosen,	out	of	their	own	free	will,	to	make	Iraqi	Kurdistan	as	a	federal	region	within
Iraq….

Draft	Constitution	of	the	Kurdistan	Region	of	Iraq

There	 is	 only	 one	 precondition	 set	 forth	 in	 the	 draft:	 Iraq	 should	 remain	 a	 federal,
democratic	and	parliamentary	system.

The	 absence	 of	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region’s	 own	 constitution	 for	 over	 a	 decade	 of	 existence
within	the	federal	Iraq	can	be	also	considered	non-implementation	of	the	federal	constitution,
whose	Article	120	reads:

Each	region	shall	adopt	a	constitution	of	its	own	that	defines	the	structure	of	powers	of	the
region,	its	authorities,	and	the	mechanisms	for	exercising	such	authorities,	provided	that	it
does	not	contradict	this	Constitution.

Fostering	national	identity

National	sentiments	in	Iraq	and	its	unified	identity	are	rather	weak,	given	the	vivid	memories
of	 recent	 conflicts	 between	 Arabs	 and	 Kurds	 and	 between	 Sunni	 and	 Shi’a	 Arabs.	 These
antagonisms	have	made	it	all	but	impossible	for	a	sense	of	an	all-Iraqi	identity	that	all	people
in	 the	country	could	eagerly	espouse.	Therefore,	 the	possibility	of	a	 further	 federalization	of
Iraq	along	the	ethno-sectarian	fault-lines	was	meant	to	sooth	identity	conflicts.	However,	those
who	 think	 that	 Iraq	can	be	 further	 federalized	along	 sectarian	 lines	may	be	mistaken.	Strong
regional	identities	do	not	coincide	with	sectarian	divisions.	Even	for	the	Kurds,	their	regional
identities	quite	often	overshadow	ethnic	unity	and	solidarity.	Internal	regional	tensions	within
Iraqi	Kurdistan	stand	as	proof	of	 the	existence	of	 strong	 regional	 identities	 that	may	weaken
any	 sense	of	Kurdish	ethnic	unity.	The	eastern	and	western	parts	of	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	are	 still
divided	 and	 constitute	 a	 serious	 obstacle	 to	 otherwise	 growing	 Pan-Kurdish	 feelings.	 The
recent	 bitter	 interethnic	 conflict	 among	 political	 parties	 is	 a	 reflection	 of	 a	 strong	 regional-
tribal	identity	that	can	weaken	the	overall	Kurdish	ethnic	unity.

However,	much	of	the	Kurdish	national	character	has	been	shaped	by	Islam.	The	Kurdistan
incorporation	 into	 Iraq	 since	 early	 in	 the	 twentieth	 century	 had	 been	 presented	 as	 Islamic
unification,	 favoring	 a	 religious	 community	 over	 ethnic	 identity.	 The	 relationship	 between



Islam	 and	 Kurdishness	 has	 been,	 however,	 rather	 complex.	 Aram	 Rafaat	 (2012)	 compiled
impressive	 evidence	 in	 support	 of	 his	 argument	 that	 Islam	 in	 Kurdistan	 is	 different	 from
mainstream	Islam,	including	its	Sunni	branch	to	which	most	Kurds	belong.

The	Kurdish	leaders	who	stake	on	the	Kurdish	sense	of	ethnic	belonging	consider	Islam	an
obstacle	 to	 the	 fostering	 of	 Kurdish	 identity.	 In	 their	 logic,	 diminishing	 religiosity	 would
enhance	the	sense	of	Kurdishness.	Some	already	claim	that	religiosity	in	Kurds	is	weak,	and
‘the	Kurdish	vision	of	religion	is	more	similar	to	that	of	Europeans	than	that	of	Arabs’	(Rafaat
2012:	23).	This	particular	relationship	of	the	Kurds	and	Islam	may	be	explained,	according	to
Rafaat,	 by	 history	 and	 geography.	 The	 Kurdish-specific	 network	 of	 socialization	 in	 Islam,
called	Hajra,	was	 in	 the	 past	 isolated	 from	mainstream	 Islam	 due	 to	 the	mountainous	 areas
where	 the	 Kurds	 traditionally	 inhabited.	 For	 several	 centuries,	 Kurds	 lived	 in	 between	 the
Ottoman	 and	 Persian	 empires,	 enjoying	 significant	 autonomy	 from	 both.	 As	 a	 result,	 the
Kurdish	 principalities	were	more	 secular	 than	 their	 neighbors.	 Some	 call	Kurdish	 Islam	 an
‘un-Islamic	form	of	Islam’	(Acker	2004).	Today	this	particular	feature	of	the	Kurdish	identity
manifests	 itself	 in	 the	KRG’s	distant	position	with	 regard	 to	 sectarian	 tensions	 in	 the	 rest	of
Iraq,	 and	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 influential	 Islamic	 political	 parties	 in	 the	 region.	KRG	officials
periodically	 meet	 with	 Kurdish	 religious	 leaders	 to	 urge	 clerics	 and	 mullahs	 to	 ‘remain
tolerant	 in	 face	 of	 new	 social	 changes’	 in	 Kurdistan	 (Kurdish	 Globe,	 March	 3,	 2012).
Significantly,	the	KRG	constitutional	draft,	while	restating	some	features	of	the	Iraqi	political
system,	reads	that	Iraqi	Kurdistan	is	a	federal	region	of	Iraq	and	is	‘a	democratic	republic	with
a	 parliamentary	 political	 system,’	 but	 does	 not	 mention	 that	 it	 is	 Islamic,	 as	 the	 federal
constitution	does.

It	will	 be	 rather	 difficult	 for	 all	 Iraqis	 to	 foster	 a	 common	 unifying	 identity	 that	 all	will
eagerly	 associate	 themselves	 with.	 But	 there	 is	 hope	 –	 all	 ethno-sectarian	 and	 regional
communities	in	Iraq	were	able	to	come	together	to	celebrate	the	triumph	of	the	national	Iraqi
football	team	when	it	won	the	Asian	championship	2007	by	defeating	the	Saudis.

Conclusion
In	this	chapter	we	set	about	introducing	the	new	Iraqi	federal	system	to	the	reader.	We	contend
that	 federalism	 well	 serves	 Iraq	 and	 has	 more	 potential	 in	 the	 future	 despite	 its	 obvious
shortcomings	 caused	 by	 the	 non-implementation	 of	 relevant	 constitutional	 provisions,	 deep-
rooted	distrust,	 idyllic	hopes	 for	a	 sovereign	Kurdish	state	and	adverse	developments	 in	 the
Middle	East.

Federalism	 is	considered	a	 technological	 solution	 to	deeply	 rooted	human	problems.	The
introduction	of	a	 federal	 system	in	 Iraq,	and	 the	creation	of	 the	Kurdish	 federal	 region	more
particularly	was	meant	to	solve	the	following	problems:



(1) Stop	 the	 civil	 war	 between	 the	 Kurds	 and	Arabs	 that	 at	 some	 point	 verged	 on	 ethnic
cleansing	and	genocide.

(2) Protect	and	foster	Kurdish	identity.
(3) Give	the	Kurds	significant	political	and	economic	autonomy.

That	was	meant	 to	be	done	 through	 a	particular	 constitutional	 design	 and	 institutional	 setup.
The	 Iraqi	 federal	 constitution	 provides	 the	Kurds	with	 extraordinary	 opportunities	 and	 only
one	precondition	–	the	will	to	learn	to	live	together.

Given	 many	 new	 and	 unexpected	 circumstances,	 some	 external	 to	 Iraq,	 such	 as	 the
emergence	of	ISIS	and	other	adverse	regional	developments,	 it	 is	hard	to	accurately	forecast
which	way	the	proverbial	paradox	of	federalism	will	be	playing	out	in	Iraq.

We	contend	that	the	territorial	devolution	of	power	and	polycentric	governance	in	Iraq	has
brought	peace	between	Kurds	 and	Arabs;	 nascent	 federalism	can	be	 adjusted	 and	 fine-tuned
through	 limited	 constitutional	 amendments,	 judicial	 interpretation,	 fiscal	 arrangements	 and
intergovernmental	 collaboration.	 The	Kurds	may	 eventually	 learn	 to	 live	 together	with	 their
federal	partners.

The	Kurds	decided	on	their	own	volition	to	join	in	a	federal	and	pluralist	Iraq	in	which	they
would	maintain	their	considerable	autonomy.	A	tremendous	opportunity	was	presented	to	them
when	a	new,	democratic	Iraq	emerged	from	a	foreign	intervention.	The	Kurds	wholeheartedly
espoused	 the	 idea	 of	 federalism,	 promoted	 through	 their	 active	 participation	 in	 constitution-
making	and	in	the	federal	government.

Iraqi	 federalism	 is	 in	 its	 early	 days.	 Many	 constitutionally	 prescribed	 mechanisms	 and
institutions	 are	 not	 fully	 in	 place,	 while	 some	 remnants	 and	 leftovers	 from	 the	 previous
relations	that	the	new	constitution	tacitly	allowed,	like	the	Peshmarga,	Kurdish	armed	forces,
Kurdistan’s	representatives	abroad	may	be	easily	misinterpreted	as	deliberate	attempts	by	the
Kurdistan	Region	Government	 to	 resist	 or	 even	 obstruct	 the	 federal	 relationship.	The	 heavy
legacy	of	distrust	and	suspicion	makes	the	learning	process	slow	and	painful.

As	 there	 are	 no	 corresponding	 institutions	 to	 watch	 over	 and	 mediate	 the	 federal
relationship	because	the	territorial/federal	chamber	of	the	national	parliament	intended	for	this
very	end	has	not	been	established,	 the	only	possible	umpire	of	 federal	 relations	 remains	 the
Federal	Supreme	Court.	It	keeps	a	rather	low	profile	however,	and	eschews	cases	associated
with	 the	 relationship	 between	 Kurdistan	 and	 the	 rest	 of	 Iraq.	 One	 of	 the	 reasons	 why	 the
Supreme	 Court	 has	 adopted	 this	 position	 is	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 constitution	 explicitly	 imposes
contradictory	obligations	under	Article	2.

The	 dismantlement	 of	 the	 established	 political	 system	 in	 Iraq	 and	 the	 introduction	 of
bewildering	changes	have	been	accompanied	by	an	acute	struggle	 for	power.	The	process	 is
ongoing	and	engulfs	all	political	forces;	it	goes	along	with	tensions	and	violence,	as	ethnic	and
sectarian	differences	are	easily	caught	 in	politics.	The	new	Iraq	 is	not	an	established	polity;



relationships,	including	the	federal	relationship,	are	evolving.	Each	actor	involved	attempts	to
carve	 out	 the	 largest	 possible	 niche	 in	 Iraqi	 politics	 that	 unfolds	 under	 a	 new	 set	 of	 rules
introduced	 by	 the	 new	 constitution.	 One	 of	 the	 significant	 variables	 in	 sustaining	 Iraqi
federalism	 is	 an	 impressive	 representation	 of	 ethnic	 Kurds	 in	 key	 positions	 in	 the	 federal
government,	from	the	Iraqi	Presidency	and	the	federal	Ministries.

The	disruption	of	the	state	system	–	the	Sunni	minority	was	replaced	by	the	Shii’a	majority
at	the	helm	of	the	system;	Kurdish	nationalism	has	been	legalized	and	enhanced	by	federalism;
all	 forces	 are	having	 a	hard	 time	adjusting	 to	 the	unknown	 rules	 and	 are	 trying	 to	maximize
their	influence	in	the	process,	sometimes	pushing	their	ambitions	too	far	and	creating	serious
problems	for	the	new	system.	Iraqi	federalism	is	an	ongoing	experiment	whose	outcomes	are
rather	positive,	but	painstaking	efforts	and	a	purposeful	fine-tuning	are	badly	needed.	A	central
theoretical	question	in	the	study	of	federalism	whether	it	is	possible	to	design	institutions	that
are	 efficient	 in	 solving	 conflicts	 and	 stable	 over	 time,	 institutions	 that	 would	 eliminate	 the
paradox	of	federalism	is	hard	to	answer	in	the	Iraqi	case.

Writing	 in	 2016,	 we	 can	 say	 that	 major	 disputes	 between	 Erbil	 and	 Baghdad	 are	 being
resolved	 by	 negotiation	 rather	 than	 by	 force,	 often	 after	 some	 tough	 negotiations	 and	 even
brinksmanship.	 This	 has	 never	 been	 easy,	 as	 the	 actors	 also	 have	 to	 navigate	 the	 rocky
environment	of	regional	and	international	pressure	and	permanent	security	threats.	The	external
threat	emanating	from	ISIS	and	other	terrorist	groups	and	the	current	financial	crisis	caused	by
the	dramatic	drop	in	the	price	of	oil	may	push	Baghdad	and	Erbil	closer	together.	The	federal
system	remains	unstable	and	shaky,	but	provides	a	viable	alternative	to	breaking	away	into	a
region	in	turmoil.

Notes
1 The	section	that	follows	is	a	reworked	and	updated	version	of	Introducing	Iraq’s	Federal

System	published	in	Alex	Danilovich	2014.	Iraqi	Federalism	and	the	Kurds:	Learning
to	Live	Together.	Farnham:	Ashgate.

2 Under	parliamentary	supremacy,	the	relationship	between	the	legislature	and	the	judiciary
can	be	described	as	‘principal-agent’.	In	such	a	system,	judicial	review	of	enacted
legislation	is	impossible,	while	the	Iraqi	constitution	grants	judicial	review	power	to	the
Supreme	Court	that	can	review	legislation	post-enactment.

3 This	type	of	review	means	that	courts	can	strike	legislative	acts	enacted	by	the	parliament
as	unconstitutional,	thereby	undermining	parliamentary	supremacy	in	the	system.	This
type	of	strong	review	is	characteristic	of	the	U.S.	constitutional	system.

4 Based	on	the	data	provided	by	Mr.	Nazar	Hhana,	the	general	director	of	Syriac	Education
in	Kurdistan,	there	are	51	schools	in	which	classes	are	taught	in	the	Syriac	language
(including	a	course	in	Arabic,	one	in	Kurdish	and	one	in	English).	All	the	materials	are
same	as	those	studied	in	public	schools	in	Kurdish	or	Arabic.	The	books	are	translated
and	reviewed	by	special	committees	from	the	KRG	Ministry	of	Education.	These	schools



include	primary,	secondary	and	high	schools	of	which	19	are	in	Erbil	(mostly	in
Ainkawa)	and	32	are	in	Duhok.	They	are	all	public	and	tuition-free.	There	are	over	a
dozen	Turkoman	primary	private	schools	in	Erbil,	including	four	high	schools.

5 Kurds	claim	that	as	a	result	of	the	Arabization	campaign	in	the	1960–1970s,	the	ethnic
balance	in	many	areas	and	localities	in	Northern	Iraq	had	been	tilted	in	favor	of	Arabs.
The	oil-rich	Kirkuk	region	is	said	to	be	particularly	affected	by	the	Arabization
campaign.
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3 Rebels	without	a	cause?
A	historicist	analysis	of	Iraqi	Kurdistan’s	current	political	and
economic	development	and	prospects	for	independence
Nigel	M.	Greaves

A	great	many	excellent	books	and	articles	have	emerged	in	recent	years	providing	a	welter	of
empirical	 detail	 on	 the	 Iraqi	 Kurdish	 question	 (i.e.	McDowall	 2004,	 Aziz	 2011,	 Stansfield
2003,	2005,	2007,	Natali	2005,	2010,	Danilovich	2014,	to	name	but	a	few).	Noticeable	for	its
absence	 from	 the	 literature	 is,	 however,	 an	 attempt	 to	 assemble	 and	 rationalise	 recent
economic	 and	 political	 trends	 according	 to	 a	 larger	 pattern	 of	 historical	 development.	 In
adopting	 a	 historicist	 approach,	 this	 chapter	 seeks	 to	 address	 this	 shortfall	 by	 investigating
where	precisely	Kurdish	society	is	going.1

The	Kurds	 are	 inevitably	 embroiled	 today	 in	 the	 violent	 turmoil	 engulfing	much	 of	 their
region.	However,	this	is,	for	many	Kurds,	merely	the	latest	episode	in	a	much	larger	historical
pattern	of	external	interference,	the	effect	of	which	has	been	to	deny	them	the	time	and	space	to
determine	their	own	future.	But,	what	future	are	we	talking	about	exactly?	Today,	the	Kurds	can
be	 hardly	 considered	 enthusiastic	 participants	 in	 the	 post-Saddam,	 Iraqi	 state	 project,	 and	 a
powerful	 if	 rather	unstructured	separatist	nationalism	 is	very	much	 in	 the	air.	This	coincides
moreover	with	many	recent	visible	changes	in	urban	Kurdistan.	In	its	new	high	rise	buildings,
modern	 airports	 and	 highways,	 shopping	 malls,	 and	 indeed	 in	 its	 apparent	 western-style
parliamentary	system	of	government,	Kurdistan	exhibits	today	a	seductive	general	impression
of	 modernist	 transition.	 But	 is	 this	 the	 case?	 This	 chapter	 investigates	 whether,	 subject	 to
internal	dynamics,	Kurdish	society	is	undergoing	genuine	modernisation.

We	 begin	 our	 enquiry	 with	 an	 analysis	 of	 the	 current	 condition	 of	 Kurdish	 nationalism.
Signs	of	underlying	modernist	development	within	Kurdistan	might	be	expected	 to	surface	 in
the	current	Kurdish	nationalist	discourse.	A	major	point	brought	out	in	Ernest	Gellner’s	work
is	the	functional	connection	between	nationalism	and	modernity;	changes	to	class	relations	and
power	bases,	brought	on	by	underlying	economic	shifts	from	feudalism	to	capitalism,	disrupt
previously	 ‘ascribed	 statuses’,	 thus	 necessitating	 a	 reinvigorated	 sense	 of	 ‘shared	 culture’
(Gellner	 1994:	 vii–viii).	Yet,	modernity	 not	 only	 necessitates	 nationalism,	 it	 imbues	 it	with
specific	 (critical)	 content.	The	 rise	 of	modern	nationalism	 in	Europe	witnessed	 conflict,	 for
example,	with	 institutionalised	 religion,	 which	 had	 been	 instrumental	 in	 stabilising	 the	 pre-
modern	 social	 world.	 The	 secularist	 drive	 which	 followed	 was	 very	 much	 caught	 up	 in
questions	of	sovereignty	and	self-determination.	However,	immediate	contradictions,	latent	or



otherwise,	between	nationalist	and	religious	impulses	are	difficult	to	detect	in	Kurdistan	today.
Nor	 is	 there	 a	 noticeable	 element	 of	 self-criticism	 to	 be	 found	 in	 the	 Kurdish	 nationalist
discourse,	 or	 indeed	 in	 public	 political	 culture	 in	 general.	Modernist	 nationalism,	 if	 that	 is
what	it	is,	might	be	expected	to	exhibit	distinct	critical	features	directed	toward	the	very	pre-
modern	 social	 and	 political	 institutions	 that	 continue	 to	 dominate	 Kurdish	 public	 life.
However,	 as	 we	 shall	 see,	 in	 the	 wake	 of	 would-be	 independence,	 Kurdish	 nationalism	 is
strong	 in	 its	 desire	 for	 external	 recognition	 of	 its	 sovereign	 ambitions,	 but	 it	 is	 curiously
reticent	on	the	internal	implications.	For	reasons	to	be	explored,	Kurdish	nationalism	is,	in	this
introspective	sense,	not	really	radical	at	all.

Kurdistan’s	main	political	parties	reflect	this	inherent	conservatism	within	Kurdish	society
at	large.	They	are	rooted	in	pre-modern	cultural	practices	and	social	structures,	and	show	little
sign	of	movement.	The	main	political	parties	have	been	cooperating	 in	 recent	years	but	 they
remain	firmly	tied	to	a	fundamental	regional	schism	which	is	feudal	and	patrician	(pre-modern)
in	 origin.	 The	 more	 recent	 emergence	 of	 the	 ‘Movement	 for	 Change	 Party’	 or	Gorran	 has
complicated	the	picture,	but	Kurdish	politics	remains	not	only	territorial	but	also	highly	elitist,
and	indeed	this	is	part	of	Gorran’s	complaint.	A	tentative	cross-party	national	consensus	has
endured,	 but	 this	 comprises	 ultimately	 an	 elite	 governing	 caste	 that	 has	 become	 somewhat
detached	 from	 the	 largely	 passive	mass	 of	Kurdish	 society.	 The	 democratic	 process	 is	 thus
grafted	 onto	 pre-modern	 distributive	 structures	 of	 political,	 social,	 and	 economic	 power.
Hence,	 the	 second	 key	 question	 to	 be	 confronted	 is	 thus:	 What	 are	 the	 determinants	 of
Kurdistan’s	 seemingly	 frozen	 social	 and	 political	 relations?	 Kurdistan	 simulates	 a	 certain
outward	modernist	veneer,	but	it	lacks,	it	will	be	argued,	the	genuine	socio-economic	drivers
of	modernistic	change.

Societal	immobility	originates	in	the	complex	relationship	between	political	and	economic
power	in	Kurdistan.	It	is	a	condition	that	bears	strong	resemblance	to	Karl	Marx’s	description
of	 the	 ‘oriental	 society’	 in	Grundrisse	 [1939]	 (1973).	Marx’s	overall	 idea	 is	 that	 the	 social
relations	of	the	oriental	society	are	so	deeply	entrenched	that	they	do	not	respond	‘normally’	to
pressures	 for	 change	 brought	 on	 by	 contact	 with	 the	 outside	 capitalist	 world.	 In	 fact,	 the
oriental	 society	 is	stubbornly	 resistant	 to	change.	 In	 that	case,	how	might	we	account	 for	 the
fairly	rapid	material	changes	that	are	visibly	underway	in	Kurdistan	today?

One	 hears	 it	mooted	 occasionally	 on	 the	Kurdish	 street	 that	 the	 country	 is	 becoming	 the
‘Dubai	of	the	North’.	This	is	it	seems	by	no	means	entirely	fanciful.	A	case	can	be	made	that
Kurdistan	 is	 developing	 naturally	 and	 seamlessly	 out	 of	 an	 orientalist	 background	 cultural
logic	 towards	 an	 oil-based,	 ‘rentier-type’	 political	 economy.	 The	 social	 and	 political
structures	of	Kurdistan	already	bear	some	correspondence	to	the	classical	Persian	Gulf	rentier-
state	form,	as	we	shall	see.	The	point	is	that	such	transition	is	entirely	non-revolutionary	since
it	anticipates	little	if	any	impact	upon	existing	power	structures.	Of	course,	this	in	turn	would
largely	 explain	 the	 absence	 of	 introspective	 critical	 radicalism	 in	 the	 Kurdish	 national-



independence	movement	today.
Epistemological	 authority	 is	 derived	 significantly,	 but	 by	 no	 means	 exclusively,	 from	 a

Marxist	analytical	paradigm.	I	rely	heavily	in	places	on	the	analysis	of	states	and	societies	in
transition	provided	by	Antonio	Gramsci	 (1891–1937),	and	 indeed	 the	 thinking	of	Karl	Marx
(1818–1883),	 as	 I	 have	 already	 intimated.	 Reference	 is	 made	 throughout	 to	 ‘modern’,
‘modernity’,	etc.,	and	the	concept	is	used	as	an	analytical	device	in	which	to	compare	current
and	 possible	 future	 social	 conditions	 in	 Kurdistan.	 There	 are	 a	 number	 of	 closely	 related
thematic	attributes	to	the	‘modern’	which	have	been	subject	to	different	emphases	by	different
thinkers.	 For	 example,	 for	Marx	 the	 modern	 is	 closely	 associated	 with	 a	 transition	 from	 a
feudal	to	a	capitalist	‘mode	of	production’,	and	the	creation	of	an	entirely	new	revolutionary
class	of	historical	actors.	 In	contrast	 to	 the	previous	 social	 certainties	of	 feudalism,	 there	 is
such	 a	 sustained	 and	 totalising	 cultural	 overhaul	 that	 as	 Marx	 tells	 us	 in	 The	 Communist
Manifesto	[1848]:	‘all	that	is	solid	melts	into	air’	(1977:	224).	For	Max	Weber	(1864–1920),
on	 the	 other	 hand,	 the	 bases	 of	 social	 and	 political	 power	 changes	 profoundly	 from	 that	 of
tradition	and	 ‘accident	of	birth’	 to	one	based	on	 law	and	 reason.	The	historical	 transition	 is
one	from	low	social	mobility	and	largely	static	social	relations	to	high	mobility,	typical	of	the
meritocratic	 society.	Modern	society	becomes	 ‘rationalised’,	 rule-governed,	 impersonal,	and
dynamic.

These	and	other	conceptual	approaches	 to	 the	‘modernist	 revolution’,	when	 juxtaposed	 to
contemporary	 Kurdistan,	 tend	 to	 support	 the	 conclusion	 that	 society	 is	 not	 undergoing
modernisation	 in	any	 typical,	historical	 sense.	 It	 is	 rather,	 that	 such	change	as	 there	 is	 today
represents	 both	 an	 outgrowth	 and	 a	 continuity	 of	 localised	 social,	 political,	 and	 economic
practices	and	assumptions.

Kurdish	nationalism	and	difference
As	Kurds	are	all	too	aware,	independence	for	Kurdistan	has	fallen	victim	in	the	past	to	larger
external	 geo-strategic	 concerns	 and	 interests	 in	 the	 region	 beyond	 their	 control.2	 However,
impossible	as	it	is	to	disregard	this	important	point,	the	failure	of	the	Kurds	to	develop	nation-
statehood	 hitherto	 cannot	 be	 wholly	 attributed	 to	 external	 determinants.	 In	 what	 amounts
perhaps	to	an	uncomfortable	fact,	Kurdish	national	development	has	been	equally	impeded	by
internal	factors.

The	traditional	power	structuring	of	Kurdish	society	has	hitherto	 thwarted	the	prospect	of
creating	 a	 national	monopolising	 force	 capable	 of	 transcending	 the	 ‘quarrels	 and	 jealousies
inherent	in	tribalism’	(McDowall	2004:	222).	Indeed,	tribal	allegiance	and	the	feared	loss	of
localised	autonomy	are	sentiments	 resistant	 to	 the	 transfer	of	 identification	and	 loyalty	 to	 the
national	 community,	 and	 necessarily	 to	 the	 institutions	 of	 a	 nation-state.	 This	 fundamental
shortfall	in	internal	unity	is	however	disguised	appreciably	today	by	a	common	distrust	of	all



things	‘Iraqi’,	and	this	is	the	place	to	begin.
The	identification	of	 the	‘other’	 is	certainly	a	stage	any	modern	national	movement	has	to

pass	through.	Otto	Bauer	argued	that	during	the	nineteenth	century	the	immediate	source	for	the
integration	of	modern	nation-state	institutions	and	their	peoples	in	Europe	was	the	widespread
perception	of	external	domination.	He	writes:	‘the	subordination	to	the	alien	power	becomes
clearly	visible	and	consequently	unbearable’	(Bauer,	cited	in	Nimni	1991:	174).	The	‘external’
imposition	therefore	fosters	dialectically	‘internal’	rejection.	In	other	words,	in	Bauer’s	view,
nationalism	 becomes	 dependent	 initially	 on	 a	 symbiotic	 relationship	 in	 which	 a	 negative
affirmation	arises:	‘we	are	we	because	we	are	not	they’.	Kurdish	nationalist	sentiment	today
has	certainly	attained	this	rejectionist	level	of	development,	and	indeed	is	not	limited	to	it.

The	identification	and	rejection	of	the	other	naturally	sets	in	motion	collective	introspection
in	which	 the	 ‘nation’	 commences	 to	 search	 for,	 and	 give	 expression	 to	 itself.	 John	Breuilly
(1993)	sees	self-awareness	as	a	pivotal	precondition	of	national	development,	whereby:

(a) There	exists	a	nation	with	an	explicit	and	peculiar	character.
(b) The	 interests	 and	values	 of	 this	 nation	 take	priority	 over	 all	 other	 interests	 and	values

(Breuilly	1993:	2).

Condition	 (a)	 is	 fairly	 secured.	The	Kurds	have	distinctive	 (‘peculiar’)	 customs	and	 rituals,
distinctive	 traditional	 dress	 the	 Kurtak	 u	 Sharwal,	 and	 so	 forth.	 These	 peculiarities	 are
necessary	anthropological	features	of	what	Armstrong	famously	defined	as	‘mythomoteur’,	or
the	ethno-symbolic	logic	of	national	identity	underpinning	local	social	and	political	authority
(1982:	8–9).

The	social	and	political	task	of	nationalism	is	of	course	to	extend	the	range	of	identification
from	the	tribe	to	the	level	of	the	nation.	In	Philosophy	of	Right	[1835],	Hegel	recognised	this
necessity	 as	 a	 fundamentally	modern	 problem.	 The	 sheer	 human	 scale	 of	 the	modern	 nation
state	 necessitates	 nationalism.	Nationalism	 allows	 individuals	 to	 extend	 their	 emotional	 and
intellectual	scope	beyond	the	family	and	immediate	community	to	conceive	of	‘belonging’	to	a
much	 larger	 community	 of	 people	 they	 do	 not	 know,	 and	 for	 all	 practical	 purposes,	 are
incapable	of	knowing	(Hegel	2001:	51).

Anthony	 Smith	 stresses	 moreover	 the	 importance	 to	 the	 nationalist	 logic	 of	 terrain,	 or
‘ethnoscape’,	which	bestows	on	the	land	a	strong	spiritual	attachment	fuelled	by	the	collective
act	 of	 remembering	 ‘battles,	 heroes,	 and	 sages’	 (Smith	 2000:	 67).	 Ethnoscapism	 is	 thus	 a
compound	of	people	and	place,	and	it	has	great	emotional	charge	in	Kurdistan	today.	Indeed,
the	Kurds	are	fond	of	repeating	a	lament:	‘the	Kurds	have	no	friends	but	the	mountains’.	The
mountains	in	question,	to	the	north	and	east	of	the	Kurdistan	region,	offered	protection	for	the
Kurds,	 for	 example,	during	 the	genocidal	 campaign	against	 civilians	 of	 the	Saddam	Hussein
era	of	the	late	1980s.	This	period	perhaps	more	than	any	other	in	Kurdish	history	cultivated	a



sense	of	isolation,	and	common	suffering.	It	was	at	this	time	also,	and	not	without	reason,	the
Kurdish	security	force,	the	Peshmerga,	gained	its	almost	mythological	reputation.

Kurdish	nationalism	and	Islam
Kurdish	nationalism	in	the	context	of	Breuilly’s	(1993:	2)	second	precondition	(b),	above,	is
more	contradictory	due	to	Islam.	The	interests	and	values	of	the	nation	are	strong	sentiments	in
Kurdistan,	so	too	though	is	the	counter-particularism	of	religion.	Islam	is	cosmopolitan	in	that
believers	 are	 expected	 to	 ultimately	 forego	 other	 loyalties	 and	 confer	 final	 allegiance	 to	 an
authority	beyond	 that	of	nation-state,	 or	 indeed	any	human	construct.	Nothing	could	be	more
human	in	construction	than	the	nation,	of	course.

The	birth	of	modernity	 in	Europe,	which	drew	much	of	 its	 radicalism	 from	 the	 scientific
turn	of	the	Enlightenment,	involved	an	intellectual	struggle	with	established	patterns	of	thought
–	principally	religious	–	for	control	of	society	and	state.	Hence,	central	to	the	formation	of	the
modern	nation-state	in	Europe	was	a	secularist	drive.	This	represented	the	dismantling	of	the
ideological	and	institutional	grip	of	religious	cosmopolitanism	on	society,	and	the	transfer	of
popular	allegiance	to	a	state.	Religion	was,	of	course,	the	focal	point	of	feudal	ideology	and
performed	 the	 function	 of	 endorsing	 the	 feudal	 distribution	 of	 socio-economic	 and	 political
power.	As	Tocqueville	observed	of	the	French	Revolution	of	1789,	so	closely	enmeshed	were
religion	and	 the	 socio-economic	power	of	 the	ancien	régime	 in	France,	 that	when	 the	 latter
collapsed,	the	mass	lost	much	of	its	previous	religiosity	(Welch	2009:	375).

Notwithstanding	 the	 considerable	 religious	 diversity	 of	 Kurdistan	 today,	 the	 majority	 of
Kurds	are	Sunni	Muslims	of	 the	Shafi’i	 school,	 and	 Islam	 remains	 the	 focal	 point	 of	 public
morality	(see	Kreyenbroek	1996).	Whilst	expressed	as	a	civil	code,	the	ethical	basis	of	law	is
ultimately	 Sharia.	 As	 a	 symbolic	 example,	 the	 Kurdish	 Regional	 Government	 (KRG)
institutions	do	not	work	 to	a	predetermined	business	calendar	because	 the	dates	of	 religious
holidays	must	be	declared	first	by	authorities	in	Saudi	Arabia,	according	to	Koranic	tradition	–
i.e.	 the	 first	 sighting	 of	 the	 crescent	Moon,	 and	 so	 on.	 By	 contrast,	 in	 Turkey,	 the	 dates	 of
religious	holidays	are	declared	by	state	institutions	well	in	advance;	this	is	arguably	indicative
of	a	more	unambiguous	recognition	of	the	nation-state	as	an	immediate,	if	not	exactly	exclusive,
public	authority	and	law-giver.

It	 is	nonetheless	highly	 significant	 that	 there	 is	 a	distinct	 lack	of	 taste	among	 the	Kurdish
people	 for	 the	 conflation	 of	 religion	 and	 politics	 practiced	 by	 neighbouring	 states,	 such	 as
Saudi	 Arabia	 and	 Iran.	 Three	 self-declared	 Islamic	 parties	 fought	 the	 Kurdish	 elections	 of
2013	(Kurdistan	Islamic	Union,	Kurdistan	Islamic	Group,	and	Islamic	Movement	of	Kurdistan)
and	 secured	 only	 17.6%	 electoral	 support	 between	 them,	 resulting,	 under	 Kurdistan’s
proportional	 representation	 system,	 in	 a	 combined	 total	 of	 17	 seats	 out	 of	 111	 (see
www.investingroup.org/publications/kurdistan/overview/diplomacy-politics).	 All	 three
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Islamic	parties	shun	militant	Islam.	More	uncompromising	and	reactionary	indigenous	Islamic
groups	 sympathetic	 to	Al-Qaeda,	 such	 as	 the	 former	Ansar	 al-Islam	 formed	 in	 2001,	 have
never	enjoyed	popularity,	nor	made	any	inroads	into	mainstream	Kurdish	political	life.3

Indeed,	 it	 is	 not	 easy	 to	 take	 issue	 with	 Aziz’s	 claim	 that	 ‘Kurds	 are	 not	 particularly
religious	people	in	the	sense	of	abiding	by	dogma’	(Aziz	2011:	10).	Woman	in	Kurdistan,	for
example,	are	not	commanded	by	law	to	cover	their	heads	in	public	places	or	state	buildings,
and	a	great	many	women	exercise	this	freedom.	Any	disapproval	involved	in	abandoning	head
covering	is	confined	largely	to	the	conservative	remote	rural	villages,	the	immediate	vicinity
of	 mosques,	 and	 the	 bazaar	 quarter	 of	 Erbil.	 In	 any	 case,	 headscarf-less	 women	 might
encounter	staring,	although	scarcely	more	than	that.4	There	are	also	no	formal	impediments	to
women’s	educational	and	employment	opportunities.	Islamic	strictures	prevail	–	i.e.	the	public
display	 of	 affection	 between	 the	 sexes	 is	 typically	 taboo,	 as	 is	 the	 visible	 consumption	 of
alcohol,	or	blatant	daytime	eating	and	drinking	during	the	month	of	Ramadan	–	but,	at	the	risk
of	a	generalisation,	Kurds	are	remarkably	phlegmatic,	placid	and	mild-mannered	people,	and
are	not	normally	given	to	belligerence,	certainly	not	of	a	religious	kind.

There	 is	 in	 any	 case	 no	 evidence	 of	 a	 conflict	 of	 national	 and	 religious	 loyalties	 in
Kurdistan	today.	The	two	sources	of	identity	are	not	discernibly	antagonistic	and,	in	a	deeper
historiological	 context	 of	modern	 development,	 this	 is	 significant.	As	Burke	 (2005:	 37)	 has
noted,	historians	and	sociologists	have	long	searched	in	vain	for	an	adequate	means	to	measure
religiosity,	 but	 there	 are	 nonetheless	 sufficient	 historical	 grounds	 to	 assume	 that	 religiosity
becomes	more	strident	when	its	authority	 is	 threatened	by	 the	rise	of	modern	 institutions.	As
suggested	above,	Kurds	have	certain	 temperamental	 features	which	might	 resonate	well	with
modern	secularism;	however,	this	is	somewhat	misleading.	The	implication	is	more	accurately
that	there	is	no	impetus	to	push	religion	back	because	no	disruption	to	current	Kurdish	power
distribution	 is	 imminent.	 Hence,	 the	 terms	 of	 social,	 political	 and	 economic	 domination	 in
Kurdistan	 today	 is	 undergoing	 no	 appreciable	 organic	 pressure	 which	 might	 otherwise
necessitate	a	reformulation	of	the	relations	between	religion	and	state.	The	lack	of	critical	bite
in	Kurdish	nationalism	today	is,	however,	not	merely	confined	to	attitudes	toward	religion.

Modernity	and	ideology
Modernity	represents	a	distinct	break	with	the	static	nature	of	traditional	pre-modern	societies.
In	 the	 pre-modern	 world,	 the	 social,	 economic	 and	 political	 rhythms	 were/are	 repeated
generation	 upon	 generation.	 By	 contrast,	 in	 the	 modern	 capitalist	 era,	 humans	 enter	 into	 a
continually	changing	relationship	with	nature	and	with	themselves.	As	Callinicos	puts	it:

[t]radition-bound	social	relations,	cultural	practices,	and	religious	beliefs	find	themselves
swept	away	in	the	ensuing	maelstrom	of	change	(1989:	29).



New	ideological	forms	emerge	immediately	as	a	means	to	apprehend	the	changing	world,
and	 they	 all	 begin	 life	 as	 social	 criticism.	 Calinescu	 is	 even	 led	 to	 the	 conclusion	 –	 a	 not
entirely	accurate	one,	but	one	not	without	foundation	either	–	that	the	modern	era	is	the	‘age	of
ideology’	 (Calinescu	 1987:	 206).	 Liberalism	 in	 particular	 has	 performed	 the	 function	 of	 a
modern	‘religion’	 in	some	respects	by	offering	 the	predominant	conception	of	one’s	place	 in
the	world,	and	as	an	informant	of	social	conduct.

During	 the	 modernist	 transition	 in	 Europe,	 the	 passive,	 subjective	 ‘membership’	 status
offered	by	religion	weakened	in	favour	of	a	conception	of	active	‘citizenship’	and	inclusion,
which	 bestowed	 on	 individuals	 tangible	 new	 rights	 and	 entitlements.	 Such	 changes	 were
initiated	in	the	eighteenth,	nineteenth	and	twentieth	centuries	in	countries	in	which	an	emergent
bourgeoisie	sought	to	exert	specific	ideological	direction	on	the	national	discourse.	Demands
arose	 for	 a	 package	 of	 political	 liberties	 to	 match	 the	 conception	 of	 choice	 and	 self-
determination	already	inferred	in	the	dynamics	of	a	developing	free-market	economy.	This	is
the	ideo-political	context	of	modernity	of	course	which	was	given	philosophical	expression	in
the	liberal	political	economy	of	such	figures	as	John	Locke	(1632–1704),	Adam	Smith	(1723–
1790),	and	Charles-Louis	Montesquieu	(1689–1755).

A	 society	 undergoing	 genuine	 modernist	 development	 might	 be	 expected	 to	 display
therefore	a	confrontation	between	ideas	which	attempt	to	defend	the	outmoded,	decaying	pre-
modern	way	 of	 life	 and	 those	 of	 the	 radical	 forces	 of	 change.	 Kurdish	 nationalism	 and	 the
direction	given	to	it	would	become	central	to	this	struggle.	Nationalism	of	itself	is	not	really
ideological	at	all	in	this	specific	context.	Nationalism	conforms	to	the	logic	of	social	enclosure
and,	in	its	alter-ego,	to	the	logic	of	exclusion.	Its	purpose	is	to	mark	off	a	people	and	territory,
but	it	can	do	little	more	than	that.	Modernist	nationalism,	however,	would	at	the	outset	embody
libertarian	impulses	articulating	the	emergence	a	new	class	of	would-be	mobile	social	actors.
This	is	what	Gellner	is	essentially	driving	at	when	he	writes:

nationalism	 is	 not	 the	 only	 character	 on	 the	 ideological	 scene.	 Men	 are	 or	 are	 not
nationalists,	 but	 they	 also	 have	 their	 attitudes	 to	 …	 traditional	 institutions,	 to	 the
imperative	of	economic	development,	to	the	issue	of	the	availability	of	universal	truth	or,
on	the	contrary,	the	validity	of	relative	local	truths	(1994:	viii).

Nationalism	 in	 the	 modern	 context	 simply	 provides	 idiomatic	 alignment	 to	 a	 host	 of	 new
opinions	and	attitudes	that	seek	expression,	and	thus	axiomatically	political	emancipation.

It	would	be	negligent	however	not	to	mention	that	other	national	revolutionary	scenarios	are
possible,	including	the	authoritarian.	A	casual	glance	at	 twentieth-century	history	reveals	that
modernist	 pressure	 can	 be	 subverted	 into	 fascist-type	 solutions.	 These	 typically	 project	 an
aggressive	 nation-statism,	 but	 with	 much	 less	 emphasis,	 if	 any	 at	 all,	 on	 civil	 rights	 and
protections.	 Indeed,	 the	 recent	 history	 of	 the	 Middle	 East	 is	 replete	 with	 examples	 of
authoritarian	regimes	predicated	politically	on	exaggerations	of	national	identity,	while	utterly



devoid	simultaneously	of	 ‘personal	 freedoms	and	political	 liberties’	 (Cleveland	2004:	538).
Memories	 of	 the	 Saddam	 Hussein	 period	 and	 Ba’athist	 nationalism	 still	 haunt	 the	 Kurdish
psyche,	but	this	offers	no	guarantees	of	future	immunity	from	past	‘administrative	errors’	and
injustices.

However,	it	is	important	to	appreciate	that	in	seeking	guarantees	it	is	not	merely	a	question
of	 promoting	 certain	 political	 liberties	 in	 abstraction.	 Rights	 are	 borne	 by	 individuals	 and
groups	in	the	act	of	leading,	or	desiring	to	lead,	a	certain	way	of	life.	This	exposes,	of	course,
a	 developmental	 problem	 in	Kurdistan.	Whom	 or	what	 in	 Kurdish	 society	 is	 leading,	 or	 is
pressing	to	lead,	a	way	of	life	which	in	turn	requires	fundamental	constitutional	and	attitudinal
changes?	 There	 appears	 to	 be	 nothing	 significant	 in	 this	 regard	 on	 the	 horizon;	 and	without
concrete	 social	 actors	 to	 carry	 them,	 it	 is	 surely	 doubtful	 if	meaningful	 political	 rights	 and
liberties	can	develop	in	Kurdistan	much	beyond	their	current	level.

Kurdish	political	parties	and	political	culture
The	 role	 of	 political	 parties	 is	 crucial	 to	 the	 foregoing	 discussion.	 Gramsci	 viewed	 the
political	party	as	the	‘nomenclature	for	a	class’	(1971:	152).	Parties	represent	particular	class
interest	which	attempt	to	become	states.	In	this	regard,	 the	political	party	represents	a	social
formation	 to	which	 it	 attempts	 to	 give	 political	 expression	 in	 the	 form	 of	 a	 programme	 for
government.	By	‘expression’	 is	meant	 the	articulation	of	values	and	 interests	 that	conform	to
the	life-conditions	of	the	people	who	necessarily	brought	the	party	into	being	and	support	it.	In
this	 respect,	political	parties	 represent	 ideological	positions	aligned	 to	distinguishable	class
interests.	The	commitment	by	 the	party	 to	become	 the	 state	 involves	what	Gramsci	 termed	a
‘war	of	position’	(Gramsci	1971:	231–2)	in	which	an	attempt	is	made	to	project	the	specific
class	interests	onto	the	notion	of	the	general	national	interest.	This	involves	‘hegemony’,	or	the
attempt	 to	 disseminate	 a	 worldview	 or	 weltanschauung	 of	 a	 particular	 class	 throughout
society.	 Gramsci	 coins	 the	 phrase	 ‘national	 popular’	 to	 describe	 a	 condition	 in	 which	 a
political	party	achieves	the	broad	uptake	of	its	values	and	ideas	throughout	society	to	become
the	basis	of	a	national	course	of	action	(Gramsci	1971:	113).

Notably,	 Kurdish	 political	 parties	 do	 not	 provide	 overt	 hegemonic	 leadership	 in	 the
Gramscian	sense	of	directing	and	educating	society	towards	certain	national	goals.	However,
we	 should	 bear	 in	 mind	 that	 such	 a	 task	 becomes	 necessary	 when	 there	 is	 an	 historical
transition	 and	 transfer	 of	 power	 underfoot	 which	 requires	 society	 to	 be	 pre-conditioned	 to
accept.	 In	 terms	 of	 meeting	 the	 future	 needs,	 interests	 and	 aspirations	 of	 Kurdistan’s
independence	movement,	no	hegemonic	programme	–	which	would	normally	be	carried	by	a
radical	political	party	–	is	historically	necessary.	This	is	because	the	Kurdish	mass	is	already
raised	to	a	level	of	hegemonic	acceptance	of	the	terms	of	post-independence	social,	political
and	 economic	 power	 distribution.	 In	 other	 words,	 no	 hegemonic	 conditioning	 is	 necessary



because	again	no	significant	transfer	of	social,	political	and	economic	power	is	imminent.
Kurdish	politics	has	been	dominated	by	two	main	parties,	the	Patriotic	Union	of	Kurdistan

(PUK)	 led	 by	 Jalal	 Talabani	 and	 the	 Kurdistan	 Democratic	 Party	 (KDP)	 led	 by	 Masoud
Barzani,	which	 is	currently	 the	 largest	party	 in	Parliament.	Gorran	 formed	 in	2009	emerged
from	the	2013	elections	in	second	place,	pushing	the	PUK	into	third.	Gorran	complicates	the
picture,	but	is	in	many	ways	merely	a	more	critical	and	radical	offshoot	of	the	PUK.	The	KDP
and	 PUK	 leaderships	 are	 structured	 around	 ruling	 families	 rooted	 in	 certain	 geographical
areas.	This	has	 crystallised	over	 the	years	 to	produce	dynastic-type	 authority	 (Mullitt	 2012:
323).	The	parties	depend	for	support	more	on	regional	and	largely	tribal	affiliations.	The	PUK
is	 traditionally	 associated	with	 the	 city	of	Sulaymaniyah	and	 its	 environs	 in	 the	 south	of	 the
KRG	region,	whilst	the	long-standing	KDP	base	is	in	the	capital	city	of	Erbil	and	the	territory
to	 its	 immediate	 north	 and	 east	 bordering	Turkey	 and	 Iran.	Gorran	 has	made	 some	 effort	 to
break	the	partisan	mould	but	has	effectively	wrought	more	political	damage	to	the	PUK	than	the
KDP,	 and	 indeed	 its	 power-base	 is	 largely	 ‘southern’.5	 The	 PUK	 is	 traditionally	 identified,
albeit	 vaguely,	 with	 leftists	 and	 liberal	 progressives,	 whose	 appeal	 has,	 of	 course,	 been
challenged	in	this	regard	recently	by	Gorran;	on	the	other	hand,	the	KDP	is	regarded	equally
ambiguously	as	rather	more	agrarian	and	conservative	(Stansfield	2007:	68).

However,	an	 ideological	stand-off	necessary	 to	format	 the	political	agenda	and	animate	a
competitive	democratic	culture	is	barely	detectable	today	in	Kurdish	party	political	life.	The
current	Prime	Minister	is	quoted	as	having	remarked:

[t]he	programmes	of	both	parties	are	virtually	identical,	and	the	goals	are	the	same.	The
problem	is	one	of	who	has	power,	and	this	may	be	solved	by	either	elections	or	violence
…	Believe	me,	there	is	no	apparent	external	difference	between	the	KDP	and	PUK,	it	is	a
personal	matter	(Nechervan	Barzani,	cited	in	Stansfield	2003:	114).

The	phrase	‘a	personal	matter’	 is	 revealing.	Ostensibly,	 in	modernist	 terms,	 it	 is	not	entirely
clear	why	there	have	until	recently	been	two	rival	parties	in	Kurdistan.	There	is	no	ideological
distinction.	The	divide	 is	not	characterised	by	class	division,	or	 radical	 forces	of	modernity
versus	 conservative	 traditionalists.	The	 nearest	 to	 a	 reason	Stansfield	 is	 able	 to	 find	 is	 that
there	 is	a	 rough	correspondence	 to	a	 ‘division	of	dominant	dialects’	 (Stansfield	2005:	199).
Hence,	 we	 can	 be	 reasonably	 confident	 that	 Kurdistan’s	 main	 political	 parties	 are	 tied	 to
expressions	of	territoriality.	The	loyalties	underpinning	the	PUK	and	the	KDP	–	which	have	in
the	past	been	shown	to	be	fierce	–	are	forged	in	pre-modern	socio-economic	practices	tied	to
the	aristocratic	and	elitist	logic	of	landed	power	(i.e.	feudalism).

To	take	Gramsci’s	truism	that	political	parties	are	states-in-waiting	(Gramsci	1971:	152),
in	Kurdistan	 the	 two	main	political	parties	do	not	 truly	compete	 in	 the	same	political	space.
Each	party	 conducts	 itself	 not	 so	much	as	 a	national	 state-in-waiting	 as	much	as	 a	 sectarian
state-already-formed.	 Each	 party	 has	 its	 own	 security	 services,	 courts,	 and	 militias.	 The



parties	have	even	established	their	own	separate	trading	relations	(Stansfield	2005:	211).	It	is
true	that	 the	current	war	with	ISIS	has	stimulated	a	greater	collective	effort	between	the	two
parties,	but	 it	remains	the	case	that	Kurdish	political	 life	 is	deeply	schismatic.	Max	Weber’s
famous	definition	of	the	state	in	The	Profession	and	Vocation	of	Politics	[1919]	is	instructive
in	this	regard.	It	is	a:

human	community	which	(successfully)	lays	claim	to	the	monopoly	of	legitimate	physical
violence	within	a	certain	territory.

(Weber	1994:	310–11)

There	is	however	little	evidence	of	a	contest	for	the	monopoly	of	the	state	in	Kurdistan	today.
This	is	in	itself	indicative	of	the	fact	that	outside	of	the	sub-region	in	which	they	predominate,
the	parties	have	very	little	else	on	which	to	base	or	broaden	their	appeal	to	the	level	of	would-
be	national	popularity.	In	effect,	an	ethno-political	subdivision	has	formed	between	Erbil	and
Sulaymaniyah	 (Stansfield	 2005:	 199)	 and,	 rather	 than	 rectifying	 it,	 any	 newly	 independent
Kurdish	state	would	be	simply	imposed	upon	it.

We	might	recall	at	this	juncture	Lipset	and	Rokkan’s	(1967)	acclaimed	thesis	that	political
parties	 represent	 and	 articulate	 what	 they	 call	 social	 ‘cleavages’	 within	 the	 national
community.	What	prevents	the	otherwise	fracturing	of	the	national	community	along	a	cleavage
fault-line,	 such	 as	 the	protracted	 regionalism	we	 see	 in	Kurdistan	 today,	 is	 the	 cross-cutting
effect	 of	 other	 allegiances.	 For	 example,	 the	 territorial	 cleavage	 can	 be	 offset	 by	 a	 socio-
economic	class	fault-line	which	cuts	across	it	(rather	than	running	parallel	 to	it).	This	cross-
cutting	 effect	 is,	 Lipset	 and	 Rokkan	 argue,	 for	 example,	 what	 holds	 an	 otherwise	 divided
modern	Belgian	state	together	(1967:	48–9).	Indeed,	the	modern	states	of	the	west	became,	if
anything,	more	 cohesive	 following	 their	modernist	 revolutions	because	 although	 this	 created
new	fault-lines	(i.e.	aristocrat	versus	bourgeoisie	versus	proletariat)	these	cross-cut	the	former
social	 fractures	 of	 religion	 and	 ethnicity	 (Lipset	 and	 Rokkan	 1967:	 14).	 One	 could	 argue,
therefore,	that	a	key	reason	why	the	north–south	divide	in	Kurdistan	is	the	key	political	focal
point	 is	 because	 there	 is	 an	 absence	 of	 modern	 offsetting	 and	 cross-cutting	 through	 social
cleavages.

Gorran	and	tradition
The	 ‘Movement	 for	 Change’	 Party	 or	Gorran,	 which	 emerged	 in	 2009,	 represents	 in	 some
ways	 an	 attempt	 to	 break	 free	 of	 such	 party	 regionalism,	 although	 that	might	 not	 be	 a	 self-
conscious	aspect	of	its	agenda.	Gorran	represents	a	growing	suspicion,	not	merely	confined	to
one	 region,	 that	 government	 in	Kurdistan	 is	 self-serving	 and	 self-interested.	 It	 is	 noteworthy
that	a	campaign	by	Gorran	 to	widen	public	awareness	was	not	well	 received	by	 the	KRG’s
security	services.	Gorran-sponsored	public	demonstrations	in	Sulaymaniyah	and	Erbil	in	2011



exacted	 a	 swift	 and	heavy-handed	 response.	This	 event	 served	 to	 remind	western	observers
that	basic	liberal-type	freedoms	of	speech	and	opinion	are,	as	yet,	nowhere	near	established	in
Kurdistan.	Malcolm	 Smart,	Amnesty	 International’s	Director	 for	 the	Middle	 East	 and	North
Africa	was	moved	to	state:

[w]hat	 happened	 …	 was	 the	 latest	 stage	 in	 an	 ongoing	 clampdown	 on	 freedom	 of
expression	and	protests	…	which	has	been	marked	by	excessive	use	of	force	against	those
who	dare	to	protest	in	support	of	demands	for	political	and	economic	change	and	an	end
to	corruption	among	those	holding	power.

(See	www.amnesty.org/en/articles/news/2011/04/independent-	investigation-urged-police-violence-iraqi-kurdistan)

There	is	certainly	much	scope	for	Gorran’s	case.	In	Economy	and	Society	[1922],	albeit	a
heavily	Euro-centric	analysis,	Max	Weber	contrasts	the	practices	of	the	traditional	society	with
what	he	calls	the	‘rational–legal’	principles	of	organisations	characteristic	of	the	modern	era
(1978:	218).	Typically,	Weber	goes	into	labyrinthine	detail	but	what	emerges	is	clear	enough.
All	 positions	 of	 authority	 in	 modern	 societies	 (i.e.	 those	 positions	 which	 command	 the
legitimate	use	of	power	over	others)	are	governed	by	clear	and	precise	rules	which	are	both
logical	and	transparent.	Such	rules	affect	not	only	the	process	in	which	the	authority	is	taken,
but	also	what	 is	done	with	authority	once	gained.	Typical	of	 the	 traditional	society,	political
authority	in	Kurdistan	remains	largely	hereditary	in	character	with	transfers	of	power	‘bound
to	the	precedents	handed	down	from	the	past’	(Weber	1978:	244).

Indeed,	Kurdistan	is	a	‘traditional	society’,	by	Weberian	definition.	Typically,	nepotism	is
common	 throughout	 Kurdish	 political	 and	 public	 life,	 with	 particular	 resonance	 in	 its
governing	 elite	 (Gunter	 2007:	 35,	 Mullitt	 2012:	 323).	 For	 example,	 the	 current	 President
Masoud	Barzani	is	the	current	Prime	Minister	Nechervan	Barzani’s	uncle.	Both	men	command
tremendous	 and	very	genuine	public	 respect,	 but	 the	basis	of	 their	 authority	differs	 from	 the
rational-legal	 system	 wherein	 what	 is	 important	 is	 the	 ‘office’,	 how	 it	 is	 attained,	 and	 the
power	 it	 bestows.	 The	 latter	 contrasts	 for	Weber	with	 authority	 that	 is	 based	 on	 traditional
practices,	 which	 in	 Kurdistan	 is	 typically	 heavily	 clannish	 and	 ancestral.	 In	 rational-legal
societies,	 the	 office	 holder,	 be	 it	 president	 or	 schoolmaster,	 derives	 authority	 from	 the
legitimacy	 of	 the	 process	 of	 his/her	 selection.	 Office-holders	 are	 selected	 on	 the	 basis	 of
technical	 competence	 according	 to	 meritocratic	 principles.	 Rational-legal	 systems	 are
hierarchical,	and	based	on	a	chain	of	command,	but	the	structure	is	open	to	competition	(Weber
1978:	 217–19).	 By	 contrast,	 family	 and	 personal	 connections	 remain	 crucial	 to	 political	 or
indeed	any	type	of	advancement	in	Kurdistan.	Modernist	meritocratic	appointment	to	positions
of	 importance	 remain	 largely	 antithetical	 to	 the	Kurdish	 tradition,	where	 it	 is	 commonly	 far
more	advantageous,	to	coin	a	phrase,	‘to	know	someone	rather	than	to	know	something’.

It	is	true	that	Gorran	represents	an	attempt	to	break	with	such	tradition,	but	it	is	probably
unwise	 in	modernist	 terms	 to	 expect	 too	much	of	 it.	Whilst	 radical,	Gorran	 is	 essentially	 a
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resistance	 or	 protest	 movement.	 It	 is	 committed	 to	 negative	 campaigning,	 and	 whilst	 its
constituency	is	largely	Kurdish	youth	and	an	educated,	liberalised	intelligentsia,	which	might
indeed	 cross-cut	 the	 old	 tribal	 fault-line,	 it	 cannot	 be	 said	 to	 offer	 anything	 resembling	 a
coherent	ideological	position	of	its	own.	As	with	the	dilemma	of	all	the	other	political	parties
in	Kurdistan,	there	is	no	clear-cut	radical,	modernising	social	agency	struggling	for	change	to
which	Gorran	can	become	attached.

Governmental	elitism
Gorran’s	 challenge	 to	 the	 two-party	governing	 axis	 that	 has	dominated	Kurdistan’s	 political
life	 hitherto	 is	 ongoing,	 but	Kurdistan’s	 democratic	 system	 remains	 otherwise	 fundamentally
elitist.	 The	 cross-party	 coalition-type	 governments	 of	 recent	 years	 has	 been	 inclusive	 at	 the
apex	of	 government,	 but	 this	 has	 led	 in	 turn	 to	 the	 distancing	of	 government	 from	governed.
Gramsci	 dubbed	 this	 phenomenon	 trasformismo	 (‘transformism’)	 (1971:	 58).	 Italy’s
conflicting	social	divisions	necessitated	the	formation	of	a	national	coalition	between	the	elites
of	its	party-political	establishment.	Hence,	parties	which	began	life	thoroughly	distinguishable
ceased	to	have	any	substantive	differences	thereafter	as	their	respective	leaderships	gravitated
toward	one	another	and	became	 transformed	by	 the	 trappings	of	office.	Powers	of	patronage
were	 invoked	 –	 the	 issuing	 of	 jobs,	 titles,	material	 reward,	 prestige,	 and	 so	 on	 –	 and	were
intended	to	bind	the	heterogeneous	agents	comprising	government	to	the	general	interests	of	the
‘nation’.	Gramsci’s	point	is,	of	course,	that	the	‘national	interest’	ends	up	receiving	definition
from	a	very	thin,	elite	stratum	of	society.

Typically,	the	transformed	coalition	members	derive	their	power	and	value	to	the	coalition
by	virtue	of	the	human	capital	they	command	in	their	constituencies,	or	power	bases.	The	party
elites	 exercise	 effectively	 a	 disciplinary	 function	 over	 the	 lower	 rank	 and	 file	 within	 the
specific	 party,	 corporate	 and/or	 regional	 structures.	 What	 results	 is	 a	 continuation	 of	 a
horizontal	bond	across	the	top	of	the	national	elites,	which	facilitates	stability	of	government,
but	 this	often	comes	at	 the	price	of	 the	 ‘decapitation’	of	 the	 leadership	of	 the	political	 party
from	 its	 mass	 base,	 with	 the	 resultant	 distancing	moreover	 of	 the	 governing	 class	 from	 the
general	populace	(Gramsci	1971:	59).

The	entrenchment	of	elitist	political	culture	in	Kurdistan	differs	from	the	Italian	experience
of	the	early	twentieth	century	in	one	crucial	respect.	The	Italians	were	desperate	to	arrange	the
stability	 necessary	 to	 effect	 a	modernist	 transition	 in	 economic	 and	 social	 life.	 There	 is	 no
evidence	 in	Kurdistan	 that	modernity	 is	as	yet	struggling	 to	be	born,	and	so	 trasformismo	 is
logically	serving	a	modified	stabilising	function.	It	ensures	that	the	democratic	process	remains
under	 the	 aegis	 and	 control	 of	 the	 dominant	 social	 and	 political	 elite,	 which	 is	 otherwise
divided	by	a	territorial	rift.	Trasformismo	in	Kurdistan	thus	functions	to	legitimise	pre-modern
social	conditions	by	essentially	pseudo-modernist,	democratic	means.



Closely	related	to	trasformismo	is	Gramsci’s	concept	‘passive	revolution’	(Gramsci	1971:
59).	This	can	be	gauged	relevant	to	Kurdistan’s	independence	movement	due	to	the	fact	that	it
is	being	led,	orchestrated	and	conducted	by	a	transformed	elite	in	which	the	mass	of	Kurdish
society	remains	passive	(i.e.	‘the	fact	that	a	State	replaces	the	local	social	groups	in	leading	a
struggle	 of	 renewal’	 (Gramsci	 1971:	 105–6)).	Whilst	 it	 is	 not	 correct,	 I	 think,	 to	 regard	 the
Kurdish	mass	 as	 indifferent	 to	 the	 imminent	 national	 revolution,	 far	 from	 it,	 it	 is,	 however,
currently	non-participatory.	The	political	leaders	in	Kurdistan	can	be	assured	that	the	public	in
general	 will	 throw	 its	 weight	 behind	 the	 independence	 movement,	 and	 it	 does	 so	 morally
already,	 but	 that	 is	 surely	 the	 limit	 of	 its	 current	 and	 future	 participation.	The	 independence
movement	will	be	orchestrated	as	it	is	now	by	the	elite	national	coalition,	from	the	top	down,
into	post-independence.	In	this	scenario,	sovereignty	will	pass	to	the	Kurds,	but	when	the	dust
has	settled,	the	transition	will	appear	largely	seamless	since	no	significant	interruption	to	the
terms	of	 political	 domination	will	 be	 likely	 to	 occur.	The	 change	will	 be	 constitutional,	 not
‘historical’	 in	 the	sense	 that	 there	will	be	no	significant	 transfer	of	power	 to	different	social
and	political	agents.

Economy	and	orientalism
The	conservative	nature	of	politics	in	Kurdistan	is,	however,	reflective	of	deeper-lying	socio-
economic	realities.	For	Marx,	a	pre-capitalist	society	such	as	Kurdistan	would	be	considered
to	 be	 ‘feudal’.	 It	 is	 a	 society	 that	 derives	 its	wealth,	 power	 and	 prestige	 from	 land	 and	 its
ownership.	There	is	moreover	a	crucial	distinction	between	a	feudal	and	a	capitalist	mode	of
production.	The	nature	of	exploitation	in	the	feudal	mode	is	not	determined	economically,	as	an
inherent	 feature	 of	 production.	 The	 feudal	 relations	 of	 production	 are	 produced	 wholly
politically	 (Vali	 1993:	 57,	Hindess	 and	Hirst	 1975:	 194).6	That	 is	 to	 say,	 possession	 of	 the
mode	 of	 production	 is	 not	 intrinsic	 to	 the	 social	 relations	 of	 production.	 Ownership	 of	 the
mode	of	production	is	a	political	construct	born	of	a	mixture	of	despotic	force	and	traditional
modes	 of	 thought	 grounded	 in	 the	 obscurities	 of	 antiquity.	 The	 landlord	 enjoys	 economic
conditions	 that	 are	 derived	 from	his	 status	 ‘in	 the	hierarchy	of	 political	 power’	 (Vali	 1993:
58).	 Thus,	 the	 possession	 of	 social,	 political	 and	 economic	 power	 reaches	 a	 more	 natural
equilibrium	than	in	the	capitalist	mode	of	production.	In	the	capitalist	mode	of	production,	as
Gramsci	 has	 illustrated,	 economic	 and	 political	 power	 cannot	 be	 assumed	 to	 spontaneously
correspond.	Hence,	ideological	validation	of	the	socio-economic	relations	becomes	an	active
and	ongoing	political	project,	where	the	advantages	of	economic	power	are	exploited	to	affect
the	 way	 society	 regards,	 in	 moral	 terms,	 the	 source	 of	 those	 advantages.	 In	 the	 case	 of
feudalism,	 by	 contrast,	 the	 social	 relation	 derives	 politically	 from	 the	 start,	 and	 ideology
attuned	to	the	distribution	of	social	and	political	power	is	already	embodied	in	the	assumption
of	the	basis	of	that	economic	power.



Kurdish	 feudalism	 shares	 this	 characteristic	with	 its	 European	 historical	 counterpart,	 but
there	is	a	distinctive	point	of	departure.	In	Grundrisse,	Marx	talks	about	‘oriental	despotism’
which	is	characterized	by	the	dominant	role	of	a	large	and	bloated	state	acting	as	‘landlord’	in
economic	life	and	sponsor	of	all	public	projects,	and	a	corresponding	underdevelopment	of	a
private	urban	 sector	 (Marx	1973:	404).	The	oriental	 society	 is	based	on	 ‘propertylessness’,
which	is,	in	fact,	a	sort	of	inverse	of	communal	ownership	of	the	land-resources	by	the	‘clan’,
whose	 authority	 is	 condensed	 ultimately	 into	 a	 person	 or	 group	 of	 persons	 to	whom	 feudal
tribute	 accrues	 (Marx	 1973:	 404).	 The	 economy	 becomes	 self-sustaining,	 containing	 all	 the
necessary	conditions	for	 reproduction	within	 itself,	 resulting	 in	a	 freezing	of	social	 relations
(Marx	1973:	404–5).

Pre-capitalist	 European	 conditions	 were	 different.	 Cities	 were,	 for	 example,	 established
around	skilled	artisans,	free	trade	and	the	principles	of	private	ownership	and	exchange,	which
eventually	 created	 the	 space	 for	 the	 growth	 of	 an	 industrial	 bourgeoisie.	 Cities	 became,	 in
other	 words,	 giant	 productive	 units	 based	 on	 private	 individual	 initiative.	 By	 contrast,	 the
oriental	city,	argues	Marx,	is	an	artificial	creation	of	the	state,	one	not	linked	organically	to	the
economy	 as	much	 as	 the	mode	 of	 administration	 –	 the	 state	 bureaucracy	 –	 and	 becomes	 an
outlet	for	the	exchange	of	‘surplus	product’	for	goods	and	services	by	the	governing	elite,	and
as	a	terminal	for	external	trade	(Marx	1973:	405).

Erbil	today	rather	typifies	the	‘oriental’	city	in	this	regard.	Shopping	malls	and	retail	outlets
abound,	but	it	lacks	an	industrial	heart.	Private	property	is	present	but	it	is	largely	distributed
on	 the	 basis	 of	 state	 patronage.	 Property	 as	 land,	 for	 example,	 is	 often	 granted	 as	 part	 of	 a
retirement	package	for	public-sector	employees.	The	Kurdistan	Board	of	Investment	(BI)	has
in	 the	 last	 decade	 stimulated	 growth	 in	 economic	 sectors	 such	 as	 industry,	 agriculture	 and
tourism,	but	control	of	none	of	this	is	given	over	in	any	case	to	the	initiative	of	private	agents
(see	www.investingroup.org/publications/kurdistan/overview/economy).

Private	initiative,	where	it	exists,	is	promulgated	through	inward	investment	in	Kurdistan	by
companies	 whose	 motive	 is	 to	 make	 a	 profit,	 which	 is	 subsequently	 exported	 back	 to	 the
country	of	origin.	This	has	little	or	no	lasting	impact	on	the	domestic	socio-economic	structure.

Foreign	companies	set	up	camp	and	commonly	bring	their	own	labour-expertise.	This	often
leaves	 Kurdish	 university	 graduates	 with	 qualifications	 and	 transferable	 skills	 but	 highly
restricted	 career	 opportunities.	 There	 have	 been	 numerous	 demonstrations	 by	 Kurdish
graduates	 outside	 Parliament	 in	 Erbil	 in	 recent	 years	 seeking	 to	 bring	 this	 problem	 to	 the
attention	of	government.	It	could	be	argued	that	this	in	itself	is	indicative	of	the	orientalist	case
in	 that	 it	 is	 assumed,	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 private	 sector	 job	 opportunities,	 to	 fall	 within	 the
government’s	scope	to	take	the	necessary	action	to	create	jobs.

Dubai-ification

http://www.investingroup.org/publications/kurdistan/overview/economy


The	 oft-vaunted	 ‘Dubai-ification’	 of	 Kurdistan	 mentioned	 above	 refers	 to	 a	 seemingly
harmonious	transition	already	underway,	and	it	is	one	that	can	be	attributed	to	the	presence	of
oil.	Many	of	the	key	conditions	for	the	development	of	a	so-called	‘rentier	state’,	as	described
in	 the	 seminal	work	of	Beblawi	 (1990),	 are	either	already	 in	place	or	are	 in	 the	process	of
development	 in	 Kurdistan.	 The	 rentier	 state	 embodies	 a	 contradiction	 in	 that	 it	 projects
powerful	 progressive	 imagery	 and	 dynamism	 whilst	 retaining	 a	 deeply	 immobile	 and
conservative	underlying	social	and	political	structure.	Modern	roads	and	highways,	parks	and
gardens,	 and	 typically	 lavish	 and	ostentatious	 construction	work	creates	 a	visual	 impression
which	 actually	 belies	 the	 ossified	 and	 stationary	 social	 relations	 which	 maintain	 a	 fierce
controlling	 influence	behind	 the	material	 façade.	Rentier-ism	is	 the	means	by	which	many	of
the	 oil-rich	 pre-modern	 and	 deeply	 conservative	 societies	 of	 the	Middle	 East,	 particularly
those	of	the	Persian	Gulf,	have	managed	the	modernist	pressures	associated	with	contact	with
western	capitalism.

The	ultimate	source	of	‘tribute’	of	the	rentier	state	is	of	course	oil	–	rent	is	paid	by	foreign
oil	companies	to	the	state	in	the	form	of	licence	payments	and	royalties,	and	this	becomes	by
far	 the	most	dominant	 source	of	wealth	generation.	Kurdistan	has	 large	oil	 and	gas	 reserves
within	its	current	geographical	boundary,	and	it	is	projected	that	by	2019	it	has	the	potential	to
export	two	million	barrels	of	oil	per	day,	seemingly	more	than	enough	to	sustain	a	population
of	5.3	million	people	(see	www.investingroup.org/publications/kurdistan/overview/economy).
Thus,	it	is	distinctly	feasible	that	the	Kurds	may	in	the	future	forego	their	current	17%	share	of
Iraq’s	national	oil	revenue,	as	would	be	required	following	independence,	and	export	oil	from
their	own	sovereign	territory	to	more	than	make	up	for	the	shortfall.	Either	way,	dependency	on
oil	is	already	showing	signs	of	a	developmental	trend	towards	a	‘Gulf-state’	model	of	society.

As	 has	 been	 suggested,	 Kurdistan	 has	 already	 a	 number	 of	 characteristic	 symmetrical
features	 with	 the	 classical	 rentier	 state.	 The	 self-sustaining	 economy	 depends	 on	 rent	 from
external	 sources	 which	 is	 payable	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 some	 internally	 pre-established	 process
whereby	a	particular	clan	has	assumed	the	status	of	a	state	administration	(Beblawi	1990:	87).
Few	ultimately	receive	and	control	the	rent.	Thus,	the	narrow	basis	of	ownership	is	reflected
in	the	narrow	basis	of	political	domination	that	was	inherited	from	oriental	feudalism.	Almost
the	entire	wealth	of	a	‘rentier	state’	can	be	in	the	control	of	one	ruling	family	or	clan,	and	there
is	 no	 immediate	 perception	 of	 a	 potential	 conflict	 of	 interest,	 as	would	 be	 found	 in	modern
rational-legal	 societies.	 External	 rent	 of	 course	 curtails	 the	 need	 for	 the	 development	 of	 a
domestic	 productive	 sector	 because	 the	 state	 is	 not	 dependent	 on	 income	 from	 an	 internal
economy	at	all	(Luciani	1990:	71–72).

Rentier	 states	 are	 indeed	usually	 the	major	 employer	 of	 the	 community,	 to	 the	 extent	 that
they	 rival	 former	 socialist	 states	 (Beblawi	 1990:	 91).	Government	 bureaucracy	 becomes	 an
important	means	to	redirect	oil	revenue.	Moreover,	with	government	jobs	comes	prestige	and
usually	decent	salaries	and	conditions,	good	pension	payments,	and	so	on,	that	can	be	used	as
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instruments	of	state	patronage	and	reward.	Civil	service	jobs	are	certainly	highly	coveted	as
stress-free	 ‘jobs	 for	 life’,	 quite	 beyond	 the	 reach	 of	 the	 disciplines	 of	 market	 forces.	 As
Beblawi	observes:

[c]ivil	 servant	 productivity	 is,	 understandably,	 not	 very	 high	 and	 they	 usually	 see	 the
principal	duty	as	being	available	in	their	offices	during	working	hours.

(1990:	91)

One	of	the	key	features	of	the	rentier	state,	and	one	which	provides	the	means	for	the	ruling
elite	 to	maintain	 its	ascendency	over	 society	 is	 the	absence	of	 taxation	 (Beblawi	1990:	90).
Typically,	 Kurds	 today	 do	 not	 pay	 taxes	 on	 income	 or	 purchases.	 The	 rentier	 state	 itself
actually	asks	little	of	its	people.	On	the	reverse	side	of	this	coin,	of	course,	the	voting	public
has	no	direct	material	stake	in	government.	Joseph	Schumpeter	made	the	point	long	ago	that	the
best	way	to	comprehend	the	relationship	between	people	and	state	 is	 to	observe	the	struggle
over	 ‘public	 finances’	 ([1918]	 1990:	 101).	 In	 capitalist	 economies,	 governments	 are	 not
generally	wealth	creators	themselves.	The	question	of	the	distribution	of	the	state’s	resources
therefore	 takes	 on	 a	 practical	 and	 indeed	 ethical	 immediacy;	 since	 the	 state	 is	 effectively
spending	money	 that	 is	not	 its	own.	By	contrast,	 the	 rentier	 state	does	 create	 its	own	wealth
independently	of	the	wealth	creativity	of	the	rest	of	society.	Government	spending,	particularly
on	 welfare	 and	 social	 policy,	 is	 then	 perceived	 popularly	 as	 modernistic	 perhaps	 but	 one
actually	thoroughly	commensurate	with	feudal	paternalistic	benevolence:

[a]	 long	 tradition	 of	 buying	 loyalty	 and	 allegiance	 is	 now	 confirmed	 by	 an	 etat
providence,	distributing	favours	and	benefits.

(Beblawi	1990:	89)

Wealth	does	not	originate	 internally	 from	 the	 industry	and	effort	of	 the	mass	of	people	 in
rentier	states.	Wealth	distribution	is	thus	not	tied	to	the	social	responsibilities	involved	in	its
creation.	 Luck	 and	 the	 principle	 of	 good	 fortune	 predominate	 distribution.	 Essentially,	 the
hereditary	or	accident	of	birth	principle	operates	to	determine	who	gets	what,	and	this	is	 the
way	Kurdistan	with	 its	 dynastic	 tradition	has	 long	operated.	 If	 there	 is	 a	powerful	 religious
sentiment	functioning	to	legitimise	power	and	wealth	distribution	in	Kurdistan	it	is	surely	that
of	‘Inshallah’	(God	willing).	It	indicates	a	perception	of	a	lack	of	agency	in	that	what	one	gets
from	life	in	general	is	predetermined	and	not	subject	necessarily	to	any	voluntary	activity	on
the	part	of	the	individual.	This	idea	sits	very	easily	of	course	with	the	hereditary	principle	of
distribution.	However,	one	serious	consequence	of	the	fatalistic	approach	to	social	 justice	is
that	it	fosters	a	general	apathy	towards	individual	effort.	In	rentier	states	there	is	no	clear-cut
linkage	between	effort,	attainment,	and	reward;	a	quid	pro	quo	which	provides	the	motivation
factor	of	modern	meritocratic	societies.

Moreover,	 as	 a	 consequence,	modernist	 terms	 of	 political	 obligation	 do	 not	 develop	 and



become	 based	 on	 clear	 principles	 of	 social	 justice	 and	 conceptions	 of	 citizenship.	 Rentier
societies	 are,	 like	Weber’s	 traditional	 type,	 deeply	 patriarchal	 and	 paternalistic.	The	 key	 to
political	obligation	 is	merely	 to	obviate	 the	 likelihood	of	popular	opposition,	 and	with	vast
material	 resources	 the	 state	 is	 able	 to	 mobilise	 a	 popular	 perception	 of	 generosity	 and
largesse.	Kuwait	is	typical	in	this	regard.	Not	only	is	there	no	need	to	tax	its	citizens,	the	state
provides	 a	 range	 of	 services	 and	 benefits:	 free	 social	 security,	 healthcare,	 education,	 good
infrastructure,	and	citizens	enjoy	generally	a	very	high	standard	of	living	(Beblawi	1990:	90).

Welfare	provision	is	currently	becoming	commodified	in	Kurdistan,	most	noticeably	in	the
health	 sphere,	 with	 generally	 a	 distinctly	 inferior	 state	 sector	 providing	 residual	 cover.
However,	 this	policy	might	change,	particularly	 if	 it	becomes	politically	expedient	 to	do	so.
From	the	perspective	of	government,	 there	is	undoubtedly	a	seductive	quality	to	the	idea	that
with	 most	 of	 the	 people’s	 material	 needs	 catered	 for,	 so-called	 political	 rights	 and
entitlements,	 if	 they	 are	 considered	 at	 all,	 can	 be	 readily	 dismissed	 as	 unnecessary
philosophical	abstractions	of	western	origin.

Conclusion
This	chapter	has	sought	 to	establish	whether	 the	powerful	 independence	movement	gathering
momentum	in	Kurdistan	is	situated	in	larger	background	historiological	changes.	Kurdistan	is
undergoing	visible	change,	undoubtedly,	but	what	 is	 its	historical	 significance?	We	searched
for	clues	to	modernist	development	in	the	Kurdish	nationalist	discourse,	where	it	was	argued
we	ought	 to	 find	both	secularist	causes	and	a	broader	 ideological	 struggle	 for	control	of	 the
state.	The	investigation	in	this	regard	proved	rather	barren.	Nationalism	is	strong	but	it	is	not
revolutionary.	The	national	discourse	is	not	associated	with	a	specific	group	of	social	actors
proposing	 change	 to	 the	 current	 distribution	 of	 social,	 economic	 and	 political	 power	 in
Kurdistan.

The	 social	 grounding	 and	 function	 of	 Kurdistan’s	 political	 parties	 and	 culture	 was
subsequently	 analysed.	 The	 parties	 remain	 tied	 to	 pre-modern	 social	 interests	 producing	 a
highly	conservative	political	 culture.	There	 is	no	 sign	of	attachment	 to	 social	 forces	 seeking
concrete	 change	 here	 either.	 In	 fact,	 democracy	 has	 produced	 a	 balancing	 act	 between	 two
deeply	 polarised	 regional	 constituencies	 that	 are	 feudal	 in	 origin	 and	 character.	 The	 main
parties	 are	 largely	 inseparable	 ideologically,	 which	 poses	 the	 question	 as	 to	 their	 role	 and
function.	It	was	argued	that	the	party	hierarchies	have	combined,	albeit	on	occasion	uneasily,
as	 a	 single	 ‘transformed’	 governing	 elite	 operating	 a	 policing	 function	 over	 their	 respective
constituencies.	 This	 has	 brought	 about	 political	 stability	 but	 at	 the	 cost	 of	 distancing	 of	 the
governing	class	from	the	Kurdish	mass.	Kurdistan	is	one	of	the	few	functioning	democracies	in
the	region,	but	this	process	is	distorted	by	the	social	backdrop	in	which	it	operates.	Democracy
tends	to	confer	retrospective	modernistic-type	legitimacy	on	thoroughly	pre-modern	social	and



political	 relations.	Gorran	 has	 arisen	 as	 an	 attempt	 to	 combat	Kurdistan’s	 conservatism	and
stagnant	 political	 life.	 However,	 there	 is	 every	 possibility	 that	 this	 Party	 will	 become
transformed	itself	in	time.	This	is	because	Gorran	like	any	other	party	is	unable	to	attach	itself
to	 truly	 radical	 social	 forces	 in	 Kurdish	 society	 whose	 future	 development	 depends	 upon
effecting	substantial	institutional	and	cultural	changes.	The	parties	might	talk	‘modern’	but	who
and	where	exactly	are	the	‘modernisers’?

A	modernist	 transformation	of	society	would	find	 its	ultimate	cause	 in	economic	 life,	and
yet	here	again	we	find	no	evidence	of	its	development.	It	was	argued	that	Kurdistan	conforms
in	 certain	 respects	 to	 Marx’s	 model	 of	 the	 oriental	 society.	 The	 key	 element	 here	 is	 the
conflation	of	economic	and	political	power.	Economic	power	is	contrived	politically	through
the	 legitimisation	of	 land	ownership.	The	ownership	of	 land	confers	monopolistic	 economic
control	in	turn	because	the	absence	of	private	property	eliminates	the	space	for	the	growth	of	a
modern	 bourgeoisie.	 These	 economic	 conditions	 coupled	 to	 the	 massive	 influx	 of	 oil	 it	 is
argued	 is	 propelling	Kurdistan	 towards	 a	 rentier	 state	model	 of	 development.	Rentier	 states
interface	with	modern	capitalist	economies	whilst	preserving	their	deeply	pre-modern	social
structures.	Here	the	economy	is	based	predominantly	on	external	revenue	generated	by	foreign
oil	companies	and	little	if	any	economic	revenue	is	sourced	internally.	The	internal	economy	is
turned	over	to	retail	and	services	in	a	series	of	sub-feudal	type	landlord	–	serf	relations.

Contrary	 to	 what	 we	 might	 expect	 in	 societies	 undergoing	 genuine	 modernist	 historical
transition,	 ordinary	Kurds	 seem	destined	 to	 remain	 the	 subjects	 of	 paternalistic	 government,
that	is,	rather	than	developing	into	an	objective	participating	citizenry	and	drivers	of	social	and
economic	change	in	 themselves.	Political	 independence	will	 thus	 take	the	form	of	a	‘passive
revolution’.	Genuine	popular	participation	and	input	is	what	is	lacking.	Kurdish	political	life
is,	and	will	likely	remain	for	the	foreseeable	future,	essentially	paternalistic	in	character.

Overall,	 the	 move	 toward	 an	 independent	 Kurdistan	 and	 fully-fledged	 rentier	 state	 is
unlikely	 to	 bring	 about	 any	 fundamental	 restructuring	 of	 Kurdish	 society	 and	 politics.	 The
explanation	 is	 ultimately	 economic,	 but	 the	 political	 effect	 will	 be	 a	 continuation	 of
conservatism	 and	 resistance	 to	 change	 in	 society.	 Future	 independence	 will	 likely	 result
therefore	in	‘business	as	usual’	with	few	appreciable	differences	to	the	existing	Kurdish	way
of	life.	The	only	distinctive	internal	uncertainty	in	all	this	appears	to	rest	on	the	durability	of
Kurdistan’s	‘transformed’	cross-party	governing	elite.	Ironically,	genuine	modernisation	might
be	the	enduring	solution	to	this	problem,	but	to	engage	in	what	would	be	required	to	bring	this
about	would	alas	necessitate	a	separate	study.

Notes
1 Hereafter	the	terms	‘Kurdistan’,	‘Kurds’,	etc.,	refer	to	Iraqi	Kurdistan	and	Iraqi	Kurds.

The	chapter	does	not	address	Kurdish	pan-nationalism	involving	the	Kurds	of	Turkey,
Iran	and	Syria.



2 This	aspect	of	the	discussion	is	beyond	the	scope	of	this	chapter,	see:	Aziz	(2011).	A
good	account	of	the	complexity	of	the	relationship	between	the	Kurds	and	the	new
federalised	state	of	Iraq	can	be	found	in	Danilovich	(2014).

3 This	group	dissolved	and	merged	in	2014	with	the	Islamic	State	of	Iraq	and	Syria	(ISIS),
which	is	known	to	Kurds	by	the	Arabic	acronym	‘Da’ish’.

4 Note:	the	practice	of	so-called	‘honour	killing’,	despite	government	initiatives	to
eradicate	it,	remains	fairly	common	in	Kurdistan.	Strictly	speaking,	it	is	unclear	if	honour
killing	is	doctrinal	or	cultural	in	origin.

5 Note	that	a	potential	political	row	is	brewing	due	to	President	Barzani’s	controversial
two-year	extension	to	his	term	of	office,	although	this	is	claimed	to	have	been	a	deal
struck	between	the	KDP	and	‘strategic	partner’	(sic)	the	PUK	(see	Karem	and	Chomani
2015).

6 See	also	Avinieri	(1968).
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4 Erecting	buildings,	erecting	a	state
Public	perception	of	Kurdish	statehood
Umut	Kuruuzum

‘Everything	has	changed	a	lot,’	is	a	phrase	I	often	heard	while	conducting	my	fieldwork	among
ordinary	citizens	in	Erbil,	the	capital	city	of	the	Iraqi	Kurdistan	Federal	Region.	When	I	asked
what	exactly	had	changed,	I	was	always	told	essentially	the	same	thing:	‘Look	at	 those	high-
rise	modern	buildings,	none	of	them	were	here	a	decade	ago!’	Indeed,	the	change	is	visible	to
the	eye	 if	one	compares	 the	 skyline	of	 the	 city	 today,	 crowded	with	construction	cranes	 and
partially	completed	high-rises,	to	the	pastoral	view	of	the	city	in	pictures	only	a	decade	ago.
Towering	 office	 buildings,	 spacious	 shopping	 malls,	 residential	 developments,	 and
proliferating	hotels	seem	to	have	changed	the	city’s	landscape	beyond	recognition.

In	recent	years,	scholars	have	increasingly	drawn	attention	to	the	role	of	material	artefacts
in	political	life.1	Materials	are	no	longer	the	passive	and	stable	foundation	on	which	politics
takes	place;	on	the	contrary,	they	play	a	lively	and	often	unpredictable	role	in	political	disputes
(Barry	 2013:1–2).	 In	 this	 chapter,	 following	 these	 scholars,	 I	 have	 attempted	 to	 analyse	 the
material	change	with	the	proliferation	of	modern	high-rise	buildings	in	the	city	and	its	impact
on	 the	 popular	 understanding	 of	 politics.	 Throughout	my	 ethnographic	 fieldwork	 carried	 out
between	November	2014	and	July	2015	in	Erbil,	I	focused	on	the	physical	characteristics	of
new	modern	high-rise	buildings	and	a	series	of	narratives	that	surrounded	them.	As	a	result,	I
came	to	the	conclusion	that	these	buildings,	together	with	images	on	billboards,	magazines,	the
Internet,	 and	TV	have	 come	 to	 animate	 political	 debate	 and	 provoke	 passionate	 discussions
among	ordinary	citizens	in	the	city	regarding	the	Kurdish	state.

Most	of	the	recent	work	on	Kurds	and	the	state	has	focused	on	the	analysis	of	religious	and
ethnic	 conflict,	 nationalism,	 and	 state-building	 efforts	 (see	 Danilovich	 2014;	 Shareef	 2014;
Gunter	 and	Ahmad	 2013;	Kirmanj	 2013;	Bengio	 2012;	 Lowe	 and	 Stansfield	 2010;	Romano
2006;	Natali	2005).	 In	 this	chapter,	 I	have	attempted	 to	contribute	 to	 the	 literature	by	paying
particular	attention	to	the	cultural	construction	of	the	state,	that	is	how	local	people	perceive
the	state,	how	their	understanding	is	shaped	by	their	particular	locations	and	encounters	with
state	practices,	and	how	the	state	manifests	itself	in	their	lives	(Sharma	and	Gupta	2006:11).
An	anthropological	perspective	allows	us	to	see	the	modalities	by	which	the	state	comes	to	be
imagined	 and	 symbolically	 represented	 at	 a	 local	 level,	 offering	 a	 critique	 of	 the
conceptualization	of	the	state	as	a	universal,	monolithic	and	unitary	entity.

In	 this	 chapter,	 I	 have	 employed	 the	 issue	 of	 corruption	 surrounding	 the	 recently	 erected



modern	 buildings	 to	 demonstrate	 how	 the	Kurdish	 state	 comes	 to	 be	 imagined	 in	 a	 cultural
context.	 I	 argue	 that	 while	 modern	 high-rise	 buildings	 are	 often	 interpreted	 as	 images	 of
modernity	 and	 progress	 to	 a	 much-desired	 Kurdish	 state,	 they	 also	 generate	 rumors	 of
corruption	 and	 conspiracy,	 and	 create	 doubts	 about	 the	 Kurdish	 statehood	 among	 ordinary
citizens.	They	produce	suspicions	that	 the	state	is	 inseparable	from	the	interests	of	 the	ruling
families,	which	works	against	the	idea	of	a	state	as	an	entity,	agent,	function	or	relation	over
and	above	 the	 society,	 operating	 according	 to	 its	own	 logic,	 dictates,	 and	priorities	 (Nugent
1994:199).

The	chapter	is	divided	into	two	main	sections.	In	the	first	section,	I	will	look	at	the	local
construction	 sector	 and	 explain	 a	 new	 form	 of	 urban	 fragmentation	 that	 accompanied
selectively	 territorialized	 investment	 in	 the	 city.	 In	 the	 second	 section,	 I	 will	 look	 at	 the
specific	meanings	attributed	to	the	various	aspects	of	modern	high-rise	buildings	and	illustrate
the	 insight	 they	 offer	 into	 ordinary	 people’s	 perceptions	 about	Kurdish	 statehood.	While	 the
first	 section	 is	 about	 the	 material	 change	 in	 the	 city,	 the	 second	 section	 is	 about	 how	 it	 is
perceived	and	constituted	as	one	mechanism	 through	which	 the	Kurdish	 state	 is	discursively
erected	 in	 public	 culture	 and	 challenged	 accordingly	 by	 its	 citizens.	These	 two	 sections	 are
followed	by	a	conclusion	with	attempts	to	draw	out	larger	theoretical	inferences.

Modern	buildings	in	Erbil
Being	 in	 a	 transition	 period	 from	 a	 marginalized	 region	 within	 the	 old	 Iraq	 to	 a	 new
autonomous	 region	within	 a	 federal	 Iraq,	 the	 first	 Kurdish	 government	 has	 seen	 its	 goal	 as
promoting	 entrepreneurship	 at	 every	 level,	 supposedly	 to	 speed	 up	 the	 development	 of	 an
economically	 self-sustainable	 polity	 in	 the	 north	 of	 Iraq.	 Economic	 expansion	 through
international	companies	and	 their	 investments	has	been	considered	an	essential	condition	for
stability,	 welfare,	 and	 security	 in	 the	 region.	 The	 introduction	 of	market	 norms	 alongside	 a
discourse	of	political	stability	rendered	neoliberal	economic	transformations	not	only	feasible
and	 legitimate	but	also	normatively	desirable	and	necessary	 for	building	an	affluent	Kurdish
society.

The	Kurdistan	Region	Investment	Law	was	passed	in	July	2006	and	the	Board	of	Investment
was	 created	 in	 the	 same	year	 to	 attract	more	 foreign	 investments	 and	 assist	 investors	 in	 the
region.2	The	establishment	of	 the	Ministry	of	Natural	Resources	 (2006),	 the	 formation	of	 the
Kurdistan	International	Bank	for	Investment	and	Development	(2006),	and	the	introduction	of
the	Kurdistan	Hydrocarbon	Law	 (2007),	which	 opened	 up	Kurdish	 oilfields	 to	 international
companies	through	production-sharing	agreements,	have	not	only	created	incentives	for	foreign
entrepreneurs	 to	 step	 in,	 but	 also	 offered	 an	 attractive	 economic	 system	 through	 which
international	capital	can	flow	in	and	out.	In	addition,	the	relative	stability	and	security	of	the
Kurdistan	 region	 has	 also	 played	 a	 substantial	 role	 in	 the	 economic	 expansion	 and	 creating



confidence	on	the	part	of	investors.
The	construction	sector	and	the	hydrocarbon	industry	have	been	two	key	investment	areas

which	have	benefited	most	from	the	business-friendly	policies	and	a	comparatively	stable	and
secure	environment	 in	 the	Kurdistan	Region	over	 the	 last	decade.	According	 to	figures	 that	 I
have	taken	from	the	Kurdistan	Board	of	Investment,	around	$42.5	billion	was	invested	in	Iraqi
Kurdistan	 between	August	 2006	 and	 September	 2015,	 33	 per	 cent	 of	which	 (approximately
$15	billion)	has	gone	into	the	housing	sector.	The	large-scale	return	of	the	Kurdish	diaspora,
the	influx	of	Iraqi	nationals	living	in	areas	suffering	from	higher	security	risks,	 the	arrival	of
expatriate	 workers	 in	 the	 region,	 increased	 urbanization,	 and	 a	 shift	 in	 local	 preference
towards	single-family	homes	have	created	a	high	demand	for	housing.	However,	it	seems	safe
to	 say	 that	 the	majority	of	 the	housing	projects	were	designed	 as	 luxury	villas	 or	 expensive
apartment	complexes	for	high-income	groups	rather	than	addressing	the	escalating	demand	by
middle-	or	low-income	groups.	The	sudden	influx	of	petrodollars	has	resulted	in	a	significant
inflation	of	real	estate	prices,	which	has	not	only	transformed	property	and	land	into	a	form	of
investment	and	one	of	the	quickest	ways	to	attain	wealth,	but	has	also	led	to	the	privatisation	of
public	land.

During	this	process,	the	west	side	of	Erbil	seems	to	have	emerged	as	the	city’s	new	central
business	 district.	 It	 contains	 dozens	 of	 villas	 and	 several	 high-rise	 apartment	 buildings,
attracting	most	of	the	current	residential	and	commercial	real	estate	projects	in	the	region	(See
Figure	4.1	next	page).	Erbil’s	west	side	is	located	away	from	the	city’s	old	and	cultural	centre,
the	Citadel	 of	Erbil,	where	 local	 businesses	 and	 people	 tend	 to	 cluster.	 In	 the	 new	district,
international	 companies	 are	 currently	 leasing	 residential	 villas	 clustered	 within	 the	 Italian
Village,	 the	 English	 Village,	 Dream	 City	 and	 the	 American	 Village	 and	 standalone	 office
buildings	 on	 Gulan	 Street	 and	 100m	 Road	 within	 close	 proximity	 to	 Erbil	 International
Airport.	In	addition	to	being	close	to	work,	the	expat	community	favours	the	West	Side	because
the	 new	district	 is	within	 easy	 reach	 of	many	 facilities	 and	 services	 such	 as	world	 cuisine,
shopping	malls,	gyms,	yoga	centres,	cafeterias,	and	pubs.	The	city’s	new	franchise	knockoffs,
such	as	 the	creatively	named	MaDonal,	Dominoes	Pizza,	PJ’s	Pizza,	Burger	Queen,	Krunchy
Fried	 Chicken,	 and	 Costa	 Rica	 Coffee,	 have	 mushroomed	 around	 the	 walls	 of	 the	 gated
communities.	The	TGI	Friday	near	Naz	City,	an	American	restaurant	chain	focusing	on	casual
dining,	is	a	recent	addition	to	the	American-style	food	culture	burgeoning	in	the	west	side	of
Erbil.	 In	 the	 American	 restaurant,	 burgers,	 ribs,	 steaks,	 and	 fajitas	 are	 served	 by	 English-
speaking	East	Asian	staff	in	a	new	style	of	décor	with	red-striped	canopies,	brass	railings,	and
Tiffany	 lamps.	 Well-matched	 with	 its	 motto,	 ‘Thank	 God	 it’s	 Friday,’	 the	 restaurant	 is
especially	popular	for	lunch	after	jum’ah	prayers	on	Friday,	a	legal	holiday	in	Iraqi	Kurdistan.

Average	rental	rates	within	gated	compounds	in	the	west	side	of	Erbil	are	typically	between
$2,000	and	$6,000	per	month	depending	on	 the	 location.	Villas	 and	apartments	within	gated
compounds	 are	 transacted	 on	 the	 secondary	 market	 starting	 from	 $600,000	 per	 unit,	 prices



similar	 to	 London,	 Munich,	 Houston,	 and	 Dubai	 despite	 the	 lower	 quality	 of	 construction
materials	used.	However,	since	the	beginning	of	2014,	the	real	estate	market	in	the	region	has
experienced	stagnation	and	a	relative	decline	due	to	the	economic	downturn.	Prices	have	fallen
in	the	past	several	months	and	the	current	economic	and	political	situation	indicates	 that	 this
downward	trajectory	may	continue	for	some	time.

Figure	4.1 The	west	side	of	Erbil,	Erbil’s	Emerging	business	and	modern	residential	district
Source:	Figure	by	the	author.

Within	the	construction	sector,	 the	great	majority	of	 the	companies	operating	in	 the	region
originate	 from	 Turkey,	 with	 most	 of	 the	 construction	 labourers	 coming	 from	 Turkey’s
economically	 depressed	 Kurdish	 areas.	 Erbil	 International	 Airport,	 the	 new	 Department	 of
Justice,	 the	Governor’s	Office	buildings,	Divan	Hotel	 (one	of	 two	 five-star	hotels	 in	Erbil),
Naz	 City,	 and	 the	 Park	 View	 Project,	 which	 consists	 of	 12	 multi-storey	 luxury	 apartment
buildings	situated	above	a	shopping	facility,	are	outstanding	examples	of	residential	complexes
in	the	city	erected	by	real	estate	development	companies	from	Turkey.	Most	of	the	construction
materials	 utilised	 in	 the	 region,	 including	 cement	 bricks,	 concrete	 blocks,	 gypsum,	 ceramic,
and	 cobble,	 as	 well	 as	 prefabricated	 construction	 elements	 such	 as	 windows,	 plumbing
supplies,	 and	electrical	appliances,	are	also	 imported	 from	Turkey.	Real-estate	development
companies	 from	 the	 United	 Arab	 Emirates	 have	 also	 been	 involved	 in	 various	 large-scale
projects	in	Erbil.	One	of	the	major	examples	is	the	$3	billion	downtown	Erbil	project,	which
covers	an	area	of	roughly	541,000	square	metres	with	15,000	homes,	hotels,	and	a	shopping
mall	 andis	 undertaken	 by	 Emaar,	 the	 developer	 of	 Downtown	 Dubai,	 home	 of	 the	 world’s



tallest	building	the	Burj	Khalifa	(see	Figure	4.2	below).

Figure	4.2 Downtown	Erbil	project	by	Emaar	Properties	in	the	west	side	of	Erbil
Source:	www.stergroup.com/projects/downtown-erbil.htm

The	majority	of	 the	current	construction	caters	 to	 the	consumption	preferences	of	 those	at
the	higher	end	of	the	income	spectrum.	This	has	resulted	in	the	rapid	spread	of	‘high	security’
and	 ‘ultra	 luxurious’	 designs	 of	 proprietary	 urban	 communities	 which	 have	 been	 variously
termed	 ‘gated	 communities’	 (Low	2003;	Davis	 1992),	 ‘enclosed	 neighbourhoods’	 (Landman
2000),	‘private	cities’	(Glasze,	Webster	and	Frantz	2011),	or	‘city	of	walls’	(Garreau	1991).
These	developments	have	emerged	as	a	new	trend	in	the	city	with	varying	characteristics	that
reflect	a	new	set	of	socio-cultural	features	such	as	status,	privacy,	security,	and	the	feeling	of
belonging	to	a	special	place.

The	city	has	been	developing	with	 intense	heterogeneity	 through	 its	urban	housing	 sector,
transforming	 the	 previously	 integrated	 urban	 space	 into	 enclaves	 with	 exclusive	 collective
spaces	which	are	secure,	modern,	and	globally	 integrated	such	as	Dream	City,	 the	American
Village,	the	Italian	Village,	the	English	Village,	the	German	Village,	Empire	World,	Park	View
Residences,	Naz	City	 and	Royal	City	 (see	Figure	4.3	 next	 page).	Essential	 to	 this	 emerging
enclave	urbanism	 is	 the	 introduction	of	 social,	 legal	 and	physical	boundaries	where	affluent
groups,	what	the	local	community	call	the	‘nouveau	riche’,	actively	separate	themselves	from
the	rest	of	the	urban	population,	often	reflecting	a	fear	of	crime	or	simply	a	desire	to	be,	and	to
appear	 to	 be,	 exclusive.	Most	 of	 these	 enclaves	 are	 physically	 separated	 from	 surrounding
areas	by	walls;	there	are	security	cameras	as	well	as	24-hour	armed	personnel.	The	enclaves
offer	 top-quality	 facilities	 such	 as	 a	 grand	 entrance	 boulevard,	 perimeter	 landscape	 and
fencing,	a	central	park	with	distinctive	cafés,	restaurants,	and	supermarkets	and	English-style

http://www.stergroup.com/projects/downtown-erbil.htm


gardens,	recreational	vehicle	parking,	efficient	sewage	and	water	networks	with	underground
sewage	treatment,	along	with	housekeeping	and	garbage	collection.

Houses	and	infrastructure	in	the	rest	of	the	city,	especially	in	the	east	and	south	sides	and
quarters	such	as	Mamzawa,	Kuran,	Kurdistan,	Kasnazan	Shawase,	Pirzen,	 and	 Bnaslawa	 ,
suffer	 from	 chronic	 underfunding.	 Many	 households	 have	 unsatisfactory	 centralised	 sewer
systems	 or	 facilities	 for	 the	 collection	 of	 solid	 household	waste.	The	 technical	 condition	 of
existing	water,	 sanitation	systems,	and	municipal	 services	are	 inadequate.	There	 is	a	 lack	of
stable	electricity	and	water	supply;	many	households	have	access	to	electricity	for	only	a	few
hours	a	day	and	water	every	other	day.	Many	of	the	roads	are	currently	in	poor	condition	due	to
the	 government’s	 lack	 of	 investment	 in	 transportation	 infrastructure.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 acute
infrastructural	problems	and	dilapidated	housing	conditions,	the	east	and	south	sides	of	the	city
have	 also	 seen	 a	 large-scale	proliferation	of	 slums	and	 illegal	 housing	developments,	 hence
worsening	the	existing	inequality	in	the	city.

Figure	4.3 New	Park	View	residence	compound
Source:	Photograph	by	author.

Enclave	 urbanism	 seems	 to	 be	 a	 global	 trend	 in	 the	 real	 estate,	 housing,	 industrial,	 and
retail	markets.	Erbil	 looks	 like	 just	another	city	going	 through	 the	processes	of	urbanisation,
disintegration,	 and	 fragmentation.	 Nonetheless,	 enclave	 urbanism	 often	 serves	 different
purposes	and	expresses	distinct	cultural	meanings	in	each	context,	so	they	have	to	be	studied	in
relation	 to	 the	associations	with	which	 they	emerge	 in	 specific	 cities	 (Wissink	2013:4).	For
instance,	urban	enclaves	 reproduce	 racial	 segregation	and	exacerbate	 social	divisions	 in	 the



U.S.	(Low	2003);	create	exclusive	compounds	for	emerging	elites	in	Bulgaria	and	China	(Low
2003);	reflect	the	post-metropolitan	lifestyle	in	Cairo	(Almatarneh	2013;	Denis	2006);	provide
a	secure	lifestyle	in	the	face	of	extreme	poverty	in	Southeast	Asia	(Low	2008);	house	Canadian
age-segregated	communities	in	retirement	villages	(Townshed	2004);	and	separate	foreigners
in	 Saudi	 Arabia	 with	 different	 religious	 backgrounds	 from	 the	 dominant	 Islamic	 culture
(Glasze	 and	Khayyal	 2002).	 Enclave	 urbanism	may	 be	 interpreted	 as	 a	 global	 trend,	 but	 to
grasp	its	precise	form,	meaning,	function,	and	effect	in	different	environments,	it	is	essential	to
examine	the	context	in	which	gating	takes	place	and	let	local	people	tell	their	stories	about	the
city	they	live	in.

Narratives	of	modern	buildings
In	 a	 culture	 with	 a	 rich	 tradition	 of	 oral	 storytelling,	 several	 themes	 surfaced	 during	 my
conversations	with	 local	people	 regarding	 the	proliferation	of	high-rise	buildings	 in	 the	city,
most	 of	 them	 revolving	 around	 the	 numerous	 corruption	 charges	 against	 the	 Kurdish
government,	 particularly	 those	 against	 the	 ruling	 families	 in	 the	 region.	 Following	 Gupta
(1995:376),	 I	 take	corruption	as	a	mechanism	 through	which	 ‘the	state’	 itself	 is	discursively
constructed	instead	of	considering	corruption	as	a	dysfunctional	feature	of	state	organizations.
The	proliferating	narratives	of	 corruption	 revolving	 around	 themes,	 such	 as	 ‘Who	 is	making
money	out	of	these	constructions?’	‘Where	does	all	the	essential	money	come	from	to	finance
these	projects?’	 ‘Who	 lives	 in	 these	modern	 luxurious	buildings?’	and	‘How	can	 they	afford
it?’	not	only	structure	people’s	imagination	of	what	the	state	is	and	how	it	is	demarcated,	but
also	enable	people	to	develop	strategies	of	resistance	to	this	imagined	state	(Sharma	and	Gupta
2006:17).

Erbil’s	central	bazaar,	the	city’s	traditional	market,	is	one	of	the	largest	covered	markets	in
the	 Kurdish	 Region,	 filled	 with	 stalls	 selling	 Kurdish	 cheese,	 honey,	 fresh	 fruit	 or	 clothes,
electronics,	and	money	exchangers	who	set	up	small	tables	along	the	main	roads.	In	the	dusky
maze	of	narrow	alleys,	there	are	various	coffee	houses	where	people	traditionally	go	to	relax
after	shopping.	Since	shops	in	the	bazaar	are	often	very	small,	these	coffee	houses	also	serve
as	a	meeting	point	for	most	shopkeepers.	In	a	typical	conversation	I	had	in	the	bazaar,	one	of
my	informants	asked	me	to	look	at	the	catalogue	of	a	housing	project	in	which	he	was	planning
to	invest	with	his	older	brothers.	The	house	in	the	catalogue	had	its	own	private	garage	and	a
subtropical	garden	with	a	barbeque	area.	I	asked	if	he	was	serious,	as	the	price	was	high.	He
smiled	 faintly	down	at	me,	with	a	 flicker	of	 irony	 in	his	 eyes	and	a	 touch	of	bitterness,	 and
said,	 ‘I	will	 buy	 it	when	 the	 bubble	 bursts.’	 The	 discussion	 about	 the	 real-estate	 bubble	 in
Erbil	 articulated	 into	 a	 long	 discussion	 about	 whether	 the	 government	 should	 regulate	 the
housing	prices	and	offer	incentives	to	developers	to	build	affordable	housing	in	the	city.	At	one
point,	he	interrupted	the	flow	of	our	discussion.	He	lowered	his	voice	and	started	to	explain



staring	straight	at	the	catalogue	in	my	hand:

There	 is	no	 state	here	 separate	 from	 the	 interest	of	 the	 ruling	 families.	The	government
cannot	 regulate	 the	 housing	 prices	 because	 the	 ruling	 families	 themselves	 are	 making
millions	of	dollars	out	of	these	buildings.	The	entire	bureaucracy	furthers	the	interests	of
them	 and	 their	 close	 allies.	 They	 are	 behind	 all	 the	 lucrative	 business	 in	 the	 region.
Nobody	 can	 do	 a	 big	 business	 here	without	 offering	 them	 bribes.	 However,	 they	 keep
denying	 involvement	 in	 any	 commercial	 enterprises.	Well,	 it	 is	 true	 if	 you	 consider	 the
official	 documents,	 but	 not	 if	 you	 consider	 behind-the-scenes	 negotiations.	How	would
we	trust	the	thought	that	the	Kurdish	state	could	act	in	our	interest?

What	my	respondent	believes	is	that	the	ruling	families	and	their	close	allies	became	rich
from	the	creation	of	monopolies,	subsidies,	and	privileged	access	to	the	real	estate	market	in
the	region.	For	him,	they	control	huge	swathes	of	public	land	and	the	network	of	infrastructures
in	 the	 city,	 which	 puts	 them	 in	 a	 privileged	 position	 vis-à-vis	 foreign	 investors	 and
entrepreneurs.	Any	foreign	investors	and	entrepreneurs	who	wish	to	enter	 the	market	have	to
cooperate	 with	 the	 ruling	 families	 and	 their	 close	 allies	 to	 run	 a	 lucrative	 business	 in	 the
region,	 in	 return	 for	 a	 share	 of	 the	 investment.	 He	 considers	 that	 these	 processes	 produce
diverse,	behind-the-scenes	negotiations	whose	outcome	 is	 entirely	different	 from	 the	official
bureaucratic	 processes;	 this	 creates	 a	 shadow	 state	 being	 drawn	 directly	 into	 the	 revenue
streams	of	 the	official	state	(Bear	2011).	As	a	result,	he	sees	 the	range	of	public	 institutions
and	processes	as	mechanisms	that	further	the	interest	of	the	ruling	families	in	the	region,	not	a
neutral	 bureaucracy	 separated	 from	 society	 and	 the	 economy	 aimed	 at	 the	 general	 or	 public
interest.

In	the	case	outlined	here,	there	emerges	a	public	understanding	of	the	state,	a	sense	of	the
local	level	functioning	of	the	state,	where	everyday	interactions	with	state	bureaucracies	mixes
with	 familiar	 routes	of	street	 talk,	gossip,	humours,	conspiracy	 theories,	projections,	and	 the
media.	Local	people	handle	their	documents	and	approach	the	law	of	their	regional	government
and	 its	 administration,	 practices,	 procedures,	 and	 implementations	 with	 a	 doubt	 quite	 apart
from	the	implicit	assumption	that	the	state	is	a	neutral	arbiter	of	public	interest.	They	suspect
the	range	of	institutions	and	processes	that	would	conventionally	be	understood	as	the	state	in
reality	 lacks	 coherence,	 unity,	 and	neutrality	 (Nugent	1994:199).	There	 are	 formal	 rules	 and
procedures,	but	local	people	believe	that	these	are	not	applicable	at	all	times,	which	makes	the
economic	and	political	system	particularly	ambiguous	and	opaque	in	the	popular	imagination
of	ordinary	people.	Some	even	argue	that	the	government	diverts	public	funds	into	construction
projects	 to	 create	 cheap,	 fast	 ways	 of	 raising	 income	 and	 extracting	 revenue	 towards	 the
political	centre,	 the	politburo	of	 the	political	parties.	Notice,	for	example,	 this	short	passage
from	one	of	my	interviews	with	a	government	official:



There	is	no	transparency	for	how	public	funds	are	spent.	Where	does	our	money	go?	The
number	 of	 fancy	 malls,	 enormous	 shopping	 centres,	 and	 elevated	 skyscrapers	 are
noticeably	on	the	rise	in	the	city.	I	believe	that	these	investments	are	funded	by	hundreds
of	 thousands	 of	 public	 funds.	 If	 not,	why	 not	 conduct	 an	 investigation	 to	 let	 the	 public
know	how	and	by	whom	all	these	business	projects	are	funded?	Can	these	public	funds	be
better	 used	 on	 more	 vital	 priorities?	 Don’t	 we	 need	 equal	 access	 to	 employment,
education	 opportunities,	 a	 superior	 health	 care	 system,	 and	 solutions	 to	 water	 and
electricity	 shortages?	Citizens	 should	decide	how	public	money	 is	 spent	 rather	 than	 the
ruling	families	themselves	for	their	own	interests.

Taxi	driving	is	one	of	the	more	popular	jobs	in	Erbil.	There	is	no	requirement	for	a	taxi-
driving	license	and	there	is	also	no	licensing	committee	to	set	a	limit	on	the	number	of	taxis	in
the	city.	Hence,	automobiles	have	become	a	form	of	investment	which	generates	an	additional
income	source	for	local	people	living	in	and	around	the	city.	Below	is	another	passage	from
one	of	my	informants	who	is	a	 taxi-driver	on	a	 trip	 to	a	village,	which	I	visited	as	part	of	a
convoy	of	picnickers.	I	interviewed	the	taxi	driver	in	the	context	of	the	unpaid	salaries	of	civil
servants,	including	peshmerga	on	the	frontlines	in	the	war	against	the	ISIS.	Indeed,	he	was	also
a	 peshmerga	 nominated	 by,	 and	 receiving	 his	 salary	 from,	 the	 government.	At	 that	 time,	 the
government	was	three	months	behind	on	payments,	once	again	blaming	the	financial	crisis	due
to	 the	 fall	 in	 oil	 prices,	 the	 costly	war	 against	 ISIS,	 and	 the	 dispute	with	Baghdad	 over	 its
budget	share	as	well	as	an	influx	of	refugees	and	displaced	Iraqis	to	the	region.	He	explains
here	why	he	feels	uneasy	about	the	proliferation	of	modern	buildings	in	the	city	and	takes	them
as	a	sign	of	a	corrupt	political	system:

Who	 is	 making	 cash	 out	 of	 these	 buildings?	 Let	 me	 say,	 the	 Turks.	 They	 fund	 the
construction	of	these	buildings	and	then	make	millions	of	dollars	behind	the	Kurds’	back.
In	 the	 North,	 Kurds	 have	 had	 a	 long	 history	 of	 discrimination,	 persecution	 and	 even
massacres	 perpetrated	 against	 them	 by	 the	 Turkish	 government.	 Turkey	 also	 opposes
independence,	 opposes	 a	Kurdish	 state.	Why	 is,	 then,	 our	government	 cooperating	with
the	 Turks?	 The	 ruling	 families	 are	 making	 millions	 of	 dollars	 out	 of	 these	 buildings
together	with	the	Turks,	but	cannot	pay	the	salaries	of	peshmerga	on	the	frontlines	in	the
war	against	 the	 ISIS.	 I	am	dreaming	of	an	 independent	Kurdish	state	caring	 for	 its	own
citizens	and	separated	from	the	interest	of	the	ruling	families	in	the	region.

He	was	only	one	among	many	other	 respondents	who	criticized	 the	 ruling	 families	 in	 the
region	 for	 co-operating	 with	 Turkish	 construction	 companies	 in	 order	 to	 raise	 income	 and
extract	 revenue	 for	 their	own	 interests.	According	 to	 several	 respondents,	 co-operation	with
Turkish	construction	companies	 is	not	 aimed	at	 rebuilding	 the	country,	but	 instead	at	making
short-term	 profits	 and	 filling	 the	 ruling	 families’	 own	 pockets.	 The	 government’s	 good



relationships	 with	 Turkish	 politicians	 and	 its	 co-operation	 with	 Turkish	 construction
companies	 fuel	 the	 conspiracy	 theories	 and	 corruption	 allegations	 voiced	 by	my	 informants.
Notice,	for	example,	another	passage	from	one	of	my	interviews	with	an	instructor	in	one	of	the
universities:

The	 ruling	 families	 of	 the	 region	 are	 giving	 public	 lands	 to	 Turkish	 construction
companies	in	order	to	develop	residential	and	commercial	real	estate	projects.	Once	the
project	is	finished,	the	construction	companies	give	a	number	of	shares	back	to	the	ruling
families.	This	is	another	way	of	privatizing	public	lands	and	transmitting	common	wealth
into	 private	 hands.	 The	 Turks	 are	 making	 millions	 of	 dollars	 in	 cooperation	 with	 the
ruling	 elites	 against	 the	 wealth	 of	 the	 commons.	 How	 can	 one	 trust	 a	 state	 which	 is
cooperating	with	foreign	companies	against	its	own	citizens?	Is	this	a	path	to	freedom	or
slavery?

Al-Iskan	 Street	 is	 the	 centre	 of	 Erbil’s	 famous	 nightlife	 for	 men	 who	 stay	 in	 cafeterias,
especially	 in	 the	ones	offering	wireless	 Internet	 access,	 until	 the	 early	 hours	 of	 the	morning
during	 the	 long,	hot	 summer	days.	Apart	 from	 the	 local	Kurds,	 the	 lively	 street	 is	busy	with
young	Syrian	Kurds	who	had	to	flee	 their	country	and	have	ended	up	working	in	food	trucks
selling	 snacks,	 immigrant	workers	 from	 the	 Southeast	Asia	 selling	watches,	 sunglasses,	 and
prepaid	Korek	telecom	top-up	cards,	and	Arab	tourists	from	the	southern	provinces	of	Iraq.	In
a	 typical	conversation	 in	Al-Iskan	Street,	one	of	my	 informants	who	referred	 to	himself	as	a
‘pious	 Muslim’	 expresses	 below	 his	 uneasiness	 with	 the	 new	 lifestyle	 in	 modern	 housing
compounds	and	accuses	the	Kurdish	state	of	‘blending	Islam	with	Christian	habits’.

This	 is	 not	 the	way	we	used	 to	 live.	The	Kurdish	 Islamic	 life	 is	 spoiled.	The	Kurdish
Islamic	tradition	is	corrupted.	Look	at	the	advertisements	all	around	the	city.	What	kind	of
life	 do	 these	 buildings	 offer	 us?	 The	 people	 in	 the	 advertisements	 wear	 clothes	 like
Western	people	do.	They	live	alone	apart	from	their	families.	They	socialize	in	shopping
malls.	We	see	neither	mosques	nor	Islamic	practices	 in	 these	advertisements.	Why	does
the	Kurdish	state	let	our	Muslim	culture	decay?	They	are	making	millions	of	dollars	out	of
these	 buildings	 through	 promoting	Western	 lifestyles,	 but	 spoiling	 at	 the	 same	 time	 our
Islamic	Kurdish	culture.

What	he	meant	by	the	advertisements	all	around	the	city	are	the	billboards	standing	in	front
of	 construction	 sites	 depicting	 what	 life	 will	 be	 like	 when	 the	 construction	 is	 finished.
Computer-aided	designs	of	would-be	buildings	are	superimposed	onto	photographs	of	existing
environments	 to	 represent	 what	 that	 locale	 will	 look	 like	 in	 the	 future.	 These	 billboards
surround	 almost	 all	 the	 construction	 sites	 in	 the	 city.	 In	 the	 simulations	 of	 these	 future
dreamlands,	women	are	typified	by	light	hair,	light	skin,	blue	eyes,	tall	stature,	and	a	narrow
nose,	 wearing	 business-casual	 wear	 and	 working	 at	 offices	 besides	 their	 male	 colleagues;



going	to	the	gym	wearing	workout	pants	and	sports	bras;	and	shopping	in	malls	wearing	tight
skirts	 and	 sheer	 blouses	 (see	Figure	4.4	 above).	The	men	wear	dark	 sunglasses	 and	 talk	on
their	mobile	 phones	while	 relaxing	 by	 the	 swimming	 pool.	Nuclear	 families	 consisting	 of	 a
pair	of	adults	and	their	children	are	represented	in	these	advertisements	rather	than	extended
families	all	living	in	the	same	household	(see	Figure	4.5	next	page).

Figure	4.4 Billboards	depicting	the	future	life	of	a	residential	complex
Source:	Photograph	by	author.



Figure	4.5 Billboards	depicting	the	future	life	of	a	residential	complex
Source:	Photograph	by	author.

It	 is	 highly	 uncertain	 when	 or	 if	 these	 dreamlands	 will	 be	 realised.	 The	 buildings	 may
continue	to	represent	an	imagined	future	of	abundance,	but	it	seems	that	today	there	are	only	a
limited	number	of	rich	people	who	can	enjoy	the	comfortable,	modern,	and	luxurious	lifestyle
seen	on	billboards	 all	 around	 the	 city.	After	 being	marketed	 for	 sale	or	 for	 rent	 for	months,
concrete	shells	of	unfinished	constructions	have	abandoned	due	 to	 the	economic	downturn	 in
the	region	since	February	2014.	As	of	today,	unfinished	buildings	are	occupied	by	hundreds	of
displaced	 Iraqis	 (see	Figure	4.6	 on	 page	 90).	More	 refugees	 try	 to	move	 out	 of	 camps	 into
these	abandoned	buildings	in	search	for	a	better	life	and	job	opportunities.	The	uncomfortable
space	between	the	advertiser’s	dream	and	reality	serves	as	a	critique	of	the	state.	Notice,	for
example,	another	passage	from	one	of	my	interviews	with	a	Kurdish	journalist	in	the	region:

Political	 parties	have	 their	 own	companies	here.	They	are	doing	business	 through	 their
companies.	However,	they	are	ruling	the	country	at	the	same	time.	There	is	a	conflict	of
interest	here.	They	are	involved	in	multiple	interests,	financial	interests	which	corrupt	the
motivation	of	public	interests.	They	are	erecting	these	buildings	in	order	to	make	millions
of	dollars.	However,	few	people	could	afford	these	residential	complexes.	Most	of	them
also	remain	empty	due	to	the	financial	crisis	in	the	region.	Refugees	are	sleeping	in	these
half-constructed,	 abandoned	 buildings.	 People	 need	 affordable	 housing.	 There	 is	 a
discrepancy	between	what	citizens	need	and	what	the	state	does.

Figure	4.6 Refugees	living	at	a	hotel	construction	site	near	the	Dream	City
Source:	Photograph	by	author.



In	2015,	the	KRG	became	the	largest	employer	in	the	region,	providing	monthly	salaries	to
an	estimated	2	million	people	(i.e.	nearly	40%	of	the	population	working	in	the	public	sector).
It	is	argued	that	half	of	public	employees	are	‘ghost	employees’	who	collect	a	salary	without
working.	Most	of	my	respondents	believe	that	the	recruitment	of	public	employees	is	not	based
on	merit	or	competence,	but	on	patronage.	The	ruling	political	parties	in	the	region	aim	to	build
networks	 of	 supporters	 by	 founding	 particularistic	 relationships	 with	 citizens	 through	 the
exchange	 of	 public	 material	 benefits,	 particularly	 government	 jobs.	 Patronage	 employees
engage	in	political	activities	that	support	ruling	political	parties	(patrons)	because	their	fates
are	tied	to	the	political	fate	of	their	patrons.	In	the	absence	of	an	effective	formal	government
bureaucracy,	patronage	networks	are	the	most	readily	available,	and	most	advantageous,	means
of	 getting	 access	 to	 employment	 in	 the	 public	 sector	 (Leezenberg	 2006:23).	 Most	 people
believe	that	they	cannot	afford	a	life	in	modern	high-rise	residential	complexes	without	some
connection	to	the	ruling	elites.	This	is	illustrated	by	the	middle-aged	street	seller	who	works	in
a	food	truck	on	Al-Iskan	Street.

If	you	are	somehow	connected	to	the	ruling	families,	you	can	be	rich	overnight.	You	live
in	a	luxurious	villa	and	drive	an	expensive	car.	If	you	are	not	connected,	most	likely	you
live	in	a	poor	neighbourhood	without	electricity,	water,	or	salary.	How	can	one	otherwise
afford	a	house	in	the	Dream	City?	Who	is	living	in	these	luxurious	buildings?	Those	who
have	good	connections	with	the	ruling	elites!	Most	of	them	are	foreign	people.	They	are
all	given	good	jobs	in	the	government.	What	happened	when	DAESH	came?	They	all	left.
They	ran	away	without	looking	behind	their	backs.	Now	they	come	back	to	make	money
again.	In	order	to	run	again	after	they	make	money?	Who	did	make	war	against	DAESH?
Those	 who	 suffered	 for	 years,	 and	 are	 still	 suffering,	 stayed	 and	 made	 war	 against
DAESH	without	having	their	salaries.	Who	can	deserve	the	good	life	in	these	buildings?

He	often	punctuated	his	statements	by	turning	to	the	others	and	rhetorically	asking,	‘Have	I
said	anything	wrong?’	At	the	end,	he	stood	up	and	pointed	to	the	west	side	of	Erbil	where	high-
rises	 are	 popping	 up	 and	 said,	 ‘They	 enjoy.’	 By	 foreigners,	 he	 did	 not	 refer	 particularly	 to
expatriates	 coming	 from	Western	 countries	 who	 are	 temporarily	 residing	 in	 Erbil.	 He	 also
accused	 the	 Kurdish	 diaspora	 coming	 into	 the	 region	 for	 governmental	 posts,	 economic
partnerships,	or	conducting	business.	In	his	view,	they	had	fled	Iraqi	Kurdistan	during	the	war
and	came	back	to	the	region	during	the	economic	boom.	In	this	context,	he	accuses	the	political
elites	of	co-operation	with	 the	Kurdish	diaspora	recruited	in	 the	public	sector	as	consultants
and	business	partners,	and	justifies	the	social	inequality	between	the	Kurdish	diaspora	and	the
local	Kurds	as	a	sign	of	corruption	in	the	Kurdish	state.

In	 Iraqi	 Kurdistan,	 traditional	 houses	 are	 built	 in	 two-storey	 modules	 representing	 the
public	 and	 private	 realms.	 A	 single	 doorway	 that	 leads	 into	 to	 the	 courtyard	 provides	 the
entrance;	windows	are	generally	placed	high	enough	so	that	passers	by	cannot	see	inside.	At



the	entrance	to	the	house,	there	is	usually	a	place	of	sitting	called	majlis	where	guests	sit	either
with	cushions	placed	directly	on	the	floor	or	upon	a	raised	shelf.	Most	families	take	pride	in
making	their	guests	comfortable	because	hospitality	 is	 taken	seriously	in	Kurdish	culture.	On
the	walls,	 there	often	hang	calligraphy	of	verses	of	 the	Qur’an	or	pictures	with	 the	names	of
Allah	 and	 Mohammed	 beside	 pictures	 of	 Mustafa	 Barzani.	 There	 is	 little	 evidence	 of	 an
absolute	separation	of	public	and	private	spaces	and	the	segregation	of	men	and	women	within
traditional	houses,	yet	these	separations	are	physical	architectural	designs	that	ultimately	guide
behaviours	 (Campo	2009:	312).	These	 separations	have	been	eliminated	 in	 the	 architectural
design	of	modern	apartments,	posing	a	serious	threat	to	local	identity	and	culture	according	to
some	of	my	 informants.	Modern	dwellings	with	western-inspired	decors	 typically	consist	of
three	 rooms,	one	kitchen,	 and	one	or	 two	bathrooms,	which	are	connected	 through	an	entrée
and	a	corridor	without	a	separation.

From	 a	 conversation	with	 a	 Turkish	 architect,	 I	 learned	 that	 in	 recent	 developments,	 his
company	cancelled	full-sized	balconies	and	put	 in	French	balconies	 instead	(actually	a	 false
balcony	with	doors	 that	open	 to	a	 railing	and	a	view	of	 the	surrounding	scenery	below).	He
maintained	that	the	most	recent	trend	is	to	build	studio	flats	in	a	contemporary	design	with	one
bedroom	 for	 expatriate	 workers	 who	 live	 temporarily	 in	 Erbil.	 The	 modern	 architectural
designs	are	locally	referred	as	‘copying	of	the	Western	lifestyle’,	which	assumes	that	the	core
of	the	household	is	the	nuclear	family	of	husband,	wife	and	children.	Some	of	my	informants
argue	that	these	buildings	create	misunderstanding	and	a	lack	of	attachment	between	parents	or
elder	people	and	the	younger	generation;	they	accuse	the	ruling	elite	of	supporting	the	societal
decay.

For	example,	one	of	my	informants	in	his	late	60s	was	concerned	about	his	son’s	plans	to
move	 into	MRF	 apartments,	 one	 of	 several	 residential	 complexes	 in	Erbil	 located	 on	 100m
Street	near	Empire	World.	He	does	not	want	 to	 live	 in	an	apartment,	but	 if	he	 refuses,	he	 is
afraid	of	living	alone.	He	had	grown	up	in	a	house	with	his	grandparents	and	had	never	lived
anywhere	but	his	 father’s	home.	His	house	 is	 located	 in	a	nice	neighbourhood	where	he	has
lots	of	friends,	although	some	of	them	have	already	passed	away.	He	is	unsure	about	what	to	do
as	houses	are	abandoned	in	favour	of	apartments,	while	the	traditional	extended	family	seems
to	give	way	to	a	nuclear	family	in	these	modern	apartments:

Nowadays	young	people	like	to	live	in	luxurious	apartments,	but	they	are	quite	small,	only
constructed	and	designed	for	small	families.	In	the	past	as	the	family	gets	bigger,	we	used
to	enlarge	our	house	horizontally	by	building	new	rooms	or	vertically	by	adding	another
flat.	What	will	my	son	do?	Is	he	going	to	add	another	room	for	us?	If	not,	how	can	he	able
to	 afford	 a	 flat	 for	me	 next	 to	 them?	 These	 buildings	 are	 changing	 our	 cultural	 habits,
dividing	 our	 large	 families,	 and	making	 us	 live	 our	 life	 just	 like	Western	 people.	 The
Kurdish	politicians	are	no	longer	giving	importance	to	the	Kurdish	culture,	Islam,	and	old



habits.	 They	 are	 instead	 caring	 about	 how	 much	 money	 they	 make	 with	 their	Western
counterparts.

It	 is	fair	to	say	that	none	of	my	informants	witnessed	any	incident	of	bribery,	reported	the
misuse	of	funds	in	the	government	budget,	or	provided	any	record	of	officials	who	abuse	their
power.	Regardless	of	their	validity	and	reliability,	the	narratives	of	corruption	are	vehicles	for
ordinary	citizens	to	challenge	their	changed	situations	vis-à-vis	the	newly	created	lifestyle	and
social	inequality.	Notice	that	not	everyone	imagines	the	state	in	quite	the	same	way.	Sometimes
the	discussion	dealt	with	the	exploitation	of	Kurdish	society	by	international	companies	in	co-
operation	with	the	ruling	elites	of	the	region;	at	other	times	with	the	state’s	role	in	promoting	a
‘Christian	culture’	and	imposing	Western	values	and	lifestyles	on	Islamic	Kurdish	society;	at
still	other	 times	with	who	 is	 likely	 to	be	appointed	 to	a	certain	position	and	 live	an	affluent
life.	Yet,	they	all	perceive	the	Kurdish	state	to	be	acting	against	their	interests	and	imagine	it	as
an	entity	inseparable	from	the	interest	of	the	ruling	families	of	the	region;	therefore,	deploy	the
discourse	of	corruption	to	resist	the	manner	in	which	the	state	organisations	function.	In	such	a
historical	and	cultural	context,	recently	erected	high-rise	buildings	give	a	concrete	shape	and
form	to	the	Kurdish	statehood	and	enable	certain	constructions	of	the	state	in	the	imagination
and	everyday	practices	of	ordinary	people.

Conclusion
In	 this	 chapter,	 I	 focused	 on	 the	materiality	 of	 recently	 constructed	modern	 buildings	 and	 a
series	of	narratives	that	surrounded	them.	In	the	first	section,	I	looked	at	the	local	construction
sector	 and	 explained	 a	 new	 form	 of	 urban	 fragmentation	 that	 accompanied	 selectively
territorialised	 investment	 in	 the	 city.	 I	 argued	 that	 the	 city	 has	 been	developing	with	 intense
heterogeneity	 through	 its	 urban	 housing	 sector,	 transforming	 the	 previously	 integrated	 urban
space	into	enclaves	with	exclusionary	collective	spaces.	In	the	second	section,	I	examined	the
proliferating	narratives	of	corruption	regarding	recently	erected	modern	high-rise	buildings	in
the	city	and	came	to	the	conclusion	that	these	buildings	have	become	what	Geertz	(1973)	calls
‘a	public	symbol’	through	which	members	of	society	communicate	their	beliefs	to	one	another,
and	a	key	arena	in	which	the	state	comes	to	be	imagined	in	public	culture.	I	argued	that	while
modern	 high-rise	 buildings	 are	 often	 interpreted	 as	 images	 of	 progress	 to	 a	 much-desired
Kurdish	state,	embodying	the	many	facades	of	‘modernity’	and	‘westerness’,	they	also	generate
ideas	 of	 corruption	 and	 conspiracy,	 and	doubts	 about	 the	Kurdish	 statehood	 among	ordinary
citizens	in	Erbil.	Due	to	their	visibility,	buildings	display	the	process	of	change	and	represent
an	 imagined	future	of	abundance,	yet,	at	 the	same	 time	 they	cause	suspicions	 that	 the	state	 is
inseparable	from	the	‘behind-the-scenes’	interest	of	the	ruling	families.

By	focusing	on	the	discursive	construction	of	the	Kurdish	state,	I	wish	to	draw	attention	to
larger	theoretical	issues	raised	in	the	chapter.	First,	an	anthropological	approach	to	the	study	of



the	 state	 allows	 us	 to	 see	 it	 as	 a	 cultural	 construction	 in	 contrast	 to	 the	Weberian	 argument
which	 tends	 to	 see	 culture	 as	 produced	 by	 the	 state	 (Sharma	 and	 Gupta	 2006;	 Fuller	 and
Harriss	2000).	Therefore,	ethnography	of	the	state	suggests	that	an	adequate	understanding	of
any	 actually	 existing	 state	 requires	 careful	 consideration	 of	 the	 ideological	 and	 material
aspects	of	state	construction	(Nugent	1994).	This	helps	us	arrive	at	an	historically	specific	and
ideologically	 constructed	 understanding	 of	 the	 state	 being	 in	 contrast	 to	 the	 à	 priori
assumptions	about	 the	constitution	or	 taxonomy	of	 the	state	 (Gardner	2012).	Despite	 the	 fact
that	the	range	of	symbolic	representations,	material	manifestations,	and	bureaucratic	processes
that	would	conventionally	be	understood	as	the	state	does,	in	reality,	present	in	Iraqi	Kurdistan,
local	people	do	not	believe	that	the	state	is	a	neutral	entity	which	is	separated	from	the	interest
of	 ruling	 families.	This	 is	quite	 apart	 from	 the	 implicit	 assumption	 that	 the	 state	 is	 a	neutral
arbiter	of	public	 interest.	Second,	 the	cultural	 construction	of	 state	not	only	 shapes	people’s
imagination	of	what	the	state	is	and	how	it	is	demarcated,	but	also	enables	people	to	develop
strategies	 of	 resistance	 to	 this	 imagined	 state	 (Sharma	 and	 Gupta	 2006:17).	 Local	 people
perceive	 the	 Kurdish	 state	 to	 be	 acting	 against	 their	 interests	 and	 deploy	 the	 discourse	 of
corruption	 to	 attack	 the	manner	 in	which	government	organizations	 function.	The	 insufficient
financial	 transparency	 in	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	both	heightens	 the	accusations	and	blocks	efforts	 to
find	 any	 evidence	 of	 malfeasance,	 which	 contributed	 to	 the	 popularity	 of	 the	 proliferating
narratives	 and	 counter	 narratives	 of	 corruption	 among	 ordinary	 citizens.	 In	 this	 context,	 the
proliferating	 narratives	 of	 corruption	 draw	 our	 attention	 to	 less-organized,	more	 pervasive,
and	more	‘everyday	forms	of	resistance’	(Scott	1985)	facing	off	the	ruling	families.	Finally,	the
state	comes	into	being	not	only	through	ideological	constructions	but	also	material	artefacts.	In
the	case	outlined	here,	modern	buildings	and	 their	physical	properties	give	a	concrete	shape
and	form	to	the	newly	established	state,	which	otherwise	can	be	an	abstraction.	In	other	words,
they	 give	 the	 state	 a	 relatively	 fixed	 locus,	 and	 a	 degree	 of	 objectivity,	 that	 it	 did	 not	 have
before	and	allow	us	to	see	one	modality	by	which	the	state	comes	to	be	imagined.	They	have
become	public	 symbols	 because	 of	 their	 visibility,	 vehicles	 for	meanings	 through	which	 the
members	 of	 a	 society	 construct	 their	 ideas	 about	 the	 state,	 communicating	 their	 worldview
accordingly	 (Geertz	 1973).	 In	 this	 respect,	 buildings,	 as	 material	 artefacts,	 fabricate	 a
particular	 texture	 of	 relationship	 between	 persons	 and	 states	 in	 an	 historically	 and
geographically	specific	context.	Buildings	function	as	a	‘state	effect’,	a	practice	that	makes	the
state	 appear	 to	 exist	 as	 a	 transcendental	 entity,	 which	 appeals	 to	 a	 notion	 of	 Leviathan
chartered	to	bring	an	imagined	future	of	abundance	(Mitchell	2006).	However,	they	also	move
beyond	Foucault’s	notion	of	‘governmentality’	and	‘work	against	the	grain	of	the	sterilisation
and	desensitisation	of	materiality’	(Navaro-Yashin	2012:33)	because	they	are	charged	with	a
particular	sense	of	feeling	that	the	state	is	inseparable	from	the	interests	of	ruling	families	in
Iraqi	Kurdistan.



Notes
1 See	Barry	2013	for	oil	and	gas	pipelines	in	Azerbaijan,	Georgia,	and	Turkey;	Weszkalnys

2013	for	the	materiality	of	oil	in	São	Tomé	and	Príncipe;	Navaro-Yashin	2012	for	abject
materials	and	uncanny	dwellings	in	Northern	Cyprus;	Kelly	2006	for	identity	documents
in	the	Israeli-Palestinian	conflict;	Verdery	2006	for	lively	politics	around	dead	bodies	in
the	post-socialist	period	in	the	former	Soviet	bloc;	Pelkmans	2006	for	state	in	Ajaria;
Harvey	2005	for	the	materiality	of	state-effects	through	an	ethnography	of	a	road	in	the
Peruvian	Andes;	Mitchell	2012	for	how	oil	shapes	the	body	politic	both	in	the	Middle
East	and	those	places	that	have	the	greatest	demand	for	energy.

2 According	to	the	Investment	Law	No.4	of	2006,	the	foreign	investor	and	capital	shall	be
treated	as	the	national	investor	and	capital.	The	foreign	investor	shall	have	the	right	to
own	the	entire	capital	of	any	project	that	he	establishes	in	the	region	under	this	law
(Article	3).	The	project	shall	be	exempted	of	all	non-customs	taxes	and	duties	for	a
period	of	10	years	as	of	the	date	on	which	the	project	begins	offering	its	services	or	as	of
the	day	of	actual	production	(Article	5).	The	Board	of	Investment	may,	for	the
requirement	of	the	public	interest	in	the	region,	grant	additional	incentives	and	facilities
to	investment	projects	that	are	licensed	under	the	provisions	of	this	law	in	accordance
with	the	rules	set	by	the	board	for	this	purpose	(Article	6).	The	foreign	investor	shall	be
allowed	to	transfer	the	profits	of	and	the	interest	on	his	capital	abroad	in	accordance	with
the	provisions	of	this	law	(Article	7).
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Part	II

Iraqi	Kurdistan	in	Middle	Eastern	politics



5 Oil,	the	Kurds,	and	the	drive	for	independence
An	ace	in	the	hole	or	joker	in	the	pack?
Francis	Owtram

Introduction:	Oil,	independence	and	the	divisive	lines	of	Sykes-Picot
In	2011	 the	Kurdistan	Region	of	 Iraq	 (KRI)	was	described	by	Tony	Haywood,	 former	Chief
Executive	 of	 BP,	 as	 ‘arguably…the	 last	 big	 onshore	 “easy”	 oil	 province	 available	 for
exploration	 by	 private	 companies	 anywhere	 in	 the	 world,	 the	 last	 easy	 frontier’	 (Wearden
2011).	Indeed,	it	is	not	just	oil	that	is	found	in	abundance	in	Kurdistan.	Vast	pockets	of	gas	are
now	known	to	lie	under	the	foothills	of	the	Zagros	mountains.	This	chapter	examines	the	role
that	hydrocarbon	resources	have	played	in	the	Kurds’	struggle	for	an	independent	state	in	the
era	of	the	contemporary	Middle	East	state	system.	This	system	dates	from	the	collapse	of	the
Ottoman	 Empire	 at	 the	 end	 of	 the	 First	 World	 War,	 the	 formative	 correspondence	 and
subsequent	 treaties	 (notably	 Hussein-McMahon,	 Sykes-Picot,	 Balfour	 Declaration,	 Sèvres,
Lausanne)	 and	 the	 resulting	 League	 of	 Nations	 French	 and	 British	 mandates	 for	 Syria	 and
Lebanon,	Palestine,	 Jordan,	and	 Iraq.	From	the	ashes	of	 the	Ottoman	Empire	a	Kurdish	state
was	 almost	 kindled	 as	 anticipated	 by	 the	 Treaty	 of	 Severe	 (1920).	 However,	 subsequent
Turkish	military	 victories	 under	 Atatürk	 and	 other	 developments	 poured	 cold	water	 on	 this
prospect.	There	was	 no	mention	 of	 a	Kurdish	 state	 in	 the	Treaty	 of	Lausanne	 (1923)	which
officially	ended	the	conflict	between	Turkey	and	the	British	and	French	empires	and	accorded
recognition	 to	 Turkey	 within	 its	 current	 boundaries.	 Instead	 of	 a	 Kurdish	 state,	 the	 former
Ottoman	 vilayet	 of	 Basra,	 Baghdad	 and	Mosul	 were	 cobbled	 together	 in	 a	 new	 League	 of
Nations-endorsed	mandate	in	which	Shi’a	Arabs,	Sunni	Arabs,	Kurds	as	well	as	a	mosaic	of
other	ethnic	groups	and	religions	were	ruled	by	a	British-imposed	monarchy,	in	the	Kingdom
of	 Iraq.	Under	 the	Treaty	of	Lausanne,	Kurds	were	distributed	 in	 the	 successor	 states	 to	 the
Ottoman	Empire	as	a	geographically	concentrated	minority	(that	is,	they	formed	a	majority	in
the	 areas	 they	 inhabited)	 in	 Iraq,	 Turkey,	 and	 Syria	 (see	 Natali	 2005).	 In	 2016,	 the	 one-
hundredth	 anniversary	 of	 the	 Sykes-Picot	 correspondence,	 these	 are	 still	 the	 same
internationally	recognised	boundaries	of	these	states	as	they	were	formed	after	the	First	World
War.

The	chapter	seeks	to	answer	a	seemingly	paradoxical	question:	 in	 the	metaphorical	poker
game	of	the	politics	of	state	independence,	do	the	hydrocarbon	resources	of	the	KRI	provide	a
card	that	would	insure	the	indisputable	win	or	a	card	whose	consequences	are	unpredictable	in
outcome:	an	ace	in	the	hole	or	a	joker	in	the	pack?	It	might	be	asked	how	could	such	resources



not	be	an	asset	in	attaining	independence?	In	pondering	this	question	the	chapter	engages	with
the	 literature	 relating	 to	 the	 impact	 of	 oil	 resources	 on	 development	 –	 namely	 the	 rentier
character	of	the	economy	and	politics	–	coined	euphemistically	as	‘the	curse	of	black	gold’.

It	is	important	at	this	point	to	note	that	the	economic,	political	and	strategic	importance	of
the	 hydrocarbons	 for	 the	 KRI	 cannot	 be	 seen	 in	 complete	 isolation	 from	 the	 international
relations	of	the	global	political	economy.	Rather,	they	must	be	seen	in	their	context	first,	as	part
of	the	vast	hydrocarbon	resources	of	the	rest	of	Iraq,	and	second,	 in	the	wider	context	of	 the
resources	of	Kuwait,	Saudi	Arabia	and	the	other	Gulf	states.	In	many	ways	Tony	Haywood’s
comment	 echoes	 an	 earlier	 assessment	 of	 the	 oil	 reserves	 of	 Saudi	 Arabia	 which	 were
described	by	 the	State	Department	 in	1945	as	 ‘the	greatest	material	prize	 in	history’	 (Yergin
1990).	 It	 is	 these	 resources	 as	 a	whole	–	of	good	quality	 and	 technically	 easy	 to	develop	–
which	have	put	Iraq	and	the	Gulf	at	the	heart	of	the	strategic	plans	of	the	Great	Powers	since
they	were	first	discovered.

In	 terms	of	perspective	 this	chapter	 is	 embedded	 in	a	global	political	 economy	approach
that	sets	the	story	of	the	Kurds	and	oil	within	an	analysis	of	the	process	of	state	formation	in	the
modern	Middle	East.	Namely,	the	role	that	the	Middle	East’s	vast	oil	resources	have	played	in
attracting	external	power	involvement,	and	shaped	those	powers’	interaction	with	the	peoples
and	polities	of	the	region,	both	during	the	impact	of	formal	imperialism	and	thereafter	into	the
regional	power	politics	of	 the	contemporary	Middle	East	 (see,	 for	 instance,	 the	accounts	by
Bromley	1990,	1994;	Halliday	2005;	Hinnebusch	2003;	Luciani	2009).	Concomitantly,	whilst
the	chapter’s	primary	focus	is	on	the	KRI,	oil	and	Iraq,	the	‘Kurdish	Question’	in	the	Middle
East	 and	 its	 relationship	 to	 oil	 cannot	 be	 treated	 in	 isolation	by	 focusing	 exclusively	 on	 the
Kurds	 in	 one	 of	 the	 contemporary	 states:	 there	 are	 wider	 regional	 and	 international
ramifications	which	are	addressed	as	necessary.

Analytical	aims,	theoretical	framework	and	structure	of	the	chapter
To	be	specific,	 the	historical	narrative	of	this	chapter	which	contextualises	the	contemporary
period	 is	 framed	 using	 the	 middle-range	 theorisation	 offered	 by	 Halliday’s	 (2008)	 ‘post-
colonial	sequestration’,	Harvey	and	Stansfield’s	(2011:	13)	theorising	on	unrecognised	states
and	natural	 resources,	and	 the	 insights	of	Luciani	 (2009)	on	 the	 impact	of	oil	on	 the	politics
and	international	relations	of	the	Middle	East.	The	historical	narrative	outlined	deploys	their
theoretical	 insights	 by	 succinct	 reference	 to	 the	 intersection	 between	 oil,	 politics	 and
international	relations	since	1918,	focusing	primarily	on	the	period	since	2011.	In	so	doing,	it
gives	 an	 assessment	 of	 these	 issues	 on	 the	 one-hundredth	 anniversary	 of	 the	 Sykes-Picot
correspondence,	 which	 still	 stands	 as	 the	 origin	 of	 the	 contemporary	 Middle	 East	 state
boundaries.	In	developing	this	analysis,	the	chapter	stands	on	the	shoulders	of	the	exposition	by
Hinnebusch	(2003)	in	which	he	deployed	a	combination	of	several	conceptual	approaches	to



capture	the	unique	complexity	of	the	international	politics	of	the	Middle	East.
The	outlining	of	this	theoretically	framed	historical	narrative	in	turn	enables	the	chapter	to

address	 the	 second	 task:	 to	answer	 the	question	as	 to	whether	 the	oil	 resources	 found	 in	 the
KRI	have	constituted	a	help	or	a	hindrance	since	the	First	World	War	for	the	achievement	of	an
independent	 state	by	 the	Kurds	of	 Iraq.	 In	 so	doing,	 it	 reflects	on	 the	notion	of	 ‘the	curse	of
black	gold’	by	analysing	the	role	that	oil	has	played	in	the	historic	and	contemporary	political
and	 developmental	 trajectory	 of	 the	Kurdistan	Region	 of	 Iraq.	 In	 short,	 can	we	 say	 that	 the
possession	of	hydrocarbons	is	an	‘ace	in	the	hole’	or	‘a	joker	in	the	pack’	for	the	Iraqi	Kurds?
The	metaphor	here	refers	to	a	card	game	in	which	a	card,	once	revealed,	has	the	certain	effect
of	winning	the	game.	This	card	is	‘the	ace	in	the	hole’.	In	contrast,	the	‘joker	in	the	pack’	could
lead	to	different,	unexpected	and	unpredictable	outcomes.

In	 this	metaphorical	usage,	oil	–	 its	associated	revenues	and	measures	 to	control	 it	–	 is	a
card	which	has	been	both	played	by	 the	Kurds	 and	 also	one	which	has	been	played	 against
them.	It	can	be	added	here	that	it	seems	fair	to	conclude	that	the	players	in	the	game	of	Middle
East	politics,	nearly	always	perceive	 that	 they	are	playing	 in	a	zero-sum	game.	 It	 is	a	 tragic
fact	 that	 the	violence	 that	has	attended	external	 intervention	and	 internal	 reaction,	has	made,
and	will	make,	the	development	of	co-operative	modes	of	thinking	and	win–win	solutions,	far
more	difficult.	The	requisite	pre-condition	for	co-operative	wins	–	personal	and	political	trust
–	 has	 been	 severely	 depleted	 by	 repeated	 cycles	 of	 external,	 intra-state	 and	 inter-communal
violence	almost	to	the	point	of	exhaustion.

The	structure	of	the	chapter	is	as	follows.	First,	I	briefly	highlight	the	oil	resources	of	the
KRI,	 to	 depict	 its	 abundant	 reserves.	 I	 then	 present	 the	 theoretical	 constructs	 developed	 by
Harvey	and	Stansfield	(2011),	Halliday	(2008)	and	Luciani	(2009)	in	order	to	tease	out	the	key
questions	 which	 this	 chapter	 seeks	 to	 address.	 There	 then	 follows	 a	 brief	 review	 of	 the
historical	context	in	which	these	questions	sit,	which	highlights	key	episodes	from	the	end	of
the	First	World	War	 to	 the	end	of	 the	Cold	War,	 in	which	oil	has	been	a	card	played	 for	or
against	the	Iraqi	Kurds.	This	includes	those	instances	of	the	oil	card	when	the	‘Kurdish	issue’	–
invariably	 linked	 to	 territory,	oil	and	state	allegiance	–	has	been	played	by	 the	neighbouring
states	in	the	competition	and	conflict	between	themselves.	We	then	proceed	to	an	extension	of
the	narrative	in	the	period	when	the	Kurds	of	Iraq	first	developed	autonomy.	This	is	followed
by	the	main	focus	of	the	chapter:	an	assessment	of	the	role	of	oil	in	contemporary	times.	First,
in	 the	 period	 since	 the	 attacks	 on	 the	 Twin	 Towers	 and	 the	 Pentagon	 (from	 9/11	 to	 US
withdrawal	from	Iraq)	and,	second,	in	the	period	since	2011	–	a	year	which	is	shorthand	for
the	Arab	Spring	 and	 the	 ending	 of	 the	US	Stationing	 of	Forces	Agreement.	There	 follows	 a
section	drawing	together	the	theoretical	arguments	before	a	final	conclusion	on	the	topic	under
consideration.

The	argument	advanced	 throughout	 the	chapter	 is	 that,	on	balance,	 the	presence	of	oil	has
been	a	hindrance	 to	Kurdish	aspirations	for	Kurdish	statehood	for	 the	following	reasons:	oil



has	drawn	in	external	parties	with	vested	interests	and	fuelled	internal	divisions	of	the	Kurds;
it	 has	 also	 encouraged	 corruption	 in	 Iraq	 and	 the	 wider	 Middle	 East,	 hindering	 the
development	of	human	capital	–	the	rentier	character	of	development.	In	other	words,	far	from
being	an	ace	in	the	hole,	the	oil	resources	of	the	KRI	have	played	out	as	a	joker	in	the	pack.

Underlying	this	argument	is	the	understanding	that	this	region,	in	common	with	much	of	the
global	 south,	 has	 suffered	 greatly	 from	 the	 imposition	 of	 artificial	 borders	 by	 the	 colonial
powers.	Britain	and	France,	as	elsewhere	in	their	empires,	deployed	a	divide-and-rule	policy
within	 the	 colonial	 administrative	 entities	 they	 created	 to	 facilitate	 political	 supremacy	 and
exploitation	of	natural	resources	(see	Cammack,	Pool	and	Tordoff	1994);	these	carried	on	for	a
time	as	post-colonial	states	beyond	de	jure	independence.	In	the	case	of	the	Middle	East	this	is
encapsulated	 in	 the	Sykes-Picot	 legacy:	 the	agreement	 reached	 in	1915/1916,	by	 the	Foreign
Ministers	 of	 Britain	 and	 France,	 Mark	 Sykes	 and	 François	 Georges-Picot,	 to	 divide	 the
Ottoman	Arab	lands	between	them.	International	society	(due	to	the	example	and	implications
in	a	world	of	artificial	states)	has	a	default	antipathy	to	the	creation	of	new	states	even	though
the	existing	borders	only	have	superficial	and	instrumental	meaning	for	the	populace,	for	whom
sub-state	 identities	 of	 tribe	or	 sect	 hold	 far	 greater	 resonance.	 Indubitably,	 this	 international
recognition	lends	a	great	deal	of	endurance	to	the	dysfunctional	regional	state	system	even	if
there	is	a	massive	mismatch	between	nation,	state	and	identity	(Hinnebusch	2003).

The	Kurdistan	region	of	Iraq:	The	last	‘easy	frontier’	of	onshore	oil

We	 turn	 now	 to	 briefly	 consider	 the	 nature	 and	 extent	 of	 the	 hydrocarbon	 reserves	 of	 the
Kurdistan	Region,	a	region	whose	exact	borders	within	Iraq	are	not	fully	defined.	For	initial
clarification,	there	are	the	three	provinces	which	form	the	undisputed	territory	of	the	Kurdistan
Region	 of	 Iraq:	 Dohuk,	 Erbil	 and	 Sulaimaniya.	 Additionally,	 there	 are	 territories	 that	 are
claimed	 by	 the	 Kurdistan	 Regional	 Government	 (KRG)	 to	 constitute	 part	 of	 the	 KRI:	 the
disputed	territories	(see	Zandalis	2012).	The	KRI’s	oil	and	gas	reserves	are	relatively	modest
(although	 new	 discoveries	 are	 being	 made	 frequently)	 compared	 to	 the	 rest	 of	 Iraq	 (Mills
2013).	The	reserves	of	Iraq	excluding	the	KRI	are	estimated	at	143	billion	barrels	of	oil	(bbl),
the	 fifth	 largest	 in	 the	world	and	probably	 increasing	 to	200	billion	barrels,	 as	well	 as	127
trillion	cubic	feet	(Tcf)	of	gas	(twelfth	largest	in	the	world).

In	contrast,	the	Iraqi	Kurds	anticipate	finding	30–60	billion	bbl.	Excluding	the	Kirkuk	field,
which	remains	in	disputed	territory,	they	currently	have	12	billion	bbl	of	oil	and	22	Tcf	of	gas.
Large	fields	include	the	Shaikan	field,	Bardarash	and	Khor	Mor	and	Chemchemal	with	10	Tcf
of	gas.	The	most	developed	 fields	are	 the	Norwegian	 (DNO)	Tawke	 field,	Taq	Taq	held	by
Turkish	company	Genel	(with	Tony	Hayward	as	CEO),	and	Khor	Mor	which	supplies	gas	for
local	needs.	These	resources	have	been	developed	since	2005	by	a	range	of	international	oil
companies	 (IOC)	 including	 Esso.	 The	 KRG’s	 Ministry	 of	 Natural	 Resources	 has	 offered
attractive	Production	Sharing	Contracts	to	IOCs	from	a	wide	range	of	countries	that	have	had	a



high	success	rate	in	discovering	commercially	viable	wells.	Although	holding	only	a	tenth	of
the	 reserves	 of	 the	 rest	 of	 Iraq	 the	KRI	 has	 a	 population	 of	 approximately	 5	million,	 so	 its
reserves	certainly	provide	 the	potential	 foundation	for	a	national	economy	in	an	 independent
state	 or	 the	 basis	 for	 a	 prosperous	 autonomous	 region.	 A	 key	 point	 to	 note	 is	 that	 if	 the
resources	of	the	Kirkuk	governorate	are	added,	then	this	massively	increases	the	oil	resources
of	the	KRI.

Unrecognized	states:	‘Post-colonial	sequestration’	and	the	resource	factor

In	 his	 brief,	 but	 brilliantly	 perceptive,	 article	Halliday	 (2008)	 outlined	 his	 notion	 of	 ‘post-
colonial	sequestration’.	It	refers	to	the	phenomenon	where	due	to	bad	luck	or	timing,	countries
or	peoples	fail	to	gain	independence	at	times	of	major	change	in	the	international	system	such
as	the	end	of	wars,	colonial	withdrawal	or	revolution.	Once	this	moment	of	change	has	passed,
then	these	countries	or	people	find	that	they	are	in	effect	sequestered	(legally	possessed)	into	a
state	system,	until	the	next	moment	of	systemic	change	unveils	a	new	opportunity.	He	also	notes
that	 the	 list	 of	 independent	 states	 of	 the	 world	 does	 not	 conform	 to	 any	 possible	 rational
criteria	for	statehood	whether	it	be	size	of	population,	economic	viability,	internal	legitimacy,
and	so	on.	In	other	words,	there	is	nothing	‘natural’	about	statehood,	it	can	be	an	accident	or
seemingly	unfair.	Thus	the	Government	of	Somalia	has	a	place	at	the	United	Nations,	yet	it	has
little	internal	legitimacy	and	most	of	its	putative	territory	is	controlled	by	a	variety	or	warlords
(see	Owtram	2011).	At	 the	other	 end	of	 the	 spectrum,	 there	 are	peaceful	micro-states	 in	 the
Pacific	with	a	population	of	a	 few	thousand	which	again	have	a	place	 in	 the	United	Nations
(UN)	 General	 Assembly	 (see	 Owtram	 2011).	 In	 contrast,	 the	 Kurds	 with	 a	 combined
population	of	30	million,	a	distinct	cultural	identity	and	potentially	a	viable	economy,	have	no
seat	at	the	UN	and	have	suffered	extreme	repression	and	genocide	from	the	states	in	which	they
found	themselves	since	the	post-	First	World	War	settlement	(see	also	Stansfield	2013).

In	 outlining	 their	 global	 political	 economy	 approach	 to	 the	 theorisation	 of	 unrecognised
states	–	of	which	the	Kurdistan	Regional	Government	forms	a	notable	example	–	Harvey	and
Stansfield	 note	 that	 sovereignty	 over	 natural	 resources	 is	 a	 vital	 factor	 in	 the	 politics	 of
independence	and	a	key	source	of	contestation.	Thus,	drawing	on	Harvey	and	Stansfield	(2011)
and	 Halliday	 (2008),	 this	 analysis	 is	 informed	 by	 a	 combination	 of	 an	 awareness	 of	 the
resource	 factor	 and	 the	 awareness	 that	 there	 is	 nothing	 ‘natural’	 or	 inevitable	 about	 state
formation	and	boundaries.	Having	failed	to	achieve	a	state	in	the	aftermath	of	the	First	World
War,	 the	 Kurds	 since	 then	 have	 subsequently	 felt	 the	 wrath	 of	 genocidal	 regimes	 and
movements	determined	to	forcibly	integrate	them	and	obliterate	their	identity.	The	Arab	Spring
and	its	resulting	conflicts	represents	a	decisive	moment	of	international	change	in	the	Middle
East,	whose	implications	were	intensified	in	Iraq,	as	it	intersected	with	the	withdrawal	of	US
military	forces	from	Iraq	in	December	2011.

To	clarify,	the	phrase	‘curse	of	black	gold’	or	‘oil	curse’	refers	to	the	paradox	whereby,	a



natural	resource	that	on	the	face	of	it	might	be	assumed	to	give	great	benefits	to	the	people	in
whose	land	it	is	found,	actually	only	brings	anguish:	war,	corruption,	mismanagement,	apathy,
misery	and	destitution.	This	phrase	(it	is	used	in	the	title	of	a	film	about	the	despoliation	of	the
Niger	Delta	 by	 oil	 companies)	 finds	 equivalence	 in	 the	 academic	 literature	 in	 that	 body	 of
work	focusing	on	the	rentier	state	or	rentier	economy.	Luciani	(2009)	has	summarised	the	role
of	oil	in	the	Middle	East	in	a	number	of	aspects	including	state	formation	and	division	of	the
Arab	 world	 into	 ‘haves’	 and	 ‘have	 nots’	 with	 the	 attendant	 consequences	 for	 inter-Arab
relations.	There	is	also	the	impact	of	oil	on	domestic	politics	and	economy	–	the	rentier	state
thesis.	In	summary	form,	this	argues	that	the	possession	of	a	natural	resource	sold	by	the	state
on	 the	 world	 market	 to	 achieve	 a	 revenue	 source	 (or	 rent)	 will	 mean	 that	 the	 state	 is	 not
dependent	on	extracting	a	surplus	from	society	by	taxation.	The	state	does	not	therefore	need	to
negotiate	 a	 social	 contract	 with	 society	 in	 which	 representative	 institutions	 are	 offered	 in
exchange	for	taxation.

Oil,	the	Kurds	and	the	creation	of	the	modern	Middle	East	state	system
To	 recap,	 with	 the	 collapse	 of	 the	 Ottoman	 Empire	 after	 the	 First	 World	 War	 and	 the
occupation	of	the	former	Ottoman	territories	by	Britain	and	France,	the	Kurds	seemed	poised
to	obtain	a	homeland	as	reflected	in	 the	Treaty	of	Sèvres.	However,	with	Turkey	resurgent	a
few	years	 later	under	 the	 leadership	of	Kemal	Atatürk	and	a	 string	of	military	victories	and
accompanying	 land	gains	 strengthening	his	 hand,	 the	 subsequent	Treaty	 of	Lausanne,	 omitted
any	reference	to	a	Kurdish	homeland.	Instead	it	created	states	–	Turkey,	Syria	and	Iraq	–	where
the	 Kurds	 were	 a	 large	 peripheral	 minority	 set	 within	 the	 overall	 area	 of	 the	 state	 but	 a
majority	in	the	lands	which	they	inhabited.	Thus,	a	massively	destabilising	force	was	built	into
the	state	structures	created	at	that	time.

Furthermore,	 oil	 attracts	 the	 attention	 of	 external	 powers	 and	 provides	 the	motivation	 to
involve	themselves	in	the	politics	of	a	region	in	order	to	pursue	and	protect	their	own	interests
of	reliable	access	to	oil.	Anderson	and	Stansfield	contend	that	in	the	absence	of	the	discovery
of	oil	in	Kirkuk	the	British	might	have	supported	the	creation	of	a	Kurdish	state	(2009:	23):

To	 emphasize	 the	 importance	 of	 oil	 in	 the	 story	 of	 Kirkuk,	 it	 is	 worth	 briefly
reconsidering	Kirkuk’s	modern	political	history	by	imagining	a	scenario	without	oil.	If	the
underlying	geology	of	the	province	had	contained	water	aquifers	instead	of	oil	fields,	it	is
unlikely	 that	 the	 enforced	 population	 movements	 caused	 by	 the	 policy	 of	 Arabization
would	 have	 taken	 place,	 while	 the	 democratic	 issues	 that	 are	 now	 so	 problematic	 to
resolve	would	 have	 been	 of	 a	 different,	 lesser	magnitude.	 This	 counterfactual	 “Kirkuk
without	 oil”	 scenario	 warrants	 developing	 a	 little	 more	 deeply.	 It	 is	 possible,	 for
example,	that	in	the	aftermath	of	World	War	I	and	the	occupation	of	Kirkuk	following	the
signing	 of	 the	 Mudros	 Armistice	 in	 1918	 that	 the	 British	 would	 have	 supported	 the



creation	of	a	Kurdish	state	–	even	extending	northward	of	the	current	Iraqi	border	to	Lake
Van,	deep	into	Anatolia.	However,	as	it	became	more	apparent	that	unknown	but	probably
vast	amounts	of	oil	lay	underneath	Kirkuk,	the	British	position	toward	the	Mosul	vilayet
changed,	which	is	one	of	the	reasons	it	was	incorporated	into	the	Kingdom	of	Iraq.

If	this	contention	is	correct,	it	represents	the	first	instance	of	the	‘curse	of	black	gold’	for	the
Kurds.

The	 artificial	 state	 thus	 created,	 inevitably	 pitted	 the	 Kurds	 in	 the	 north	 against	 the
government	in	Baghdad.	It	set	up	a	recurring	pattern,	or	what	could	perhaps	be	better	classified
as	a	recurring	nightmare	for	the	Kurds.	When	the	government	in	Baghdad	is	weak,	concessions
are	 offered	 to	 the	 Kurds;	 when	 the	 government	 in	 Baghdad	 is	 strong,	 it	 withdraws	 those
concessions	 and	 seeks	 to	 resolve	 the	 underlying	 tension	 by	 force.	 This	 dynamic,	was	 set	 in
motion	and	 fostered	by	 the	 structure	of	 the	 state	 system	created	by	external	powers	after	 the
First	World	War.	All	states	are	artificial	to	some	extent	but	the	salient	point	to	be	made	here	is
that	 whereas	 state	 formation	 in	 Europe	 took	 place	 over	 hundreds	 of	 years,	 and	was	 forged
through	wars	and	dynastic	marriage,	in	the	Middle	East	most	of	the	current	states	are	the	result
of	external	imposition	following	the	collapse	of	the	Ottoman	Empire.	In	1916.	the	British	Navy
had	 converted	 from	 coal	 to	 oil,	 immediately	 elevating	 the	 Middle	 East	 into	 new	 strategic
perspective.	Oil	had	been	discovered	in	Persia	in	1909	by	the	Anglo-Persian	Oil	Company	and
it	was	 thought	 that	 the	 lands	of	Turkish	Arabia	also	held	promise.	Following	 the	 invasion	of
Basra,	the	occupation	of	Baghdad,	and	demise	of	the	Ottoman	Empire,	the	British	took	on	the
League	of	Nations	Mandate	for	Iraq.	British	imperial	officials	on	the	ground	such	as	Gertrude
Bell	and	Arnold	T.	Wilson	sought	to	fashion	a	state	and	create	new	administrative	machinery	to
facilitate	their	rule	through	façade	institutions	(Cammack,	Pool,	and	Tordoff	1994)	and	allow
the	development	of	 the	natural	 resources,	particularly	 the	now	strategically	vital	 resource	of
oil.	This	strategy	was	shown	not	to	be	misplaced	with	the	discovery	of	the	massive	Kirkuk	oil
dome	 in	 1927	 –	 the	 British	 created	 the	 Iraqi	monarchy	 and	 co-opted	 the	 Sunni	 landowning
elite,	pulled	the	strings	of	the	Iraq	Petroleum	Company,	and	independent	Iraq	was	launched	in
1932.	 The	 British	 had	 cobbled	 together	 a	 state,	 in	 which	 the	 Sunnis	 maintained	 their
dominance,	as	a	vehicle	to	exploit	a	vast	quantity	of	the	resource	that	was	to	become	the	life
blood	of	the	global	economy	for	the	next	century.

In	their	occupation	of	‘the	land	of	the	two	rivers’	the	British	encountered	major	resistance
including	rebellions	by	 the	Kurds	 in	 the	north	of	 Iraq:	a	major	uprising	after	 the	First	World
War,	and	later	again	during	the	Second	World	War,	when	forces	led	by	Mustafa	Barzani	gained
control	 of	 large	 parts	 of	 Erbil.	 RAF	 bombers	 dropped	 their	 heavy	 load	 on	 the	 population
below	in	contempt	for	this	outbreak	of	resistance	causing	the	rebels	to	flee	over	the	border	into
Iran.	 In	 1946	 the	 sunshine	 of	 the	 flag	 of	Kurdistan	 briefly	 flew	over	 the	Mahabad	Republic
until	it	was	crushed	ruthlessly	by	the	Shah	and	Barzani	departed	the	Middle	East	for	exile	in



the	Soviet	Union.
The	brutal	overthrow	of	the	Iraqi	monarchy	in	the	revolution	of	1958	marked	the	end	of	the

British-organised	Baghdad	Pact	 designed	 to	 contain	 the	 Soviet	Union	 and	 ushered	 in	 a	 new
phase	 of	 nation	 and	 identity	 building	 (see	 Kirmanj	 2013).	 The	 development	 of	 Iraq	 as	 a
regional	 power	 under	 the	 Baath	 party	 controlled	 by	 Saddam	Hussein	 (with	 his	 inner	 circle
from	Tikrit)	using	nationalised	oil	 resources	proceeded	apace	 in	 the	1970s.	The	1970	Iraqi-
Kurdish	 Autonomy	 Agreement	 on	 paper	 offered	 meaningful	 autonomy	 but	 on	 the	 ground	 an
Arabisation	programme	of	Kurdish	areas	was	implemented	and	the	Kurds	and	their	Peshmerga
under	Masoud	Barzani	took	up	armed	rebellion	once	more.	In	this	they	received	support	from
the	Shah	of	Iran	who	played	the	Kurdish	card	against	Saddam	Hussein	–	providing	safe	areas
in	Iran	for	them	to	launch	attacks	against	the	Iraqi	army.	In	order	to	cut	off	this	Iranian	support
for	the	Kurds	of	Iraq,	Saddam	made	concessions	to	the	Shah	on	the	border	line	between	Iraq
and	Iran	on	the	Shatt	al	Arab	waterway	codified	in	the	1975	Algiers	agreements.	Saddam	then
proceeded	to	easily	crush	his	Kurdish	rebellion.	During	this	time	and	for	various	reasons,	Jalal
Talabani	split	off	from	the	Kurdistan	Democratic	Party	to	form	the	Patriotic	Union	of	Kurdistan
(PUK).	 Thus,	 an	 intense	 and	 sometimes	 blood	 rivalry	was	 inaugurated	within	 the	Kurds	 of
Iraq,	with	rival	Peshmerga	forces	and	networks	of	patronage	(see	Natali	2005).

The	Shah’s	rentier	state	was	overthrown	in	the	1979	revolution	and	the	Islamic	Republic	of
Iran	founded	under	Ayatollah	Khomeini;	during	 this	 time	of	 turmoil,	Saddam	could	not	 resist
the	opportunity	 to	attack	his	 Iranian	neighbour	 to	 try	 to	press	home	his	advantage	and	obtain
boundaries	 more	 favourable	 for	 Iraq	 (see	 Hinnebusch	 2003).	 The	 Soviet	 intervention	 into
Afghanistan	prompted	President	Carter	to	enunciate	his	doctrine:	the	oil	resources	of	the	Gulf
constituted	 a	 vital	US	 national	 interest	 and	 any	 threat	 to	 them	would	 be	met	 by	 any	means,
including	military	force	if	necessary.	After	Iraq’s	invasion	of	Iran,	a	bloody	war	of	First	World
War	proportions	ensued	in	which	Saddam	was	seen	as	an	Arab	bulwark	against	the	export	of
Iranian	and	Shi’a	revolution	and	was	supported	by	the	Arab	Gulf	states	and	intermittently	by
the	US,	UK	and	France.	Again,	 the	Kurdish	card	was	played	by	the	Iranians	against	Saddam
who	vowed	to	find	a	solution	to	his	troublesome	Kurds.	The	murderous	1987	Anfal	campaign
saw	Kurdish	villages	depopulated	and	genocidal	chemical	attacks	 launched	against	Halabja.
The	 Iran-Iraq	war	 left	 Saddam’s	 regime	 bankrupt	 and	 expecting	 to	 be	 forgiven	 debts	 by	 the
Kuwaiti	 al-Sabah,	bankrollers	of	his	war,	 he	 found	 instead	 to	his	bitter	disappointment,	 that
repayment	 was	 expected.	 Misreading	 American	 intentions,	 Republican	 Guard	 forces	 rolled
into	Kuwait	City	in	a	clear	threat	to	dominate	the	oil	resources	of	Kuwait	and	potentially	Saudi
Arabia	(Tripp	2002).	The	US	and	the	UK,	along	with	other	nations	and	the	Arab	Gulf	states,
implemented	 the	 Rapid	 Deployment	 Force	 capabilities	 they	 had	 been	 developing	 since	 the
early	1980s,	to	evict	Saddam	from	Kuwait	under	unambiguous	UN	authorisation.

There	was,	however,	 no	 authorisation	 for	 regime	change	and	an	 awareness	 in	George	H.
Bush’s	 administration	 (for	 example,	 expressed	 by	 Dick	 Cheney)	 that	 removing	 Saddam



Hussein	 from	 power	 could	 open	 up	 a	 can	 of	 worms	 of	 inter-communal	 conflicts.	 Instead,
George	H.	Bush	encouraged	the	brutally	suppressed	Shia	in	the	south	and	the	Kurds	in	the	north
to	rise	up.	When	they	did	so,	Saddam	Hussein	initiated	new	repressive	measures	including	the
draining	 of	 the	 southern	 marshes	 and	 dispatching	 of	 helicopter	 gunships	 to	 gun	 down	 the
opposition;	 once	 again	 the	 Kurds	 fled	 to	 the	 highest	 points	 of	 the	 peaks	 of	 the	 Zagros	 in
affirmation	of	their	enduring	refrain,	‘no	friends	but	the	mountains’.

The	Kurds	and	western	intervention,	1991–2001:	From	no-fly	zones	to
regime	change
Images	in	Western	media	of	Kurdish	families	huddled	in	the	winter	snows	of	the	high	Zagros
range	seeking	shelter	from	the	helicopter	gunships	of	Saddam	Hussein	led	to	an	international
uproar	 (the	 CNN	 effect).	 These	 reports	 compelled	 the	 leaders	 of	 the	 Western	 liberal
democracies	to	put	before	the	UN	proposals	for	the	creation	of	‘no-fly	zones’	in	the	northern
and	 southern	parts	 of	 Iraq.	Baghdad	withdrew	all	 governmental	 services	 from	 the	Kurdistan
Region	and	erected	a	blockade.	This	erosion	of	the	sovereignty	of	the	Iraqi	state	emboldened
the	Kurds	 to	 take	 their	opportunity,	and	out	of	necessity	 led	 to	 the	creation	of	 two	Kurdistan
Regional	 Governments	 formed	 by	 the	 KDP	 in	 Erbil	 and	 the	 PUK	 in	 Sulaimainiyah.	 This
mirrored	the	dominance	of	the	two	families	and	associated	political	parties:	the	Barzanis	and
KDP	 in	 Erbil	 and	 Dohuk,	 the	 Talibani	 and	 PUK	 in	 Sulaimaniyah	 and	 Kirkuk.	 The	 intense
rivalry	between	these	two	families,	associated	political	parties,	and	accompanying	patronage
networks	 led	 to	 the	Kurdish	 civil	war	 in	 the	mid-1990s;	 the	 intensity	 of	 this	 conflict	 partly
concerned	the	control	of	millions	of	dollars	of	US	aid	derived	from	Iraqi	oil	sales	under	the
UN	‘oil-for-food’	plan.	In	another	version	of	the	‘Kurdish	card’	the	KDP	invited	the	Saddam
regime	forces	to	enter	Erbil	to	evict	the	militias	of	the	PUK.	Iraqi	army	tanks	rolled	in	and	the
rose	gardens	of	the	parks	flowed	red	with	rivers	of	blood	once	more.

Convened	 under	 US	 auspices,	 the	 signing	 of	 the	 1998	Washington	Agreement	 committed
Kurdish	political	parties	to	resolve	their	differences,	act	in	a	unified	manner	against	the	threat
of	Saddam,	and	work	together	for	his	overthrow.	Following	the	election	of	George	W.	Bush	in
2000,	 a	 neo-conservative	 agenda	 was	 firmly	 on	 the	 table	 (articulated	 most	 clearly	 in	 the
Project	for	a	New	American	Century),	which	sought	to	go	beyond	Clinton’s	‘dual	containment’
of	Iraq	and	Iran,	to	bring	about	regime	change.

From	9/11	to	US	withdrawal	from	Iraq
September	 11	 led	 to	 a	 swift	 response	 against	 the	 Taliban	 in	 Afghanistan	 and	 their	 ‘guest’
Osama	bin	Laden,	and	was	also	the	perfect	opportunity	to	implement	regime	change	in	Iraq,	a
long	 desired	 neo-con	 objective.	 The	 necessary	 intelligence	 assessments	 were	 procured	 and



invasion	initiated	without	much	thought	for	planning	after	Saddam’s	regime	was	toppled.	For
the	Kurds,	the	US-led	invasion	was	undoubtedly	a	liberation	as	it	sent	their	oppressor	Saddam
Hussein	to	the	gallows	and	provided	an	opportunity	to	develop	as	an	autonomous	region	and
conduct	 its	 own	 paradiplomacy	 (on	 KRG	 foreign	 relations,	 see	 Khalil	 and	 Owtram	 2014;
Danilovich	2014);	however,	it	shattered	Iraq	as	a	country,	and	the	efforts	to	reconstruct	it	in	a
new	federal	form	are	a	work	in	progress	whose	prospects	are	as	yet	entirely	uncertain.	A	key
question	 is	 that	 posed	 by	 the	 ‘paradox	 of	 federalism’:	Are	 the	 various	measures	 of	 federal
systems	designed	to	alleviate	tensions	in	deeply	divided	societies	through	allowing	autonomy,
likely	to	increase	the	probability	of	secession?	(see	Danilovich	and	Owtram	2014;	Danilovich
2014).

Just	 as	 the	British	had	80	years	earlier,	 the	Americans	now	faced	 the	 task	of	building	an
administration	that	would	cope	with	the	centrifugal	forces	and	fissiparous	tendencies	of	Iraq’s
deeply	 divided	 society	 (see	 Choudhry	 2008)	 and	 allow	 the	 exploration	 of	 the	 vast	 oil
resources	of	Iraq.	However,	no	coherent	pre-planning	had	been	put	in	place	for	post-invasion
reconstruction,	as	the	neo-con	worldview	was	that	if	Saddam	was	removed,	then	a	democratic
Iraq	would	effortlessly	take	root	and	become	a	beacon	for	the	rest	of	the	Middle	East.	In	this
the	Bush	administration,	as	well	as	Tony	Blair	in	the	United	Kingdom,	ignored	any	counsel	on
the	dangers	of	a	post-Saddam	Iraq	from	Middle	East	experts	in	government	and	academia.

Imperialism	101:	Lessons	from	the	nineteenth	century

Exactly	the	same	pattern	has	occurred	in	Libya	and	Afghanistan.	The	US	with	British	support
has	invaded	or	decapitated	the	state	but	without	any	coherent	plan	in	place	for	post-invasion
reconstruction.	Once	 the	common	enemy	is	gone,	 then	 the	various	rival	 factions	start	 fighting
each	 other	 and	 attacking	 the	 erstwhile	 liberators,	 now	 despised	 as	 occupiers,	 who	 become
pressurised	 into	 a	 hasty	withdrawal.	As	 former	Labour	Minister	Kim	Howell	 noted,	 tasked
with	 the	 British	 development	 programme	 in	 Afghanistan,	 no	 British	 imperialist	 of	 the
nineteenth	century	would	entertain	the	idea	that	a	country	could	be	invaded	and	then	withdrawn
from	 in	 the	 space	 of	 five	 to	 ten	 years.	 Of	 course,	 the	 norms	 of	 international	 society	 have
changed	 now:	 after	 initial	 euphoria	 in	 Iraq,	 chaos	 and	 anarchy	 began	 to	 take	 hold,	 and
resentment	at	being	occupied	by	a	foreign	military	force	with	no	discernible	plan	in	place	for
the	continued	functioning	of	government	in	Iraq.	Following	the	toppling	of	Saddam’s	statue	in
March	2003	it	took	two	months	for	Paul	Bremer	to	be	tasked	with	the	creation	of	the	Coalition
Provisional	Authority	which	came	into	being	on	21	April	2003.	Bremer	had	no	Middle	East	or
conflict	zone	experience	and	his	previous	posting	was	as	Ambassador	to	the	Netherlands.	He
issued	two	decrees	(drawn	up	in	Washington	he	contends)	that	turned	out	to	be	disastrous.	The
first	was	the	de-Baathification	measure	that	barred	all	members	of	the	Baath	party,	at	whatever
level,	from	government.	At	a	stroke,	the	people	that	could	administer	Iraq	were	removed.	The
second	measure	was	 the	 sacking	 of	 the	 entire	 Iraqi	 army	which	 immediately	 placed	 a	 large



group	of	armed	men,	many	from	the	Sunni	community,	on	the	street	with	no	way	of	earning	a
living;	ultimately	this	was	to	contribute	to	the	Sunni	insurgency	and	the	rise	of	the	Islamic	State
(IS).

Further	 measures	 to	 give	 Iraqis	 a	 say	 in	 their	 governance	 saw	 the	 creation	 of	 the	 Iraq
Governing	Council,	 the	 Iraq	 Interim	Government	 and	 the	 Iraq	Transitional	Government	 (see
Zedalis	 2012)	 culminating	 in	 the	 referendum	 in	 October	 2005	 that	 approved	 the	 draft
constitution	which	 thus	 replaced	 the	Transitional	Administrative	Law.	The	 Iraqi	Constitution
contained	a	number	of	articles	which	addressed	the	highly	contentious	issue	of	the	management
of	 oil,	many	 of	which	were	 contradictory	 and	 deliberately	 vague	 or	 ambiguous	 (for	 further
detail	see	Owtram	2014	and	Zedalis	2012)	in	order	to	allow	the	fractious	negotiating	parties	to
sign	it.	This	included	the	Articles	140	and	143	on	Kirkuk	which	allowed	for	a	referendum	on
its	place	 in	 the	new	federal	 Iraq	as	well	 as	 including	a	mechanism	 to	handle	 the	process	of
Arabization	that	had	taken	place	there.	We	now	turn	to	the	period	since	the	Arab	Spring	which,
it	 is	 argued,	 can	 be	 designated	 a	major	 change	 in	 the	 regional	 and	 international	 system	 –	 a
chance	 to	change	 the	 ‘postcolonial	 sequestration’	 issuing	 from	Sykes-Picot	and	 the	Treaty	of
Lausanne?

Iraq,	the	Kurds	and	oil	resources	since	the	Arab	Spring
A	 feature	 of	 the	Middle	East	 states	 prior	 to	 the	 revolutions,	 conflicts	 and	wars	 of	 the	Arab
Spring	in	2011	was	the	high	proportion	of	unemployed	young	men	who	were	struggling	to	make
a	living	and	establish	a	family.	The	strictures	of	the	neo-liberal	prescriptions	for	the	ills	of	the
region	defined	 the	medicine:	 the	 removal	of	government	 services	–	but	 this	 only	made	 them
further	vulnerable	 to	poverty	and	motivated	 to	 find	some	means	of	social	welfare.	Time	and
again,	we	see	across	the	Middle	East	that	the	populace	look	to	a	group	that	can	provide	them
with	basic	services:	electricity,	water,	foodstuffs.	The	inability	to	procure	these	basics	of	life
despite	great	industry	potentially	can	lead	to	various	extreme	forms	of	behaviour.

The	Arab	Spring:	A	self-immolation	and	the	incineration	of	the	dynastic
republics

When	a	young	vegetable	seller	Mohammed	Bouazizi	set	himself	on	fire	in	a	desperate	protest
at	his	inability	to	make	a	living,	few	people	suspected	that	the	flames	fanned	by	social	media
would	ignite	a	bonfire	under	the	regimes	of	every	state	in	the	Middle	East	and	North	Africa.
Prior	 to	 the	Arab	Spring	 the	 ‘dynastic	 republics’	 (see	Sadiki	2009)	of	Tunisia,	Egypt,	Libya
and	 Syria	 all	 seemed	 to	 have	 achieved	 a	 sort	 of	 authoritarian	 stability	 in	which	 repressive
measures	 contained	 the	 people’s	 sense	 of	 disenchantment	 and	 alienation,	 and	 even
transmogrified	it	into	placid	acceptance	of	the	status	quo.	The	well-entrenched	rulers	in	these
putative	republics	seemed	to	be	successfully	grooming	a	son	to	take	over	the	mantle	of	power



by	offering	 them	as	 candidates	 at	 the	ballot	 box	 in	 elections.	 It	 had	become	a	 touchstone	of
Western	 diplomacy	 that	 it	 would	 imprudent	 of	 Western	 governments	 to	 jeopardise	 this	 by
allowing	 concerns	 about	 human	 rights	 to	 unnecessarily	 qualify	 their	 substantive	 support.
Starting	in	2011,	the	protests	and	revolutions	of	the	Arab	Spring	caused	a	massive	seismic	shift
in	the	regional	social	and	political	system	which	had	existed	since	the	collapse	of	the	Ottoman
Empire.	Underlying	much	of	this	protest	was	a	demographic	trend	of	a	youthful	population	and
lack	of	 employment	 opportunities	 in	 a	 neo-liberal	 economy	 (see	Coates	Ulrichsen	 and	Held
2011);	 this	was	 coupled	with	 an	 awareness	 of	 the	 apparent	 nepotism	 and	 corruption	 of	 the
state’s	leadership.	The	Kurdistan	Region	of	Iraq	was	not	immune	to	these	pressures.

The	Kurdistan	Region’s	rentier	economy	and	dynastic	republicanism

Unsurprisingly,	in	the	Kurdistan	Region	of	Iraq	the	issue	of	oil	revenues	and	ruling	parties	is
also	 present.	 Partly	 as	 a	 legacy	 of	 Saddam’s	 policies,	 the	 population	 of	 the	 KRI	 was	 not
encouraged	to	be	active	and	entrepreneurial;	the	expectation	of	the	social	contract	was	that	it
was	the	responsibility	of	the	governing	parties	to	provide	administrative	positions	in	return	for
support.	 Over	 80%	 of	 the	 population	 was	 employed	 by	 the	 KRG,	 the	 payment	 of	 whose
salaries,	 is	entirely	dependent	on	oil	 revenues	 (see	Natali	2010).	With	 the	disputes	between
Baghdad	and	Erbil	over	oil	payments	coupled	with	the	slump	in	the	price	of	oil,	the	strain	on
the	 finances	 of	 the	KRG	 has	 intensified	 and	made	 the	 rentier	model	 less	 sustainable.	KRG
attempts	 to	develop	direct	exports	capacity	via	Turkey	were	virulently	opposed	by	Baghdad
and	a	 tanker	of	Kurdish	oil	 lay	moored	off	 the	American	coast	subject	 to	 legal	action	by	the
federal	 government.	 The	 receipt	 of	 these	 oil	 revenues	 into	 the	 KRG	 bank	 accounts	 has
remained	opaque	and	the	accrual	of	wealth	by	the	Barzani	and	Talabani	families	is	unclear.

While	in	Tunisia,	Egypt	and	Libya,	the	dynasties	of	Ben	Ali,	Mubarak	and	Ghaddafi	have
been	 swept	 away	 by	 protest,	 in	 the	 KRI	we	 can	 still	 observe	what	 appears	 to	 be	 dynastic
republicanism	operating.	Masrour	Barzani,	the	son	of	the	current	President	of	the	KRI	(Masoud
Barzani),	is	Chancellor	of	the	Kurdistan	Region	Security	Council.	Masoud	Barzani’s	nephew,
Necherwan	 Barzani,	 is	 the	 deputy	 head	 of	 the	 KDP,	 was	 Prime	 Minister	 of	 the	 Kurdistan
Regional	 Government	 in	 2006	 and	 again	 now	 since	 2012.	 Qubad	 Talabani,	 the	 son	 of	 the
leader	of	the	Patriotic	Union	of	Kurdistan	and	until	2013,	the	President	of	Iraq,	Jalal	Talabani,
is	Deputy	Prime	Minister	in	the	KRG.	His	brother,	Pavel	is	head	of	the	security	service	in	the
Sulaimaniah	 region.	 To	 appreciate	 how	 dynastic	 republicanism	 operates	 in	 Iraqi	 Kurdistan,
requires	 an	 understanding	 of	 what	 has	 been	 termed	 the	 ‘hidden	 force’	 of	 Middle	 Eastern
society:	wasta.	This	refers	to	being	well-connected	and	to	be	able	to	use	those	connections	to
access	 resources	 such	 as	 jobs	 or	 business	 contracts.	 Masoud	 Barzani	 and	 family	 relatives
control	 a	 large	 number	 of	 enterprises,	 for	 example,	 Korek	 Telecom.	 Many	 of	 the	 most
profitable	companies,	like	those	overseeing	construction	projects,	are	owned	by	a	Barzani	or
Talibani;	 this	 patronage	 system	 alienates	 and	 excludes	much	 of	 the	 population.	 In	 2015	 and



2016	 there	have	been	continued	protests	against	corruption	and	economic	mismanagement	as
the	KRG’s	proposals	to	cut	salaries	threaten	the	rentier	social	contract.	This	is	illustrated	most
vividly	 in	 Kirkuk’s	 salary	 predicament	 where	 employees	 of	 the	 federal	 government	 were
getting	paid	whereas	employees	of	the	Kurdistan	Regional	Government	were	not	paid	and	had
the	prospect	of	cuts	to	their	salaries	(Natali	2016).	All	this	has	intensified	the	crisis	over	the
Kurdistan	Regional	Presidency,	the	tenancy	of	which	by	Masoud	Barzani,	officially	came	to	an
end	in	August	2015	(Stansfield	2015).	Opposition	to	the	KRG	leadership	and	their	distribution
of	oil	revenues	also	came	from	another	source	which	targeted	the	leadership	of	Iraq	and	Syria
from	a	 sectarian	 basis	 but	 also	 tapped	 into	widespread	 disaffection	with	 the	 status	 quo:	 the
Islamic	State	of	Iraq	and	Syria.

The	origins	and	establishment	of	the	Islamic	state	of	Iraq	and	Syria:	Farewell
to	Sykes-Picot?

One	 beneficiary	 of	 this	 upturning	 of	 the	 old	 order	was	 the	 Islamic	 State	 of	 Iraq	 and	 Syria,
which	subsequently	declared	itself	to	be	simply,	Islamic	State	(IS),	as	it	received	declarations
of	allegiance	from	Libya	to	Afghanistan	(see	BBC	2015).	Two	fatal	mistakes	made	by	the	Bush
presidency	 and	 Paul	 Bremer	 shortly	 after	 the	 US-led	 2003	 invasion	 laid	 the	 basis	 for	 the
eventual	rise	of	IS.	First,	the	ruling	that	no	member	of	the	Baath	party	could	be	involved	in	the
government	even	at	junior	levels	led	to	chaos	and	anarchy:	the	Americans	had	removed	the	one
group	which	could	have	provided	some	kind	of	administrative	stability	and	continuity.	Second,
the	entire	Sunni	dominated	army	was	disbanded,	throwing	1	million	men	onto	the	streets	with
their	guns	but	no	way	of	supporting	themselves.	These	two	decisions	combined	with	the	Sunni
disenchantment	with	 the	post-2003	order,	 spawned	 the	Sunni	 insurgency	which	 subsequently
morphed	into	IS.

The	US	placed	the	early	insurgents	in	Camp	Bucca,	including	one	Abu	Bakr	al-	Baghdadi.
At	the	time	he	seemed	inconsequential	and	they	allowed	him	to	lead	seminars	with	his	fellow
prisoners	 at	 which	 he	 disseminated	 his	 radical	 interpretation	 of	 Islam.	A	 decade	 later	 Abu
Bakr	al-Baghdadi	 re-emerged,	 this	 time	as	 the	Caliph	of	 the	 Islamic	State	of	 Iraq	and	Syria.
The	 creation	 of	 this	 organisation	 used	 a	 deep	 rooted	 Baathist	 networks,	 techniques	 of
surveillance	and	the	use	of	extreme	brutality	(see	Natali	2015).	As	they	stormed	back	into	Iraq
from	Syria	in	August	2014	to	occupy	Mosul,	Iraq’s	second	city,	Islamic	State	celebrated	their
removal	of	 the	Sykes-Picot	borders	by	dismantling	 the	 frontier	checkpoints	and	allowing	 the
Sunni	tribesmen	on	each	side	of	the	former	border	to	visit	their	cousins.

All	 the	 actors	 have	 their	 own	 agendas,	 and	 their	 own,	 sometimes	 opaque	 reasons	 as	 to
whom	 they	 support.	 As	 is	 often	 the	 case	 there	 is	 a	 great	 deal	 of	 complexity	 and	 constantly
shifting	 alliances	 depending	 on	 the	military	 situation	 on	 the	 ground.	Russia	 is	 supporting	 its
ally,	Bashar	Assad,	from	whom	they	derive	access	to	a	naval	base	on	the	Mediterranean	coast.
A	US	document	obtained	under	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act	notes	that	 the	US	anticipated



the	emergence	of	a	Salafist	principality	in	eastern	Syria	and	that	there	could	be	some	benefits
in	terms	of	exerting	pressure	on	the	Assad	regime.	There	would	also	be	benefits	for	the	US	and
Israel	 from	 the	 central	 lands	 becoming	 a	 patchwork	 of	 mini	 ethno-religious	 statelets	 (Salt
2013).

Fuelling	Jihad:	The	Erdogan	family	and	the	sale	of	ISIS	oil

Reports	 suggest	 that	Erdogan’s	 son,	Bilal,	owns	a	 fleet	of	petrol	 tankers	which	sell	 ISIS	oil
from	 the	 Syrian	 oil	 fields	 they	 control	 to	 third	 parties	 at	 50%	 of	 its	market	 value.	 Russian
intervention	 to	 support	 its	 ally	Bashar	Assad	 involved	blowing	up	 the	 tankers	being	used	 to
transport	 the	 ISIS	 oil	 to	 Turkey.	 Turkey	 warned	 Russia	 to	 desist.	 When	 Russia	 refused	 to
comply,	Erdogan	gave	 the	order	 to	have	 the	Russian	 jet	shot	down,	enraging	Vladimir	Putin.
The	split	between	Turkey	and	Russia	has	gone	beyond	political	and	is	now	personal.	President
Putin	 caustically	 commented	 that	 ‘President	 Erdogan	 wouldn’t	 resign	 if	 he	 had	 stolen	 oil
smeared	all	over	his	face’	at	 the	press	conference	to	show	satellite	imagery	purporting	to	be
ISIS	 tanker	convoys	 loading	up	 in	Turkish	ports.	Charges	 that	Russia	 is	 targeting	anti-Assad
rebels	also	prompted	Turkey	to	summon	Russian	ambassador	for	crisis	talks.

Shooting	down	 the	Russian	 jet	may	be	a	dangerous	 form	of	payback	 for	Vladimir	Putin’s
two-month	bombardment	of	 ISIS,	Turkey’s	ally.	Although	a	NATO	member	country,	a	 raft	of
evidence	suggests	 that	Turkey	 is	 in	 fact	using	 ISIS	and	has	helped	 the	 terror	organization	by
providing	 safe	 passage	 and	 financing	 via	 black	 market	 oil	 sales.	 The	 United	 States	 has
requested	Turkey	seals	its	border,	but	aware	of	its	status	as	a	NATO	member	and	its	critical
role	in	the	region,	the	Erdogan	government	continues	its	de	facto	support	of	ISIS	with	impunity.
To	 illustrate,	 $800	 million	 worth	 of	 ISIS	 oil	 has	 been	 sold	 in	 Turkey,	 and	 ISIS	 oil	 truck
convoys	are	routinely	allowed	to	cross	back	and	forth	between	the	Islamic	State	stronghold	of
Raqqa	and	Turkey.	When	 the	YPG	threatened	 to	extend	 their	control	of	 the	border	 lands	and
seal	 the	 border,	 Turkey	 suddenly	 climbed	 aboard	 the	 idea	 of	 bombing	missions	 in	 Syria.	 It
immediately	repelled	the	Kurdish	forces	and	prevented	a	stretch	of	the	border	between	Turkey
and	Syria	from	being	closed	off,	 thus	allowing	the	supply	routes	 to	continue	between	Turkey
and	the	Islamic	State	capital	of	Raqqa	and	then	onto	Mosul.

According	 to	 reports	 there	 is	 compelling	 evidence	 that	 the	Turkish	President’s	 son,	Bilal
Erdogan,	 is	 intimately	 involved	 in	 the	 ISIS	 oil	 sales.	As	Nafeez	Ahmed	documents	 (Ahmad
2015),	 a	 large	cache	of	 intelligence	 recovered	 from	a	 raid	on	an	 ISIS	 safe	house	confirmed
direct	dealings	between	Turkish	officials	and	high-ranking	ISIS	members.	Attacks	by	Russian
bombers	on	 ISIS	oil	 tanker	convoys	and	 ISIS	operated	oil	 fields	cut	 in	half	 the	 income	ISIS
earned	from	oil.	Consequently,	Erdogan	personally	gave	the	order	to	shoot	down	the	Russian
jet	which	crossed	into	Turkish	territory	for	17	seconds.	Before	this	the	US	had	not	dropped	one
bomb	on	an	ISIS	oil	tanker;	it	even	airdropped	warning	leaflets	to	inform	the	drivers	about	an
impending	 bombing.	 In	 a	 single	 day	 the	 Russians	 destroyed	 1000	 ISIS	 oil	 tankers	 and



subsequently	cut	in	half	ISIS’s	income	from	oil.

The	emperor	has	no	clothes:	The	Iraqi	army	and	the	fall	of	Mosul	to	the
Islamic	State

The	lamentable	result	of	the	American	attempt	to	create	a	national	army	for	Iraq	becomes	clear
when	 considering	 the	 following	 statistics	 from	 the	US	 Inspector	 of	 Iraq	Reconstruction:	 the
soldiers	of	 the	Iraqi	army,	on	 learning	of	 the	approach	of	 ISIS	forces,	 literally	 took	off	 their
uniform	and	fled;	this	was	after	the	spending	of	US	$26	billion	on	training	and	equipment.	The
two	 Iraqi	 divisions	 outnumbered	 the	 800	 ISIS	 fighters	 by	 a	 ratio	 of	 30:1	 but	 the	 Iraqi	 army
simply	left	the	high	tech	kit	provided	for	them	by	the	US	to	the	ISIS	fighters	who	then	paraded
through	the	streets	with	this	equipment	including	over	2,000	Humvee	Armoured	vehicles,	over
50	 US	 M198	 Howitzer	 artillery	 guns	 with	 GPS	 and	 intelligent	 capability,	 Black	 hawk
helicopters	 and	 missile	 launchers.	 ISIS	 gained	 a	 war	 chest	 of	 millions	 of	 dollars	 from	 the
sacking	 of	 the	National	Bank	 of	 Iraq	 in	Mosul	 to	 add	 to	 their	 vast	 income	 from	 the	 sale	 of
smuggled	oil	from	fields	they	controlled	in	Iraq	and	Syria.

It	was	manifestly	apparent	 that	 those	 fighting	 in	 the	army	did	not	have	 the	commitment	or
will	to	fight	in	its	uniform	as	soon	as	the	going	gets	tough.	Fundamentally	they	do	not	believe	in
or	have	any	commitment	to	the	Iraqi	state	except	in	the	most	instrumental	of	ways.	In	contrast
are	the	fighters	of	the	different	Shia	militias	who	would	fight	 to	 the	death	under	 the	Mahdi’s
flag;	it	was	the	Shia	militias	funded	by	Iran	who	stopped	Islamic	State’s	march	on	Baghdad	–
they	believed	in	the	identity	they	were	fighting	for.

The	fighters	of	the	Islamic	State	are	also	highly	motivated	for	a	number	of	reasons,	and	not
only	 their	 religious	 beliefs.	 The	 provision	 of	 livelihood	 also	 explains	 in	 part	 some	 of	 the
attraction	 of	 IS.	 For	 example,	 the	 greatest	 percentage	 of	 foreign	 fighters	 in	 IS	 come	 from
Tunisia;	the	$1,500	a	month	which	the	foreign	fighter	receives	enables	him	to	send	back	money
to	his	family.	In	the	absence	of	other	avenues	to	earn	a	living,	this	prospect	is	not	without	its
attractions.	Furthermore,	through	its	attack	on	the	tourism	industry,	the	main	income	of	Tunisia,
IS	 actively	 and	 strategically	 seeks	 to	 erode	 the	 ability	 of	 ‘non-terrorist	 industries’	 to	 offer
employment.	The	prospect	of	religiously	endorsed	booty	of	Yazidi	girls	as	sex	slaves	is	also
an	 attraction	 as	well	 as	 the	 prospect	 of	martyrdom	 and	 the	 bonus	 of	 92	 virgins	 in	 paradise
according	to	their	beliefs.	Tellingly,	the	all-women	units	of	the	Peoples	Protection	Units	(YPJ)
in	Syria	strike	fear	into	the	IS	fighters	as	to	be	killed	by	a	woman	in	battle	deprives	them	of
entry	to	paradise	in	their	beliefs.

Similarly,	the	Kurdish	Peshmerga	believe	in	fighting	for	Kurdistan	to	defend	their	land	and
families	and	those	who	shelter	within	it	including	Christians	and	other	ethnicities	and	religious
groups	 in	 federal	 Iraq	 (see	 Danilovich	 2014	 on	 the	 issues	 of	 federal	 status	 pertaining	 to
Peshmerga	 forces).	But	even	the	Peshmerga	are	not	 invincible	 (Natali	2015c)	–	 it	was	only
frantic	telephoning	by	Kurdish	officials	and	the	presence	of	the	US	consulate	in	Erbil	that	led



President	 Obama	 to	 authorise	 the	 US	 Air	 Force	 to	 ‘degrade’	 the	 columns	 of	 ISIS	 forces
advancing	rapidly	on	Erbil	narrowly	preventing	the	city	falling	to	 the	marauding	thugs	of	 the
Islamic	State	intent	on	mass	executions	and	cultural	destruction.	The	onslaught	of	ISIS	had	been
stopped	at	the	gates	of	Baghdad	and	Erbil	and	attention	turned	to	turning	the	tide.	Precision	US
military	strikes	in	coordination	with	Baghdad	and	Erbil	have	pushed	back	the	radical	Islamic
group	and	attention	has	turned	to	how	institutions	can	be	designed	and	deals	done	to	reconcile
Shiites,	Sunnis	and	Kurds	(see	Choudhry	2008).	Natali	notes	that	‘stabilizing	Iraq	in	the	face	of
IS	will	ultimately	 require	a	deal	not	only	between	Baghdad	and	Erbil,	but	 also	among	 Iraqi
Arab,	 Kurdish	 and	 other	 minority	 group	 leaders	 over	 boundaries	 and	 the	 revenues	 and
resources	 linked	 to	 them’	 (Natali	 2015).	 The	 problem	 here	 is	 that	 US	 occupation	 and	 the
onslaught	 of	 IS	 have	 done	 immense	 and	 possibly	 irreparable	 damage	 to	 the	 relationship
between	 the	 different	 communities.	Whilst	 it	 is	 unlikely	 that	 the	 fragmented	 groups	 of	 Iraqi
society	will	 develop	 a	 cohesive	 identity	 in	 the	 near	 future,	Natali	 (2016)	 outlines	 the	many
reasons	why	Iraqi	nationalism	should	not	be	underestimated	due	to	the	opportunities	afforded
instrumentally	by	the	Iraqi	state	structures.	Countering	caution	over	the	‘end	of	Iraq	thesis’	or
even	 an	 assumption	 that	 the	 country	 will	 be	 divided	 into	 three	 areas	 Natali	 contends	 that
President	 Barzani’s	 call	 for	 a	 move	 beyond	 the	 boundaries	 of	 the	 Sykes-Picot	 era	 and
announcement	of	a	referendum	on	independence	should	not	necessarily	be	taken	as	indicating
an	impending	declaration	of	 independence.	The	durability	of	state	borders	and	the	dependent
nature	(see	Natali	2010)	of	the	KRG	means	that	the	phase	of	post-colonial	sequestration	of	the
Kurds	will	not	necessarily	come	to	an	end.

Post-colonial	sequestration	and	the	resource	factor

This	chapter	has	used	Halliday’s	concept	of	post-colonial	sequestration	combined	with	Harvey
and	 Stansfield’s	 analysis	 of	 the	 resource	 factor	 to	 frame	 an	 account	 of	 the	 state	 formation
process	 affecting	 the	 Kurds	 in	 the	 era	 of	 modern	 Middle	 East	 politics:	 the	 state	 system
originating	in	the	Sykes-Picot	correspondence	signed	in	1916.	It	has	been	shown	how	oil	is	a
hugely	 important	 factor	 in	 this	 state	 formation	 process	which	 has	 had,	 and	will	 continue	 to
have,	immense	implications	on	the	Kurdish	drive	for	independence.	As	President	Barzani	calls
to	 move	 beyond	 the	 Sykes-Picot	 era	 and	 initiates	 a	 referendum	 to	 marshall	 preferences	 on
KRG	independence,	it	would	be	well	to	note	Halliday’s	injunction.	Namely	that:

If	 the	concept	of	post-colonial	sequestration	holds,	 then	it	carries	a	vital	 lesson:	only	if
there	is	a	major	political	shift	in	the	hegemonic	state	that	has	committed	the	sequestration,
and	which	has	secured	some	international	indulgence	for	it,	is	there	a	realistic	prospect	of
post-colonial	annexation	being	reversed	(Halliday	2008).

That	 is,	until	changes	within	Turkey	lead	to	an	acceptance	of	Kurdish	identity	and	statehood,



the	prospects	for	any	declaration	of	independence	is	meaningless.	Halliday	further	enjoins	that,
if	democratic	(including	federal)	rights	and	freedoms	can	be	accorded	to	the	Kurds	in	Iraq,	as
well	 as	 Syria	 and	Turkey,	 then	 all	 options	 can	 be	 freely	 placed	 on	 the	 table.	 This	 begs	 the
question	 as	 to	what	 are	 the	 prospects	 for	 the	 consolidation	 of	 these	 democratic	 and	 federal
rights	for	the	Kurds	and	all	the	peoples	of	Iraq	under	its	nascent	federal	system.

Whither	Iraq:	A	house	of	cards?

Looking	forward,	 the	‘end	of	Iraq’	 thesis	 in	 its	simplest	 terms	posits	 that	Iraq	is	an	artificial
country,	 created	 by	 the	 British	 in	 the	 1920s	 as	 a	 vehicle	 for	 the	 development	 of	 the	 oil
resources.	A	 foreign	king	was	 imposed	 as	 a	 consolation	prize	 for	missing	out	 on	 the	 crown
elsewhere.	 Ever	 since	 then	 its	 identity	 and	 nation	 building	 projects	 have	 failed.	 It	 is	 an
extremely	fragile	polity	liable	to	collapse	beyond	repair	under	the	strain	of	civil	war.

Advancing	 a	 complex	 and	 nuanced	 analysis,	 Natali	 (2010,	 2015a,	 2015b,	 2015c,	 2016)
posits	the	strength	of	Iraqi	nationalism	and	also	urges	a	cautionary	note	against	the	assumption
that	 the	KRI	 is	 poised	 for	 independence.	 In	 contrast,	 she	 argues	 persuasively	 that	 stalemate
rather	than	statehood	may	be	the	defining	characteristic	for	the	KRI	in	the	current	situation	due
to	 the	 constraints	 of	 geo-politics	 and	 the	 benefits	 accruing	 to	 all	 parties	 involved,	 including
revenues	 from	 the	 sale	 of	 oil	 (see	 also	 Owtram	 2014;	 Danilovich	 and	 Owtram	 2014;
Danilovich	2014).

The	 US	 invasion	 of	 2003	 by	 decapitating	 the	 regime	 of	 Saddam	 Hussein	 without	 much
thought	 for	 reconstruction,	 led	 to	anarchy	and	a	Hobbesian	state	of	war	of	all	 against	all,	 in
which	 pre-existing	 sectarian	 identities	 have	 become	 very	 salient.	 The	 international
community’s	reluctance	to	see	Iraq	broken	up	lends	a	certain	inertia	to	the	state	structures	that
include	the	Iraqi	state	and	even	give	it	certain	advantages	over	rival	bodies	in	the	competition
to	be	seen	as	the	legitimate	authority	of	the	territory.	Most	likely	the	US	will	continue	to	throw
good	money	after	bad	as	it	painstakingly	tries	to	construct,	reconstruct	and	maintain	this	house
of	cards,	in	the	absence	of	better	alternative	policy	options.

Conclusion
This	chapter	has	surveyed	how	the	Kurds	have	been	 involved	 in	a	prolonged	and	drawn-out
poker	game	since	the	First	World	War	in	which	the	prize	of	state	independence	has	remained
elusive	 as	 they	 have	 come	 to	 terms	with	 the	 terrible	 hand	 dealt	 to	 them	 by	more	 powerful
players	in	an	earlier	rendition	of	this	game.	Those	who	took	part	in	the	Sykes-Picot	Agreement
of	1916	are	 long	gone	 from	 this	world	but	 their	 legacy	continues	 to	confound	 the	 search	 for
peace,	prosperity	and	stability.	The	Kurds	see	this	as	 the	time	to	banish	the	ghosts	of	Sykes-
Picot.

This	 has	 been	 a	 game	 of	 high	 stakes	 in	 which	 Kurdish	 leaders	 have	 had	 to	 deal	 with



powerful	 protagonists	 across	 the	 table	 all	 of	whom	 have	 been	 ready	 and	willing	 to	 deploy
strategies	to	encourage	Kurdish	division.	To	name	them:	brutal	and	wily	regional	players	such
as	 the	 genocidal	 regime	 of	 Saddam	 Hussein	 and	 Syria,	 a	 Turkish	 state	 with	 a	 compulsive
tendency	to	deny	Kurdish	identity;	a	powerful	Iran	under	first	the	follies	of	the	Shah	and	then
the	 austerities	 of	 theocratic	 rule,	 the	 ambivalence	 of	 the	 Saudis	 and	 the	 Gulf	 states;	 the
capriciousness	of	great	powers	such	as	Great	Britain,	France,	Russia	and	the	United	State;	and
currently	the	existential	threat	posed	by	the	death	cult	of	the	Islamic	State.

The	 view	 advanced	 in	 this	 chapter	 has	 been,	 on	 balance,	 that	 –	 although	 oil	 seemingly
provides	economic	resources	for	the	development	of	an	independent	state,	and	therefore	might
represent	‘an	ace	in	the	hole’	–	such	apparent	benefits	have	not	accrued	to	the	Kurds	in	general,
and	 specifically	 to	 the	Kurds	 of	 Iraq.	Due	 to	 the	 constraints	 of	 geo-strategy,	 the	 vagaries	 of
international	politics,	the	intensification	of	pre-existing	divisions	and	rivalries,	and	the	ensuing
erosion	 of	 human	 capital,	 oil	 for	 the	 Kurds	 brings	 ‘the	 curse	 of	 black	 gold’.	 Rather	 than
representing	the	lucky	ace	in	the	hole,	it	can	more	accurately	be	described	as	the	joker	in	the
pack.	For	the	Kurds	to	banish	the	ghosts	of	Sykes-Picot	will	 take	the	ability	to	play	well	the
bad	hand	they	were	dealt.	In	the	coming	years,	it	remains	to	be	seen	how	this	will	play	out	in
the	ancient	and	ever-enduring	game	of	high-stakes	poker,	which	constitutes	–	and	at	the	same
time	creates	–	the	politics	and	international	relations	of	the	Middle	East.
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6 Kurdistan’s	independence	and	the	international
system	of	sovereign	states
Ryan	D.	Griffiths

Iraqi	 Kurdistan	 has	 been	 in	 the	 spotlight	 of	 late.	 In	 a	 February	 2015	 issue	 The	 Economist
endorsed	 Kurdistan’s	 independence,	 arguing	 that	 a	 “country	 should	 be	 able	 to	 gain
independence	if	it	can	stand	on	its	own	feet,	has	democratic	credentials	and	respects	its	own
minorities.”	At	the	moment,	Kurdistan	exists	as	an	effectively	de	facto	state	within	a	severely
fractured	and	war-torn	 Iraq,	a	 troubled	state	within	a	 troubled	 region.	The	 recent	 rise	of	 the
Islamic	State	of	Iraq	and	al-Sham	(ISIS)	helped	reinvigorate	the	idea	of	Kurdish	independence
by	drawing	attention	to	the	peril	of	state	failure.	This	prompted	Masoud	Barzani,	the	President
of	the	Kurdish	regional	government	to	say	to	the	Kurdish	Parliament	last	July:	“The	time	has
come	to	decide	our	fate,	and	we	should	not	wait	for	other	people	to	decide	it	for	us”	(Filkins
2014).

How	 likely	 is	 it	 that	Kurdistan	will	 gain	 its	 independence?	What	 factors	will	 shape	 that
outcome?	 According	 to	 one	 school	 of	 thought,	 Kurdistan’s	 path	 to	 independence	 is	 all	 but
assured.	 The	 declaratory	 theory	 of	 statehood	 holds	 that	 states	 are	 ontologically	 prior	 to	 the
state	 system	(Buzan	and	Little	2000,	Fabry	2010,	Erman	2013,	Coggins	2014).	A	polity	 that
functions	like	a	state	can	thereby	declare	its	independence	and	join	the	club	of	sovereign	states
as	an	equal.	Article	1	of	the	Montevideo	Declaration	on	the	Rights	and	Duties	of	States	lists
four	 criteria	 for	 statehood:	 (1)	 a	 permanent	 population;	 (2)	 a	 defined	 territory;	 (3)	 a
government;	and	(4)	the	capacity	to	enter	into	relations	with	other	states.	These	criteria	are	not
explicitly	 dependent	 on	 the	 recognition	 of	 other	 states	 and,	 in	 a	 sense,	 sovereignty	 is
determined	largely	by	the	entity	declaring	it.	According	to	this	view,	Kurdistan	can	decide	its
own	fate.

A	contrasting	view	known	as	the	constitutive	theory	of	statehood	posits	that	sovereignty	is
determined	by	the	collective	judgement	of	the	international	community.	It	is	not	enough	to	look
and	function	like	a	state;	true	sovereignty	requires	that	other	states	perceive	you	as	a	state.	An
extreme	wing	of	this	school	of	 thought	sees	states	as	entirely	constructed	by	the	international
system	–	the	system	creates	states.

I	 contend	 that	 the	 constitutive	 theory	 of	 statehood	 is	 mostly	 correct.	 In	 the	 modern,
interconnected	 and	 highly	 globalized	 international	 system,	 sovereign	 recognition	 matters
greatly.	 Without	 it	 states	 are	 relegated	 to	 a	 de	 facto	 status,	 existing	 on	 the	 margins	 of
international	society	without	a	legal	identity	apart	from	the	larger	state	from	which	the	region



wants	 to	 break	 away.	This	 is	 the	 fate	 of	 Somaliland,	 an	 island	 of	 relative	 but	 unrecognized
political	order	within	 the	 internationally	 recognized	but	 failed	 state	of	Somalia.	 I	 conjecture
that	 the	weight	 of	 the	 constitutive	 argument	 is	 historically	 and	 system	dependent,	 and	 that	 in
earlier	times,	states	may	have	simply	declared	their	sovereignty,	whatever	that	entailed,	with
little	 or	 no	 concern	 for	 the	 collective	 judgement	 of	 other	 states.	 But	 that	 is	 not	 the	 case
presently,	as	Kurdistan’s	fate	will	be	determined	by	the	norms,	principles,	and	politics	of	the
international	system.1

I	make	my	argument	in	several	stages.	First,	I	describe	what	I	term	the	“sovereignty	club”:	a
sovereign	state	system	that	meets	the	requirements	of	a	club	good	(excludable	and	non-rival),
where	applicants	have	an	incentive	to	join	just	as	members	have	reason	to	exclude.	Second,	I
provide	 a	 history	 of	 the	 process	 of	 sovereign	 recognition,	 locate	 its	 roots	 in	 the	 normative
traditions	of	sovereignty	and	liberalism,	discuss	the	dynamics	of	independence	for	the	Kurds
during	 the	Ottoman	period,	and	draw	conjectures	about	how	states	may	be	 recognized	 in	 the
future.	I	finish	by	examining	the	consequences	of	these	practices	for	Kurdistan	and	outlining	its
strategic	possibilities	in	the	contemporary	international	system.

The	sovereignty	club
The	 sovereign	 state	 system	 can	 be	 conceived	 of	 as	 a	 club	 good.	 It	 has	 value	 like	 all	 goods
insofar	as	it	provides	its	members	with	a	legal	identity	and	access	to	a	range	of	benefits	(more
on	that	below).	What	sets	it	apart	from	other	types	of	goods	–	private,	public,	and	common	–	is
that	 it	 is	 excludable	 and	 non-rival	 (Buchanan	 1965).	 Club	 members	 establish	 admission
criteria	to	filter	applicants.	Moreover,	admission	to	the	club	does	not	automatically	reduce	the
welfare	of	other	members.	The	good	is,	however,	only	non-rival	to	a	point;	too	many	members
can	create	crowding	and	reduce	the	benefits	of	membership.

To	 consider	 this	 argument,	 it	 is	 useful	 to	 break	 it	 into	 parts.	 First,	 there	 are	 benefits	 to
joining	the	sovereignty	club	as	a	sovereign	state.	The	most	definitive	sign	of	that	achievement
is	a	full	seat	at	the	United	Nations	General	Assembly,	giving	the	state	in	question	both	a	right	to
vote	 and	 a	 legal	 identity.	 This	 has	 more	 than	 simple	 symbolic	 value.	 As	 the	 leaders	 of
Somaliland	 know,	 the	 absence	 of	 an	 international	 identity	 creates	 barriers	 to	 international
trade,	 using	 international	 post,	 and	 accessing	 financial	 aid	 (Fazal	 and	 Griffiths	 2014).
Somaliland	is	forced	to	rely	on	secondary	financial	markets	and	foreign	bank	accounts	because
it	lacks	an	internationally	recognized	central	bank.	De	facto	states	can	exist	in	a	more	or	less
hermetic	state	if	they	wish,	but	to	a	large	extent	they	will	be	cut	off	from	the	global	economy
and	the	various	benefits	of	international	society.

Second,	 the	 sovereign	 state	 club	 has	 reason	 to	 limit	 membership.	 The	 reason	 members
would	choose	 to	 exclude	 is	 that	 the	good	 in	question	 is	only	non-rival	up	 to	 a	point.	 In	 that
sense,	a	club	good	sits	between	the	two	extremes	of	private	goods	(excludable	and	rival)	and



public	 goods	 (non-excludable	 and	 non-rival):	 “For	 a	 pure	 public	 good	 the	 addition	 of	 one
more	member	 to	 the	 club	 never	 detracts	 from	 benefits	 of	 club	membership	…	 [for]	 a	 pure
private	 good,	 say	 an	 apple,	 crowding	begins	 to	 take	place	 on	 the	 first	 unit”	 (Mueller	 1989:
131).	The	issue	of	crowding	where	states	are	concerned	is	quite	nuanced.	Any	new	state	will
subtract	territory	from	an	existing	state	(or	set	of	states),	and	for	that	state	one	could	point	to	a
reduction	in	welfare	depending	on	the	value	assigned	to	the	territory.	In	a	larger	sense	there	is
the	issue	of	precedent-setting	and	uncontrolled	fragmentation.	Fears	of	domino	effects	are	very
real,	and	many	states	deny	independence	demands	elsewhere	out	of	a	concern	that	recognition
may	set	a	precedent	and	lead	to	their	own	territorial	dismemberment	or	sovereign	dissolution
(Toft	2002,	Walter	2009,	Griffiths	2015).	Just	as	aspiring	nations	have	an	incentive	to	join	the
club,	existing	members	have	the	incentive	to	control	admission.

How	do	the	club	members	control	admission?	There	are	various	metrics	used	to	determine
international	 recognition.	 For	 example,	 one	might	 count	 the	 total	 number	 of	 other	 states	 that
have	bestowed	recognition.	Currently,	Kosovo	has	been	recognized	by	some	108	countries,	a
slight	 majority	 of	 the	 club	 members	 (Meetser	 2012).	 Another	 indicator	 is	 membership	 in
international	 organizations.	 Of	 these,	 the	 most	 important	 is	 UN	 membership,	 the	 defining
feature	of	club	membership	and	the	Holy	Grail	for	stateless	nations	seeking	sovereignty.	A	full
seat	in	the	UN	General	Assembly	gives	a	state	an	equal	position	in	the	parliament	of	states,	and
a	corresponding	legal	identity	that	is	useful	for	a	range	of	economic	and	diplomatic	reasons.	In
procedural	terms,	the	UN	membership	process	requires	that	applications	must	be	approved	by
the	 Security	Council	 before	 they	 are	 submitted	 to	 the	General	Assembly.	 Thus,	 the	 Security
Council	 acts	 as	 the	 gatekeeper	 to	 the	 club,	 especially	 the	 five	 permanent	 veto-holding
members:	France,	Russia,	China,	United	Kingdom,	and	the	United	States.	So	while	Kosovo	has
been	 recognized	 by	 a	 majority	 of	 sovereign	 states,	 it	 is	 currently	 blocked	 at	 the	 Security
Council	 level	 by	 Russia	 and	 China,	 who	 refuse	 to	 recognize	 Kosovar	 independence	 out	 of
respect	for	Serbian	sovereignty.

Of	 course,	 the	 procedure	 for	 recognizing	 other	 states	 is	 always	 built	 upon	 the	 various
diplomatic	practices	 that	pertain	 to	 international	order.	Such	practices	are	protean.	They	are
the	 product	 of	 an	 evolving	 body	 of	 international	 legal	 norms,	 rules,	 and	 principles	 (i.e.	 the
recognition	regime)	that	determine	when	an	applicant	nation	has	the	right	to	withdraw	from	an
existing	state	and	join	the	club	of	sovereign	states	as	an	equal.

The	evolving	recognition	regime
The	contemporary	recognition	regime	has	its	origins	in	the	early	modern	European	state	system
and	regional	order.	Beginning	in	Europe	sometime	in	the	seventeenth	century,	if	not	earlier,	the
constituent	states	began	to	develop	rules	for	determining	not	only	what	sovereignty	implied	in
legal	and	practical	terms,	but	also	who	should	be	granted	those	rights	(Spruyt	1994,	Osiander



2001).	According	to	Charles	Tilly	there	were	some	500	European	states	in	the	year	1500;	that
number	had	been	reduced	to	25	by	the	early	1900s	(Tilly	1975).	That	culling	of	states	hints	at
the	 immense	 cartographical	 changes	 that	 have	 been	 wrought	 over	 time,	 but	 obscures	 the
contradictory	processes	of	political	aggregation	and	fragmentation	that	have	characterized	the
continent.	Although	the	overall	trend	has	been	toward	fewer	states	–	at	least	until	the	early	to
mid-twentieth	century	–	 there	was	also	considerable	 fragmentation	 that	 took	place.	Since	all
European	land	was	effectively	enclosed	or	legally	claimed	by	the	seventeenth	century,	any	new
state	implied	an	exit	and	subtraction	(i.e.	a	secession)	from	an	existing	state	(Griffiths	2014).
Controlling	 that	 process	 was	 and	 remains	 the	 chief	 aim	 of	 the	 recognition	 regime	 (Jackson
1990,	1993,	Halperin	and	Scheffer,	and	Small	1992,	Ratner	1996,	Shaw	1996,	Osterud	1997,
Bartos	1997,	Krasner	1999,	Radan	2002,	Buchanan	2003,	Fazal	and	Griffiths	2014).

If	 the	 recognition	 regime	 is	 the	 product	 of	 efforts	 by	 the	 sovereignty	 club	 to	 control
admission,	what	guides	these	efforts?	I	contend	that	the	regime	is	the	product	of	international
diplomacy	and	the	competition	between	two	competing	normative	traditions:	sovereignty	and
liberalism	(Sandholtz	and	Stiles	2008).	In	the	sovereign	tradition,	rights	are	given	to	the	state
or,	 in	 earlier	 periods,	 the	person	who	embodied	 the	 state.	 In	 the	 liberal	 tradition,	 rights	 are
allocated	to	the	individual.	The	result	of	these	competing	traditions	and	the	resulting	normative
crosswinds	 they	create	 is	an	 international	order	composed	of	various	 friction	points.	One	of
the	most	salient	in	the	contemporary	period	is	the	Responsibility	to	Protect	(R2P),	the	notion
that	the	sovereign	right	of	states	to	manage	their	internal	affairs	is	forfeit	when	human	rights	are
violated.	The	core	criteria	for	R2P	and	attendant	debate	can	be	seen	as	 the	working	out	of	a
basic	question	in	international	life:	which	takes	precedence,	the	state	or	the	individual?

Norms	are	continuously	evolving	phenomena,	and	the	character	and	strength	of	a	given	norm
at	 any	moment	 is	 determined	 through	 persuasion,	 in	 relation	 to	 power,	 and	 via	 the	 dialectic
between	 sovereign	 and	 liberal	 rights.2	 The	 same	 can	 be	 said	 of	 the	 recognition	 regime,	 a
constellation	 of	 several	 norms	 that	 controls	 admission	 to	 the	 sovereignty	 club.	 Since	 this
dialectic	between	sovereignty	and	liberalism	is	driven	in	part	by	power	–	the	rise	and	fall	of
states	 and	 hegemons	 and	 the	 conflicts	 that	 determine	 their	 fate	 –	 the	 result	 is	 a	 somewhat
episodic	nature	to	the	recognition	regime.	Like	much	in	international	relations,	these	episodes
conform	to	historical	events.

The	first	episode	in	Europe	was	sovereign	dominant	and	barely	liberal.	It	encompassed	the
European-based	system	during	the	eighteenth	century,	and	perhaps	earlier,	and	waned	with	the
advent	 of	 the	 American	 and	 French	 revolutions.	 In	 regard	 to	 secession	 and	 independence
claims,	states	followed	a	practice	that	I	call	recognition	by	consent,	where	other	states	were
expected	 to	 withhold	 recognition	 until	 the	 breakaway	 region	 received	 the	 blessing	 of	 its
sovereign.	 The	 famous	 break	 with	 this	 practice	 occurred	 when	 the	 French	 recognized	 the
American	 secessionists	 prior	 to	 British	 consent,	 an	 act	 of	 strategic	 rather	 than	 normative
calculation.	 In	 doing	 so,	 they	 helped	 initiate	 a	 normative	 turn	 that	 brought	 into	 international



politics	a	relatively	liberal,	and	therefore	radical,	country	that	was	willing	to	raise	the	rights	of
individuals	above	that	of	states	in	certain	circumstances	(Armitage	2007).

The	second	episode	began	in	full	after	the	Napoleonic	wars	and	covered	the	years	until	the
end	of	 the	First	World	War.	The	normative	 shift	 occurred	because	of	 the	 introduction	of	 the
norm	of	 self-determination.	Grounded	 in	 liberal	 theory,	 self-determination	holds	 that	 nations
should	have	the	right	to	control	their	political	fate	(Mayall	1990,	Beran	1998,	Buchanan	2003,
and	Wellman	2005).	Since	there	are	many	more	nations	than	states	–	indeed,	Gellner	estimated
that	nations	exceed	states	by	a	factor	of	ten!	(Gellner	1983:	43–44)	–	it	naturally	followed	that
the	 principle	 was	 adopted	 by	 stateless	 nations	 and	 used	 as	 rhetorical	 ammunition	 against
existing	states.

Importantly,	 the	 application	 of	 self-determination	 was	 initially	 interpreted	 as	 a	 negative
right	(i.e.	stateless	nations	were	entitled	to	self-determination	without	outside	interference).	If
they	could	prevail	over	their	sovereign,	or	win	their	consent,	and	establish	de	facto	statehood
as	an	empirical	fact,	then	the	club	of	states	was	obliged	to	grant	recognition.	Following	Fabry,
I	call	this	the	age	of	de	facto	recognition	(Fabry	2010).	The	leading	states	in	this	practice	were
the	 United	 States	 and	 United	 Kingdom,	 former	 adversaries	 who	 nevertheless	 embraced	 the
liberal	 turn.	 Their	 opponents	 were	 the	 conservative	 European	 monarchs	 who	 objected
unsuccessfully	to	the	practice	of	de	facto	recognition	and	watched	in	frustration	as	the	Anglo-
Americans	 recognized	 the	 new	 Latin	 American	 states	 against	 the	 will	 of	 Spain.	 With	 the
stirrings	 of	 nationalism	 across	 the	 continent	 they	 gradually,	 but	 never	 completely,	 came	 to
accept	the	new	rules	of	the	game.

The	two	world	wars	transformed	the	recognition	regime	via	a	double	normative	movement.
On	one	hand,	there	was	“a	shift	in	the	understanding	of	self-determination	from	a	negative	to
positive	 international	 right”	 (Fabry	 2010:	 12).	 This	 is	 typically	 pinned	 to	 the	 Wilsonian
Moment	at	the	end	of	the	First	World	War,	when	President	Woodrow	Wilson	advanced	a	more
ambitious	 understanding	 of	 the	 self-determination	 of	 nations	 (Manela	 2007).3	 Whereas	 the
interpretation	of	self-determination	as	a	negative	right	meant	that	nations	could	become	free	by
their	own	hand,	and	third	parties	were	expected	to	remain	neutral,	the	positive	right	placed	an
obligation	on	the	international	community	to	assist	in	nationalist	efforts.	Self-determination	as
an	international	norm	had	acquired	an	activist	dimension.

There	 was	 also	 a	 parallel	 evolution	 in	 sovereign	 thinking	 in	 which	 conquest	 was	 made
taboo.	The	great	destruction	of	the	wars	and	the	naked	aggression	of	the	Second	World	War,	in
particular,	 gave	 rise	 to	 a	prohibition	on	 territorial	 conquest	 and	an	emphasis	on	maintaining
sovereign	 borders.	 Atzili	 calls	 this	 the	 “border	 fixity	 norm”,	 saying	 that	 “conquest	 and
annexation	of	 one’s	 neighbour’s	 land,	 commonplace	 in	 the	 history	 of	 the	 state	 system,	 is	 no
longer	on	the	“menu	of	options”	for	post-Second	World	War	leaders	and	states	(Atzili	2012:
1).4	 According	 to	 Fazal,	 the	 norm	 resulted	 in	 a	 near	 disappearance	 of	 formal	 territorial
conquest	after	1945	(Fazal	2007).



The	 product	 of	 this	 double	 normative	 movement	 was	 a	 regime	 based	 on	 constitutive
recognition.	 The	 central	 feature	 of	 the	 regime	 is	 a	 normative	 tension	 between	 the	 sovereign
emphasis	 on	 treating	 borders	 as	 inviolable	 and	 the	 interpretation	 of	 self-determination	 as	 a
positive	right.	Although	the	borders	norm	originated	as	a	barrier	to	external	aggression,	it	has
been	equally	successful	in	the	post-1945	era	as	an	obstacle	to	secessionists	who,	by	definition,
want	to	change	borders	from	within.	Seeing	that	an	unconditional	emphasis	on	borders	would
invalidate	 self-determination	 efforts,	 and	 that	 an	 unfettered	 access	 for	 stateless	 nations	 to
independence	 would	 trump	 sovereignty,	 the	 international	 community	 of	 states	 and	 legal
scholars	has	aimed	for	a	middle	path	that	specifies	the	conditions	under	which	one	norm	takes
precedence.	In	other	words,	they	have	had	to	determine	who	counts	for	self-determination	and
who	 does	 not.	 However,	 as	 Fabry	 argues,	 determining	 who	 counts	 for	 independence	 is	 a
difficult	 task	 given	 the	 diverse	 interests	 of	 international	 politics,	 not	 to	 mention	 the	 simple
challenge	of	identifying	and	sorting	nations	(Fabry	2010).

Answering	the	question	of	who	counts	has	resulted	in	an	evolving	set	of	criteria.	The	first
criterion	or	ticket	to	independence	is	both	unstartling	and	uncontroversial:	secession	is	seen	as
legitimate	 when	 the	 nation	 in	 question	 has	 the	 consent	 of	 its	 sovereign,	 as	Montenegro	 did
when	 it	 parted	 ways	 with	 Serbia	 a	 decade	 ago.	 The	 second	 path	 is	 far	 more	 dramatic,
responsible	 for	 a	 sweeping	 political	 and	 cartographical	 transformation	 of	 international
relations.	This	was	decolonization,	the	application	of	self-determination	to	colonized	peoples.
In	more	 precise	 times,	 one	might	 say	 this	 was	 self-determination	 applied	 to	 overseas,	 first
order	 administrative	 units,	 rightly	 noting	 that	 the	 path	 to	 independence	 was	 denied	 to:	 (1)
colonial	relations	of	continental	empires,	such	as	the	peripheral	and	indigenous	nations	of	the
United	States,	Russia,	and	China;	and	 (2)	colonized	nations	of	saltwater	empires	 that	 lacked
administrative	status,	such	as	the	Baganda	and	the	Karens.5	This	sorting	of	the	fortunate	from
the	 unfortunate	 was	 one	 solution	 to	 determining	 who	 counts	 in	 a	 constitutive	 recognition
regime.

A	third	and	more	recent	path	to	the	sovereignty	club	was	for	members	of	dissolved	states,	a
solution	 that	 was	 arrived	 at	 during	 the	 Soviet	 and	 Yugoslav	 collapse.	 Not	 unlike
decolonization,	 this	 was	 a	 legal	 solution	 meant	 to	 put	 daylight	 between	 legal	 paths	 to
independence	 and	 other	 unsavoury	 forms	 of	 secession.	 Bartos	 argues:	 “the	 [Badinter]
Commission	preferred	to	view	the	Yugoslavian	situation	as	one	of	dissolution,	refusing	to	set	a
precedent	for	the	secession	of	national	groups	within	existing	States.”	(Bartos	1997:	75)	The
final	 path,	 somewhat	 conjecturally,	 centres	 on	Kosovo.	The	United	States	 and	 other	 powers
recognized	Kosovar	independence	citing	the	conflict	and	human	rights	abuses	that	had	occurred
during	the	civil	war	with	Serbia.	Although	some	saw	this	as	the	acceptance	of	a	remedial	right
to	secession,	the	United	States	and	the	related	legal	decision	on	Kosovo	shied	away	from	that
move	and	instead	determined	that	the	case	is	sui	generis.	Of	course,	other	states	such	as	Russia
and	China	have	demurred	from	this	position	and	have	supported	Serbian	sovereignty	instead.



Kosovo’s	present	status	of	semi-sovereignty	exists	because	the	international	community	cannot
agree	on	who	should	count.

This	brief	coverage	identifies	three	different	recognition	regimes.	The	first	was	recognition
by	 consent,	 a	 sovereign-dominant	 solution	 that	 existed	 in	 the	 Eurocentric	 system	 of	 the
eighteenth	 century.	 The	 second	was	 de	 facto	 recognition,	 a	 curious	 mix	 of	 sovereignty	 and
liberalism	 that	 existed	 roughly	 from	 1815–1918.	 The	 third	 is	 the	 post-1945	 constitutive
recognition	 regime,	 arguably	 the	 first	 regime	 to	 have	 truly	 global	 reach.	 Of	 course,	 not	 all
regimes	are	global	or	even	Western,	and	it	 is	useful	 to	consider	how	these	processes	played
out	in	different	regions,	especially	the	area	surrounding	Kurdistan.

What	we	think	of	as	the	international	system	was	only	really	consolidated	in	the	first	years
of	 the	 twentieth	century	 (Griffiths	and	Butcher	2013).	Prior	 to	 that	 there	was	no	 truly	global
system	in	the	sense	that	all	parts	of	the	Earth	were	connected	on	a	formal	legal	basis.	Instead
there	existed	separate	systems	or	sub-systems	that	the	ever-expanding	European-based	system
gradually	came	to	include.	The	disconnected	systems	–	either	partially	or	wholly	–	stretched
from	 Africa	 through	 the	 Middle	 East	 and	 South	 Asia	 into	 Southeast	 Asia	 and	 the	 Pacific.
Political	order	in	those	regions	varied	considerably	with	respect	to	patterns	of	recognition	and
sovereign	diplomacy	(Butcher	and	Griffiths	2015).

The	history	of	Kurdistan	and	the	politics	of	independence	are	the	product	of	geography	and
demographics.	 Kurdistan	 has	 to	 some	 extent	 been	 a	 border	 region	 between	 the	 empires	 of
Western	Anatolia,	the	Iranian	plateau,	and	the	Mesopotamian	basin.	It	is	no	surprise	that	these
three	regions	would	be	associated	in	modern	times	with	three	large	ethnic	blocs:	the	Turks,	the
Persians,	 and	 the	 Arabs.	 Kurdistan	 was	 historically	 a	 rugged	 frontier	 zone	 existing	 at	 the
intersection	 of	 these	 regions,	 one	where	 numerous	 tribes	 assimilated,	 to	 varying	 degrees,	 to
become	 the	 Kurds.	 Not	 unlike	 the	 many	 hill	 tribes	 of	 Southeast	 Asia,	 the	 Balkans,	 the
Carpathians,	 or	 even	 the	 steppe	 on	 which	 Ukrainian	 culture	 gradually	 coalesced,	 Kurdish
culture	existed	on	the	edge	of	empire	(Scott	2010).	This	was	a	shatter	zone	subject	to	the	push
and	pull	of	imperial	ambition.

Regions	such	as	 these	display	a	common	pattern	with	respect	 to	 independence,	autonomy,
and	 what	 we	 might	 call	 sovereignty	 in	 a	 stripped-down,	 culturally	 neutral	 way.	 Imperial
frontiers	were	quite	often	zones	of	diminishing	control	and	it	was	not	uncommon	for	a	smaller
polity	or	 tribe	 to	 engage	 in	 feudal	 relations	with	distant	metropoles,	 and	 the	 strength	of	 that
relationship	was	 partly	 a	 function	 of	 the	 simple	 reach	 of	 the	 empire	 (Butcher	 and	Griffiths
2015).	Kurdish	politics	from	the	early	Ottoman	period	onward	was	composed	of	a	collection
of	 emirates,	 or	 principalities,	whose	 independence	 varied	 by	 degree	 (Ciment	 1996,	 Bengio
2005,	 Ozogglu	 2007,	 Charountaki	 2011).	 Like	 other	 shatter	 zones,	 patterns	 of	 vassalage
emerged	 where	 local	 rulers	 were	 supported	 but	 expected	 to	 secure	 the	 frontier.	 In	 these
environments	a	polity	can	become	truly	 independent	 in	an	empirical	and	declaratory	manner.
Sovereignty	 is	more	 or	 less	 self-established	 and	much	 less	 dependent	 on	 the	 bestowal	 of	 a



foreign	government.	Relatively	autarkic	polities	in	a	thinly	globalized	environment	can	declare
their	 independence	 and	 it	 remains	 true	 as	 long	 as	 they	 can	 defend	 it.	 This	 is	 an	 historical
example	 of	 the	 declaratory	 theory	 of	 statehood,	 independence	 by	 declaration,	 and	 it
characterized	 the	Kurdish	 region	during	 the	Ottoman	period,	as	well	 as	numerous	other	pre-
modern	and	early	modern	political	systems	(Butcher	and	Griffiths	2015).

What	 does	 this	 survey	 of	 past	 regimes	 and	 patterns	 of	 independence	 suggest	 about	 the
future?	Put	another	way,	what	are	the	most	likely	future	designs	for	the	international	recognition
regime?	 A	 useful	 apparatus	 for	 considering	 this	 question	 is	 to	 revisit	 the	 tension	 between
sovereign	and	liberal	norms	that	have	undergirded	the	international	system	for	some	time.	If	the
locus	 of	 norms	 that	 comprise	 international	 order	 at	 any	 given	 moment	 are	 worked	 out
dialectically,	 what	 can	 we	 forecast	 for	 the	 future	 with	 respect	 to	 secession	 and	 sovereign
recognition?

One	possibility	is	the	advancement	of	a	remedial	right	to	secession.	Remedial	rights	theory,
or	 Just	Cause	 theory,	 posits	 that	 groups	 have	 a	 right	 to	 secede	when	 other	 rights	 have	 been
violated	(Norman	1998,	Buchanan	2003).	Sovereignty	 is	conditional	on	upholding	 the	social
contract.	When	a	state	fails	to	honour	the	contract	and,	indeed,	engages	in	predatory	or	perhaps
genocidal	behaviour,	and	human	rights	are	violated,	the	nation	in	question	is	granted	the	right	to
secede.	This	was	the	future	that	the	Kosovar	decision	hinted	at,	and	the	one	that	conservative
sovereign	states	like	China	and	Russia	rejected.	The	consolidation	of	this	right	would	extend
the	 constitutive	 regime	 in	 the	 direction	 of	 greater	 liberal	 rights,	 a	 development	 that	 seems
desirable	and	perhaps	inevitable	from	the	liberal	perspective.	It	does,	however,	have	its	critics
who	naturally	highlight	the	merits	of	defending	sovereignty	as	well	as	the	potential	for	moral
hazard	 that	 arises	 with	 a	 remedial	 right	 –	 wouldn’t	minority	 groups	 now	 have	 incentive	 to
provoke	the	state	into	behaving	badly	as	a	means	to	activate	the	right?	(Kuperman	2008)

A	second,	somewhat	related	possibility	is	the	entrenchment	of	a	primary	right	to	secession.
Primary	rights	theory,	also	called	“choice	theory,”	posits	that	individuals	and	groups	should	be
able	to	choose	their	sovereignty	via	a	democratic	process	(Beran	1998,	Wellman	2005).	The
2014	Scottish	 independence	 referendum	was	 to	 some	 extent	 an	 example	 of	 choice	 theory	 in
action.	 It	 is	 a	 common	 demand	 among	 contemporary	 secessionist	 movements,	 especially	 in
advanced	 democracies,	 but	 critics	 worry	 about	 the	 fragmentary	 pressures	 and	 potential	 for
instability	 that	 it	portends.	Like	 the	first	possibility	–	 the	establishment	of	a	remedial	 right	–
this	future	constitutes	an	extension	of	the	current	constitutive	recognition	regime.

Should,	however,	the	normative	currents	of	international	life	shift	in	the	other	direction,	then
we	might	 see	 a	 return	 to	 a	 consent-based	 recognition	 regime.	 This	 turn	 toward	 sovereignty
would	occur	if	the	border	fixity	norm	was	strengthened	and	the	norm	of	self-determination	was
watered	down	to	the	point	where	it	was	only	activated	in	the	case	of	sovereign	consent.	Such	a
development	 is	 not	 so	 unlikely	 given	 the	 rise	 of	 states	 like	 India,	 China,	 and	 Indonesia,
fissiparous	countries	 that	are	 relatively	 less	committed	 to	 liberal	values	but	quite	concerned



about	fragmentation.
The	other	regimes	and	historical	periods	discussed	above	appear	less	likely	to	recur.	The

age	of	de	 facto	 statehood	depended	on	 the	 interpretation	of	 self-determination	 as	 a	 negative
right,	and	the	willingness	of	supporting	powers	to	both	remain	on	the	sidelines	during	a	civil
war	and	overrule	the	sovereignty	of	the	home	state	once	the	secessionists	had	prevailed.	That
disposition	runs	against	both	the	spirit	of	contemporary	humanitarianism	and	the	emphasis	on
preserving	 sovereign	 borders.	Whatever	 its	merits,	 it	 should	 find	 few	 supporters	 outside	 of
intellectual	 circles.	 Similarly,	 the	 practice	 of	 declaratory	 statehood	 that	 characterized	 the
greater	Kurdish	 region	during	 the	Ottoman	period	 is	 also	unlikely	 to	 return.	The	declaratory
theory	 that	 states	 can	 simply	 will	 themselves	 into	 existence	 and	 that	 they	 are	 ontologically
prior	to	systems	is	a	notion	that	seems	ill-suited	for	modern	times	when	the	collective	benefits
of	sovereignty	are	largely	dependent	on	the	recognition	of	others.

Iraqi	Kurdistan	and	independence
Returning	to	the	original	query:	How	likely	is	it	that	Kurdistan	will	gain	its	independence	and
what	factors	will	shape	that	outcome?	My	approach	to	answering	this	question	is	to	consider
the	 likelihood	 that	Kurdistan	would	gain	 independence	across	 the	 set	of	 recognition	 regimes
outlined	above,	and	to	consider	the	likelihood	that	such	a	regime	would	determine	Kurdistan’s
fate	 in	 the	 future.	 Figure	 6.1	 displays	 the	 six	 regimes	 and	 orders	 that	 have	 been	 discussed.
These	 include:	 (1)	 declaratory	 independence,	 where	 polities	 can	 more	 or	 less	 declare
themselves	 a	 state;	 (2)	 recognition	 by	 consent,	where	 sovereign	 recognition	 depends	 on	 the
blessing	of	the	larger	state;	(3)	de	facto	recognition,	where	self-determination	was	regarded	as
a	 negative	 right;	 (4)	 constitutive	 recognition,	 where	 self-determination	 is	 perceived	 as	 a
positive	 right	 and	 the	 sovereignty	 club	 is	 forced	 to	 determine	 who	 counts;	 (5)	 constitutive
recognition	plus	a	remedial	right	to	secession;	and	(6)	constitutive	recognition	augmented	by	a
primary	right	to	independence.

The	 declaratory	mode	 of	 independence	 existed	 in	 various	 pre-modern	 and	 early	modern
regions,	including	the	Middle	East	during	the	Ottoman	period.	To	some	extent	it	bears	witness
to	 the	declaratory	 theory	of	statehood	given	 that	 the	recognition	of	others	matters	 little	and	a
polity	can	truly	become	a	state	by	its	own	hand.	The	challenge	in	such	an	environment	is	both
establishing	 and	defending	 independence,	 especially	 against	 other	more	 powerful	 neighbors.
How	 Kurdistan	 would	 fare	 in	 such	 a	 system	 is	 difficult	 to	 say	 given	 the	 presumption	 of
violence	and	the	increased	need	for	self-defense.	Whatever	the	case,	a	return	to	such	a	practice
seems	highly	unlikely	in	the	modern	and	highly	globalized	international	system.

A	return	to	a	consent-based	regime	is	relatively	more	likely.	This	existed	in	Europe	prior	to
the	rise	of	liberalism	and	its	corresponding	challenge	to	sovereignty	from	below.	I	suspect	on	a
rather	conjectural	basis	that	this	set-up	accurately	describes	other	historical	systems	that	were



sufficiently	dense	to	develop	rules	for	recognition,	such	as	Greece	or	India	during	their	city-
state	 periods.	 I	 submit,	 however,	 that	 consent-based	 recognition	 could	 once	 again	 become
dominant	should	sovereign	norms	wax	while	liberalism	wanes.	The	implication	for	Kurdistan
is	that	independence	would	depend	entirely	on	Baghdad.	Whether	the	Iraqi	state	would	consent
to	an	independent	Kurdistan	is	difficult	to	say,	an	issue	I	return	to	below.

The	tragedy	of	the	de	facto	regime,	at	least	for	the	Kurds,	is	that	it	is	unlikely	to	recur.	By
the	 standards	 of	 nineteenth-century	 Anglo-American	 diplomacy,	 Kurdistan	 should	 be
recognized.	It	ticks	all	the	boxes	that	mattered	to	Lord	Castlereigh,	George	Canning,	and	John
Quincy	 Adams.	 It	 is	 a	 nation	 that	 has	 made	 manifest	 its	 self-determination	 against	 the
background	 of	 a	 failed	 state.	 However,	 the	 peculiar	 balance	 that	 made	 that	 pattern	 of
recognition	possible	seems	outdated	and	anachronistic	since	it	obliges	third	parties	to	remain
on	 the	sidelines	during	a	civil	war,	however	violent,	and	 recognize	victorious	 rebels	 if	 they
prevail,	thereby	trumping	the	sovereignty	of	the	larger	state.	There	may	be	a	measure	of	justice
to	it,	but	the	mutual	evolution	of	sovereignty	and	liberalism	has	rendered	it	unlikely.

The	remaining	three	regimes	represent	variations	in	constitutive	order,	which	is	essentially
the	encounter	between	sovereign	territoriality	and	the	rise	of	liberalism.	The	first	describes	the
contemporary	 system	 and	 the	 latter	 two	 are	 basically	 liberal	 extensions	 of	 it.	 They	 are	 all
solutions	for	how	to	balance	the	territorial	integrity	of	sovereign	states	with	the	rights	of	human
beings.	The	advancement	of	liberal	rights	would	be	good	for	Kurdistan.	The	inculcation	of	a
remedial	right	to	independence	would	likely	open	the	door	to	sovereign	recognition	given	the
history	of	conflict,	human	rights	abuses,	and	the	current	failure	of	the	Iraqi	state.	Similarly,	the
consolidation	 of	 a	 primary	 right	 to	 independence	 would	 almost	 certainly	 pave	 the	 way	 to
sovereignty.	 After	 all,	 Kurdistan	 is	 an	 administratively	 defined	 area	 where	 the	 majority
appears	to	favour	independence.	The	likelihood	of	Kurdish	independence	is	quite	high	in	either
scenario.	 Whether	 or	 not	 either	 will	 come	 to	 pass	 is	 a	 different	 question,	 fascinating	 to
speculate	 upon	 but	 difficult	 to	 forecast.	 Much	 will	 depend	 on	 the	 greater	 global	 contest
between	the	sovereign	and	liberal	traditions.	In	the	modern	era,	the	system	makes	the	state.



Figure	6.1 Kurdistan	and	Independence

The	current	constitutive	order	is	best	viewed	as	a	frame	within	a	motion	picture	(Sandholtz
and	Stiles	2008).	At	the	moment,	Kurdistan’s	path	to	independence	would	be	secure	if	it	won
the	consent	of	Baghdad,	qualified	for	decolonization,	came	to	be	regarded	as	a	constituent	part
of	a	dissolving	state,	or,	like	Kosovo,	was	treated	as	a	sui	generis	case.	Meeting	the	criteria
for	 decolonization	 is	 not	 a	 possibility	 given	 the	 emphasis	 on	 colonial	 units	 of	 saltwater
empires.	However,	the	other	options	are	all	possible	and	quite	political.	The	path	of	consent
would	be	best	because	 it	 is	 the	 least	controversial.	What	would	it	 take	 to	persuade	the	Iraqi
Government	to	permit	Kurdish	sovereign	independence?	The	state	would	have	to	conclude	that
it	had	little	to	lose	(and	perhaps	something	to	gain),	and	moreover	rest	assured	that	the	Kurdish
secession	would	not	unleash	a	further	unravelling	of	the	country	by,	for	example,	motivating	the
western	 Sunni-dominated	 region	 to	 also	 seek	 independence.	 Whether	 or	 not	 Baghdad	 will
come	to	that	decision	on	its	own	is	unclear,	but	research	shows	that	such	decisions	are	easier
when	the	region	in	question	is	administratively	defined	and	distinct	(Griffiths	2015).	Taking	the
long	view,	Kurdish	nationalists	should	aim	to	acquire	as	much	autonomy	as	possible	because	it
could	gradually	make	it	easier	for	Baghdad	to	permit	independence.

However,	 such	 consent-based	 decisions	 are	 often	 shaped	 by	 the	 hand	 of	 other	 more
powerful	 states.	 For	 example,	 Khartoum	was	 set	 against	 the	 secession	 of	 South	 Sudan,	 but
international	 pressure,	 among	 other	 factors,	 gradually	 brought	 the	 government	 around	 to	 the
idea.	Assessing	this	possibility	for	Kurdistan	requires	 that	 the	key	players	and	their	 interests
are	 identified	 (Gunter	 and	 Ahmed	 2013;	 Kirmanj	 2013;	 Romano	 and	 Gurses	 2014).	 For	 a
period	after	the	2003	Iraqi	invasion	the	United	States	had	the	power	to	pressure	Baghdad	into
recognizing	 Kurdish	 independence,	 but	 of	 course	 that	 contradicted	 the	 American	 one-state
policy	(Bengio	2013;	Shareef	2014).	If	the	US	has	quietly	warmed	to	the	idea	in	recent	times,



it	may	now	lack	the	leverage	over	Baghdad	to	make	it	happen.	Iran	and	Turkey	are	also	vital
players	 on	 account	 of	 their	 influence	 in	 the	 region	 and	 their	 own	 concerns	 over	 Kurdish
separatism;	 neither	 seems	 keen	 on	 an	 independent	 Kurdistan,	 at	 least	 for	 the	 moment.	 The
consent-based	 approach	 is	 quite	 strategic	 in	 nature,	 and	Kurdish	 independence	 via	 this	 path
will	require	the	right	configuration	of	interests.

The	so-called	path	of	dissolution,	along	with	the	Kosovar	example	of	a	sui	generis	case	are
different	 in	 kind	because	 they	 carry	 the	possibility	 of	 circumventing	 the	home	 state	 veto.	At
their	 core	 they	 are	 legal	 renderings	 designed	 to	 create	 a	 conceptual	 distinction	 between	 the
recognition	 of	 independence	 in	 specific	 cases	 and	 secession	 elsewhere.	 Two	 factors	 make
these	 paths	 more	 likely.	 The	 first	 is	 an	 environment	 of	 state	 instability	 and	 failure	 where
conflict	 is	 occurring	 (or	 likely	 to	 occur)	 and	 there	 is	 a	 perceived	 need	 by	 at	 least	 some
international	 actors	 that	 something	needs	 to	 be	 done.	The	 second	 factor	 is	 powerful	 support
(Coggins	 2014).	Kosovo	 and	 the	 former	Yugoslav	 republics	 had	 friends	 in	 high	 places,	 and
even	 the	Soviet	 republics	had	 the	support	of	Moscow.	Kurdistan,	 it	 seems,	 satisfies	 the	 first
condition	considering	the	general	instability	and	warfare	in	Syria	and	Iraq.	The	second	factor
is	more	problematic	for	the	simple	reason	that	too	many	players	are	currently	against	Kurdish
independence.	This	could,	of	course,	change	for	a	number	of	reasons,	but	until	then	the	Kurds
will	have	to	bide	their	time.

Conclusion
The	international	system	is	dominated	by	the	sovereignty	club.	There	are	other	important	non-
state	actors	 to	be	sure,	but	sovereign	states	still	play	a	central	 role,	particularly	 for	aspiring
nations	 who	 aim	 to	 join	 the	 club.	 Despite	 the	 arguments	 of	 declaratory	 theorists	 and	 the
precepts	of	the	Montevideo	Declaration,	stateless	nations	cannot	simply	will	 themselves	into
existence,	as	least	not	where	sovereignty	is	concerned.	It	depends	on	the	recognition	of	others
and	 should	 continue	 as	 such	 as	 long	 as	 international	 relations	 take	 place	 in	 a	 highly
interconnected	and	territorially	enclosed	environment	that	privileges	the	sovereign	state.	It	 is
for	this	reason	that	Kurdistan	cannot	decide	its	own	fate.	It	can	shape	it	by	playing	at	politics
and	increasing	its	chances,	but	others	will	also	decide.

Kurdistan’s	chances	over	the	long	run	will	be	shaped	by	the	push	and	pull	of	the	sovereign
and	 liberal	 traditions.	A	 turn	 toward	 a	greater	 emphasis	 on	 sovereignty	would	 eliminate	 the
paths	to	independence	that	circumvent	the	home	state,	and	reinforce	the	need	to	gain	Baghdad’s
consent.	A	conservative	recognition	regime	of	this	type	would	reinforce	the	existing	sovereign
territorial	grid	and	reduce	the	likelihood	that	numerous	secessionist	regions,	not	just	Kurdistan,
would	be	able	to	gain	independence.	Conversely,	a	move	in	the	direction	of	liberalism	would
benefit	Kurdistan	and	many	other	nationalist	movements	by	deepening	the	positive	right	to	self-
determination,	perhaps	opening	the	gate	to	independence	via	a	remedial	or	primary	right.	The



Kurds	and	other	stateless	nations	have	reason	to	hope	for	a	more	liberal	world	order.
In	the	short	run,	Kurdistan’s	chances	are	constrained	by	the	current	recognition	regime	and

the	 corresponding	 importance	 placed	 on	 sovereign	 consent	 and	 power	 politics.	 The	 Iraqi
government	may	yet	decide	that	it	can	permit	the	secession	of	Kurdistan,	especially	if	it	comes
to	 see	 the	Kurds	as	 a	nation	apart	 and	not	one	whose	 independence	would	 start	 a	deluge	of
fragmentation.	 Of	 course,	 independence	 can	 be	 won	 without	 consent,	 particularly	 when
aspiring	nations	have	powerful	friends	and	make	their	bid	in	the	context	of	broader	state	failure
and	regional	instability.	Somewhat	ironically,	the	current	unrest	in	Iraq	and	Syria	could	open
the	path	to	Kurdish	independence.	Overall,	Kurdistan’s	best	move	is	to	gain	as	much	autonomy
as	possible,6	for	as	long	as	possible,	and	wait	to	see	how	conditions	change,	for	better	or	for
worse,	at	both	the	regional	and	international	levels.

Notes
1 See	O’Leary	et	al	(2005)	for	a	more	general	discussion	on	Kurdistan’s	future.
2 When	discussing	norms	I	adopt	the	following	definition:	norms	are	“standards	of

appropriate	behavior	for	actors	with	a	given	identity”	(Finnemore	and	Sikkink	1998).
Also	see	Mueller	(1989),	Wendt	(1999),	and	Sandholtz	and	Stiles	(2008).

3 Of	course,	Lenin	simultaneously	introduced	similarly	radical	notions	regarding	self-
determination.

4 Others	refer	to	this	as	the	territorial	integrity	norm.	See	Zacher	(2001)	and	Fazal	(2007).
5 Decolonization	was	governed	by	the	principle	of	uti	posseditis	(as	you	possess)	a	legal

emphasis	on	sovereign	recognition	according	to	administrative	lines	and	categories.	See
Jackson	(1990),	Ratner	(1996),	Shaw	(1996),	Bartos	(1997),	Fabry	(2010),	and	Griffiths
(2015).

6 One	recent	book	argues	for	the	many	merits	of	associated	statehood	(Rezvani	2014).
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7 Turkey	and	the	Iraqi	Kurdistan	federal	region
Bonds	of	friendship
Sara	Salahaddin	Mustafa	and	Sardar	Aziz

In	this	chapter,	we	attempt	to	explain	how	the	relationship	between	Turkey	and	the	Kurdistan
Regional	 Government	 (KRG)	 has	 affected	 each	 partner.	 One	 can	 say	 that	 there	 has	 been	 a
paradigm	 shift	 away	 from	 decades	 of	 Turkey’s	mistreatment	 of	 Kurds.	 The	 official	 Turkish
position	 on	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	 has	 undergone	 a	 radical	 change	 during	 the	 last	 decade.	 In	 2003
Turkey’s	 foreign	minister	 stated	 that	 Turkey	 would	 intervene	militarily	 to	 “guarantee	 Iraq’s
territorial	 integrity”	 in	 order	 to	 prevent	 Kurds	 from	 breaking	 away	 or	 getting	 too	 much
autonomy.	Today,	Turkey	has	established	a	cordial	bilateral	relationship	with	Iraqi	Kurdistan,
which	contrasts	sharply	with	the	way	Turkey	treats	Kurds	in	Syria	and	at	home.	As	for	the	Iraqi
Kurds,	Turkey	seems	to	have	become	the	single	most	significant	contributor	to	the	idea	of	Iraqi
Kurdistan’s	independence	by	strengthening	the	region’s	economy	through	heavy	investment	and
trade.

The	Kurdistan	Regional	Government	(KRG)	is	almost	a	quarter	of	a	century	old,	while	its
territory	has	been	part	of	Iraq	since	the	country’s	creation	in	the	early	1920s.	Iraq	as	a	state	has
suffered	 from	many	 structural	 problems	 and	 identity	 issues	 that	 have	 prevented	 the	 country
from	becoming	a	strong,	stable,	and	 functioning	state.	 In	addition	 to	many	other	small	ethno-
religious	minorities,	the	country	contains	three	main	distinct	groups:	the	Kurds,	Shia	Arabs	and
Sunni	Arabs,	who	have	never	managed	 to	create	a	shared	common	identity.	As	a	result,	 Iraq
has	 remained	 fragile	 throughout	 its	 history.	 The	 different	 peoples	 within	 Iraq,	 who	 lived
together	for	almost	a	century,	failed	to	create	a	state	that	would	belong	to	all	and	to	which	all
would	belong.	 In	addition,	 Iraq	has	always	been	governed	 in	an	undemocratic	way	by	elites
mired	in	corruption.

In	the	process	of	state	building,	Iraqi	governments	have	hurt	the	Kurds	in	many	ways	in	their
relentless	 attempts	 to	 create	 a	 single	 Iraqi	 identity.	 This	 commenced	 with	 Arabisation	 and
finished	with	 full	marginalization,	 forced	 displacement	 and	 genocide.	Baghdad’s	 efforts	 and
successive	 campaigns	 failed,	 however,	 to	 turn	 Kurds	 into	 Arabs	 or	 even	 to	 achieve	 their
milder	assimilation.

The	1991	Gulf	War	marked	a	watershed	in	modern	Iraq’s	history.	It	was	the	moment	when
the	 country	 failed	 to	 recover	 as	 a	 unitary	 state	 and	was	 no	 longer	 able	 to	 hold	 its	 territory
together.	The	weak	and	embargoed	central	government	allowed	some	space	for	the	emergence
of	 the	KRG	in	 the	periphery.	The	region	was	 labeled	as	a	de	 facto	 state	 (Gunter	1993:295).



After	 the	 invasion	 of	 Iraq	 in	 2003,	 the	 United	 States	 introduced	 federalism	 in	 order	 to
restructure	the	governing	model	of	the	country.	The	aim	of	this	form	of	decentralization	was	to
grant	 the	 various	 Iraqi	 ethno-religious	 groups	 some	 autonomy	 and	 also	 to	 allow	 them	 to
participate	 in	 the	 governance	 of	 the	 country.	 The	 new	 political	 system	 was	 also	 meant	 to
“preserve	 the	 unity,	 integrity,	 independence,	 and	 sovereignty	 of	 Iraq”	 (Article	 109	 of	 the
Constitution).	As	a	 result,	 the	KRG	became	 the	 recognized	and	 legitimate	government	of	 the
federal	region.	But	even	before,	since	the	no-fly	zone	was	introduced	by	the	United	Nations	in
the	early	1990s,	the	KRG	has	gradually	proved	to	be	a	significant	player	in	the	Middle	East.
Several	factors	contributed	to	this:	the	general	pro-western	attitude	among	the	Kurdish	people,
the	 demise	 of	 Saddam’s	 Iraq,	 the	market	 economy,	 a	 strategic	 geopolitical	 location,	 and	 the
region’s	wealth	of	energy	resources	and	relative	stability.	As	the	Iraqi	federal	system	allows
for	significant	economic	autonomy,	the	KRG	has	been	very	active	in	promoting	economic	ties
with	international	partners,	particularly	in	the	oil	sector.	A	business-attractive	legal	framework
has	 been	 developed	 in	 Kurdistan	 through	 local	 legislation.	 Big	 foreign	 companies	 like
Chevron,	Shell,	Schlmerger,	Exxon	and	Total	have	come	to	the	region.	The	prominent	role	in
the	 economic	 development	 of	 the	 KRG	 has	 been	 played	 by	 Turkey,	 the	 regional	 economic
powerhouse.

As	Turks	and	Kurds	seem	quite	unnatural	partners,	given	 their	 long	history	of	antagonism
and	 the	way	Turkey	has	 treated	Kurds	at	home	and	now	in	Syria,	we	contend	 that	 this	novel
relationship	comes	mostly	from	the	similarity	of	the	politico-economic	systems	both	in	Turkey
and	Kurdistan,	which	 is	 characterized	by	a	merger	of	business	 and	politics.	 In	other	words,
oligarchic	capitalism	 in	Turkey	and	Kurdistan	has	significantly	 facilitated	 the	 rapprochement
and	close	cooperation	between	these	two	culturally,	ideologically	and	historically	antagonistic
actors.	After	 the	 demise	 of	 Saddam’s	 regime,	 the	most	 dangerous	 threat	 to	 the	 region,	 Iraqi
Kurds	 grew	more	 confident	 and	 the	Kurdistan	 region	 became	 a	 valid	 partner	 to	 the	 central
government	in	Baghdad,	sharing	the	national	revenue.	However,	a	lack	of	separation	between
politics	and	economy,	the	absence	of	a	viable	and	sound	economic	system	in	general,	and	the
weakness	 of	 the	 political	 institutions	 in	 place	 resulted	 in	 an	 increasingly	 close	 symbiotic
relationship	between	business	and	politics.

Literature	on	oligarchy	capitalism
Since	 its	 inception,	 the	KRG	has	been	 ruled	by	 two	main	political	parties:	 the	KDP	and	 the
PUK.	The	 two	parties	have	different	histories	and	constituencies	but	overlap	 in	many	areas.
One	 area	 of	 commonality	 is	 their	 politburo	 domination.	As	 post-dictator	 ruling	 parties,	 they
resemble	 post-dictator	 political	 parties	 elsewhere	 in	 many	 ways,	 exhibiting	 a	 lack	 of
experience	 and	 the	 domination	 of	 corrupt	 elites,	 what	 Ivan	 Szelenyi	 describes	 as	 swinging
between	the	two	Weberian	notions	of	prebendal	and	patrimonial.



To	 maintain	 their	 position	 and	 have	 influence	 over	 the	 people,	 the	 politbureau	 elites,
require	 money.	 In	 an	 underdeveloped	 economy	 like	 Kurdistan’s,	 state	 or	 government	 is	 the
main	source	of	money,	thus	the	government’s	control	over	the	economy	is	inevitable.	Against
this	 backdrop,	 the	 politico-economic	 approach	 to	 the	 analysis	 of	 our	 case	 is	 particularly
appropriate,	as	it	is	concerned	with	the	“interaction	of	political	and	economic	processes	in	a
society:	the	distribution	of	power	and	wealth	between	different	groups	and	individuals,	and	the
processes	that	create,	sustain	and	transform	these	relationships	over	time”	(Collinson	2003:3).

This	 approach	 allows	 us	 to	 highlight	 what	 constitutes	 an	 unhealthy	 symbiosis	 and	 a
questionable	 relationship	between	politicians	 and	business.	More	 importantly,	 it	 shows	how
the	 link	between	politics	 and	 the	 economy	can	be	 used	by	politicians	 to	maintain	 both	 their
income	and	 their	 political	 positions.	 In	 this	 case,	 oligarchs	do	not	 influence	politics	but	 are
politicians	themselves.	The	result	is	a	struggle	for	resources	between	the	elites	played	out	in
the	 arena	 of	 policy-making.	 Under	 such	 circumstances,	 elites	 can	 find	 more	 commonality
amongst	themselves,	despite	their	differences,	than	with	the	wider	population.	When	politics,
(i.e.	 force)	 is	 required	 to	 manipulate	 the	 economy,	 the	 majority	 of	 people	 become	 more
dependent	on	 the	government.	As	Le	Billon	 (2000)	and	Keen	 (1994)	have	observed,	people
are	deliberately	made	vulnerable	during	this	process.	It	goes	without	saying	that	a	person	who
relies	heavily	on	the	government	cannot	have	much	influence	in	a	democratic	system.

Accordingly,	examining	our	case	through	the	politico-economic	lens	can	explain	“why	the
relative	power	and	vulnerability	of	different	groups	changes	over	time,”	and	“how	the	fortunes
and	activities	of	one	group	in	society	affect	others”	(Collinson	2003:3).

In	 post-Saddam	 Kurdistan,	 the	 symbiotic	 relationship	 between	 economy	 and	 politics
hampered	the	emergence	of	a	competitive	capitalism	based	on	a	free	market.	The	political	elite
captured	 the	 main	 regional	 resource	 –	 oil	 money	 –	 and	 the	 construction	 business	 followed
suite,	 consolidating	 conditions	 propitious	 for	 the	 development	 of	 oligarchic	 capitalism.	 The
KRG’s	weak	institutions	were	already	under	the	control	of	the	political	groups	PDK	and	PUK.
Politics	 took	 priority	 over	 social	 demands	 for	 the	 benefit	 of	 politicians,	 while	 politicians
turned	 into	 businessmen	 and	 vice	 versa.	 As	 pointed	 out	 by	 Stiglitz	 and	 others,	 oligarchic
control	 is	 not	 good	 for	 either	 the	 economy,	 or	 for	 democracy,	 as:	 “enterprises	 captured	 by
oligarchs	tend	to	perform	poorly”	(Stiglitz	1999,	Black	and	Tarassova	2002,	Goldman	2004	in
Gorodnichenko	and	Grygorenko	2008).	The	domination	of	oligarchs	also	corrupts	the	political
system:	 the	concentration	of	wealth	and	 interference	 in	political	processes	negatively	affects
democracy,	 particularly	 when	 the	 majority	 of	 the	 population	 deems	 the	 property	 rights
illegitimate.	Under	oligarchic	control	there	is	little	room	for	competition,	the	free	market	and
eventually	 for	 the	 emergence	 of	 the	 middle	 class,	 ingredients	 required	 for	 any	 healthy
democracy.	As	Guriev	and	Rachinsky	(2005)	showed	in	the	case	of	Russia,	the	domination	of
oligarchs	delays	the	development	of	democracy:	“A	real	competition	between	strong	political
parties	 is	 more	 likely	 to	 emerge	 when	 financial	 development,	 competition	 policies	 and



openness	lower	entry	barriers	and	promote	the	rise	of	the	middle	class.”
According	 to	Karl	Polabyi’s	view	spelled	out	 in	The	Great	Transformation	 (2001:317),

the	development	of	market	societies	is	twofold.	On	one	hand,	it	is	the	laissez	faire	part	–	 the
efforts	by	a	variety	of	groups	to	expand	the	scope	and	influence	of	self-regulating	markets.	On
the	other	hand,	there	are	protectionist	efforts	–	the	initiatives	by	a	wide	range	of	social	actors
to	insulate	the	fabric	of	social	life	from	the	destructive	impact	of	market	pressures.	It	looks	like
the	 second	 movement	 within	 the	 Kurdistan	 region	 to	 offset	 the	 first	 movement	 from	 total
predominance	 is	missing.	 This	 has	 prepared	 the	 ground	 for	 the	merger	 of	 the	 oligarchs	 and
political	 elites.	 Similar	 developments	 have	 taken	 place	 in	 Turkey	 in	 the	 last	 decade.	 The
country	has	gone	through	a	major	shift	not	only	in	political	identity	and	geopolitical	ambitions,
but	 also	 in	 its	 economy.	 Turkey	 departed	 from	 the	 highly	 fragmented	 policies	 of	 the	 1990s,
when	it	was	ruled	by	coalitions,	into	a	single-party	government.	This	was	associated	with	the
renewed	rise	of	the	religiously	based	counter-elite	(Karadag	2010;	Bank	and	Karadag	2012:5).

These	 changes	 have	 created	 “self-reinforcing	 dynamics”	 between	 domestic	 politics,
political-economy	and	regional	developments.	The	AKP’s	domestic	consolidation	resulted	in
the	 country’s	 gradual	 foreign	 policy	 shifts	 and	 increased	 activism	 in	 the	Middle	 East.	 The
domestic	shift	was	mainly	exemplified	through	the	peace	process	which	was	the	start	of	a	new
era	 of	 negotiations	with	 the	 PKK	 starting	 from	 2012,	 and	 regionally	 through	 the	 process	 of
Middle	Easternization	which	was	Turkey’s	new	approach	 towards	 its	neighboring	countries.
Turkey	 reconsidered	 its	 EU	 bid	 and	 decided	 to	 become	 a	 regional	 power.	 Both	 processes
affected	the	Kurds	on	a	variety	of	levels.

Turkey-KRG	relations:	Origins	and	recent	developments
For	Henri	J.	Barkey	(2010)	Turkey’s	relationship	with	the	KRG	is	a	form	of	new	engagement
in	 Iraq	 and	 a	 tremendous	 opportunity	 for	 Iraqi	 Kurdistan.	 Prior	 to	 the	 current	 level	 of
cooperation,	the	relationship	went	through	several	stages.	The	journey	began	with	bitter	enmity
and	 has	 only	 recently	 reached	 the	 level	 of	 brotherly	 relations.	 In	 2007,	 Erdogan	 described
Barzani	 as	 a	 “tribe	 leader”	 and	 accused	 him	 of	 supporting	 the	 PKK.	 This	 is	 the	 common
process	 of	 othering	 and	 orientalizing	 as	 shown	 by	Demir	 and	Welat	 (2010).	However,	 such
rhetoric	is	characteristic	of	Erdogan	who	is	eager	to	use	different	languages	for	domestic	and
international	audience,	referring	to	Kurds	as	both	backward	terrorists	and	proud	highlanders;
this	is	rather	typical	of	the	Turkish	nationalist	rhetoric	as	well	(Demir	and	Welat	2010).

In	 the	 last	 decade	 the	 political	 dynamic	 in	 the	 region	 has	 been	 changing	 rapidly,	 as	 the
United	 States,	 the	 powerbroker,	 encouraged	 the	 KRG	 “to	 improve	 its	 relationship	 and
coordination	 with	 Turkey”	 (WikiLeaks	 2008).	 The	 Turkish-KRG	 rapprochement	 was	 also
regarded	 by	 some	 as	 “oil	 diplomacy”	 (O’Byrne	 2012).	 In	 spite	 of	 this,	 the	 PKK	 always
loomed	large	in	 their	relationship.	If	 the	PKK	was	seen	by	Turkey	as	a	 threat,	 the	KRG	was



also	initially	regarded	as	part	of	that	threat.
Ultimately	the	relationship	improved	and	brought	about	significant	attitudinal	changes.	For

Turkey	“Barzani	became	Ankara’s	favorite	Kurd”	(Park	2012:116),	and	later	a	reliable	partner
(Yinanç	2012).	Romano	(2015)	raises	the	question	of	a	partnership	between	Ankara	and	Erbil,
and	 the	answer	for	him	is	clear:	“For	a	variety	of	 reasons,	 the	relationship	between	 the	 two
likely	represents	an	emergent	strategic	alliance	more	than	a	temporary	marriage.”	Still	others
emphasize	 the	 inequality	 of	 the	 relationship:	 “Instead	 of	 statehood	 or	 enhanced	 autonomy,
however,	 the	 KRG	 has	 become	 more	 dependent	 on	 Turkey	 while	 remaining	 tied	 to	 Iraq”
(Natali	2012).

Turkey’s	new	thinking
Over	 the	 last	 decade	 Turkish	 elites	 have	 developed	 a	 new	 mindset	 with	 regard	 to	 the
geopolitics	of	the	country.	A	paradigm	shift	seems	to	have	happened	–	the	neighbors	stopped
being	 seen	 as	 enemies.	 As	 Akyol	 (2013)	 puts	 it,	 “in	 the	 past	 decade,	 one	 of	 the	 greatest
achievements	 of	 the	 successive	 Justice	 and	 Development	 Party	 (AKP)	 governments	 was	 to
save	Turkey	from	its	decades-old	fear	about	the	outside	world.”	This	fear	was	rooted	not	just
in	the	Cold	War	but	also	in	the	dull	minds	in	Ankara,	used	to	considering	all	our	neighbors	as
threats.	Even	Turkish	children	are	taught	in	school	that	“Turkey	is	a	country	surrounded	by	seas
on	 three	 sides,	 and	 by	 enemies	 on	 four	 sides”	 (Ibid).	 This	 change	 in	 mindset	 is	 best
exemplified	in	 the	policy	“zero	problems	with	neighbors.”	For	Davutoglu,	 the	founder	of	 the
“zero	problem	policy,”	Turkey	was	different	 from	other	 countries	because	of	 its	 culture	 and
geography,	but	despite	all	these	differences,	should	attempt	to	reach	the	neighboring	countries
through	soft	power,	the	market,	and	shared	history.

It	is	clear	that	Turkey	is	positioned	in	a	strategic	location	in	the	region.	Brzezinski	writes
that	 “Turkey	 and	 Iran	 are	 not	 only	 important	 geostrategic	 players	 but	 are	 also	 geopolitical
pivots,	whose	own	internal	condition	 is	of	critical	 importance	 to	 the	fate	of	 the	region.	Both
are	 middle-sized	 powers,	 with	 strong	 regional	 aspirations	 and	 a	 sense	 of	 historical
significance”	(1997:124).	This	supports	Turkey’s	self-vision	today.

Turkey’s	important	position	was	not	fully	recognized	or	utilized	to	deduce	a	foreign	policy
doctrine.	 On	 the	 contrary,	 Turkey	 has	 regarded	 itself	 throughout	 its	 modern	 history	 as	 an
isolated	 fragile	 state,	 cognizant	 of	 the	 need	 to	 combine	 the	Ottoman	 legacy	with	modernity.
Davutoglu	writes:

Turkey’s	 geography	 gives	 it	 a	 specific	 central	 country	 status,	 which	 differs	 from	 other
central	countries.…	Taking	a	broader,	global	view,	Turkey	holds	an	optimal	place	in	the
sense	that	it	is	both	an	Asian	and	European	country	and	is	also	close	to	Africa	through	the
Eastern	Mediterranean.	A	central	country	with	such	an	optimal	geographic	location	cannot
define	 itself	 in	a	defensive	manner.	 It	 should	be	seen	neither	as	a	bridge	country	which



only	connects	two	points,	nor	a	frontier	country,	nor	indeed	as	an	ordinary	country,	which
sits	at	the	edge	of	the	Muslim	world	or	the	West	(Davutoglu	2008:78).

This	shift	in	Turkey’s	foreign	policy	has	had	a	positive	impact	on	Kurds	both	within	Turkey
and	in	Iraq.	It	also	clearly	shows	that	Turkey	has	the	desire	to	reengage	with	the	Middle	East
region.	However,	the	improvement	of	the	Turkey-KRG	relationship	was	not	a	direct	result	of
this	mind	change,	but	an	indirect	byproduct	of	it.	In	the	past	two	decades,	Turkey	has	emerged
as	a	strong	regional	power.	It	has	enjoyed	dramatic	economic	growth	that	has	propelled	it	into
the	G20,	the	exclusive	club	of	major	economies.	The	country	has	been	run	almost	solely	by	the
Justice	 and	Development	 Party	 (AKP)	with	Recep	Tayyip	Erdoğan	 at	 its	 helm.	 In	 the	 early
days	of	their	rule,	the	new	Islamic-oriented	elites	were	regarded	as	the	panaceas	for	the	many
malaises	 of	 the	 region.	 They	 were	 seen	 to	 have	 the	 capacity	 to	 combine	 both	 Islam	 and
modernity,	 West	 and	 East,	 and	 become	 a	 bridge	 between	 several	 civilizations.	 This	 is
especially	 evident	 in	 how	 Turkey	 has	 struggled	 throughout	 its	 modern	 history	 to	 become	 a
democratic	 state.	Meanwhile	 on	 the	 economic	 front,	 the	 area	 of	AKP’s	 strength,	Turkey	 has
become	 a	 manufacturing	 country	 that	 needs	 more	 market	 and	 raw	 materials.	 Accordingly,
Turkey	was	not	thinking	of	the	KRG	as	a	significant	partner,	and	it	was	obvious	that	Turkey’s
aim	was	to	engage	with	the	whole	country	of	Iraq.	Thus,	until	2003,	Turkey	was	dealing	with
Baghdad	 only.	 Turkey	 and	 Iraq	 signed	 48	 various	 bilateral	 agreements	 and	 memoranda	 of
understandings	in	November	2009	pertaining	to	energy	and	other	economic	sectors.

The	Turkey	and	Iraq	relationship	did	not	go	as	planned,	however,	as	Turkey	wanted	Iraq	to
be	 a	 unitary	 and	 centralized	 country	 ruled	 by	 the	 Sunni	 minority	 as	 during	 the	 last	 four
centuries.	 This	 was	 driven	 by	 a	 geopolitical	 competition	 with	 Iran	 and	 Turkey’s	 aim	 was,
among	 other	 things,	 to	 contain	 “Kurdish	 nationalism	 in	 Iraq”	 (Weitz,	 2012)	 and	 keep	 Iraq
strong	and	centralized.	The	sectarian	motive	in	the	Turkey-Iraq	relationship	was	exacerbated
by	 two	 factors,	 namely	 the	Arab	Spring	and	 Iraqi	Prime	Minister	 al	Maliki’s	polices	which
alienated	 the	 Iraqi	 Sunnis.	 The	 relationship	 between	 Turkey	 and	 Iraq	 became	 more
personalized	 –	 Al-Malki	 and	 Erdogan	 –	 and	 the	 overall	 bilateral	 political	 and	 economic
interaction	weakened.

The	KRG,	an	active	non-state	actor
The	KRG	is	a	regional	government	within	federal	Iraq,	a	sub-state	entity	that	often	acts	as	a	de
facto	 state.	 This	 has	 had	 “a	 significant	 impact	 on	 the	 development	 of	 the	 KRG,	 its	 state-
building,	its	interaction	with	the	international	community,	and	its	policies”	(Voller	2012).	This
happens	now	in	a	wider	environment	where	the	“traditional	state	system	in	Syria	and	Iraq	is
collapsing,	 due	 to	 their	 civil	 wars,	 and	 the	 resulting	 absence	 of	 institutional	 legitimacy”
(Gunter	2015:103).	As	a	result	of	the	erosion	of	the	traditional	nation	state,	many	regional	and
local	actors	have	emerged	and	increasingly	influenced	the	reshaping	of	the	security	map	of	the



region.	Non-state	actors	are	increasingly	setting	the	agenda	across	the	Middle	East.

The	delicate	context	of	the	Turkey-KRG	relationship
Turkey’s	 relationship	 with	 the	 KRG	 has	 unfolded	 within	 a	 delicate	 context,	 as	 it	 directly
touches	on	Turkey’s	internal	stability	and	national	security	because	of	the	Kurdish	question	at
home.	Moreover,	the	growing	cooperation	with	Iraq’s	federal	region	has	a	serious	impact	on
Turkey-Iraq	 bilateral	 relations.	 Baghdad	 is	 increasingly	 unhappy	 and	 opposes	 some	 deals,
especially	when	it	comes	to	the	energy	sector.	As	Cagaptay	and	Evans	(2012:3)	pointed	out,
“default	support	for	Baghdad	and	a	structural	suspicion	of	the	Iraqi	Kurds	had	been	hallmarks
of	 Turkish	 foreign	 policy	 for	 decades.”	 Due	 to	 the	 souring	 of	 relations	 between	 Shias	 and
Sunni,	Baghdad	and	Ankara	drifted	even	further	apart.	This	was	exacerbated	after	 the	Syrian
uprising	 and	 the	 emergence	 of	Kurds	 as	 an	 important	 factor	 in	 Syria	 and	 the	wider	 region.
These	 factors	 affected	Turkey’s	 relationship	with	 the	KRG.	Kurds	 in	northern	 Iraq	got	much
closer	to	the	Turkish	government.

Turkey	is	not	a	security	partner	to	the	KRG,	as	was	seen	during	the	ISIS	attack	on	Erbil	in
August	2014	when	the	KRG’s	appeal	for	help	was	not	heard	in	Ankara.	On	the	contrary,	Turkey
remains	a	security	threat	to	the	KRG	for	the	foreseeable	future.	This	is	especially	true	with	the
Kurdish	question	remaining	unsolved	both	within	Turkey	and	in	Syria.	According	to	Stratfor’s
intelligence	 forecast	 for	 2016,	 “This	 is	 the	 year	when	 Turkey,	 nervous	 but	more	 politically
coherent	than	it	was	last	year,	will	likely	make	a	military	move	into	northern	Syria	while	trying
to	enlarge	its	footprint	in	northern	Iraq”	(Stratfor	2015).

KRG	benefits	of	friendship	with	Turkey
Turkey	 and	 KRG	 interact	 through	 many	 channels.	 Some	 are	 static,	 such	 as	 geography	 and
ethnicity,	while	others	are	variable,	exemplified	through	politics	and	economy.

The	KRG	has	 several	 characteristics	 conducive	 to	 its	 high	profile	 in	 the	Middle	Eastern
region	beyond	the	national	borders	of	Iraq,	characteristics	which	help	it	become	an	active	and
recognized	regional	player:	(1)	stability;	an	expensive	commodity	in	the	Middle	East,	yet	the
KRG	has	been	a	relatively	peaceful	and	stable	place;	(2)	economic	development	–	 the	KRG
has	 purposefully	 provided	 for	 a	 friendly	 business	 environment	 in	 the	 region;	 and	 finally	 (3)
recognition	and	acceptance	by	other	countries;	Turkey	engaged	in	economic	activities	in	Iraqi
Kurdistan	while	having	limited	relations	with	Iraq,	which	shows,	in	some	sense,	a	recognition
of	the	KRG	as	an	independent	and	trustworthy	partner	in	the	international	arena.

Turkey	was,	 and	 remains,	 the	principal	 gateway	 for	 Iraqi	Kurdistan’s	 foreign	 trade	 since
1991.	 The	Kurdistan	 region	 has	 been	 an	 important	market	 for	 Turkish	 companies,	with	 $12
billion	 (USD)	 of	 annual	 trade	 between	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region	 and	 Turkey	 rising	 in	 2011



compared	 to	$10	billion	(USD)	 in	 trade	with	Iran.	Moreover,	70	percent	of	 the	annual	 trade
between	Turkey	and	Iraq	takes	place	in	the	Kurdistan	region;	in	fact,	Turkey’s	exchanges	with
the	 region	 exceed	 that	 of	 its	 annual	 trade	 with	 Syria,	 Lebanon,	 and	 Jordan	 combined
(Independent	Kurdish	Journalism	2011).

In	the	area	of	security	and	the	Kurdish	issue,	“in	2008,	Turkey,	Iraq,	KRG,	and	the	U.S.	also
established	 a	 Trilateral	 Mechanism	 to	 develop	 cooperation	 with	 a	 view	 of	 eradicating	 the
PKK	 in	 Iraqi	 territories”	 (Charountaki	 2013:193).	The	presence	of	 the	PKK	 in	 the	 equation
poses	many	problems.	First,	Turkey	 is	concerned	about	 the	Kurdish	situation	both	within	 the
country	and	beyond	its	borders.	Thus,	the	PKK	remains	an	important	item	on	Turkey’s	security
and	foreign	policy	agenda.	Linking	the	PKK	to	the	Kurds	in	Iraq	indicates	that	the	more	Turkey
moves	toward	solving	the	Kurdish	issues	at	home,	the	better	its	relationship	will	become	with
the	KRG.	Likewise,	the	worse	the	situation	is	in	Turkey,	the	worse	the	security	dilemma	will
be	 regarding	 any	 leap	 forward	 by	 the	Kurds	 elsewhere.	Based	 on	 that,	we	 can	 surmise	 that
Turkey	will	be	likely	to	support	the	independence	of	KRG	when	the	Kurdish	issue	is	solved	at
home.

Kurdistan	became	even	more	attractive	to	Turkish	interests	after	the	discovery	of	giant	oil
fields	 in	 the	 region:	 “Shaikan	 fields,	 as	 calculated	 by	 Dynamic	 Global	 Advisors	 (DGA),
independent,	Houston-based	exploration	consultants,	are	a	P90	value	of	12.4	billion	barrels	to
a	P10	(Lowest	Uncertainty	Quantification)	value	of	15	billion	barrels	of	oil-in-place,	with	a
mean	 value	 of	 13.7	 billion	 barrels”	 (Gulf	 Keystone	 Petroleum	 Ltd,	 2012).	 If	 Turkey	 is	 an
energy-thirsty	country,	the	KRG	has	many	reasons	to	aim	at	a	robust	relationship.	New	Turkey
under	the	AKP	party	classifies	itself	as	“holding	a	special	position”	on	the	world	energy	map.
Kurdistan	contributes	to	Turkey’s	energy	security,	especially	for	gas,	and	this,	combined	with
the	geopolitical	status	of	the	Kurdistan	Region,	points	to	its	future	potential	for	being	a	good
energy	security	source	for	Turkey.

An	asymmetric	relationship
The	 relationship	 between	 Turkey	 and	 the	 KRG	 is	 asymmetrical;	 the	 KRG	 is	 not	 an	 equal
partner,	 due	 to	 its	 sub-national	 status	 and	 many	 other	 circumstances	 that	 make	 the	 region
vulnerable	to	Turkey,	the	regional	economic	powerhouse.	Kurdistan	is	landlocked,	which	is	a
geographical	 curse	 that	 poses	 serious	 economic	 and	 security	 challenges.	 As	 pointed	 out	 by
Faye	 (Faye	 et	 al.	 2015:31),	 “in	 spite	 of	 technological	 improvements	 in	 transportation,
landlocked	 developing	 countries	 continue	 to	 face	 structural	 challenges	 in	 accessing	 world
markets.	As	a	result,	landlocked	countries	often	lag	behind	their	maritime	neighbors	in	overall
development	and	external	trade.”	If	that	is	true	for	other	established	countries	accepted	by	the
world	community,	the	situation	is	harsher	for	the	KRG,	which	is	yet	to	become	a	country.

Another	weakness	stems	from	the	KRG’s	 internal	situation	 in	particular	 from	the	fact	 that



the	region	has	to	overcome	the	consequences	of	both	colonialism	and	civil	war.	One	can	argue
that	Kurds	in	Iraq	were	colonized	by	the	Iraqi	government	throughout	Iraqi	history.	This	status
has	made	 Iraqi	Kurdistan	 an	undeveloped	peripheral	 agricultural	 region	 that	 lacks	 advanced
forms	of	development	and	industrialization.

Moreover,	the	region	is	undergoing	deep	transformations:	the	transition	from	traditional	to
modern,	 from	authoritarianism	 to	democracy,	 from	feudal	economic	and	social	 relations	 to	a
capitalist	market	economy.	These	transitions	are	not	going	smoothly,	primarily	because	of	the
weakness	 of	 modern	 institutions	 against	 the	 backdrop	 of	 archaic	 relations	 and	 traditional
values.	The	weakness	of	modern	institutions	has	blurred	the	differences	between	the	public	and
private	spheres,	allowing	public	utilities	to	be	exploited	for	private	gain	and	creating	a	fertile
ground	 for	corruption.	Widespread	systematic	corruption	has	disenchanted	 the	constituencies
of	traditional	political	parties	and	ruling	elites	in	general.	On	top	of	these	problems,	the	region
seems	 to	 lack	 a	 clearly	 defined	 economic	 system.	 This	 has	 made	 the	 region	 vulnerable	 to
political	and	economic	changes.	This	is	more	crystalized	in	the	Baghdad-Erbil	relationship	and
the	vulnerability	of	the	KRG	to	oil	prices	in	international	markets.	There	is	no	single	economic
model	 that	would	 fit	 the	KRG	economy:	 the	 region’s	economic	 system	has	elements	of	 free-
market,	rentier	and	socialism.

An	anonymous	friendship:	Introducing	the	main	players
The	 engines	 of	 the	 Turkey-KRG	 relationship	 are	 the	 KDP	 and	 the	 AKP.	 In	 the	 KRG,	 the
Kurdish	Democratic	Party	 (KDP)	 promotes	 and	 steers	 the	 relationship	with	Turkey	both	 for
reasons	 of	 geography	 and	 solidifying	 its	 position	within	 the	KRG’s	political	 system.	On	 the
Turkish	 side,	 the	 Justice	 and	 Development	 Party	 (AKP)	 has	 cultivated	 an	 unprecedented
relationship	 in	 Turkish	 history	with	Kurds	 in	Northern	 Iraq.	 Turkey	 prefers	 Erbil	 to	 remain
closer	 to	 Ankara	 than	 to	 a	 Tehran-aligned	 government	 in	 Baghdad.	 Other	 political	 parties
within	 Turkey	 are	 either	 willing	 to	 change	 the	 relationship	 (such	 as	 CHP,	 the	 Republican
People’s	Party)	or	totally	oppose	it	(such	as	MHP,	the	Nationalist	Movement	Party).	“Turkey
has,	 therefore,	 been	 actively	 enmeshed	 in	 this	 imbroglio,	 having	 appreciated	 the	 level	 of
danger	that	a	departure	of	Barzani	might	pose	for	Turkey,”	one	close	observer	from	the	AKP
stated	(Dalay	2015).	We	can	conclude	that	Turkey	sees	other	political	parties	 in	the	KRG	as
being	aloof	 towards	Turkey;	 the	KRG	regards	Turkish	political	parties	as	being	aloof	 to	 the
KRG.

The	AKP

The	exceptional	role	of	personality	in	Turkish	politics	is	well	known.	Turkish	history	is	replete
with	parties	who	have	been	banned	only	 to	 reemerge	almost	 immediately	under	other	names
because	of	the	strong	personality	of	their	leader.	In	addition	to	this,	Turkey	is	a	unique	example



in	the	Middle	East	where	radical	ideological	changes	have	occurred:	from	Islamist	(Ottoman)
to	 secular	 (Ataturk)	 back	 to	 Islamist	 (AKP).	 These	 ideological	 re-orientations	 have
dramatically	affected	the	nature	of	the	governing	elites.

Contemporary	Islamist	movements	in	Turkey	emerged	after	the	1950s	and	grew	during	the
post-1980	period.	During	that	period,	peripheral	political	groups	moved	to	urban	centers	and
gained	 access	 to	 secular	 education	 and	 the	 opportunity	 for	 upward	 mobility	 and	 better
economic	conditions.	The	Islamic-oriented	political	parties,	like	the	secular	political	parties,
combined	both	charisma	and	ideology	in	the	figure	of	their	leader.	Thus,	the	new	Turkey,	like
the	 old,	 is	 ruled	 by	 strong	 personalities.	 For	 Mümtaz'er	 Türköne	 (2007),	 Recep	 Tayyip
Erdoğan’s	success	 in	elections	was	 the	work	of	 these	new	Islamist	elites.	According	 to	him,
Turkey’s	ruling	elites	identified	as	“a	new	class	of	educated	people	who	understand	the	world,
have	 internalized	 the	mentality	 of	 the	market	 and	 have	 an	 entrepreneurial	 spirit.	 This	 class
defends	 both	 conservative	 and	 indispensable	 democratic	 freedoms.	 They	 are	 far	 from	 any
radical	tendency	and	strive	for	a	peaceful	world.	They	comprise	the	main	bones	of	the	AKP.
The	 AKP	militants	 are	 newly	 urban,	 educated,	 market	 oriented	 yet	 quite	 conservative.	 The
genie	of	this	elite	dates	back	to	Özal’s	time.	The	latter	played	a	crucial	role	in	commencing	the
neoliberal	era	in	the	country.	Özal	was	a	“staunch	believer	and	supporter	of	liberalism,	yet	his
style	of	governance	was	characterized	by	a	weak	commitment	 to	democracy,	 institutions	and
the	rule	of	law”	(Onis	2004:12).	The	elements	of	religion,	militarism	and	capitalism	are	all	the
hallmarks	of	Turkish	capitalism.	Springing	from	Friedrich	Hayek’s	view	(The	Principles	of	a
Liberal	 Social	Order	 1966),	 the	 relationship	 between	 neoliberals	 and	 democracy	 is	 at	 best
problematic.	It	is	argued	that	Hayek’s	“ideas	justify	the	erosion	of	democracy	under	capitalism
in	defense	of	private	property”	(Selwyn	2015).	After	the	military	coup	in	1980,	“the	winner	of
the	 elections	 was	 the	 newly	 formed	 Motherland	 Party	 (MP),	 headed	 by	 Turgut	 Özal,	 the
architect	 of	 the	 January	 1980	 stabilization	 package.	 This	 package	 was	 the	 most	 decisive
attempt	of	 the	dominant	groups	 in	 society	and	polity	–	 the	military	and	business	circles	–	 to
launch	 the	 neoliberal	 agenda”	 (Cosar	 and	 Yegenoglu	 2009).	 This	 new	 liberal	 economic
atmosphere	 created	 better	 economic	 conditions	 for	 small	 business	 owners	 who	 had	 newly
moved	to	the	city.

The	new	elite	also	had	a	new	vision	 for	 the	country	and	 the	 region;	 its	aim	was	 to	drive
Turkey	towards	becoming	a	regional	power.	That	could	be	achieved	“only	if	 it	brings	added
value	to	its	Muslim	neighbors”	(Cagaptay	2015).	Here	lays	the	seed	of	the	image	of	Turkey	as
a	model.	This	was	embraced	by	the	majority	of	the	Middle	Easterners,	especially	when	Turkey
was	 a	 successful	 neighbor,	 a	 role	model	 exercising	 political	 ambitions	 in	 the	 region.	When
Turkey	pushed	 too	 far	 in	 its	 political	 activism,	 its	 positive	 image	vanished.	Soon	 the	much-
celebrated	 “zero	 problems	with	 neighbors”	 policy	 gradually	 deteriorated	 into	 open	 hostility
and	 even	 virtual	 undeclared	 warfare	 with	 some	 of	 its	 neighbors.	 Practically	 all	 the	 gains
achieved	with	respect	to	visa	liberalization	and	economic	integration	have	been	lost.	The	free



trade	agreement	with	Syria	was	suspended	in	December	2011;	that	with	Lebanon	failed	to	be
finalized,	 while	 relations	 with	 the	 Nouri	 al-Maliki	 government	 in	 Iraq	 have	 reached	 an
impasse.	Most	recently,	the	new	Egyptian	regime	is	also	inclined	to	reassess	Egypt’s	relations
with	 Turkey	 in	 light	 of	 Erdoğan’s	 bitter	 criticisms	 of	 the	 military	 overthrow	 of	 the
democratically	elected	Muslim	Brotherhood	government.	As	a	result,	many	commentators	have
wittily	 characterized	 this	 dramatic	 transformation	 in	 the	 Turkish	 “zero	 problems	 with
neighbors”	 policy	 as	 a	 policy	 of	 “zero	 neighbors	 without	 problems”	 (Kirişci	 2009).	 One
relationship	remained	intact,	however:	that	with	the	KRG.

Quite	 logically,	 the	 sharp	 deterioration	 of	 relations	 with	 their	 neighbors	 has	 brought	 the
KRG	and	Turkey	even	closer.	The	dismal	failure	of	the	zero-problems	policy	has	added	a	new
dimension	and	additional	value	 to	 the	 relationship	with	 the	KRG,	which	could	be	used	as	a
handy	tool	in	the	regional	balance	of	power;	for	instance,	in	Turkish	policy	towards	Iran	and
Baghdad.	It	is	not	common	for	Turkey	to	internalize	its	regional	and	foreign	policy,	and	some
even	argue	 that	“the	AKP	has	used	foreign	policy	 to	 frame	an	 identity	 for	 itself,	 to	construct
party	 identification	 amongst	 its	 voter	 base”	 (Kirdiş,	 2015:178).	 This	 has	 been	 particularly
evident	during	the	Syrian	war.	Erdogan	stated:	“We	do	not	see	Syria	as	a	foreign	problem,	but
as	 a	 domestic	 problem.	Because	we	have	850	kilometers	 of	 common	border,	we	 are	 linked
through	lineage,	history,	and	culture.	Therefore,	what	goes	on	there	would	not	permit	us	just	to
be	 a	 spectator.	 On	 the	 contrary,	 we	 need	 to	 hear	 those	 voices,	 and	 naturally	 do	 what	 is
necessary”	(Kalaycıoglu	2014).

Statements	like	this	show	the	mindset	of	the	ruling	political	class	in	Turkey,	their	vision	of
the	region	and	mode	of	mobilization.	If	neighbors	are	not	foreign,	then	Turkey	is	not	foreign	to
its	 neighbors.	 This	 policy	 has	 been	 dubbed	 the	 “policy	 of	 erasing	 borders.”	 “Our	 prime
minister’s	vision	is	full	economic	integration.	One	day	you	won’t	notice	the	frontier	between
Turkey	and	Iraq,”	stated	Aydin	Selcen,	Turkish	Consul	General	in	Erbil	(Fielding-Smith	2010).

The	KDP

After	 the	 first	 election	 in	 1992,	 a	 unique	 form	 of	 governance	 emerged	 in	 the	 KRG.	 It	 is
commonly	known	as	50:50,	which	means	that	each	of	the	two	main	political	parties	(KDP	and
PUK)	controlled	half	of	the	administration	and	budget	of	the	region.	From	the	early	days	when
the	seeds	of	party	dominance	were	sown,	neither	Jalal	Talabani	nor	Massoud	Barzani	became
part	of	 the	official	 structures	of	 the	government.	Hence	 the	political	party	 remained	stronger
than	the	government.	The	KDP	dates	back	to	after	the	Second	World	War.	Today	it	represents
the	conservative	 tribal	structure	of	 the	society.	 In	general	Kurdish	society	 is	not	modern;	 the
modern	 elites	 are	 few	and	unable	 to	mobilize	 the	population.	Therefore,	modern	 elites	 seek
alliances	with	the	traditional	elites,	namely	clerics	and	Sheiks	and	other	remnants	of	the	feudal
era,	 but	 the	 latter	 has	 command	 over	 the	 language,	 mythology	 and	 grand	 narratives	 both
religious	and	traditional,	and	Kurdish	politics	suffers	from	the	elite	dichotomy.	The	domination



of	 traditional	 norms	 and	 values,	 which	 are	 based	 more	 on	 hierarchy	 rather	 than	 merit,
negatively	 affects	 the	 structure	 within	 the	 political	 parties.	 This	 hampers	 economic	 and
political	modernization,	 let	 alone	 societal.	The	domination	of	 traditional	 elites	 in	politics	 is
aggravated	by	Kurdistan’s	oil-based	economy.	The	strong	presence	of	 tradition	and	 the	civil
war	are	the	two	main	factors	behind	the	domination	of	traditional	elites:	the	KDP	and	the	PUK
are	excellent	examples.

Against	this	backdrop,	every	Kurdish	political	party	suffers	from	a	personalist	and	narrow
echelon.	 This	 phenomenon	 was	 strengthened	 when	 rent	 money	 became	 the	 main	 source	 of
income	 in	 the	 region,	 especially	 in	 the	 post-Saddam	 era.	A	 sizable	 portion	 of	 the	 country’s
income	goes	directly	into	the	hands	of	the	ruling	elites.	Much	of	Kurdistan’s	politics	is	based
on	oil	revenue	distribution,	a	phenomenon	well-captured	by	Ross:	“…	distribution	of	resource
revenues	 to	 particular	 groups	 of	 the	 population	 is	 a	way	 for	 incumbent	 political	 leaders	 to
ensure	 support,	 and	 to	 credibly	 commit	 to	 future	 policy”	 (Ross	 2001;	 2008).	 This	 form	 of
buying	allegiance	through	the	windfall	depends	primarily	on	the	incentives	of	ruling	elites	to
distort	the	rules	of	the	political	game	in	their	favor.	In	addition	to	providing	revenues,	a	natural
resource	 economy	 also	 provides	 international	 support	 for	 the	 ruling	 elites.	 The	 role	 of	 the
international	 community	 becomes	 antidemocratic	when	 the	 security	 of	 supply	 is	 regarded	 as
more	significant	than	democratic	processes.	The	KDP	has	utilized	natural	resources	in	order	to
maintain	its	traditional	structure	with	modern	tools.

Turkey	eyes	Iraqi	Kurdistan
In	the	past,	Turkey	had	a	rather	predictable	foreign	policy	characterized	by	clear	orientations
toward	 the	West	 through	 its	EU	membership	 aspirations,	 remaining	 relatively	 passive	 in	 the
Middle	Eastern	 region.	As	a	 result	of	 the	current	shift,	namely	 the	emergence	of	pro-Islamic
parties	and	a	Middle	Eastern	reorientation,	the	Middle	East	has	become	a	priority	for	Turkish
foreign	 policy.	 “Such	 reorientation	 has	 been	 described	 as	 the	 end	 of	 the	 Kemalist	 era	 in
Turkish	foreign	policy”	(Edelman	et	al.	2013:12).

Many	 factors	 should	 be	 taken	 into	 account	 when	 explaining	 this	 overall	 reorientation.
Turkey’s	turning	to	the	East	was	a	natural	move	that	fits	neatly	within	the	frame	of	Islamic	or
Ottoman	 culture.	 These	 frames	 allowed,	 in	 addition	 to	 the	 state-based	 intergovernmental
relations,	 for	 the	development	of	a	whole	set	of	 interactions	with	non-state	entities,	 some	of
which	were	done	on	a	personal	and	family	level.	A	few	examples	include	the	cordial	relations
with	the	Assad	family	in	the	early	period	of	the	Turkey-Syria	friendship,	a	common	religious
and	 ideological	 discourse,	 the	 shared	 attitude	 toward	 Israel,	 and	 abandoning	 Kemalist
secularism,	all	of	which	directly	contributed	to	this	reorientation.

Opening	up	to	the	Kurds	in	Iraq	has	been	an	integral	part	of	this	foreign	policy	shift,	yet	the
emergence	of	a	cordial	relationship	with	the	KRG	was	the	most	unexpected	move	in	Turkey’s



foreign	 policy.	Why	 the	KRG?	This	 has	 both	 domestic	 and	 regional	 dimensions.	 It	 was	 the
result	of	two	overlapping	processes:	opening	up	toward	the	Kurds	and	the	de-securitisation	of
the	Kurds	both	internally	and	externally	(Aras	and	Polat	2008).

With	 the	 rise	 of	 the	 AKP,	 the	 Kurds	 were	 suddenly	 rediscovered	 in	 Turkey	 and	 in	 the
region,	 as	 their	 existence	 had	 been	 denied	 in	 the	 past.	 The	AKP	Government	 from	 the	 very
beginning	 conducted	 a	 twofold	 foreign	 policy:	 “First,	 Turkey	 is	 increasingly	 relying	 on
multilateralism	in	order	 to	pursue	key	national	 interests,	 thereby	taking	a	more	active	role	 in
international	relations.	Second,	Turkey	is	opening	up	to	new	areas	where	Turkish	contacts	have
been	rather	limited	in	the	past”	(Adam	2012:141).	The	KRG	appears	to	be	one	of	those	new
areas.	In	spite	of	this	general	frame,	however,	the	Turkey-KRG	relationship	is	quite	different
from	 Turkey’s	 other	 bilateral	 relationships	 in	 many	 ways,	 one	 among	 them	 being	 elite
domination.	In	other	words,	the	relationship	between	the	two	sides	is	yet	to	be	institutionalized
and	solidified	in	a	formal	manner.	For	instance,	Turkey	is	yet	to	officially	recognize	the	KRG,
and	the	latter	has	no	office	in	Ankara,	so	public	opinion	and	attitude	toward	the	Kurds	remain
rather	negative	in	Turkey.	The	cordiality	in	the	relationship	is	primarily	elite-based.

Turkey’s	 relationship	 with	 the	 KRG	 differs	 significantly	 from	 a	 typical	 state-non-state
interaction.	 The	KRG	politicians	 are	 received	 at	 the	 highest	 level,	 the	 region’s	 relationship
with	Turkey	exists	despite	the	central	government,	and	finally	Turkey	is	willing	to	go	against
international	 norms	 in	 dealing	 with	 KRG	 oil	 exports.	 Turkey’s	 relationship	 with	 the	 KRG
contradicts	Baghdad’s	will,	especially	 in	 the	energy	sector,	as	KRG	is	still	officially	part	of
Iraq.	 Turkey’s	 particular	 interest	 in	 the	 Kurdistan	 region	 is	 caused	 first	 by	 its	 energy
dependence	 and	 second	 by	 the	 nature	 of	Turkish	 capitalism	 that	 emphasises	 an	 elite-to-elite
framework.	The	KRG,	a	federal	region	within	the	state	of	Iraq	in	a	difficult	relationship	with
the	 central	 government,	 is	 eager	 to	 enter	 into	 Turkey’s	 orbit.	 Obviously,	 Turkey	 is	 in	 a
significantly	stronger	position	and	takes	advantage	of	the	situation	as	a	whole.

In	 order	 to	 overcome	 the	 difficulties	 associated	 with	 this	 asymmetric	 relation,	 the	 KRG
aims	at	statehood.	There	are	only	two	scenarios	for	Iraqi	Kurdistan	to	constitutionally	become
an	independent	state:	the	disintegration	of	Iraq	or	a	change	of	the	current	constitutional	system,
since	the	current	Iraqi	constitution	does	not	allow	for	secession.

In	 addition,	 the	 ruling	 elites	 in	 the	 region	 have	 no	 awareness	 of	 the	 significance	 and
knowhow	 of	 formal	 institutions,	 or	 they	 abhor	 institutions	 as	 an	 antithesis	 to	 their	 personal
power.	“The	rule	of	a	narrow	elite	that	organizes	the	society	for	its	own	rent-extracting	interest
is	 a	 common	 trajectory	 every	 nation	 followed	 on	 its	 road	 to	 poverty”	 as	 Acemoglu	 and
Robinson	argue	(2012).	In	other	words,	when	institutions	are	weak,	elites	are	strong.

Another	reason	why	the	elites	play	a	very	important	role	to	the	detriment	of	institutions	is
the	economic	system	that	 is	 in	place	in	Kurdistan.	The	wealth	of	energy	resources	makes	the
prevailing	 economic	 system	 of	 the	 KRG	 a	 rentier	 economy.	 This	 was	 partly	 due	 to	 the
continuity	of	 the	old	 Iraqi	 rentier	 system	and	partly	 to	 the	clear	desire	of	 the	Kurdish	major



political	 parties	 to	 take	 advantage	 of	 the	 rent	 income	 and	 buy	 followers’	 allegiance.	 Rent
economy	is	characterized	by	the	domination	of	the	political	elites	over	economic	activities,	in
particular	 revenue	distribution.	Turkey	has	 significantly	contributed	 to	 the	establishment	of	a
rent-based	 economy	 in	 the	 KRG	 and	 takes	 advantage	 of	 it.	 Thanks	 to	 the	 KRG’s	 favoring
production-sharing	 contracts	 with	 international	 firms,	 Turkish	 companies	 have	 obtained
significant	 shares	 in	 the	 KRG	 energy	 sector	 and	 are	 greatly	 involved	 in	 production,
transportation	and	refining.

On	the	Turkish	side,	the	elites	also	prevail	over	institutions	and	have	been	instrumental	in
engaging	with	 the	KRG	and	 in	maintaining	 close	 cooperation.	One	of	 the	various	post-1980
transformations	resulted	in	the	emergence	of	what	is	labeled	‘oligarchic	capitalism.’	For	Roy
Karadag	 (2010:6),	 “the	 fragmentation	 of	 the	 political	 arena,	 the	 end	 of	 corporatist	 social
control,	 and	 the	establishment	of	new,	closed	elite	political	business	cartels	 that	 capture	 the
state	represent	the	crucial	elements	of	oligarchic	dynamics	that	have	undermined	state	power
and	 institutional	 trust.”	This	 trend	 in	 the	politics-business	 relationship	has	been	 lingering	on
and	 flourishing	 in	 the	AKP	era.	One	 can	 argue	 that	 it	 is	 this	 precise	 aspect	 of	 the	business-
politics	mixture	that	can	explain	the	emergence	of	a	rather	unnatural	Turkey-KRG	relationship.
Geo-economy	became	the	center	for	foreign	policy	making,	which	accounts	for	the	“increased
volumes	of	capital	expenditures	and	 trade	 that	have	occurred	under	 the	AKP	government,	as
well	as	by	the	diversity	of	Turkish	business	partners	in	the	region”	(Furtig	2014:109).

Entangling	 economy	with	 foreign	policy	 significantly	 changes	 a	 country’s	 behavior	 in	 the
international	 arena,	makes	 foreign	 policy	 driven	 by	 commercial	 interest,	 and	modifies	 other
important	 aspects	 of	 foreign	 policy	making	 like	 ideology	 or	 culture:	 “This	 interweaving	 of
foreign	and	trade	policy	also	explains	why	the	Turkish	government	is	so	eager	to	collaborate
with	the	Kurds	despite	differing	ideological	orientations”	(Bank	and	Karadag	2012:14).	When
energy	and	economy	became	part	of	the	relationship,	the	two	sides	developed	more	and	more
mutual	 interests.	 To	 illustrate,	 the	 transport	 company	 Power-Trans,	 “a	 Turkish-controlled
company	with	links	 to	 the	administration	of	Turkey’s	Prime	Minister	Recep	Tayyip	Erdogan,
markets	the	crude	from	Shaikan	and	manages	the	transportation”	(Osgood	and	Tahir	2014).

In	 addition	 to	 politico-economic	 considerations	 within	 the	 neoliberal	 paradigm,	 there	 is
also	some	cultural	communality	between	the	elites	in	Turkey	and	the	KRG.	This	is	represented
primarily	through	the	domination	of	the	strong	figure	over	the	political	system	and	people.	The
post-Kemalist	euphoria	lasted	about	ten	years	before	Turkish	democracy	sprang	back,	like	an
overextended	rubber	band,	to	a	familiar	defensive	posture	in	which	the	group	in	power	focuses
on	defending	its	networks	against	rivals.	White	(2015)	states	that	“today	it	is	the	AKP	that	has
doubled	down	on	disciplining	and	defending	 its	 lucrative	networks.	 Independent	 institutions,
like	the	courts,	are	being	pressed	to	the	party’s	breast;	its	leader	has	developed	an	extreme	cult
of	 personality	 in	 which	 he	 is	 presented	 as	 the	 heroic	 savior	 of	 his	 people;	 and	 critics	 are
savaged	and	scapegoats	cultivated	and	attacked	as	traitors”	(Ibid).



The	domination	of	powerful	 figures	 is	 the	norm	within	 the	Turkish	political	 culture.	This
political	culture	prepares	the	ground	for	the	emergence	of	charismatic	figures	and	populisms,
in	this	case	the	“fusion	of	state	and	nation	into	a	single	entity,	with	Erdoğan	himself,	as	both
representative	of	 the	 state	 and	 tribune	of	 the	people.	Where	 a	man	and	his	 vision	become	a
program	 there	 is	 no	 room	 for	 consultation,	 not	 even	 for	 discussion”	 (Gunter	 2014:4).	 The
phenomenon	of	a	single	person,	a	man	embodying	the	ideology	of	the	party	and	imposing	it	on
the	nation,	is	not	unfamiliar	to	the	KRG	either.	Therefore,	it	is	not	surprising	that	the	political
elites	in	Turkey	and	Iraqi	Kurdistan	are	on	the	same	wavelength	and	can	get	along	pretty	well
with	each	other.

The	Turkey–KRG–Iran	triangle
Turkey,	 as	we	 have	 argued,	 plays	 a	more	 significant	 role	 in	 the	KRG	 compared	with	 other
regional	powers,	even	with	the	central	government	in	Bagdad	and	the	rest	of	Iraq,	chiefly	in	the
KDP-dominated	areas.	In	order	to	better	understand	this	particular	friendship,	we	need	to	put
the	Turkey-KRG	 relationship	 in	 a	wider	 regional	 context.	Turkey	 and	 Iran,	 the	 two	 regional
powers,	 have	been	battling	 to	 become	a	hegemonic	power	 in	 the	 region	 for	many	 centuries.
This	 competition	 has	 renewed	 in	 the	 last	 decade	 but	 the	 idea	 has	 proved	 impossible,	 as	 no
regional	power	could	achieve	hegemony	over	the	entire	Middle	East.	Looking	back	at	Turkey’s
policy	towards	the	Middle	East,	in	particular	towards	its	old	rival	Iran,	its	efforts	to	boost	its
role	 in	 the	 region	have	been	extremely	significant.	Although	both	Turkey	and	 Iran	have	been
staunch	enemies	of	the	Kurds	through	history,	Turkey’s	policy	has	undergone	dramatic	changes
in	the	last	decade,	while	Iran’s	policy	toward	the	KRG	remains	part	of	its	policy	toward	the
Middle	East	in	general.

The	best	framework	for	understanding	the	complicated	and	violent	regional	politics	of	the
Middle	East	is	a	cold	war	style	standoff	among	a	number	of	regional	players,	including	sub-
state	actors,	in	which	Iran	and	Saudi	Arabia	play	the	leading	roles.	These	two	main	powers	are
not	confronting	and,	most	probably,	will	not	confront	each	other	militarily;	rather,	their	contest
for	 influence	 plays	 out	 in	 the	 domestic	 political	 systems	 of	 the	 region’s	weak	 states.	 It	 is	 a
struggle	 over	 the	 direction	 of	 the	Middle	 Eastern	 countries’	 domestic	 politics	 more	 than	 a
purely	 military	 contest.	 The	military	 and	 political	 strength	 of	 parties	 and	 the	 influence	 that
outsiders	 can	 bring	 to	 bear	 to	 that	 strength	 seem	 more	 important	 than	 the	 military	 balance
between	Riyadh	and	Tehran.	This	standoff	predates	the	Arab	uprisings,	but	the	Arab	Spring	has
opened	up	new	arenas	and	new	participants	in	the	Middle	Eastern	cold	war.

Based	on	history	and	religion,	 Iran	views	Iraq	as	part	of	 its	sphere	of	 interest.	 Indeed,	at
some	point	in	history	Iraq	was	the	only	regional	power	that	balanced	Iran	in	the	Middle	East.
With	the	fall	of	Saddam	Hussein,	Iran	has	lost	no	opportunity	to	regain	control	over	Iraq	and
make	it	part	of	its	sphere	of	influence,	or	at	least	to	prevent	the	emergence	of	an	anti-Iranian



regime	in	Iraq	as	well	as	to	have	an	ally	in	the	competition	with	its	regional	challenger,	Saudi
Arabia.

Thus	 Iran’s	 policy	 towards	 Iraq	 is	 to	maintain	 the	Shia	 government,	 to	 offset	 Sunnis	 and
their	regional	backers	Saudis	and	Turkey,	to	distance	Iraq	from	the	United	States,	and	to	keep
Iraq’s	unity.	That	would	mean	putting	down	Kurdish	aspirations	for	independence.	In	doing	so,
Iran	 takes	 advantage	 of	 cultural	 affinity,	 geographical	 proximity,	 common	 history,	 shared
security	concerns	and	close	links	with	the	current	ruling	elites	in	the	KRG,	especially	the	PUK,
many	of	whom	are	Persian-speaking	and	have	lived	in	Iran.

Iran,	the	current	strongest	ally	of	Iraq	in	the	region,	is	interested	in	preserving	Iraq’s	unity
and	maintaining	its	dominance	over	the	whole	country.	The	KRG’s	policies	that	diverge	from
those	of	the	central	government	in	Baghdad	are	not	welcomed	by	Tehran.	A	strong	unified	Iraq
would	 serve	 Iran’s	 interest	 better	 in	 the	 region.	 The	KRG’s	 attempts	 toward	 economic	 and
political	 independence	 would	 pose	 a	 threat	 to	 both	 their	 ally	 Iraq	 and	 themselves;	 what	 is
more,	 Tehran	 fears	 that	 the	 successes	 of	 Iraqi	 Kurds	 would	 inspire	 and	 encourage	 their
brethren	Kurds	living	on	the	other	side	of	the	Zagros	mountains	to	attempt	to	do	the	same.

Interestingly	enough,	the	KRG	acts	quite	independently	when	dealing	with	Turkey	but	seems
more	connected	to	the	rest	of	Iraq	when	dealing	with	Iran:	“For	Iraqi	Kurds,	relations	with	Iran
must	be	seen	through	the	prism	of	relations	between	Iraq	as	a	whole	and	its	eastern	neighbor”
(The	Guardian	2013).	Therefore,	Iran	has	to	catch	up	with	its	regional	rivals,	first	Turkey	and
then	 the	Gulf	 States,	 to	 bring	 the	KRG	 closer	 to	 Iran,	 to	 balance	 the	 seesaw	 for	 its	 interest
against	Turkey,	and	to	sustain	its	control	over	a	unified	Iraq.

Iranian-KRG	 relations	 significantly	 improved	 in	 August	 2014,	 when	 the	 Iranian	 army
helped	 to	defend	Erbil	against	 ISIS	advances	 in	 the	 region.	Later	 the	KRG	Prime	Minister’s
visit	 to	 Tehran	 increased	 prospects	 of	 economic	 ties	 and	 energy	 contracts.	 “Indeed,	 for	 the
KRG,	 Iran	 has	 the	 potential	 to	 become	 an	 important	 trading	 partner	 and	 a	 source	 of	 foreign
direct	 investment	 that	 would	 reduce	 its	 dependence	 on	 Turkey;	 especially	 following	 July’s
P5+1	 nuclear	 agreement	 […].	 These	 new	 developments,	 however,	 are	 likely	 to	 reduce	 the
prospects	of	an	independent	Kurdistan	in	the	three-year	outlook	as	Iran	would	use	its	increased
leverage	over	the	KRG	to	arbitrate	in	disputes	between	Erbil	and	Baghdad”	(Ingram	2015).

As	 a	 result	 of	 dramatic	 changes	 in	 the	Middle	 East	 and	 more	 confrontations	 among	 the
regional	powers,	Turkey	is	becoming	increasingly	isolated.	The	coming	of	the	Russians	sends
a	signal	of	a	clear	attempt	to	seal	Turkey	from	the	rest	of	the	region,	as	we	have	witnessed	in
Syria.	This	makes	 the	KRG	even	more	 important	 for	Turkey:	 it	 is	 the	 only	 corridor	 through
which	it	can	reach	out	to	the	Arab	world.

Turkey	and	the	idea	of	KRG	independence
The	more	Turkey	feels	isolated,	 the	more	it	 leans	on	the	KRG	in	various	aspects	–	political,



economic	 and,	 in	 particular,	 energy.	 The	 recent	 crisis	 has	 proved	 that	 Turkey	 is	 vulnerable
compared	 to	 other	 regional	 powers	 when	 it	 comes	 to	 energy	 security.	 Because	 of	 the
domination	 of	 particular	 elites	 on	 both	 sides	 of	 the	 border	 and	 shared	 concerns	 about	 their
survival,	both	the	AKP	and	the	KDP	are	eager	to	rescue	each	other	in	a	variety	of	ways.	How
far	can	that	go	and	how	may	the	oligarch-based	bilateral	relationship	contribute	to	the	KRG’s
independence?

The	idea	of	having	a	sovereign	Kurdistan	is	so	popular	that	it	is	hard	to	find	a	single	Kurd
who	 would	 oppose	 it,	 but	 many	 wonder	 how	 and	 who	 will	 implement	 it.	 For	 Kurdistan
independence	to	materialize,	many	changes,	both	in	the	region	and	in	the	country	as	a	whole,
need	 to	 take	place.	A	preferable	way	of	becoming	 independent	would	be	 the	collapse	of	 the
Iraqi	 state.	 In	 current	 circumstances,	 even	 if	 the	 KRG	 breaks	 away	 from	 Iraq,	 its	 will	 be
entirely	dependent	on	support	 from	Turkey	 to	survive.	For	a	 long	 time,	Turkey	was	 the	most
anti-Kurdish	 country	 both	 at	 home	 and	 everywhere	 else	 in	 the	world.	Today	 the	 situation	 is
quite	different	under	the	rule	of	the	new	Turkish	elites.	The	modern	secular	Turkey	was	unable
to	become	multicultural	but	hoped	to	be	a	melting	pot.

The	 current	 elite	 has	 a	 new	 frame	of	 thinking	which	 is	 namely	 Islamic	 or	Ottoman.	Both
Islamic	and	Ottoman	are	identifications	that	predate	the	nation-state	era.	When	Turkey	moved
from	 an	 empire	 to	 a	 state,	 it	 not	 only	 abandoned	 this	 so-called	multiculturalism	 but	 strictly
opposed	it.	The	new	Islamic	elites	are	aiming	to	return	to	the	former	Ottoman	ideology,	but	in	a
postmodern	 style.	 The	 new	 policy	 is	meant	 to	 attract	 strength	 from	 everywhere	 in	 order	 to
boost	the	country’s	influence	in	the	region.	Islamic	identity	is	also	useful	in	order	to	mobilize
and	 lead	 others.	 In	 the	 past,	 the	 states	 in	 the	 Middle	 East	 succumbed	 to	 challenges	 and
collapsed,	and	new	forces,	such	as	the	Kurds,	emerged	invisible	from	the	point	of	view	of	the
Westphalian	state	system.	When	Turkey	realized	the	futility	of	its	efforts	to	join	the	European
Union	and	 turned	back	 to	 the	East,	 the	elites	came	 to	 the	 realization	 that	 Islam	as	a	unifying
ideology	does	not	always	work	because	there	are	other	identities	that	had	become	stronger	and
Islam	is	not	sufficient.	Beside,	not	all	have	good	memories	of	when	 they	 lived	 together	with
Turks,	or	are	now	willing	to	submit	to	Turkish	hegemony.

Until	 recently,	 the	 AKP	 hoped	 that	 Islam	 as	 an	 identity	 could	 encompass	 Kurds	 within
Turkey.	This	process	currently	faces	serious	challenges	and	possible	failures	since	the	overture
to	Kurds	increased	their	awareness	of	their	ethnic	identity.	This	seriously	bothers	the	Turkish
elites	but	 the	genie	 is	 out	 of	 the	bottle.	On	 the	one	hand,	 the	 crisis	within	Turkey	delays	 its
support	for	Iraqi	Kurds’	independence;	on	the	other	hand,	Turkey	is	at	a	crossroads	and	cannot
deal	with	 the	Kurdish	 issue	 through	violence	and	suppression	alone.	Thus,	considering	 Iraqi
Kurdistan	as	a	partner	in	the	Middle	East	is	a	way	to	overcome	its	crisis	with	the	Kurds.

Conclusion



In	this	chapter	we	have	attempted	to	explain	the	unusually	close	relationship	between	Turkey
and	the	Kurdistan	Regional	Government	and	shed	light	on	the	effects	 this	relationship	has	on
both	 sides,	 especially	 on	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region.	 Turkey’s	 attitude	 to	 the	 Kurds	 outside	 its
borders	has	witnessed	a	dramatic	alteration	never	before	seen	in	its	history.	The	friendly	bonds
between	Turkish	authorities	and	the	Kurds	from	Northern	Iraq	have	changed	both	the	security
and	energy	maps	of	the	Middle	East.	The	Turkey-KRG	relationship	remains	most	advanced	and
integrated	for	the	KRG,	comparing	to	its	bilateral	relations	with	other	regional	powers,	based
on	mutual	needs	and	shared	interests.

In	this	chapter,	we	demonstrated	that	both	sides	went	through	internal	changes	before	they
engaged	in	this	relationship.	Neither	old	Turkey	nor	Kurds	before	the	emergence	of	the	KRG
were	 able	 to	 cement	 such	 a	 relationship.	 Turkey’s	 internal	 shift	 was	 radical	 and	 had	 clear
sociopolitical	 roots.	 The	 shift	 had	many	 layers:	 from	 a	military-security-oriented	 state	 to	 a
trading	state,	from	secular	urban	elite	to	rural	and	urban	religious	conservative	elites.

The	 new	Turkey	 relied	more	 on	 economy	 and	 soft	 power	 in	 conducting	 its	 regional	 and
foreign	 policy.	 Thus,	 it	 attempted	 to	 marginalize	 the	 army	 and	 open	 up	 toward	 a	 different
identity	within	the	country	and,	simultaneously,	the	world.	Internally,	this	was	exemplified	by
the	 Kurdish	 question.	 During	 this	 era,	 the	 country	 saw	 unprecedented	 improvement	 in	 this
regard.	 This	 new	 development	 was	 a	 cornerstone	 in	 forming	 the	 current	 Turkey-KRG
relationship.	For	reasons	of	geography,	emerging	cross-border	nationalism,	and	the	media,	it	is
hard	or	even	impossible	to	establish	a	stable	lasting	relationship	with	the	KRG	without	solving
the	Kurdish	question	within	Turkey.	The	chapter	has	traced	the	emergence	of	the	KRG	within
Iraq	and	the	historically	troubled	Kurdish–Iraqi	relationship,	showing	that	Iraq	has	been	unable
to	 become	 a	 strong	 centralized	 state	 by	 imposing	 a	 particular	 identity	 on	 the	 country.	 This
manufactured	 status	 of	 the	 country	 resulted	 in	 its	 near	 collapse	 after	 the	American	 invasion.
The	 current	 Iraqi	 federation	 is	 more	 a	 name	 than	 a	 reality.	 Iraq	 has	 lost	 most	 of	 its	 state
structures	such	as	territorial	 integrity,	shared	identity,	a	unified	army,	and	the	ability	to	serve
the	population	 and	protect	 the	 country.	For	 the	KRG	 to	 survive	 they	have	 to	overcome	 their
landlocked	geography	and	be	able	to	reach	the	world	market.	Turkey	was	the	obvious	and	only
choice	in	this	regard.	In	spite	of	this,	the	relationship	between	the	two	sides	is	still	anomalous
in	many	ways.	The	weakness	 that	might	 harm	 the	 relationship	more	 than	 anything	 else	 is	 its
elite	structure.	As	the	chapter	demonstrated,	the	relationship	between	the	two	sides	is	rather	a
relationship	 between	 two	 party	 echelons.	 On	 both	 sides	 a	 sort	 of	 oligarchy	 emerged.	 The
oligarchs,	 as	 experience	 in	 other	 countries	 shows,	 usually	 weaken	 democracy	 and	 poorly
manage	their	economy.	While	the	oligarchs	are	internally	weak,	they	are	also	poor	at	managing
long-lasting	relationships.	These	factors	might	put	the	Turkey-KRG	relationship	in	jeopardy.	In
addition,	there	are	other	external	factors	shaping	the	relationship,	such	as	the	regional	sectarian
conflicts,	the	collapse	of	central	states,	and	the	competition	of	regional	and	global	powers	in
reshaping	the	region.	While	Turkey	has	an	opportunity	to	maintain	the	close	cooperation	at	the



same	level,	the	relationship	has	been	increasingly	under	duress.	This	opens	up	the	relationship
to	 many	 different	 scenarios.	 One	 of	 these	 scenarios	 is	 Iraqi	 Kurdistan’s	 independence.	 If
Turkey	faces	the	hegemony	of	the	other	regional	powers	and	is	unable	to	protect	its	interests,	it
might	be	forced	to	take	up	other	options,	supporting	the	independence	of	the	KRG	being	one	of
them.
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8 The	Kurdish	issue	on	the	USA	foreign	policy
agenda
Paula	Pineda

The	Kurds	have	no	friends	but	the	mountains.	1

Introduction
In	August	2015,	a	popular	editorial	titled	“US	Betrayal	of	the	Kurds”	opened	with:	“President
Obama’s	betrayal	of	the	Kurds	is	possibly	the	most	grotesque.”2	This	declaration	highlights	the
increasingly	 salient	 issues	 surrounding	US	 policy	 towards	 the	Kurds,	 including	 past	 policy,
Kurdish	expectations,	and	the	nature	of	US	foreign	policy.

This	 chapter	 analyzes	 the	 evolution	 of	US	 foreign	 policy	 towards	 the	Kurds	 in	 Iraq.	 As
Iraq’s	largest	ethnic	minority,	the	Kurds	have	a	history	of	grievances	and	rebellion	against	the
Iraqi	government	beginning	with	Kurdish	resistance	to	becoming	a	part	of	Iraq	and	continuing
under	oppression	from	the	Ba’ath	regime.	Currently,	the	Kurdistan	Region	(KR)	and	Baghdad
are	 engaged	 in	 disputes	 regarding	 the	 present	 federal	 arrangement	 of	 Iraq	 (Ahmed	 2012;
Danilovich	2014;	Natali	2010).	Throughout	these	tensions,	the	Kurds	have	consistently	turned
to	the	US	as	an	ally.	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds,	however,	is	often	perceived	as	inconsistent
(Romano	and	Gurses	2014).	For	example,	the	US	helped	the	Kurds	after	the	invasion	of	Iraq	in
2003	by	supporting	the	current	federal	system,3	which	granted	the	Kurds	significant	autonomy
(Romano	 and	Gurses	 2014;	Danilovich	 2014).	On	 the	 other	 hand,	 the	Kurds	 currently	 seem
disillusioned	 by	 a	 lack	 of	US	 support	 for	 an	 independent	Kurdistan.	US	 attention	 is	 instead
focused	on	the	Kurds’	role	in	the	fight	against	the	self-proclaimed	Islamic	State	(ISIS).	Yet,	in
August	2014,	the	US	came	to	the	Kurds’	aid	when	it	engaged	in	emergency	airstrikes	against
advancing	ISIS	troops	and	prevented	the	fall	of	Erbil,	the	capital	of	the	Kurdistan	Region	(U.S.
Department	of	Defense	2014).

We	 seek	 to	 understand	 these	 shifting	 dynamics	 via	 the	 underlying	 decision-making
mechanism	 of	US	 policy.	As	will	 be	 demonstrated,	 there	 is	 little	 literature	 that	 specifically
addresses	 US	 decision-making	 towards	 the	 Kurds	 of	 Iraq.	 The	 prevailing	 views	 on	 this
dynamic,	either	echo	conventional	perceptions	about	the	US	as	a	Kurdish	ally,	or	argue	that	US
policy	towards	the	Kurds	is	a	function	of	US	strategy,	but	they	lack	specified	causal	theory	and
analysis.	Drawing	from	the	IR	literature,	we	use	an	intervention	framework	to	shed	light	on	the
factors	that	influence	US	decision-making	towards	the	Kurds.	We	argue	that	in	past	US	policy,



affective	motivations	 such	as	 the	notion	of	 a	US-Kurdish	alliance	were	 eclipsed	by	 the	US’
instrumental	considerations	regarding	the	Kurds	and	its	regional	aims.	We	assert	that	the	same
dynamic	is	shaping	current	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds	in	relation	to	the	protection	of	the	KR,
the	 role	 of	 the	 Kurds	 in	 the	 counter-ISIS	 agenda,	 Kurdish	 independence,	 and	 the	 possible
disintegration	 of	 Iraq.	 By	 transcending	 pattern-tracing	 of	 US	 policy	 and	 addressing	 its
decision-making	 mechanism,	 we	 contribute	 not	 only	 a	 richer	 understanding	 of	 US	 relations
with	 the	 Kurds	 of	 Iraq,	 but	 also	 a	 means	 to	 more	 accurately	 assess	 present	 and	 future	 US
policy.

This	 chapter	 first	 highlights	 the	 “Kurdish	 Issue”	on	 the	US	policy	 agenda,	 followed	by	 a
brief	 literature	 review	 and	 the	 analytical	 framework.	We	 analyze	 the	 past	 trajectory	 of	 US
policy	 towards	 the	 Kurds	 of	 Iraq	 in	 terms	 of	 the	 framework’s	 instrumental	 and	 affective
considerations.	The	primacy	of	these	factors	is	then	applied	to	the	current	US	policy	aims	of
protecting	 the	KR	and	 countering	 ISIS	 in	 Iraq.	Then,	 possible	 future	policy	paths	 in	 light	 of
recent	increases	in	Kurdish	mobilization	and	the	impending	possible	reality	of	a	disintegrated
Iraq	are	set	forth.

The	US	and	the	Kurds
The	increasingly	salient	“Kurdish	Issue”	often	refers	to	a	wide	scope	of	identity,	mobilization,
and	conflict	dynamics	regarding	the	Kurds	in	Turkey,	Iraq,	Syria,	and	Iran.4	Pinpointing	what
the	 “Kurdish	 Issue”	 on	 the	 US	 policy	 agenda	 entails,	 therefore,	 is	 difficult.	 Some	 scholars
uphold	a	cohesive	“Kurdish	Issue”	based	on	the	similarities	underlying	Kurdish	claims	across
territories	(Charountaki	2011:29).	We	conceptualize	the	“Kurdish	Issue”	in	relation	to	the	host
states	and	specifically	examine	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds	of	Iraq.	The	analytical	framework
corresponds	 to	 foreign	 state	 intervention,	 and	 the	 factors	 that	 influence	 intervention	 are
primarily	derived	from	the	interaction	of	a	foreign	state’s	aims	and	the	host-state	context.

In	the	case	of	the	US	and	the	Kurds	of	Iraq,	relations	were	largely	absent	until	the	end	of	the
1960s	due	to	the	US	stance	of	non-interference	towards	the	Iraqi-Kurdish	conflict,	which	was
viewed	as	an	internal	problem.	Additionally,	the	US	was	preoccupied	with	its	aims	regarding
Iraq	 and	 Iran	 (2011:132–146).	 By	 the	 1970s,	 however,	 an	 “interactive	 relationship”	 arose
between	 the	 US	 and	 the	 Kurds,	 who	 were	 “seen	 as	 a	 central	 component	 of	 regional	 and
international	politics”	(2011:31).	Specifically,	the	US	focused	on	the	Kurds’	utility	for	its	aim
of	containing	regional	Soviet	influence	(2011:132).	US-Kurdish	relations	continued	to	solidify
throughout	 the	1990s	 culminating	 in	 an	 individualized	policy	 in	 the	post-Saddam	era,	which
Charountaki	labels	the	“fifth-stage”	of	US-Kurdish	policy	in	Iraq.	This	interaction	between	the
US	and	the	Kurds	of	Iraq	contrasts	with	the	limited	US	contact	with	counterpart	movements	in
Iran,	 Syria,	 and	Turkey	 (2011).	 The	 unique	 position	 of	 the	Kurds	 of	 Iraq	 on	 the	US	 foreign
policy	 agenda	 renders	 classifying	 the	 “Kurdish	 Issue”	 in	 relation	 to	 host	 states	 optimal	 for



policy	analysis.

Analytical	framework
This	study	examines	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds	via	the	framework	of	foreign	intervention	in
internal	 conflict,	 which	 classifies	 instrumental	 and	 affective	 motivations	 as	 influences	 on
decision-making	 (Carment	 1993;	 Carment	 et	 al.	 2009;	 Chazan	 1991;	 Davis	 et	 al.	 1997;
Heraclides	 1990;	 Regan	 1998,	 2000;	 Saideman	 1997,	 2001;	 Suhrke	 and	 Noble	 1977).5

Instrumental	motivations	incorporate	gains	that	states	can	achieve	from	policy	decisions	from
the	 international	 system	 or	 the	 domestic	 sphere,	 including	 economic	 and	 strategic	 gains
(Heraclides	1990;	Suhrke	and	Noble	1977,	cited	in	Carment	1993).	State	decision-making	can
also	be	a	factor	of	affective	motivations,	including	humanitarian	considerations	and	cultural	or
religious	 affinity.	 Both	 types	 of	 motivations	 can	 simultaneously	 influence	 state	 behavior,	 at
times	in	a	complementary	manner,	but	also	in	a	“contradictory”	manner	(Carment	1993:139).
We	assert	that	multiple	motivations	may	“compete”	in	the	decision-making	arena,	and	that	those
considerations	with	the	most	weight	ultimately	shape	foreign	policy.	Thus,	policy	is	the	result
of	the	configuration	of	a	state’s	motivations	at	critical	junctures.	The	next	section	demonstrates
the	 intervention	 framework	 incorporates	 various	 elements	 from	 both	 traditional	 and	 recent
foreign	 policy	 and	 IR	 literature,	 rendering	 it	 an	 inclusive	 approach	 for	 this	 research.	 For
example,	 the	framework	accounts	for	both	internal	and	external	contexts,	which	are	normally
exclusive	in	the	literature.	The	inclusion	of	both	instrumental	and	affective	factors	captures	the
influence	 of	 interests	 and	 norms,	 which	 are	 both	 essential	 (Nau	 2002).	 Importantly,	 this
framework	 allows	 analysis	 of	 the	 US	 decision-making	 process,	 which	 is	 important	 in	 the
comparative	sense,	as	a	process	mechanism	can	be	applied	over	 time.	We	follow	the	call	 in
Brown	(1994)	to	understand	policy	beyond	tracing	documents	and	by	seeking	“the	operational
premises	…	the	considerations	prevailing	at	crucial	junctures.”	Accordingly,	we	offer	not	only
a	review	of	this	US	policy,	but	also	an	understanding	of	how	and	why	it	has	evolved.

In	the	case	of	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds	of	Iraq,	this	framework	is	first	utilized	to	define
which	motivations	dominated	past	US	policy,	which	we	 then	apply	 to	 current	 and	 future	US
policy	aims.	This	section	begins	with	the	emergent	literature	on	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds,
which	usually	features	the	non-state	actor	(NSA)	framework.	We	then	present	the	limitations	of
the	 NSA	 framework,	 the	 components	 of	 foreign	 policy	 decision-making	 included	 in	 our
approach,	and	the	literature	on	intervention	in	internal	conflict.	The	intervention	framework’s
instrumental	and	affective	factors	are	then	defined	and	applied	to	past	US	policy	towards	the
Kurds	of	Iraq.

Recent	literature

Recent	 literature	 by	 Charountaki	 (2011)	 and	 Shareef	 (2014)	 analyzes	 US	 foreign	 policy



towards	 the	 Kurds	 as	 NSAs.	 Charountaki	 notes	 the	 “dearth	 of	 literature”	 devoted	 to	 this
agenda,	and	Shareef	(2014)	asserts	that	the	bulk	of	Kurdish	literature	lies	within	the	scope	of
nationalism.6	Charountaki	(2011:	1–2)	argues:

The	main	body	of	 scholarly	 references	 to	 the	Kurds	 and	 their	 issue	 (pinpointed	mainly
since	 the	 1970s)	 has	 either	 been	 limited	 to	 a	 socio-political	 identification	 and
anthropology	of	the	Kurds,	or	else	has	referred	to	the	issue	within	an	analysis	of	aspects
of	Middle	Eastern	regional	and	domestic	politics.

Moreover,	 Charountaki	 notes	 that	 IR	 as	 a	 conceptual	 resource	 lacks	 applicable	 literature
because	little	is	devoted	to	the	comparative	mechanism	of	foreign	policy	towards	NSAs.	We
seek	to	contribute	to	this	foreign	policy	niche,	but	deviate	from	other	studies	by	rejecting	the
NSA	framework.

Rejection	of	the	NSA	framework

Briefly,	NSAs	are	entities	other	than	nation-states	involved	in	the	international	political	system
(Taylor	2002,	cited	in	Charountaki	2011:10).	Globalization	has	catalyzed	studies	on	the	impact
of	NSAs	on	foreign	policy,	 including	Charountaki’s	classification	of	 the	Kurds	as	a	political
NSA.	We	reject	this	framework,	for	two	reasons.	First,	as	noted	by	Charountaki	(2011:9),	NSA
literature	focuses	on	NGOs,	international	organizations,	and	economic	corporations,	and	fails
to	 include	 religious	 and	 political	 groups,	 such	 as	 the	 Kurds.	 The	 bulk	 of	 this	 literature	 is
dedicated	to	NSA	“global	governance”	that	pressures	governments	to	address	concerns	such	as
global	warming	 and	 nuclear	 proliferation,7	 and	 even	 if	 internal	 conflict	 is	 explored,	 it	 still
features	the	organizations	and	corporations	as	NSAs	(e.g.	Voltolini	2012).	Not	surprisingly,	the
Kurds	 have	 been	 defined	 as	 an	 “exceptional”	NSA	 in	 this	 context	 (Halliday	 2006,	 cited	 in
Charountaki	2011:30).	It	is	not	ideal,	however,	for	generalizations	from	the	NSA	literature	to
be	assumed	to	be	directly	applicable	to	a	subgroup,	such	as	the	Kurds	of	Iraq,	that	differs	from
the	 typical	 sample.	 Second,	 this	 literature	 mostly	 focuses	 on	 the	 impact	 of	 NSAs	 on	 the
domestic	policy	sphere	(Baumann	and	Stengel	2013:2).	Our	focus,	however,	is	not	the	impact
of	the	Kurds	on	domestic	Iraqi	policy.	Instead,	the	aim	is	to	understand	the	development	of	the
foreign	policy	of	an	external	state,	the	US,	in	relation	to	the	Kurds.	As	the	two	major	thrusts	of
the	NSA	 literature	 do	 not	 directly	 apply	 to	 the	 case	 of	 an	 external	 state’s	 policy	 towards	 a
political,	 ethnic	 group	 within	 an	 internal	 conflict	 context,	 we	 reject	 the	 NSA	 framework.
Instead,	we	conceptualize	the	Kurds	of	Iraq	as	a	sub-state	ethnic-minority.

Internal	and	external	contexts

An	important	element	is	the	context	that	shapes	foreign	policy	decision-making.	The	classic	IR
approach	 is	 a	 structure-oriented,	 macropolitical	 study	 of	 interactions	 among	 international



systems	 (Walker,	Malici	and	Schafer	2011:6).	Accordingly,	 the	 factors	 that	 influence	 foreign
policy	 in	 this	 body	 of	 work	 emanate	 from	 the	 global	 context.	 Importantly,	 this	 approach
captures	geostrategic	arguments	that	uphold	the	influence	of	global	dynamics	on	policy.8	On	the
other	 hand,	 IR’s	 subfield,	 Foreign	 Policy	 Analysis	 (FPA),	 is	 generally	 an	 agent-centered,
micropolitical	 study	 of	 leaders	 (Walker,	 Malici	 and	 Schafer	 2011;	 Hudson	 2005).	 This
literature	dismisses	 systemic	 theories	 and	 focuses	 solely	on	 the	domestic	 sphere:	bargaining
between	government	agencies,	interests	groups,	and	policy	makers	(see	Gourevitch	2002	and
Neack	2008,	cited	 in	Hook	and	Spanier	2010).9	Recently,	 scholars	have	attempted	 to	bridge
both	approaches,	assuming	that	 the	“world”	in	 the	minds	of	actors	and	the	 larger	“world”	of
external	events	that	the	actors	inhabit	are	intertwined	(Walker,	Malici	and	Schafer	2011:5–6).

We	 follow	 the	 combined	 approach	 and	 conceptualize	US	 policy	 towards	 the	Kurds	 as	 a
function	of	both	the	domestic	and	global	contexts.

Policy-making	process

This	study	analyzes	the	process	by	which	US	foreign	policy	decisions	are	made.	As	argued	by
Mintz	and	DeRouen	 (2010:4),	understanding	how	decisions	are	made	enables	predictions	of
future	 decisions.	 In	 turn,	 who	 partakes	 in	 the	 process	must	 be	 considered.	 The	 literature	 is
divided;	 the	 realist	 IR	 framework	upholds	 the	 rational	 actor	 assumption,	 in	which	 states	 are
unitary	actors	that	maximize	gains	and	minimize	losses	as	they	navigate	the	international	system
(Walt	1979;	Mearsheimer	1995,	cited	in	Mintz	and	DeRouen	2010:7).	On	the	other	hand,	the
Foreign	Policy	Decision	Making	(FPDM)	literature	accounts	for	diffuse	participants	because	it
refers	to	the	choices	made	by	individual	leaders,	groups,	and	coalitions	that	shape	a	nation’s
policy.10	 We	 combine	 both	 approaches	 by	 examining	 the	 participation	 of	 multiple	 actors
assumed	 to	 be	 rationally	 motivated,	 including	 the	 US	 president,	 legislators,	 analysts,	 and
military	members.	The	decision	 rules	used	by	 these	actors	are	 the	affective	and	 instrumental
motivations	from	the	literature	on	intervention	in	internal	conflict.

State	intervention	in	internal	conflict11

The	literature	on	state	intervention	in	internal	conflict	is	not	substantial	(Heraclides	1990;	Gurr
1992;	Saideman	1998,	2012;	Tenorio	2001;	Carment	and	James	2004).12	Yet,	this	is	the	most
applicable	 literature	 to	 this	case	due	 to	 the	 legacy	of	conflict	between	 the	 Iraqi	state	and	 its
Kurdish	minority.13	In	other	words,	this	framework	captures	the	political	characteristic	of	the
Kurds	 and	 the	 conflict	 context	 in	 Iraq	 that	 the	NSA	 approach	 lacks.	 In	 this	 framework,	 two
classifications	exist	regarding	the	determinants	of	intervention	in	ethnic	conflict:	 instrumental
motivations	and	affective	motivations	(Gurr	1992:16–17;	Wieland	2001:209,	cited	in	Carment
and	James	2004;	Suhrke	and	Noble	1977;	Heraclides	1990,	cited	in	Carment	1993).



Instrumental	motivations
The	 instrumental	motivations	 theory	asserts	 that	 states	are	motivated	 to	 intervene	 in	 terms	of
associated	 costs	 and	 benefits;	 this	 approach	 complements	 the	 IR	 literature’s	 rational-actor
assumption,	 in	which	 leaders	 are	 expected	 to	 respond	 in	 order	 to	 “maximize	 their	 security,
wealth,	 and	 power”	 (Meadwell	 1991,	 1993,	 cited	 in	 Carment	 and	 James	 2004:15).
Instrumental	 motivations	 include	 international	 considerations,	 economic	 gains,	 domestic
politics,	 and	military	 (strategic)	 considerations	 (Heraclides	1990;	Carment	 and	 James	2004;
Carment	et	al.	2009).

International	 considerations	 stem	 from	 the	 international	 system’s	 reaction	 to	 the	 internal
conflict	 (Heraclides	 1990;	 Carment	 1993).	 There	 are	 three	 reactions	 that	 the	 international
system	 can	 have	 to	 internal	 war:	 diffusion,	 reconciliation,	 and	 isolation	 or	 suppression
(Heraclides	 1990:345).14	 The	 conventional	 wisdom	 assumes	 an	 isolationist	 reaction,	 which
restrains	 against	 intervention	 (Heraclides	 1990;	 Jackson	 and	 Rosberg	 1982).	 This	 restraint
occurs	 due	 to	 the	 presence	 of	 the	 international	 regime,	 a	 global	 norm	 against	 secession	 and
intervention	(Heraclides	1990).15	The	international	regime	restrains	US	intervention	in	support
for	the	Kurds	because	the	Iraqi-Kurdish	internal	conflict	context	renders	aid	as	support	for	a
potential	secession,	a	costly	norm	violation.16	The	next	section	demonstrates	that	this	restraint
has	strongly	influenced	the	US	in	its	past	policy	towards	the	Kurds.

Additionally,	strategic	considerations	are	activated	when	involvement	can	provide	long-	or
short-term	gains	for	a	state	(Ibid.).	This	dynamic	can	occur	if	the	intervening	state	is	not	allied
to	the	state	in	conflict,	 the	host	state.	For	example,	 involvement	can	catalyze	secessionists	 to
divert	an	enemy	host	state,	reduce	a	host	state’s	resources,	or	provide	the	intervening	state	with
bargaining	 power	 against	 a	 host	 state	 (Ibid.:370).	 This	 strategic	 factor	 is	 congruent	 with
geopolitical	 arguments,	 which	 examine	 the	 influence	 of	 a	 state’s	 geographical,	 economic,
socio-cultural,	 and	 political	 features	 and	 resources	 in	 its	 patterns	 of	 connections	 (Cohen
2003:3).

The	dominance	of	instrumental	considerations	in	past	US	policy

The	beginning	of	US	relations	with	the	Kurds

In	the	late	1960s,	the	US	was	allied	with	Iran	and	Saudi	Arabia	in	order	to	contain	hostile	Iraqi
behavior	threatening	US	oil	interests	in	the	area	(Romano	2006:192).	Additionally,	the	US	was
increasingly	concerned	about	Soviet	penetration	of	Iraq	and	Iran	(Charountaki	2011:136–137).
Official	relations	between	the	US	and	the	Kurds	of	Iraq	began	with	a	secret	meeting	between
Kurdish,	 Iranian,	 and	US	officials	 in	 the	 summer	of	 1972	 (Ibid.).	 In	 this	meeting,	 the	Kurds
framed	themselves	as	an	effective	ally	for	reversing	Soviet	expansion	in	the	area;	soon	after,
the	CIA	(along	with	allies	Iran	and	Israel)	provided	the	Kurds	with	arms,	funds,	and	pledges	of



support	with	the	aim	of	bolstering	the	Kurdish	rebellion	against	Baghdad	and	weakening	Iraq
as	the	USSR’s	ally	(Chaliand	1980:7,	cited	in	Charountaki	2011:88;	Romano	2006:193).	After
Iran	and	Iraq	settled	a	border	dispute	 in	early	1975,	 Iran	agreed	 to	withdraw	its	support	 for
Kurdish	 rebels	 in	 Iraq,	 and	 the	 Shah	 ordered	 the	 CIA	 and	Mossad	 to	 withdraw	 from	 Iraq,
cutting	off	the	Kurds’	supplies	(Romano	2006:196).	The	sudden	US	policy	shift	away	from	aid
to	the	Kurds	revealed	the	weight	of	its	strategic	considerations;	a	US	attaché	later	stated	that:

[Henry]	Kissinger	was	asked	about	the	morality	of	a	policy	that	encouraged	the	people	to
revolt	against	their	central	government	in	order	to	obtain	a	minor	political	gain	for	us-and
then	when	we	achieved	other	goals,	we	would	betray	 the	people	and	allow	 them	 to	be
slaughtered.	And	Kissinger	replied	that	covert	military	activity	is	not	to	be	confused	with
missionary	work.17

This	 revelation	highlights	 the	absence	of	affective	motivations	 for	Kurdish	grievances	 in	US
policy;	 instead,	 the	 US	 capitalized	 on	 Kurdish	 grievances	 for	 its	 aims.	 The	 irrelevance	 of
affective	motivations	 is	 also	 observable	 in	 the	 US’	 repeated	 previous	 rejection	 of	 Kurdish
requests	 for	 aid;	 the	 US	 denied	Mustafa	 Barzani	 asylum	 in	 the	 1940s,	 rejected	 the	 Kurds’
request	 for	 assistance	 in	 their	 fight	 for	 autonomy	 in	 the	 1960s,	 and	 cancelled	 its	 Title	 II
program	designed	to	provide	relief	to	the	Kurds	after	1967	(Charountaki	2011:136).	Clearly,
the	 US’	 establishment	 of	 relations	 with	 the	 Kurds	 and	 the	 temporary	 provision	 of	 aid	 that
followed	was	purely	strategic	to	counter	Iraqi	strength	(Ibid.:138).

The	Gulf	War

The	priority	of	instrumental	over	affective	considerations	in	US	decision-making	continues	into
the	 Gulf	 War	 period;	 the	 US’	 strategic	 motivations	 stemmed	 from	 concern	 over	 Saddam’s
increasingly	aggressive	politics	and	the	implications	for	the	stability	of	the	oil-rich	region.	In
1991,	President	Bush	publicly	called	for	a	revolt	against	Saddam	(US	Executive	Office	of	the
President	1991).	The	Kurds,	encouraged	by	what	they	perceived	to	be	US	support,	mobilized
against	 the	 regime	 (Romano	 2006:204).	 When	 the	 Kurdish	 uprising	 almost	 succeeded,
however,	 the	 US	 administration	 became	 concerned	 that	 Kurdish	 autonomy	 in	 Iraq	 could
catalyze	problems	with	 Iran,	Turkey,	 and	Syria	 in	 relation	 to	 their	Kurdish	populations,	 thus
destabilizing	 the	 region	 (Charountaki	 2011:142).	 The	US	 thus	 refrained	 from	 supporting	 the
Kurds,	who	 then	 faced	 Saddam’s	 brutal	 retaliation	 (Romano	 2006:206).	 The	US	 shift	 away
from	its	support	for	Kurdish	mobilization	against	Saddam	clearly	followed	the	reshuffling	of
its	strategic	considerations;	its	initial	support	was	never	motivated	by	an	affective	motivation
for	Kurdish	independence.

US	invasion	of	Iraq



US	support	for	the	Kurds	after	the	invasion	of	Iraq	in	2003	was	also	instrumental;	amidst	the
turmoil,	the	Kurds	presented	themselves	as	the	only	dependable	ally	that	the	US	had	(Romano
2006:212;	Charountaki	2011:200).	The	Kurds	became	“a	major	part	of	 the	 liberation	of	Iraq
and	a	 front	 against	 terror.”	 (Ibid.:222).	The	Kurds’	utility	 translated	 to	 favorable	US	policy,
such	as	US	involvement	in	the	negotiation	of	the	Transitional	Administrative	Law	(TAL).	The
TAL	 rendered	 significant	 support	 to	 the	 Kurds	 because	 it	 established	 the	 “Kurdish	 Veto,”
guaranteeing	the	Kurds	power	over	constitutional	developments	(Ibid.:214).	It	also	stipulated	a
federal	structure,	which	greatly	increased	the	Kurds’	autonomy	by	allocating	them	a	region	and
various	political	and	administrative	 rights	 (O’Leary	et	al.	2005:48).	These	US	 involvements
reflect	an	overarching	policy	of	intervention	in	favor	of	the	Kurds	again	stemming	from	their
utility	for	the	US’	strategic	considerations.

Strategic	considerations	outweigh	the	international	regime

We	previously	noted	the	presence	of	the	international	regime,	and	its	constraint	on	intervention.
Here,	we	argue	that	the	Kurds’	value	outweighed	the	regime	constraint	against	intervention	in
their	 favor.	 Support	 for	 such	 malleability	 of	 the	 international	 regime	 can	 be	 drawn	 from
Saideman’s	(2002:42)	finding	that	states	in	“hostile	neighborhoods”	may	support	each	other’s
separatists	 because	 strategic	 considerations	 (weakening	 an	 enemy	 state)	 outweigh	 the
international	regime	constraint.

Affective	motivations
Affective	 motivations	 involve	 ideologies	 and	 norms	 such	 as	 ethnic	 allegiances	 and
humanitarianism	 (Carment	 et	 al.	 2009;	 Carment	 and	 James	 2004;	Heraclides	 1990,	 cited	 in
Carment	 1993:138).	The	 literature	 indicates	 that	 affective	motivations	 are	 relatively	weaker
than	 instrumental	 motivations;	 for	 example,	 cross-border	 ethnic	 ties	 do	 not	 consistently
influence	 intervention	 (see	 Carment	 and	 James	 2004:12–13).	 And,	 while	 liberal	 theory	 has
usually	asserted	that	states	intervene	in	ethnic	conflicts	in	reaction	to	human	rights	violations
(see	Esman	1995:21	and	Brown	1996:592,	cited	in	Carment	and	James	2004),	recent	findings
demonstrate	that	aid	is	strategically	given	(Bueno	de	Mesquita	and	Smith	2007,	2009,	cited	in
Heinrich	 2013).	 In	 other	 words,	 humanitarian	 motivations	 are	 conditioned	 by	 underlying
instrumental	motivations,	and	the	following	reveals	this	is	the	case	in	US	policy	to	the	Kurds.

Humanitarian	vs	economic	motivations

Economic	 considerations	 are	 an	 instrumental	 constraint	 to	 humanitarian	 agendas	 in	 internal
conflict	 because	 aid	 drains	 finances.	Additionally,	 aid	 can	 harm	 commerce	 and	 investments
with	 the	 state	 in	 question	 (Mitchell	 1970:172,	 cited	 in	 Heraclides	 1990:353).	 We	 cite	 the
strength	of	economic	considerations	 in	US	policy	 towards	Saddam’s	deadly	Anfal	 campaign



against	the	Kurds.18	At	first,	humanitarian	concern	generated	support	for	the	Kurds	and	the	US
Senate	voted	to	impose	sanctions	on	Iraq.	However,	this	soon	threatened	US-Iraq	relations	and
the	 US	 shifted	 its	 stance	 towards	 a	 condemnation	 of	 chemical	 weapons	 only	 (Charountaki
2011:148).	The	Reagan	administration	stopped	the	motion	for	sanctions	and	instead	approved
$1	billion	in	financial	credit	for	Baghdad	(Entessar	1992:139).	The	aim	behind	this	shift	was
the	preservation	of	US	financial	interests,	including	benefits	to	the	US	from	Iraq’s	oil	pipelines
and	 lucrative	business	contracts	and	weapons	sales	 to	 Iraq	 (Entessar	1992:139;	Charountaki
2011:148;	 Everest	 2004:104,	 cited	 in	 Charountaki	 2011:90).	 Economic	 considerations
constrained	 intervention	as	 the	US	sought	 to	 avoid	angering	Baghdad	and	 jeopardizing	 these
interests;19	a	US	congressman	lamented:

Iraq	 is	 a	 booming	 market	 for	 almost	 everything	 –	 consumer	 goods,	 technology,
manufacturing	 plants,	 manpower	 training,	 and	 support.	 English	 is	 the	 second	 language
taught	in	schools,	and	the	United	States,	with	its	great	resources,	logically	should	fill	most
of	Iraq’s	shopping	list.	But	the	outlook	is	bleak.	Even	the	billion	dollar	market	US	farmers
enjoyed	last	year	is	in	jeopardy.	Unappreciated	for	its	historic	victory	over	Iran,	offended
by	America’s	unfounded	charges	of	genocide	and	our	close	collaboration	with	Israel,	Iraq
is	turning	elsewhere.	On	Baghdad’s	busy	streets,	US	cars	will	likely	remain	scarce,	and
US	 firms	 will	 be	 screened	 out	 as	 Iraq	 buys	 the	 tools,	 supplies,	 and	 training	 its
development	requires.	Still	worse,	the	United	States	will	retain	few	avenues	of	influence
in	an	important	capital	(Findley	1988,	quoted	in	Entessar	1992).

It	may	 be	 argued	 that	 the	 primacy	 of	 these	 instrumental	 considerations	 appears	 to	 give	way
soon	after	to	affective	motivations.	This	is	because	in	1991	the	US	helped	to	establish	a	“free
zone”	for	the	safe	return	of	the	thousands	of	displaced	Kurds	(Romano	2006:208;	Charountaki
2011:168–171).	We	argue,	however,	that	this	policy	shift	back	towards	aid	for	the	Kurds	does
not	 reflect	more	 influence	of	 affective	motivation.	 Instead,	 this	 intervention	can	be	 traced	 to
various	 changes	 in	 the	 surrounding	 context,	 and	 a	 closer	 look	 at	 these	 changes	 reveals	 that
instrumental	motivations	still	dominated	US	decision-making.

The	first	change	was	the	surrounding	political	climate;	relations	with	Saddam,	previously
warmer,	 had	 become	 hostile	 as	 he	 became	 increasingly	 unreliable	 as	 an	 ally	 in	 the	 region
(Byman	2000;	Charountaki	2011:151).	As	a	result,	US	strategy	shifted	away	from	protecting	its
relations	 with	 Baghdad	 and	 towards	 “regime	 change”	 (Charountaki	 2011:151);	 economic
considerations	gave	way	to	the	strategic	consideration	of	removing	Saddam.	In	turn,	this	shift
made	the	US	more	amenable	to	humanitarian	considerations	involving	intervention	on	behalf	of
the	Kurds	 for	 two	 reasons.	First,	 the	constraint	of	avoiding	displeasing	Baghdad,	which	had
previously	 halted	 the	 implementation	 of	 US	 sanctions	 against	 Baghdad	 in	 response	 to	 the
Kurds’	plight,	was	no	longer	present.	Second,	the	Kurds	could	be	a	strategic	asset	for	toppling
the	regime,	evidenced	by	the	$40	million	US	dollars	given	to	the	Kurds	after	establishing	the



“free	zone”	to	bolster	their	opposition	to	Saddam	(Ibid.:171).
Additionally,	 the	 international	 community	 had	 been	 shocked	 by	 the	 plight	 of	 the	Kurdish

refugees	 and	 was	 demanding	 action	 (Romano	 2006:207).	 The	 international	 concern	 for	 the
Kurds	eliminated	the	international	regime	restraint.	Also,	geostrategic	considerations	surfaced
because	Turkey,	the	regional	ally	of	the	US,	did	not	want	the	Kurdish	refugees	to	stay	within	its
territory	 (Romano	 2006:207–8;	 Charountaki	 2011:	 147).	 Together,	 all	 of	 these	 different
instrumental	motivations	generated	a	different	context	at	the	time	of	the	US	establishment	of	the
“free	 zone”	 than	 the	 context	 during	 the	 earlier	 attempt	 to	 sanction	 Iraq.	We	 argue	 that	 these
shifts	in	the	US	economic,	international,	and	strategic	motivations	were	conducive	to	aiding	the
Kurds	at	this	juncture,	instead	of	blocking	aid	as	before.	In	other	words,	the	US	intervention	in
favor	of	 the	Kurds	via	 the	establishment	of	 a	 “free	zone”	was	a	 function	of	 the	 instrumental
considerations	 that	 arose	 in	 the	 rapidly	 changing	 context,	 and	 was	 not	 a	 policy	 primarily
motivated	 by	 humanitarian	 considerations.	 The	 humanitarian	 considerations	 influenced	 this
policy	 because	 they	 did	 not	 negate	 –	 and	 even	 served	 –	 the	 overhead	 instrumental	 agenda;
humanitarian	motivations	 alone	 did	 not	 shape	US	policy	 at	 this	 critical	 juncture.	Ultimately,
this	section	reveals	that	the	dominance	of	instrumental	considerations	remained	an	underlying
constant	in	the	US’	past	policy	trajectory	towards	the	Kurds	and	that	humanitarian	motivations
influence	 policy	 via	 their	 interaction	 with	 instrumental	 configurations.	 The	 next	 section
reviews	current	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds	in	light	of	this	dynamic.

Current	US	protection	of	the	Kurdistan	region
Recent	events	 indicate	 that	 a	US	aim	 is	 the	 stability	of	 the	KR	 in	 the	 surrounding	context	of
Iraq’s	 rising	 civil	 unrest	 fueled	 by	 sectarianism	 (Cordesman	 and	 Khazai	 2012).	 The	 US
willingness	 to	 intervene	 for	 this	 aim	 is	 exemplified	 by	 its	 emergency	military	 action	 in	 the
summer	 of	 2014	 to	 prevent	 the	 fall	 of	 Erbil,	 the	 capital	 of	 the	 KR,	 to	 the	 oncoming
advancement	 of	 ISIS.20	 US	 President	 Barack	 Obama	 cited	 strategic	 considerations	 for	 the
administration’s	 decision	 to	 intervene,	 including	 the	 need	 to	 defend	 American	 interests,
particularly	 the	 security	 of	 American	 diplomats	 and	 military	 personnel	 (US	 White	 House
2014).	Additionally,	Obama	cited	 the	affective	motivation	of	humanitarian	aid	for	 the	Yezidi
religious	 minority	 threatened	 by	 ISIS	 (Ibid.).	 A	 counter,	 however,	 stems	 from	 the	 domestic
sphere.	 Domestic	 politics	 are	 commonly	 an	 instrumental	 consideration	 against	 involvement;
pressure	 against	 intervention	 can	 stem	 from	 ethnic,	 religious,	 or	 ideological	 links	 with	 the
dominant	 group	 of	 the	 state	 involved	 in	 the	 secessionist	 war,	 or	 from	 public	 opinion
(Heraclides	 1990:354).	 In	 this	 case,	 public	 opinion	 is	 a	 constraint	 because	 the	 American
public	opposes	additional	involvement	in	the	Middle	East	following	the	reduction	in	support
for	the	War	in	Iraq.21	Obama	noted	this	constraint:

I	know	that	many	of	you	are	rightly	concerned	about	any	American	military	action	in	Iraq,



even	limited	strikes	like	these.	I	understand	that.	I	ran	for	this	office	in	part	to	end	our	war
in	 Iraq	and	welcome	our	 troops	home,	and	 that’s	what	we’ve	done.	As	Commander-in-
Chief,	I	will	not	allow	the	United	States	to	be	dragged	into	fighting	another	war	in	Iraq.
And	 so	 even	 as	 we	 support	 Iraqis	 as	 they	 take	 the	 fight	 to	 these	 terrorists,	 American
combat	troops	will	not	be	returning	to	fight	in	Iraq,	because	there’s	no	American	military
solution	to	the	larger	crisis	in	Iraq.	The	only	lasting	solution	is	reconciliation	among	Iraqi
communities	and	stronger	Iraqi	security	forces.

(US	White	House	2014).

Along	with	 the	 lack	of	public	 support	 for	 intervention,	another	constraint	 is	 the	 international
regime,	which	stresses	states’	sovereignty	and	unity.	In	this	case,	intervention	violates	the	US’
strategic	aim	of	maintaining	Iraqi	unity,	an	entrenched	US	goal;	the	administration’s	attachment
to	a	unified	Iraq	has	been	cited	in	the	complete	reversal	of	Joe	Biden’s	support	for	a	division
of	Iraq	before	he	became	part	of	the	Obama	administration	to	support	for	a	unified	Iraq	since
becoming	a	part	of	the	administration	(Alamiri	2015).

Yet,	 despite	 these	 instrumental	 constraints	 from	 the	 international	 regime	and	 the	domestic
sphere,	 the	 US	 decided	 to	 intervene	 to	 defend	 Kurdistan.	 Was	 this	 due	 to	 the	 strength	 of
humanitarian	 motivations?	 We	 revealed	 that	 such	 affective	 factors	 are	 secondary	 to
instrumental	 ones,	 particularly	 economic	 interests;	 accordingly,	 we	 consider	 the	 current	 US
economic	interests.

The	US	is	dependent	on	Iraq’s	oil	wealth	(Pollack	2014:14).	Kurdistan’s	large	share	of	this
wealth	has	 led	 to	 the	entrenchment	of	American	economic	 interests	 in	 the	 region;	 significant
production	 stems	 from	Kurdistan,	 and	 ExxonMobil	 and	 Chevron	 are	 among	 the	 various	 US
companies	 drilling	 there.22	 Given	 the	 primacy	 of	 economic	 interests	 over	 humanitarian
considerations,	it	follows	that	the	preservation	of	these	interests	spurred	intervention	in	light	of
the	 advance	 of	 ISIS	 in	 2014.23	 The	 humanitarian	 rhetoric	 surrounding	 the	 policy,	 therefore,
does	not	fully	reflect	 the	underlying	considerations.	Instead,	the	humanitarian	component	may
indicate	a	presence	of	instrumental	aid,	as	previously	noted,	where	aid	to	the	at-risk	minority
group	served	the	US’	economic	interests	and	justified	intervention	to	protect	the	region.	Given
these	 economic	 interests,	 it	 can	 be	 expected	 that	 a	 future	 threat	 to	 the	KR	will	 again	 elicit
intervention	from	the	US,	whereas	humanitarian	concerns	unrelated	to	these	economic	interests
cannot	be	expected	to	do	so.

Perception	of	Kurds	as	integral	to	aims	in	Iraq
Currently,	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds	relates	to	the	US’	present	challenges	in	Iraq	following
the	2012	withdrawal	of	its	military	presence	and	the	embankment	of	its	low-key	involvement
as	 the	 head	 of	 a	 “country	 team”	 dedicated	 to	 the	 transition	 of	 Iraq	 (Cordesman	 and	Khazai
2012).	The	fall	of	Ramadi	to	ISIS	in	May	2015	greatly	undermined	this	policy	(Clary	2015).



US	General	Keane	argued	that	the	current	policy	is	“fundamentally	flawed,”	and	that	the	US	is
“not	 only	 failing	…	 [but	 is]	 in	 fact,	 losing	 this	 war	…	 this	 strategy	 will	 not	 defeat	 ISIS”
(Committee	on	Armed	Services	2015a).	This	dissatisfaction	with	 the	current	 Iraq	strategy	 is
relevant	for	US	policy	towards	the	Kurds	because	it	impacts	the	US’	strategic	considerations.
The	 military	 strength	 of	 the	 Kurdish	 armed	 forces,	 the	 Peshmerga,	 is	 also	 becoming
increasingly	 attractive	 as	 the	 US	 strives	 to	 improve	 its	 policy	 to	 counter	 ISIS	 in	 Iraq.	 The
Peshmerga	are	capable	and	willing,	and	they	are	reliable	US	allies,	yielding	two	potential	US
policy	 paths:	 officially	 incorporating	 the	 Kurds	 into	 the	 US-led	 coalition	 against	 ISIS,	 or
directly	arming	the	Peshmerga	so	that	they	may	effectively	counter	ISIS	in	Iraq.	Support	for	the
Kurds’	 reliability	 as	 US	 allies	 and	 for	 US	 support	 to	 the	 Kurds	 is	 observable	 in	 recent
advocacy	by	Senator	Ernst:

The	Kurdish	people	have	been	vital	in	supporting	our	coalition	efforts	to	defeat	ISIS	and
in	providing	support	to	around	the	1.6	million	displaced	persons	from	Iraq	and	Syria.	And
also,	 for	 the	 past	 quarter	 century,	 Iraqi	 Kurds	 have	 proven	 to	 be	 reliable	 partners	 by
supporting	 U.S.	 interests	 every	 time	 that	 we	 have	 sought	 their	 assistance.	 And	 I	 have
spoken	with	many	of	 the	men	 that	 have	 served	up	 in	 that	 region,	 and	 they	 always	 state
what	great	allies	the	Kurds	have	been	to	them	in	our	fight.	So,	they	are	proven	to	be	great
allies	of	ours.	Earlier	 this	week,	 former	CIA	and	NSA	Director,	Michael	Hayden,	once
again	spoke	for	 the	need	 to	 increase	U.S.	support	 to	 the	Kurds	 in	 the	fight	against	 ISIS.
And,	 on	 Tuesday,	 General	 Hayden	 said,	 ‘I	 would	 double	 down	 on	 the	 Kurds.	 Their
military	 has	 the	 virtue	 of	 showing	 up	 when	 it	 comes	 to	 a	 fight,	 and	 they’ve	 been	 our
friends	in	the	area	for	decades’

(Committee	on	Armed	Services	2015a:50).

However,	while	some	praise	the	Kurds’	capability	and	call	for	US	support	for	the	Peshmerga,
others	 argue	 that	 the	 Kurds	 have	 no	 desire	 to	 assist	 in	 any	 efforts	 beyond	 their	 region	 and
therefore	cannot	be	relied	on	to	recover	Iraqi	territories	which	are	vital	to	US	interests	but	are
beyond	 the	 borders	 of	 the	 KR,	 such	 as	 Ramadi	 or	 Mosul.	 General	 Keane	 expressed	 this
concern:

As	good	as	 the	Kurds	are,	 they	have,	 also,	 a	 limited	 interest	 in	what	 they’re	willing	 to
fight	for	inside	Iraq.	And	they	certainly	are	not	going	to	participate	in	reclaiming	Anbar
Province	and	other	parts	of	Iraq.	So,	yes,	we	have	to	do	what	we	should	for	the	Kurds,
but	we	also	need	to	recognize	that	a	lot	more	needs	to	be	done	with	others,	as	well.

(Committee	on	Armed	Services	2015a:51–52)

These	statements	reveal	that	whether	or	not	the	Kurds	are	strategic	assets	for	the	US	is	at	issue
in	decision-making.	Moreover,	the	international	regime	constraint	is	invoked	because	directly
arming	the	Peshmerga	forces	would	render	tacit	US	aid	for	Kurdish	independence.	The	Obama



administration	is	strongly	restrained	by	this	factor	and	is	unwaveringly	committed	to	the	unity
of	Iraq;	this	commitment	has	even	permeated	the	arguments	for	arming	the	Kurds.	For	example,
Senior	Fellow	for	the	Center	for	American	Progress	Katulis	stated:

A	second	thing	I	think	we	need	to	start	to	entertain	–	and	I	know	people	are	discussing	this
–	is	the	notion	of	greater	decentralization	inside	of	Iraq,	decentralization	of	authority,	in
some	 of	 the	 proposals	 that	 people	 have	 discussed	 about	 mechanisms	 for	 giving	 arms
directly	to	Sunni	tribes	or	to	Kurdish	forces.	Again,	I	think	we	should	consider	that	and
balance	it	against	the	overall	objective	of	trying	to	keep	Iraq	together.

(Ibid.:37).

Katulis	also	cautions:

The	more	 that	 the	United	 States	 or	 other	 actors	within	 the	 region	 invest	 in	 subnational
actors	or	nonstate	actors	for	the	benefit	of	trying	to	defeat	terrorist	organizations	like	ISIS,
there’s	…	 a	 potential	 long-term	 disadvantage	 to	 it	 […	which	 is	 that]	we	 could	 further
inadvertently	accelerate	the	fragmentation	of	these	state	entities.

(Ibid.)

This	 rhetoric	 demonstrates	 not	 only	 the	 awareness	 among	 policy-makers	 of	 the	 connection
between	directly	arming	the	Kurds	and	supporting	their	independence	aspirations,	but	also	the
dominant	disinterest	in	doing	so.	This	policy	juncture,	therefore,	is	characterized	by	competing
instrumental	considerations:	the	Kurds’	strategic	value	for	combat	versus	violating	the	unity	of
Iraq.	The	decision	to	directly	arm	the	Kurds	is	not	likely	to	gain	enough	support	as	long	as	the
Obama	administration	supports	the	unity	of	Iraq.	However,	an	increase	in	the	perception	of	the
Kurds’	strategic	value	could	override	the	international	regime	constraint.	This	could	occur	if
the	Kurds	 quell	 concerns	 about	 their	 lack	 of	 commitment	 to	 combat	 beyond	 their	 borders,
increasing	their	strategic	value	for	defeating	ISIS	enough	to	override	the	international	regime
restraint	 and	 echoing	 the	 dominance	 of	 strategic	 considerations	 over	 the	 regime	 in	 past	 US
policy.

Kurdish	mobilization	in	Iraq	and	US	policy

Growing	calls	for	independence

While	 US	 policymakers	 remain	 committed	 to	 the	 unity	 of	 Iraq,	 direct	 allusions	 to	 Kurdish
independence	 are	 increasing	 in	 media	 and	 political	 platforms	 in	 and	 beyond	 Kurdistan,
especially	 after	 the	 Peshmerga	 captured	Kirkuk	 (Hawramy	 2014).	Kurds	 assert	 that	 oil-rich
Kirkuk	is	their	historical	capital,	and	its	control	increased	perceptions	of	Kurdish	“readiness”
for	independence.	Consequently,	talk	of	impending	independence	has	been	surging	throughout



Kurdish	media,	 especially	after	Kurdistan’s	president,	Massoud	Barzani,	pledged	 to	hold	an
independence	referendum	(e.g.	Amos	2014).

As	 independence	 appears	 increasingly	 possible,	 we	 incorporate	 it	 into	 the	 intervention
framework	as	a	potential	 factor	of	US	decision-making.	We	consider	whether	an	 increase	 in
Kurdish	 mobilization	 affects	 the	 US’	 considerations	 relating	 to	 the	 Kurds,	 and	 therefore
indirectly	 impacts	 policy.	 We	 argue	 that	 an	 increase	 in	 mobilization	 could	 affect	 US
considerations	in	two	ways.	First,	it	can	enable	Kurdish	independence	to	transcend	its	position
as	 a	 component	 of	 the	 counter-ISIS	 agenda	 and	 become	 a	 stand-alone	 issue	 for	US	 policy-
makers	to	confront.	Second,	the	strength	of	Kurdish	mobilization	can	affect	how	US	decision-
makers	 perceive	 the	 Iraqi-Kurdish	 conflict.24	 However,	 we	 note	 a	 caveat:	 despite	 what
appears	 to	 be	 an	 increase	 in	 public	 support	 for	 independence,	 the	 Kurds’	 mobilization
movement	in	Iraq	is	not	a	secessionist	movement.25	This	characteristic,	and	its	implications	for
US	policy,	are	presented	in	the	following	section.

The	nature	of	Kurdish	mobilization	in	Iraq

Beginning	 in	 the	 1940s,	 Kurdish	 leaders	 continuously	 asserted	 that	 they	 did	 not	 want	 to
separate	 from	 Iraq,	 but	 instead	 desired	 Kurdish	 autonomy	 within	 Iraq	 (Charountaki	 2011;
McDowall	1996;	Romano	2006).	After	Saddam’s	fall	in	2003,	the	Kurds	stressed	their	desire
to	be	a	part	of	the	new	Iraq	(Romano	2006:212).26	In	more	recent	years,	however,	it	appears
that	Kurdish	officials’	rhetoric	has	been	inching	towards	secessionism.	For	example,	in	2014,
Kurdish	officials	 spoke	of	a	“new	reality”	 in	 Iraq	and	of	 the	possibility	of	an	 independence
referendum	 in	 the	 region	 (Solomon	 2014).	 In	 June	 2015,	 Massoud	 Barzani	 alluded	 to	 the
independence	 referendum,	 for	many	 the	“strongest-ever	 indication	…	[that	 the	Kurds]	would
seek	formal	independence	from	the	rest	of	Iraq”	(Krever	2015).

This	 type	of	 rhetoric	has	given	 the	 impression	 that	 the	 time	 for	Kurdistan’s	 independence
has	come.	Yet,	while	the	presence	of	such	assertions	and	a	collective	desire	for	independence
is	 not	 denied,	we	 conceptualize	Kurdish	mobilization	 via	 the	movements	 of	 political	 elites,
because	 they	 interact	with	US	 officials	 as	 representatives	 of	 the	Kurdish	 people.	 From	 this
perspective,	 the	 statements	of	 the	Kurdistan	Regional	Government	 (KRG)	and	Kurdish	party
officials	do	not	indicate	that	Kurdish	leadership	is	directly	advocating	for	secession.	Barzani’s
last	 statement	 in	DC	 above,	 for	 example,	 defers	 to	 the	will	 of	 the	Kurdish	 people	 towards
independence,	 instead	 of	 asserting	 the	 people’s	 right	 to	 independence	 in	 more	 classical
secessionist	 terms.27	Moreover,	 the	 lack	 of	 clarity	 about	 the	 logistics,	 including	 a	 specified
timeframe	for	 independence	and	institutional,	economic,	and	political	 transitional	objectives,
does	 not	 establish	 an	 active	 secessionist	 agenda.	 Finally,	 the	 continued	 lack	 of	 an	 actual
assertion	 of	 independence	 from	 any	 Kurdish	 official	 in	 any	 platform	 demonstrates	 that	 the
Kurdish	leadership	is	still	refraining	from	full	secessionism.28



Impact	of	Kurdish	mobilization	on	US	policy

We	highlight	the	importance	of	properly	identifying	the	degree	of	mobilization	in	Kurdistan	in
order	to	avoid	conflating	public	perceptions	with	the	agenda	of	Kurdish	officials	because	only
the	 latter	 are	 a	 factor	 in	US	 decision-making.	Additionally,	 some	may	 argue	 that	 a	 relevant
aspect	of	Kurdish	mobilization	in	Iraq	is	that	Kurdish	elites	may	not	declare	independence	as	a
strategic	move	 (Le	Billon	 2015:73).	However,	 the	motives	 behind	 the	Kurdish	mobilization
are	not	at	issue	because	we	theorize	that	policy	considerations	are	potentially	invoked	by	the
presence	or	expectation	of	secessionism,	and	not	by	its	underlying	motives.	For	example,	the
international	regime	against	intervention	is	a	global	reaction	to	the	presence	of	internal	conflict
and	mobilization,	and	not	primarily	the	reasoning	behind	secessionism.	Underlying	motivations
aside,	 then,	we	 argue	 that	whether	 or	 not	 the	Kurds’	mobilization	 is	 significant	 depends	 on
whether	or	not	an	increase	in	mobilization	affects	the	US’	most	influential	considerations,	such
as	its	economic	interests.

The	 US’	 current	 economic	 interests	 in	 the	 KR	 are	 a	 function	 of	 Iraq’s	 2005	 federal
arrangement.	 Kurdistan	 asserted	 autonomy	 over	 its	 oil	 resources	 and	 passed	 its	 own
hydrocarbons	 law	 (Natali	 2010).29	 This	 enabled	 the	 KRG	 to	 enter	 into	 contracts	 with
international	oil	companies,	including	various	US	oil	companies.	Because	of	this	decentralized
context,	the	lack	of	full	autonomy	did	not	preclude	the	US	as	an	external	actor	from	establishing
its	independent	economic	interests	in	the	KR.	Because	these	interests	are	already	entrenched,
greater	 Kurdish	 mobilization	 for	 independence	 does	 not	 pose	 a	 heightened	 economic
opportunity	 for	 the	US	 that	would,	 in	 turn,	affect	 the	economic	considerations	of	 the	US	and
invite	policy	change.

However,	 a	 factor	 that	 could	 have	more	 impact	 on	 these	 considerations	 is	 the	 increasing
tension	over	oil	production	and	revenues	between	the	KRG	and	Baghdad	since	2013.30	One	of
the	KRG’s	grievances	is	that	it	has	not	consistently	received	its	(constitutionally)	allotted	oil
revenue	 transfers	 from	Baghdad	(Faucon	2015).	 In	 turn,	 the	 increasingly	cash-strapped	KRG
has	been	unable	to	make	timely	payments	to	the	companies	drilling	in	the	region.	Yet,	despite
these	complications,	US	companies	have	remained	because	the	region’s	“vast	oil	riches	could
make	it	worth	the	risk	in	the	long	term”	(Williams	and	Kent	2015).	However,	as	time	and	owed
debt	accrues,	an	independent	Kurdistan	with	full	autonomy	over	its	energy	sector	may	become
more	appealing	to	US	economic	interests.	At	this	point,	greater	mobilization	could	have	more
impact	on	US	decision-making	as	the	potential	benefits	of	an	independent	Kurdistan	for	these
economic	interests	become	more	prominent	in	decision-making.31	Importantly,	US	interest	in	an
independent	Kurdistan	is	not	likely	to	be	proximate	until	US	economic	interests	are	negatively
impacted	 more	 strongly,	 and	 over	 more	 time.	 Ironically,	 a	 recent	 manifestation	 of	 greater
Kurdish	autonomy	can	delay	this	dynamic:	the	KRG’s	independent	sale	of	oil.	The	KRG	began
bold	 steps	 in	 this	direction	 in	mid-summer	2015	 (Al-Ansary,	Stanley	and	DiPaola	2015).	 In



turn,	 this	enables	 the	KRG	to	make	payments	on	 its	debts	 (Ashcroft	2015).	Such	 intermittent
payments	 can	 prevent	 the	 accrual	 of	 negative	 impact	 on	 the	 US	 interests	 that	 could	 spur	 a
policy	shift.

In	 terms	 of	 strategic	 considerations,	 a	 greater	 push	 for	 independence	 could	 affect	 the
perception	of	the	Kurds’	role	in	the	aims	of	the	US	to	counter	ISIS	in	Iraq.	The	Kurds’	strategic
appeal	 is	 their	military	ability,	a	unique	characteristic	of	Kurdistan’s	relatively	high	 level	of
regional	autonomy	(Danilovich	2014:67).32	A	shift	 to	 independence,	 then,	would	not	enhance
the	 already	 institutionalized	 Kurdish	 military	 capacity.	 In	 fact,	 there	 is	 concern	 about
problematic	 internal	 divisions	 in	 the	Peshmerga	 administration	 that	 could	worsen	 in	 a	more
autonomous	 context	 (Fantappie	 2015).	 Assuming	 Kurdish	 disinterest	 in	 efforts	 beyond	 their
borders,	securing	independence	is	not	likely	to	render	the	Kurds	more	amenable	to	fighting	the
battles	 they	perceive	as	belonging	to	 the	Arabs,	on	Arab	territory.	Thus,	 independence	could
increase	US	 concern	 about	 the	 reliability	 of	 the	Kurds	 for	 countering	 ISIS	 aims,	 preventing
perceptions	 of	 an	 independent	 Kurdistan	 as	 more	 conducive	 to	 US	 strategic	 aims.
Consequently,	 a	 shift	 to	 a	 more	 pro-independence	 US	 policy	 towards	 the	 Kurds	 is	 not
foreseeable,	a	reality	likely	to	contrast	with	Kurdish	expectations.

Kurdish	disappointment	with	US	policy
A	 conventional	 belief	 among	 Kurds,	 premised	 on	 US	 and	 Kurdish	 alliance,	 is	 that	 greater
mobilization	 can	 engender	 greater	 US	 support	 for	 Kurdish	 independence.	 In	 terms	 of	 the
intervention	 framework,	 this	 expectation	 translates	 to	 the	 argument	 that	 mobilization	 could
impact	 the	US’	 affective	 considerations	 via	 the	 humanitarian	 appeal	 of	 providing	 support	 to
Kurds	as	US	allies;	 stronger	mobilization	could	be	a	 “louder”	demand	 that	more	effectively
elicits	public	 sympathy.	We	have	 shown	 that	 affective	considerations	alone	do	not	 affect	 the
US’	considerations.33	 Instead,	 aid	 to	 the	Kurds	 has	 been	 a	 function	 of	 strategy	 or	 economic
interests.	 Therefore,	 even	 if	 a	 stronger	 independence	 movement	 evokes	 these	 affective
considerations,	they	will	not	have	weight	enough	to	impact	US	policy.

In	 fact,	 a	 stronger	 secessionist	 stance	 could	 be	 to	 the	 Kurds’	 detriment	 because	 it	 may
provoke	 a	 firmer	 constraint	 from	 the	 international	 regime.	 Heraclides	 (1990)	 finds	 that
international	 considerations	 ranked	 first	 among	 all	 constraints,	 but	 the	 cases	 used	 in	 the
analysis	 include	only	 strong	 secessionist	movements	 seeking	 independence.34	 In	 contrast,	 the
Kurds’	 abstention	 from	 secessionism	 has	 perhaps	 invoked	 softer	 international	 regime
constraints	 up	 to	 this	 point	 that	 could	 be	 countered.	 Research	 supports	 the	 expectation	 of
different	 global	 reaction	 levels	 to	 different	 mobilization	 levels;	 for	 example,	 Saideman
(2002:30)	finds	that	secessionist	groups	“are	greater	[italics	added]	threats	to	other	states	and
to	 existing	 international	 norms	 because	 they	 seek	 to	 revise	 existing	 boundaries.”	 It	 follows,
then,	that	non-secessionist	movements	may	be	perceived	as	less	threatening,	and	may	trigger	a



smaller	 reaction	 from	 the	 international	community.	To	 this	end,	 it	may	behoove	 the	Kurds	 to
continue	to	refrain	from	demanding	full	independence	–	an	ironic	indicator	of	the	leverage	that
the	US	has	in	this	relation.

The	US’	leverage	in	the	Kurdish	independence	sphere

As	 the	 central	 sphere	 in	 Baghdad,	 regional	 neighbors,	 and	 the	 international	 regime	 are	 all
opposed	to	independence,	the	Kurds	are	rendered	desperate	for	US	support.	Yet,	we	posit	that
as	long	as	the	US	supports	a	unified	Iraq,	direct	US	support	for	independence	is	not	viable.	An
alternative	is	a	more	tacit	US	support	via	the	direct	arming	of	the	Kurds,	but	this	option	is	still
not	receiving	enough	backing	from	policy	makers.	For	example,	in	late	June	2015,	the	United
States	Senate	voted	 to	block	 an	 amendment	 to	 the	2016	National	Defense	Authorization	Act
that	would	allow	the	US	to	directly	arm	Kurdish	forces	fighting	against	 ISIS	(Klimas	2015).
While	the	House	of	Representatives	version	had	already	passed	earlier	in	May,	the	initiative
received	a	harsh	condemnation	from	Baghdad,	which	halted	further	support	(Ibid.).

To	 tip	 the	 scales	 in	 favor	 of	 directly	 arming	 the	 Kurds	 despite	 the	 international	 regime
constraint,	strategic	considerations	in	favor	of	arming	the	Kurds	must	be	bolstered.	To	this	end,
the	Kurds’	 perceived	 strategic	 value	 should	 increase,	 and	 concern	 about	 their	motivation	 to
fight	 beyond	 their	 borders	 decrease.	 The	 latter	 is	 possible	 if	 the	 US	 induces	 the	 Kurds	 to
commit	to	assist	with	military	operations	beyond	their	borders	–	possible	as	the	Kurds’	fervor
for	 independence	 increases	 and	 the	 US	 secures	 more	 leverage	 against	 them	 with	 which	 to
pressure	them	to	cooperate.	Contributing	to	this	pressure	is	the	Kurds’	need	for	more	arms	to
continue	protecting	their	region	from	ISIS.	The	ability	to	offer	the	Kurds	arms,	therefore,	gives
the	US	significant	 leverage,	which	becomes	an	endogenous	 influence	on	US	decision-making
because	it	can	pressure	the	Kurds	to	collaborate	with	the	US	against	ISIS,	which	can	assuage
concerns	about	Kurdish	reticence	to	collaborate.

Possibility	of	Iraq’s	disintegration
The	 Obama	 administration’s	 support	 for	 Iraq’s	 unity	 may	 appear	 ironic	 in	 light	 of	 an
increasingly	 unstable	 country;	 some	 argue	 dissolution	 “is	 so	 likely	 that	American	 strategists
should	be	thinking	about	how	to	respond”	(Metz	2015).	What	are	the	relevant	considerations
involved	 in	 US	 decision-making	 towards	 the	 Kurds	 in	 this	 chaotic	 context?	 Naturally,	 a
dissolved	Iraq	would	eliminate	the	conceptualization	of	US	foreign	policy	towards	the	Kurds
within	the	intervention	framework.	Yet,	as	is	often	the	case,	the	disintegration	of	Iraq,	should	it
occur,	 is	 not	 likely	 to	 be	 an	 immediate	 occurrence	 but	 instead	 would	 involve	 a	 protracted
conflict	(McGarry	and	O’Leary	1993).	In	this	context,	we	argue	that	before	actual	dissolution,
impending	dissolution	will	become	a	unique	factor	as	considerations	involving	the	Kurds	will
stem	from	the	assumption	of	a	dissolved	state.	By	accounting	for	 impending	dissolution,	 it	 is



possible	to	capture	strategic	factors	that	are	unique	to	conflict	cases	with	greater	likelihoods	of
disintegration.

The	relevance	of	impending	dissolution	is	its	potential	impact	on	the	US’	perception	of	the
Kurds’	willingness	 to	contribute	 to	 the	anti-ISIS	effort	beyond	 its	borders	as	well	as	 the	US
leverage.	 The	 reliance	 on	 the	 Peshmerga	 to	 counter	 ISIS,	 combined	 with	 the	 fact	 that	 in	 a
dissolved	Iraq	the	Kurds	would	no	longer	need	the	US	to	secure	independence,	would	reduce
US	 leverage.	 Moreover,	 autonomy	 can	 be	 expected	 to	 lower	 the	 Kurds’	 willingness	 to
collaborate	beyond	their	borders	as	it	cannot	be	assumed	that	they	would	engage	in	combat	out
of	a	sense	of	loyalty	to	any	of	the	successor	configurations.	At	this	point,	a	power	shift	would
yield	less	US	leverage	and	increase	Kurdish	leverage.	The	Kurds’	leverage	would	increase	as
a	result	of	their	value	to	the	US	for	combat	against	ISIS,	and	as	the	only	reliable	successor	ally
that	the	US	would	have	in	a	dissolved	Iraq,	as	the	Shiite	area	is	“Tehran’s	client”	and	the	Sunni
Arab	 area	 likely	 to	 see	 “protracted	 conflict”(Metz	 2015).	 As	 a	 result,	 US	 foreign	 policy
decision-making	 could	 begin	 to	 prioritize	 fostering	 a	 strategic	 relationship	 with	 the	 Kurds,
perhaps	via	the	provision	of	security	guarantees,	or	“a	military	presence	to	deter	Kurdistan’s
enemies	and	execute	raids	and	strikes”	against	ISIS	(Ibid.).	The	US	could	capitalize	on	the	fact
that	 the	 concept	 of	 Kurdish	 independence	 has	 been	 continuously	 met	 with	 hostility	 from
neighboring	 states,	 and	 strategically	 cultivate	 itself	 as	 a	 potential	 ally	 of	 Kurdistan	 in	 the
region.	The	possibility	of	more	equitable	 leverage	between	 the	US	and	 the	Kurds	 that	could
arise	from	a	dissolving	Iraq	could	usher	in	a	new	era	of	US	policy	that	instead	of	continuously
disappointing	the	Kurds,	might	favor	the	interests	of	both.

Conclusion
In	 this	chapter	we	set	out	 to	explain	 the	evolution	of	US	policy	 towards	 the	Kurds	using	 the
intervention	 theoretical	 framework	 and	 its	 conceptualization	 of	 instrumental	 and	 affective
considerations.	This	approach	contrasts	with	previous	 studies	on	US	 foreign	policy	 towards
the	 Kurds,	 which	 tends	 to	 use	 an	 NSA	 framework.	 In	 relation	 to	 the	 increasingly	 salient
“Kurdish	 Issue,”	 this	 study	 demonstrates	 the	 intervention	 framework’s	 capacity	 to	 yield
nuanced	 observations	 of	 US	 policy	 in	 relation	 to	 the	 context	 of	 the	 host	 states	 of	 Kurdish
populations.

For	the	case	of	the	Kurds	of	Iraq,	this	study	demonstrates	not	only	that	multiple	motivations
influence	US	decision-making	 towards	 the	Kurds,	but	 that	 their	 respective	 influences	vary	 in
magnitude.	 Importantly,	 instrumental	 motivations,	 especially	 strategic	 and	 economic
considerations,	 have	 consistently	 shaped	US	policy	 towards	 the	Kurds	 of	 Iraq.	Specifically,
this	 analysis	 of	 critical	 political-time	 junctures	 reveals	 which	 of	 these	 instrumental
considerations	 predominates	 in	 US	 decision-making	 over	 time.	 Moreover,	 while	 we
demonstrate	that	humanitarian	motivations	do	at	times	factor	into	US	policy	decision-making,



we	make	 the	 important	distinction	 that	 the	 impact	of	 these	affective	considerations	hinges	on
their	interaction	with	the	surrounding	instrumental	context.	Thus,	we	show	that	the	instrumental
character	of	US	decision-making	towards	the	Kurds	is	more	than	a	simple	broad	label,	but	a
complex	mechanism	with	varying	context-dependent	 impact.	While	 the	 instrumental	nature	of
US	policy	has	been	previously	noted,	we	identify	which	instrumental	considerations	have	the
most	 weight	 in	 this	 case,	 as	 well	 as	 how	 these	 considerations	 shape	 the	 influence	 of
humanitarian	considerations.

In	this	study	we	find	that	the	very	establishment	of	US	relations	with	the	Kurds	of	Iraq	in	the
early	 1970s	was	 not	 due	 to	US	 consideration	 of	 the	Kurds’	 ongoing	 fight	 for	 autonomy,	 but
reflects	the	starting	point	of	the	US	perception	of	the	Kurds’	utility	for	its	regional	aims.	This
motivated	 the	 temporary	aid	 for	 the	Kurdish	 rebellion	 in	 Iraq,	which	abruptly	 ceased	as	US
regional	 relations	 shifted,	 marking	 the	 first	 US	 “betrayal”	 of	 the	 Kurds.	 The	 strategic
motivation	behind	US	support	for	Kurdish	autonomy	is	again	invoked	in	the	Gulf	War	period,
but	is	shown,	once	again,	to	cease	in	light	of	the	US’	surrounding	regional	agenda,	in	this	case
the	priority	of	its	relations	with	Iran,	Turkey,	and	Syria.

Some	 continue	 to	 cite	 US	 support	 for	 the	 Kurds	 following	 the	 US	 invasion	 of	 Iraq	 as
evidence	of	a	refreshed	alliance	with	the	Kurds.	Ironically,	we	demonstrate	that	it	is	the	utility
of	this	alliance,	the	Kurds’	position	as	the	US’	only	dependable	ally	amidst	the	turmoil	in	Iraq
that	 spurred	 favorable	 US	 intervention	 towards	 the	 Kurds	 in	 this	 context.	 Thus,	 while	 the
factors	that	appeal	to	the	US	agenda	in	relation	to	the	Kurds	shifts	over	time,	the	US	pursues	a
consistent	 pattern	 of	 responding	 favorably	 to	 the	 Kurds	 only	 when	 they	 become	 a	 strategic
factor,	and	never	in	light	of	their	plight	or	cause	per	se.

These	 strategic	 considerations	 in	US	 policy	 towards	 the	Kurds	 continue	 into	 the	 present
context	of	an	Iraq	riddled	with	sectarian	conflict	and	the	threat	of	ISIS.	We	demonstrate	that	the
relevant	factor	for	this	policy	towards	the	Kurds	becomes	the	protection	of	the	KR,	shaped	by
the	US	 regional	 economic	 interests.	However,	 strategic	 considerations	 regarding	 the	Kurds’
value	for	combating	ISIS	aims	may	influence	the	possible	provision	of	arms	to	the	Kurds.	The
provision	of	arms	to	the	Kurds	again	invokes	the	issue	of	Kurdish	independence;	given	the	US-
revealed	 nonchalance	 to	 this	 notion	 up	 to	 this	 point	 in	 relation	 to	 its	 considerations,	 we
examine	this	salient	dynamic	in	light	of	its	potential	appeal	to	the	current	instrumental	agenda
of	 the	 US.	We	 argue	 that	 affective	 motivations	 of	 loyalty	 or	 justice	 arising	 out	 of	 the	 US-
Kurdish	 alliance,	 which	 dominate	 the	 rhetoric	 surrounding	 independence,	 are	 insignificant
influences	 on	 US	 decision-making.	 Similarly,	 we	 contend	 that	 increases	 in	 Kurdish
mobilization	will	 not	 significantly	 impact	US	policy	per	 se	because	 it	will	 not	 substantially
affect	 strategic	 and	 economic	 considerations.	 Moreover,	 we	 argue	 that	 increased	 Kurdish
secessionism	may	be	to	the	Kurds’	detriment	in	relation	to	US	policy	as	it	will	undermine	the
weight	of	their	current	strategic	value	to	the	US	strategy	in	Iraq.

We	 also	 utilize	 the	 framework	 to	 examine	 the	 potential	 US-Kurdish	 dynamic	 given	 the



possibility	of	a	disintegrated	Iraq.	To	this	end,	we	argue	that	the	Kurds’	interests	may	be	more
favorably	 served	 by	 US	 policy	 as	 Iraq’s	 disintegration	 becomes	 more	 imminent	 and	 US-
Kurdish	 relations	 could	 enter	 a	 new	 phase	 characterized	 by	 a	 more	 equal	 distribution	 of
leverage.	 In	 this	possible	 future	context,	we	show	 that	US	strategic	considerations	 regarding
the	Kurds	may	finally	begin	to	shift	US	policy	in	a	direction	that	would	result	in	less	Kurdish
disappointment	 instead	of	 the	 currently	 increasing	expressions	of	US	“betrayal.”	Whether	or
not	 this	 shift	 takes	 place,	 however,	 remains	 to	 be	 seen	 as	 the	 realities	 of	 the	 KR	 and	 Iraq
continue	to	interact	with	the	US	policy-making	agenda.
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(Hechter	1992).

26 We	note	that	more	public	support	for	independence	was	strongly	voiced	at	the	local
level,	and	expressed	though	initiatives	such	as	the	Kurdistan	Referendum	Movement
(Halkawt	2006).	This	incongruence	between	Kurdish	leadership	and	the	Kurdish	public,
and	its	implications,	is	addressed	later	in	this	section.

27 See	Hechter	(1992).
28 The	lack	of	a	full	mobilization	movement	by	the	Kurds	in	Iraq	can	be	better	appreciated

by	contrasting	it	to	the	modern	mobilization	movement	of	the	Kurds	in	Turkey.	See
Romano	(2006:25–66).

29 Petroleum	Law	of	the	Kurdistan	Region-Iraq	2007.	According	to	the	Baghdad’s
interpretation	of	the	Iraqi	Constitution,	however,	oil	resources	are	under	the	jurisdiction
of	the	central	government	(Natali	2010).

30 See	“Issues	between	the	Kurdistan	Regional	Government	and	Baghdad,”	in	“US	Energy
Information	Administration	Information	Country	Analysis	Brief:	Iraq,”	(U.S.	Energy
Information	Administration,	last	updated	January	30,	2015),	7.

31 One	source	of	actors	in	this	context	is	the	group	of	individuals	leading	the	US	companies
in	the	region,	many	are	retired	US	military	officials.	These	“ex-military	men	have
become	strong	advocates	for	the	Kurdish	cause,	calling	for	expanding	US	airstrikes	and



providing	more	sophisticated	weapons	to	Kurdish	Peshmerga	forces.	They	also	back
what	they	say	may	well	emerge	as	an	independent,	pro-American,	pro-business	Kurdish
state”	(Erlich	2014).

32 The	Iraqi	Constitution	lends	support	to	the	presence	of	the	forces	by	outlining	that	the
regional	government	is	responsible	for	all	administrative	requirements	of	the	region,
including	internal	security	forces	(Danilovich	2014).

33 This	might	differ	were	the	affective	considerations	of	“kinship”	present;	research	shows
that	a	state	might	have	more	aggressive	foreign	policy	towards	a	state	where	its	ethnic
“kin”	is	disadvantaged	(Davis	and	Moore	1997).

34 The	groups	in	the	analysis	endorsed	independence	or	other	forms	of	self-rule	with	armed
violence	as	the	means	to	achieve	these	goals	(Heraclides	1990:344).
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Conclusion

In	this	volume	we	attempted	to	determine	the	role	Iraqi	Kurdistan	has	been	playing	and	has	the
potential	to	play	in	the	Middle	East.	The	Kurds	have	been	involved	in	a	prolonged	and	drawn
out	 game	 since	 the	First	World	War,	 in	which	 the	 prize	 of	 state	 independence	 has	 remained
elusive.	This	 has	 been	 a	 game	of	 high	 stakes	 in	which	 the	Kurds	 have	 had	 to	 deal	with	 the
genocidal	regime	of	Saddam	Hussein,	segregation	 in	 their	homeland	in	Syria,	persecution	by
the	 regime	 of	 Ayatollahs	 in	 Iran,	 severe	 Turkish	 oppression	 and	 the	 fickleness	 of	 Western
powers.

The	de	 facto	 abolition	by	 ISIS	of	 the	artificial	partition	of	 the	Ottoman	Empire	a	century
ago	 has	 created	 a	 powerful	 new	 dynamic,	 bringing	 the	Kurds	 into	 the	 center	 of	 the	Middle
Eastern	equation.	Events	are	unfolding	at	a	rapid	pace	and	it	is	rather	difficult	to	come	up	with
one	comprehensive	and	straightforward	understanding.

Chapter	1	provided	a	brief	overview	of	the	history	of	Kurdish	nationalism	in	an	attempt	to
understand	what	went	wrong	for	this	large	nation	in	its	efforts	to	achieve	statehood.	The	deep
political	changes	that	have	happened	since	the	1991	uprising	in	the	Kurdistan	region	combined
with	dramatic	transformations	in	the	Middle	East	in	the	wake	of	the	Arab	Spring	have	created
more	favorable	conditions	for	the	establishment	of	an	independent	Kurdish	state.	The	chapter’s
contributor	claims	that	a	combination	of	post-Arab	spring	geopolitical	changes	in	the	Middle
East,	the	successful	efforts	the	KRG	has	deployed	in	the	international	arena,	the	political	and
economic	 impact	 of	 Kurdistan’s	 oil,	 and	 the	 Kurdistan	 region’s	 effective	 fight	 against	 ISIS
suggest	 that	 Kurdistan	 may	 be	 closer	 to	 full	 autonomy	 than	 any	 time	 before	 in	 its	 modern
history.

Meanwhile,	Kurdish	nationalism	has	been	both	enhanced	and	legalized	by	the	establishment
of	 a	 federal	 system	 in	 Iraq.	 Iraqi	 federalism	 has	 offered	 broad	 autonomy	 and	 potential	 for
fostering	Kurdish	national	identity	and	more,	as	it	allows	this	ethnic	federal	region	to	have	its
own	military	and	conduct	pretty	independent	economic	and	foreign	policies.

In	Chapter	2,	I	contended	that	federalism	has	done	a	good	job	of	serving	the	Kurds	of	Iraq
and	has	more	potential	 to	do	so	 in	 the	future	despite	 its	obvious	shortcomings	caused	by	 the
non-implementation	of	certain	constitutional	provisions,	deep-rooted	distrust	and	idyllic	hopes
for	a	sovereign	Kurdish	state.	In	general,	federalism	is	considered	a	technological	solution	to



deeply-rooted	 human	 problems	 and	 the	 introduction	 of	 a	 federal	 system	 in	 Iraq,	 as	with	 the
creation	of	the	Kurdish	federal	region,	was	meant	to	achieve	the	following	goals:

1. Ending	 the	 civil	war	 between	 the	Kurds	 and	Arabs	 that	 at	 some	point	 verged	on	 ethnic
cleansing	and	genocide.

2. Protecting	and	fostering	Kurdish	culture	and	identity.
3. Giving	the	Kurds	significant	political	and	economic	autonomy.

The	 Iraqi	 federal	 constitution	 has	 indeed	 provided	 the	 Kurds	 with	 extraordinary
opportunities	 and	 set	 only	one	precondition	–	 the	will	 to	 learn	 to	 live	 together.	Given	many
new	and	unexpected	developments,	some	external	 to	 Iraq,	such	as	 the	emergence	and	rise	of
ISIS	 and	 other	 adverse	 regional	 events,	 it	 is	 hard	 to	 accurately	 forecast	 which	 way	 the
proverbial	paradox	of	federalism	will	play	out.

We	believe	that	the	territorial	devolution	of	power	and	polycentric	governance	in	Iraq	has
brought	peace	between	Kurds	 and	Arabs;	 nascent	 federalism	can	be	 adjusted	 and	 fine-tuned
through	 limited	 constitutional	 amendments,	 judicial	 interpretation,	 fiscal	 arrangements	 and
intergovernmental	collaboration.	The	Kurds,	like	the	Quebecois,	may	eventually	learn	to	live
together	with	their	federal	partners.

Iraqi	 federalism	 is	 an	 ongoing	 experiment	 whose	 outcomes	 are	 rather	 positive,	 but
painstaking	efforts,	compromises	and	a	purposeful	fine-tuning	are	in	order.	Writing	in	2016,	we
can	say	that	major	disputes	between	Erbil	and	Baghdad	are	being	resolved	within	the	federal
system	by	negotiation	rather	than	by	force.	This	has	never	been	easy,	as	the	actors	also	have	to
navigate	 the	 rocky	 environment	 of	 regional	 and	 international	 politics.	 The	 federal	 system
remains	unstable,	but	a	solid	alternative	to	the	uncharted	journey	of	independence	in	a	region	in
turmoil.

Chapter	 3	 looked	 into	 the	 socio-economic	 relations	 in	 the	 Kurdistan	 region	 in	 order	 to
evaluate	 its	viability	as	a	would-be	 independent	state.	A	modernist	 transformation	of	society
typically	finds	its	ultimate	cause	in	economic	life,	but	here	the	author	finds	no	evidence	of	any
significant	progress.	It	was	argued	that	Kurdistan	conforms	in	certain	degree	to	Marx’s	model
of	the	oriental	society.	The	key	element	here	is	the	conflation	of	economic	and	political	power.
These	conditions	coupled	to	the	massive	influx	of	oil	move	Kurdistan	towards	a	rentier	state
system.	Rentier	 states	 have	many	 features	 of	modern	 capitalist	 economies	yet	 preserve	 their
deeply	pre-modern	social	structures.	The	economy	is	based	predominantly	on	external	revenue
generated	by	foreign	oil	companies	and	little	if	any	economic	revenue	is	sourced	domestically.
The	 domestic	 economy	 is	 turned	 over	 to	 retail	 and	 services	 in	 a	 series	 of	 the	 sub-feudal
landlord-serf	 relationship.	Ordinary	Kurds	 are,	 and	will	 remain,	 the	 beneficiary	 subjects	 of
government,	 rather	 than	 developing	 into	 a	 participating	 citizenry	 and	 drivers	 of	 social	 and
economic	change.



That	leads	the	author	to	conclude	that	Kurdistan	is	rooted	in	pre-modern	conditions	highly
resistant	 to	 change,	 and	 the	 move	 toward	 an	 independent	 Kurdistan	 with	 a	 rentier	 state
economy	 is	 unlikely	 to	 bring	 about	 any	 fundamental	 restructuring	 of	 Kurdish	 society	 and
politics.	Future	independence	will	most	probably	result	in	business	as	usual	domestically	with
few	differences	to	the	current	Kurdish	way	of	life.

In	Chapter	4,	 the	author	attempted	to	look	into	Kurdish	ordinary	citizens’	attitude	towards
the	elites’	plans	to	break	away	from	the	Iraqi	federation	and	build	a	sovereign	Kurdish	state.
That	was	 done	 in	 an	 anthropological	manner	 by	 juxtaposing	 the	 construction	of	 luxury	high-
rises	with	state-building.	While	tall	towers	bring	an	image	of	modernity	and	might	encourage
people	 to	 think	 of	 independence,	 they	 also	 invoke	 corruption	 and	 conspiracy,	 and	 produce
doubts	 about	 the	 potential	 for	 Kurdish	 statehood.	 Recently	 erected	 luxury	 buildings	 may
generate	 a	 state	 effect	 –	 the	 state	 appears	 as	 an	 entity	 unto	 itself,	 at	 the	 same	 time	 creating
suspicions	about	whether	an	independent	state	can	be	immune	from	the	excessive	interests	of
the	ruling	oligarchies.

The	 view	 advanced	 in	 Chapter	 5	 is	 that	 although	 oil	 seemingly	 provides	 economic
resources	for	the	development	of	an	independent	state,	and	therefore	might	represent	‘an	ace	in
the	hole1’,	due	to	the	vagaries	of	international	politics,	intensification	of	pre-existing	divisions
and	rivalries,	the	erosion	of	human	capital,	that	is	to	say,	the	‘curse	of	black	gold’,	oil	for	the
Kurds	 can	 more	 accurately	 be	 described	 as	 ‘the	 joker	 in	 the	 pack’.	 The	 region’s	 ongoing
financial	 crisis	 caused	 by	 the	 dramatic	 fall	 of	 the	 oil	 price	 reinforces	 this	 assumption.	 The
enactment	 of	 the	 controversial	 regional	 oil	 law	 by	 Erbil	 in	 2007,	 despite	 Baghdad’s
objections,	did	not	help	to	become	economically	self-sustainable	even	within	the	loose	Iraqi
federation.	The	current	severe	financial	crisis	demonstrates	that	the	KRG	may	lead	the	region
into	 a	 catastrophe	 by	 declaring	 independence.	 The	 secession	 will	 undermine	 the	 essential
relations	with	 Baghdad	 and	make	 the	 region	 heavily	 dependent	 on	 Turkey	 and	 by	 the	 same
token,	even	more	financially	vulnerable.

Chapter	 6	 examines	 the	 claim	 that	 despite	 some	 furtive	 claims	 of	 globalists,	 the
international	system	remains	dominated	by	sovereign	states.	True,	there	are	important	non-state
actors,	but	sovereign	states	still	play	a	central	role.	In	spite	of	some	theoretical	precepts	and
the	 Montevideo	 Declaration’s	 optimism,	 sub-state	 and	 stateless	 entities	 cannot	 become
sovereign	 simply	 because	 they	wish	 so.	Much	 depends	 on	 the	will	 of	 the	 restricted	 club	 of
sovereign	nations	whose	acceptance	of	newcomers	is	crucial	as	long	as	international	relations
takes	place	in	a	highly	interdependent	and	territorially	determined	environment	that	privileges
the	sovereign	state.	It	is	for	this	particular	reason	that	Kurdistan	cannot	decide	its	own	fate.	It
can	shape	it	by	playing	at	politics	and	increasing	its	chances,	but	the	final	decision	lies	with
others.

The	 overall	 conclusion	 of	 Chapter	 6:	 Kurdistan’s	 Independence	 and	 the	 International
System	 of	 Sovereign	 States	 is	 that	 Kurdistan’s	 chances	 to	 become	 a	 sovereign	 state



significantly	 depends	 on	 which	 mood	 will	 prevail	 in	 the	 international	 arena	 –
traditionalist/sovereignist	 or	 liberal.	 A	 greater	 emphasis	 on	 sovereignty	 would	 reduce	 the
chances	 for	 independence	 and	 reinforce	 the	 need	 to	 gain	 Baghdad’s	 consent	 for	 a	 civilized
divorce.	A	 conservative	 recognition	 regime	would	 strengthen	 the	 currently	 robust	 sovereign
territorial	 constraints	 and	 reduce	 the	 likelihood	 that	 numerous	 secessionist	 regions,	 not	 just
Kurdistan,	would	be	able	to	gain	independence.	On	the	other	hand,	a	move	in	the	direction	of
liberalism	in	world	politics	would	benefit	Kurdistan	and	many	other	nationalist	movements	by
supporting	 the	 right	 to	 self-determination,	 perhaps	 opening	 the	 gate	 to	 independence	 via	 a
remedial	or	primary	right.

As	 of	 today,	Kurdistan’s	 chances	 are	 significantly	 constrained	 by	 the	 current	 recognition
regime	where	emphasis	is	placed	on	sovereign	consent	and	power	politics	in	the	international
arena.	Obviously,	independence	can	be	declared	without	consent	from	Baghdad,	particularly	if
Kurdistan	garners	support	 from	powerful	 friends	and	makes	 its	bid	 in	 the	context	of	broader
state	failure	and	regional	instability.	The	current	unrest	in	Iraq	and	Syria	could	open	the	path	to
Kurdish	 independence.	 Overall,	 Kurdistan’s	 best	 move	 is	 to	 gain	 as	 much	 autonomy	 as
possible,	 for	 as	 long	 as	 possible,	 and	wait	 to	 see	 how	 conditions	 change,	 for	 better	 or	 for
worse,	at	both	the	regional	and	international	levels.

With	 the	 disarray	 in	 the	Middle	 East,	 Turkey’s	 foreign	 policy	 has	 undergone	 incredible
metamorphoses	 in	 its	 recent	 reorientation	 of	 priorities	 from	 an	 assertive	 bid	 for	 EU
membership	 to	 a	more	 region-oriented	 policy,	which	 has	 also	 suffered	 a	 serious	 blow.	 The
recently	 proclaimed	 ‘no	 problems	with	 the	 neighbors’	 approach	 turned	 into	 a	 ‘no	 neighbors
without	problem’	outcome.	Not	a	single	friendly	state	remains	in	its	neighborhood	and	a	state
of	war	 has	 almost	 begun	with	Russia	 over	 Syria.	 Turkish	 foreign	 policy	 based	 on	Turkey’s
grandiose	view	of	itself	in	the	region	has	been	an	abysmal	failure.

In	sharp	contrast	is	Turkey’s	relationship	with	the	Kurdish	regional	government	in	Iraq.	The
way	the	Turkish	government	has	always	treated	ethnic	Kurds	at	home	and	now	in	Syria	makes
this	friendship	bond	even	more	paradoxical.	The	cordial	relationship	has	significantly	affected
both	the	security	and	energy	configurations	in	the	Middle	East.	The	Turkey-KRG	relationship
remains	most	advanced	and	integrated,	comparing	to	its	bilateral	relations	with	other	regional
powers,	based	on	mutual	needs	and	shared	interests.	The	relationship	between	the	two	sides	is
still	 anomalous	 in	many	ways.	On	both	 sides	a	 sort	of	oligarchy	emerged.	The	oligarchs,	 as
experience	 in	 other	 countries	 shows,	 usually	 weaken	 democracy	 and	 poorly	 manage	 the
economy.	While	 the	 oligarchs	 are	 internally	 weak,	 they	 are	 also	 poor	 at	 managing	 a	 long-
lasting	 relationship.	 These	 factors	 might	 put	 the	 Turkey-KRG	 relationship	 in	 jeopardy.	 In
addition,	 external	 factors	 shape	 the	 relationship,	 such	as	 the	 regional	 sectarian	 conflicts,	 the
collapse	of	central	states,	and	the	competition	of	regional	and	global	powers.

The	Kurdish	 item	 on	 the	US	 foreign	 policy	 agenda	 figures	 prominently	 in	 the	 context	 of
Washington’s	strategy	to	remodel	the	greater	Middle	East.	The	Iraqi	Kurdish	federal	region	has



actively	engaged	in	Middle	Eastern	politics	where	the	KRG	has	successfully	maintained	good
relations	 with	 the	West,	 particularly	 with	 the	 USA.	 Relations	 with	 the	 outside	 world	 have
conveyed	 to	 the	 Kurdistan	 Region	 a	 certain	 degree	 of	 international	 acceptance	 and	 thereby
legitimacy,	but	as	a	federal	region,	not	a	sovereign	state.

US	policy	 towards	 the	Kurds,	 both	 in	 Iraq	 and	Syria,	 is	 pretty	much	 shaped	 by	 political
expediency	and	by	the	desire	to	please	several	external	players	with	various	regional	agendas,
as	 well	 as	 its	 relationships	 with	 the	 Iraqi	 central	 government.	 Therefore,	 we	 witness
“inconsistencies”	while	 the	Kurds	see	“betrayal.”	The	interventionist	explanatory	framework
used	helped	us	to	shed	light	on	the	inconsistencies	of	US	policy	towards	Iraqi	Kurdistan	and	its
intentions	 to	declare	 independence.	The	US	has	changed	 its	attitude	 towards	 the	 Iraqi	Kurds
many	times	in	recent	history	depending	on	the	expediency	of	the	moment	and	regional	politics.
By	 empowering	 the	 Kurds	 of	 Iraq,	 the	 US	 creates	 pressure	 in	 the	Middle	 East	 in	 order	 to
induce	change	of	adverse	behavior,	leaving	the	Kurds	to	their	own	device	when	the	situation
changes.

These	 strategic	 considerations	 in	US	 policy	 towards	 the	Kurds	 continue	 into	 the	 present
context	of	an	Iraq	riddled	with	sectarian	conflict	and	the	threat	of	ISIS.	The	relevant	factor	for
this	policy	towards	the	Kurds	becomes	the	protection	of	the	Kurdistan	Region,	shaped	by	US
regional	 interests.	On	 the	other	hand,	 strategic	considerations	 regarding	 the	Kurds’	value	 for
combating	ISIS	may	 influence	 the	possible	provision	of	arms	 to	 the	Kurds.	The	provision	of
arms	 to	 the	Kurds	 invokes	 again	 the	 issue	 of	Kurdish	 independence;	 given	 the	US	 revealed
indifference	 to	 this	 notion	 up	 to	 this	 point,	 we	 examine	 this	 salient	 dynamic	 in	 light	 of	 its
potential	 appeal	 to	 the	US’	 current	 instrumental	 agenda.	Affective	motivations	 of	 loyalty	 or
justice	 arising	 out	 of	 the	 US-Kurdish	 alliance,	 which	 dominate	 the	 rhetoric	 surrounding
independence,	 are	 insignificant	 influences	 on	 US	 decision-making.	 Similarly,	 increases	 in
Kurdish	 mobilization	 will	 not	 significantly	 impact	 US	 policy	 per	 se	 because	 it	 will	 not
substantially	 affect	 the	 US’	 strategic	 considerations.	 Moreover,	 increased	 Kurdish
secessionism	may	be	to	their	detriment	in	relation	to	US	policy,	as	it	will	undermine	the	weight
of	their	current	strategic	value	to	US	policy	in	the	Middle	East.

Note
1 Let	us	recollect	that	in	a	card	game,	an	ace	in	the	hole	is	a	card	placed	facedown	which

once	turned	over	will	have	the	certain	effect	of	winning	the	game.	In	contrast,	a	“joker	in
the	pack”	is	a	card	which	could	lead	to	different	unexpected	and	unpredictable	outcomes.
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